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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This document constitutes the Final Report of the work per­
formed under Thermo Electron's contract No. 951Z63 with the Jet 
Propulsion Labor"ory. 
This program had two objectives- which were to be reached under 
two task efforts, 
I. 	 To develop a converter of the design used under Task II of 
•'Contract No. 950671, capable of delivering a power output of 
Z0 watts/cm at 0. 8 volt, and at a true hohlraum temperature 
of 1700°C. 
II. 	 To design a multiconve'rter generator capable of operation in 
cislunar space with a concentrator 9. 5 ft in diameter and 
which uses the converters developed under TaskI. 
Task I centered on the iterative construction of 10 engineering 
models of-a solar energy thermionic converter, and Tabole I describes 
their main features. The first model was fabricated to duplicate 
partially the performance of the best converter developed under Task II 
of Contract No. 950S71. The second and third incorporated a modifica­
tion in the heat transfer path of the collector-radiator structure to 
improve heat transfer. The fourth and fifth had a convoluted emitter 
structure made entirely of rhenium. In the sixth and seventh con­
verters the collector material was changed to rhenium and palladium, 
respectively. In the last three models, the collector-radiator structure 
of the previous models was replaced by a heat pipe. At the culmination 
of the effort of Task I, the converter with a heat pipe structure had 
achieved close to a 70% reductibn in weight; however, its performance 
1 
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was the same as that of typical converters with rhenium electrodes,
 
and it did not reach the goal of 20 watts/cm Z at 0. 8 volt, 17000C.
 
Task II involved a generator flux analysis to determine the best 
number of converters to match the converter heat requirements to the 
available solar energy, the optimum cavity aperture size, the required 
adjustments of surface emissivity and absorptivity values to insure 
emitter temperatureeven flux distribution, and the effects of changes in 

and heat input on flux distribution within the generator.
 
Based on this analysis a 16-converter generator, using converters 
with heat pipe collector-radiators, was designed in detail. 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN FEATURES
 
Feature 
Model 201 202 203Model 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 X 
Emitter Material Re Re Re Re Re Re Re Re Re Re 
0 
Collector Material Mo Mo Mo Mo Mo Re Pd Re Re Re r 
Collector Area, 
2 
cm 2.50 2.50 2.50 2. 50 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.16 2.34 2. 34 
V61 
Nominal Spacing, mils 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.8 4.2 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 0 
ErAitter Fabrication (1) B B B M M M M M M M 
w Emitter Preparation (2) EP EP EP Et EE EE EE EE EE EE 
Emitter Support Material Ta Ta Ta Re Re Re Re Re Re Re 
Collector Preparation (3) "L C C C G G L L L L 
Radiator Type -
Area, cm 2 (4) F-113 F-113 F-113 V-I13 F-113 F-133 F-133 HP-38 HP-52 HP-52 
(1)B = pressure-bonded M = monolithic 
(2) EP = electropolished EE = electroetched 
(3) L = lapped C = chemically etched G = ground 
(4) F = condifcting fins HP = heat pipe 
INt4E DING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 
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TASK I 
CONVERTER DEVELOPMENT 
1. 1 Design of Converters T-201 and T-202 
Figures 1 and 2 present four different designs numbered I to IV, 
which were evolved during the design phase of converters T-201 and 
T-202. The design selected for converter T-20l was the design I, 
which included most features and the collector structure in particular 
of the converter T-100 developed under the preceding contract 
No. 950671. The design of converter T-202 was the design II, which 
included a modified collector-radiator structure, with cylindrical 
braze interface instead of butt braize, and which minimized the effect 
of braze interfaces on collector temperature distribution. 
1. 2 Fabrication of Converter T-201 
The converter assembly techniques used were the same as those 
used in the fabrication of converters under JPL contract 950671. 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate some differences in the collector 
structure which resulted from the T-Z01 design effort. Figure 3 
shows the parts for the collector structure of converter T-201 before 
assembly,' and Figure 4 shows the same parts after brazing with 
palladium. 'Inthe first: fabrication attempt, two collector assemblies 
were brazed and both leaked due to excessive alloying of the braze with 
the niobiuri sear flange. Examination 6f the constitution diagram of 
the niobium palladium alloys showed that although palladium melts at 
1 552'C, a eutectid at atomic 50% palladium exists which has a melting 
t 
point of 15600C. It was therefore difficult to avoid producing this 
eutectic during brazing. To solve the problem, it was attempted to 
5 
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plate the palladium with enough copper to form a 10% by weight alloy 
of copper palladium. The melting point of this alloy would then have 
been 1454°C or practically 100°C lower than the melting point of 
palladium. When this was tried, it was found that the copper plating 
evaporated much too soon to leave any significant amount of copper 
at the presumed melting point of the copper palladium alloy. The 
collector of T-201 was finally brazed using pure palladium as a braze 
material but a tell-tale was used in order to provide a clear visual 
indication of the instant at which melting of the filler wire occurred. 
(The procedure could not be repeated successfully for the assembly 
of converter T-202: small perforations through the niobium sleeve 
were present as a result of overalloying, and they were closed using 
copper as a braze filler). 
Figures 6 to 11 show the sequence of steps involved in the fabri­
cation of the-emitter structure. In the case of converter T-201 a tight 
fit in the jigs caused a mechanical misalignment. It was found in 
inspection that the surface of the emitter was out of square with the 
axis of the support sleeve by a maximum of 4. 4 mils. A similar check 
was made on the collector sleeve structure and it was found that the 
collector face was out of square by a maximum of 1. 5 mils, thus 
leading to a maximum possible error of 5.9 mils prior to brazing 
of the seal in the compression jig. Since the compression jig produced 
a displacement which far exceeded the 5. 9 mils, it was expected that 
the entire amount of the error would disappear during seal braze. Later 
cesium conduction tests on converter T-201 revealed that the design 
interelectrode spacing was not achieved, and it was concluded that a 
misalignment condition such as that encountered s'hould result in 
rejection of the subassembly. 
6 
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Figure 12 shows the parts for the seal braze assembled in the 
compression jig prior to brazing. Figure 13 shows the completed 
T-201 converter during cesium distillation. Cesium charging was 
achieved with a 250 mg glass capsule heated to approximately 
2700C during converter outgassing, prior to breaking, and then 
heating the cesium from the broken capsule, by means of two auto­
matically controlled heaters, to 2000C for 5 hours. 
The emitter of converter T-201 was electroetched using the 
fixture shown in Figure 14. The fixture is a plastic structure which 
completely encloses the emitter piece and its attached current lead, 
except for the emitter surface which is made co-planar with the 
streamlined front-surface of the fixture. Thus, the fixture can be 
agitated in the electroetching solution without inducing cavitation or 
large scale turbulence which would otherwise interfere with uniform 
etching action. The time for electropolishing and electroetching was 
varied slightly to determine the duration that would cause a satisfactory 
action on the surface yet avoid excessive material removal and con­
sequent departures from flatness. These tests showed that a 10-second 
electropolish and a 45- to 60-second electroetching should not be 
exceeded. The final procedure used is described in Appendix 1. The 
emitter structure was then thermally stabilized for one hour at 
1800'C. Figure 15 shows the electroetched emitter, and Figure 16 
shows a photomicrograph of the emitter surface after thermal 
stabilization. 
1.3 Testing of Converter T-201 
Converter T-201 was tested with a test apparatus essentially 
the same as that used in the performance of work under Contract 950671. 
19 
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To broaden the range of temperature control of the cesium reservoir, 
a water cooled copper strap was clamped to it. The test procedure 
consisted of first making a relative collector work function measure­
ment and sampling two I-V traces, then running under steady-state at 
a substantial output current for approximately 150 hours, making a 
new collector work function measurement, then proceeding to evaluate 
the other converter characteristics by I-V curve and cesium conduction 
measurements, and finally testing the converter under steady-state 
conditions. 
In the first four-hour operation period, it was not possible to 
obtain any output from T-ZOg,. The fact that the converter was*able 
to deliver an open circuit voltage and not respond in any appreciable 
way to changes in reservoir temperature, indicated that the converter 
had no cesium in it. This was a surprising fact because the portion 
of the exhaust tubulation that had contained the fragments of the cesium 
capsule during distillation showed no cesium residues after distillation. 
The only way in which it appeared possible for the cesium to have 
escaped was to have dropped from the capsule into the converter 
exhaust pump right after cracking the capsule at the end of outgassing. 
This explanation was mrflrmed when the connections of the exhaust 
pump were disassembled and cesium residues were found in the pump 
manifold. Consequently, converter T-201 was opened, and it was 
further verified that the reservoir did not contain any cesium. The 
opening of the converter was effected at the pinch-off. The portion' 
of the copper tube that corresponds to this pinch-off was removed to 
make room for connection of a new copper exhaust tube, and after 
replacement of the exhaust tube, the converter was outgassed and 
charged with cesium for a second time. During assembly of the new 
25 
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was of the terminals.exhaust tube, the cesium heater damaged at one 
to short this terminal to the cesium reservoir body, andIt was decided 3use oe of the radiator fins as a substitute electrical terminal. 
Appendix 2 gives the data obtained from converter T-201, and 
17 summarizes the I-V characteristics observed. The dashedFigure 
lines represent the envelopes of dynamic measurements made at true Iemitter temperatures as indicated with optimized collector tempera-
tures, and the solid lines give the steady-state outputs obtained at the 
true hohlraum temperatures indicated, with the collector allowed to 
reach its own equilibrium temperature, unaided by the electrical 
heater provided for collector temperature optimization. A comparison 
with those obtained from converter T-103 ofof these characteristics 
the previous program shows that the current at large output voltage 
(above 0. 8 volts has not been reproduced, and is smaller by approxi­
the converter T-201 performance resemblesmately 30%. In fact, 
closely that of converter TE-104. This is probably accounted for by 
T-103 having probably had an unusuallyspacing variations, converter 

small spacing.
 
Cesium conduction experiments on converter T-201 later revealed 
was opposed tothat the interelectrode spacing of the order of 1.4 mils as i 
1. 05 mils correlated by cesium conduction heat transfer measurementsthe 
in the previous converters of this design. As mentioned in Section 1. Z, it 3 
likely that this deviation was mostly due to the mechanical misalignmentis 

which was observed after using tight-fitting jigs. The poor performance
 
T-201 may also be related to the fact that, due to exceptional
of converter 

converter had to be re-opened and recesiated.
circumstances, the 
I 
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2. I Fabrication of Converter T-202 
In order to evaluate the redesigned braze interface in the 
collector structure for converter T-202, an experimental collector­
radiator structure was designed, fabricated and tested. This struc­
ture was instrumented to evaluate the heat load that the radiator could 
dispose of as a function of collector temperature. 
Figure 18 is a drawing of the collector-radiator model fabri­
cated. It reproduced the radiator structure of the TE-100 converter 
built under contract 950671, and it included a collector body with a 
cylindrical braze (2002) in the area of heat transfer to the radiator 
support. The completed collector-radiator model is shown in 
Figure 19, and its radiator fins were coated with chromium carbide. 
The radiator-collector model was tested at heat input levels 
of 110, 210, and 310 watts. The temperature levels achieved are 
given in Appendix 3 and in Figures 20 and 21. Figure 20 gives the 
temperature rise produced when the only heat input is that of 
radiation from the electron bombardment of filament. Analysis 
of this data shows that the filament contribution is 10 watts. Figure 
21 gives the temperature levels at total heat input values of 110, 
210, and 310 watts. The only abnormal result from this run was 
the relatively high reservoir temperature. In an attempt to reduce 
this temperature, a shield was placed along the tubulation to 
isolate the cesium tube from radiation by the radiator fins. This 
resulted in a still higher temperature level at the reservoir because, 
28
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as it became apparent, the cesium tube loses more heat by its own 
radiation than it receives from the radiator fins. In another attempt 
the shield was removed and the copper pinch-off of the reservoir was 
painted with a black silicone paint. This coating lowered the reservoir 
temperature by more than 100 C. Such a result indicated that any 
problem with overheating of the cesium reservoir should be easily 
overcome by the application of a coating to the reservoir, or by a 
reduction in the cross-section of the reservoir tubulation. 
Figure 21 shows that a heat input of 158. 5 watts (interelectrode 
radiation = 33. 5 w, cesium conduction = 24. 0 w, electron heating 
at 20 amp/cm2 = 86 w, radiation from sleeve = 15 w, the conduction 
from the emitter support is assumed to be cancelled by radiation from 
the connecting leads) yielded a collector face temperature of 10130 K, 
which was in line with the previously observed optimum collector 
temperature for converter TE-103 of 10150 K at 1 volt. Since it 
appeared that the radiatbr size of the model tested was as close 
to that required for converter T-202 as a collector-radiator model 
test of the type performed could actually predict, converter T-202 
was fabricated with a radiator of that size using the chromium 
carbide coating on the fins. 
In other respects, the fabrication of converter T-202 followed 
mainly the procedure used for converter T-201. The collector face 
was chemically etched instead of ground, and the etching procedure 
used is given in Appendix 4. Figures 2Z and 23 show the surface 
appearance after 5 and 15 minutes of etching time. The emitter 
was electroetched using the procedure outlined in Appendix 1. 
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Thermal stabilization was conducted at a substantially higher tempera­
ture than for T-201, and it was 2400°C for 1 hour. This treatment 
-resulted in severe alteration of the emitter structure: Figure 24 shows 
that the tantalum substrate of the emitter developed large grain growth 
and partial separation along grain boundaries. Figure 25 is a photo­
micrograph of the heat treated emitter surface. 
2.2 Testing of Converter T-202 
Converter T-202 was tested according to the same procedure used
 
for T-201. Appendix 5 gives the data obtained, and Figure 26 gives the
 
I-V characteristics from converter T-202. The dashed lines represent 
the envelopes of dynamic measurements made at true emitter tempera­
tures as indicated, with optimized collector temperatures, and the solid 
lines give the steady-state outputs obtained at the true hohlraurn tempera­
tures indicated, with the collector allowed to reach its own equilibrium 
temperature, unaided by the electrical heater provided for collector 
temperature optimization. As may be seen, the spacing between the 
branches corresponding to ignited operation is not uniform; it is 
narrower between 1900 and 2000°K than it is between 1800 and 1900'K. 
This is because it had been initially assumed that optimum collector 
temperatures would be obtained at 1.75 times the reservoir temperature 
and the 2000°K curves were run making this assumption. Further
 
testing showed that a ratio of 1. 60 gave a nearer-to-optimum condition 
 3 
and this ratio wa's adopted for the 19000 K and 1800'K runs. 
Of particular interest in Figure 26 is the point obtained in steady I 
state, with no collector heat applied, at 18000 C and 0.8 volt output. 
The collector temperature achieved there was 1073°K at an output current 3 
I 
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Figure 22. Photomicrograph of T-202 Collector Face 
(after 5 rain. etch). 
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Figure 23. 	 Photomicrograph of T-202 Collector Face 
(after 15 rain. etch). 
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Visual Appearance of 1-202 Emitter Structure. 
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Figure 25. Photomicrograph of T-202 Emitter Surface 
(after 2400"C firing). 
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of 52. 3 amperes, and it compared favorably with the desired goal of 
10150 K at 50.0 amperes. 3 
Figure 27 compares the T-ZOZ performance with that of converter 
T-201, and also gives T-103 results previously obtained. The figure re­
veals that, in the ignited mode, the performance of T-201 and T-202 is 
similar except that in steady-state, T-201 was not able to reach a suf­
ficientty high collector temperature to attain the performance level pre­
dicted by the dynamic curve. In the unignited mode, the performance of I 
T-201 is superior to that of T-202, and this result would indicate that the 
interelectrode spacing of T-202 was larger than that of T-201. This is not 
surprising, for T-202 was noticed to have a collector face convex by . 0004" 
in addition to a convex emitter. The departure from flatness of the collector 
was the result of the 15-minute chemical etch on the face. Converter T-201 
had a ground collector which was flat within . 0001 inch. 
Figure 28 gives the variation in heat transfer obtained as a function of 3 
reservoir temperature with T-201 and T-202, which tends to verify that 
T-202 must have had a larger average interelectrode spacing. 3 
As a result of these findings, it was recommended to JPL that the 
etching time for the collector of converter T-203 be reduced to 5 minutes, I 
and that the T-202 collector radiator geometry be preserved. Furthermore, 
it was recommended to reduce the side-emission area to 1 cm 2 from the I 
2 cmz used previously for T-201 and T-202. This area had had a value of 
21. 3 cmZ in T-103 and 0. 5 cm in all other T-100 converters. It was increased U 
in T-201 and T-202 to 2 cm? to enhance output contribution to the lateral 
area of the collector. Since there was a large discrepancy in the 
*The analytic curves shown in Figure 28 were obtained with the experimental 
correlation of Kitrilakis and Meeker, given in Section 6. 6e. 3 
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output of converters T-202 and T-103 in the extinguished mode, it was 
felt that some effort at exploring the influence of lateral collector area 
should be made. 
To evaluate the design of the cesium reservoir of converter T-202, 
an additional test was performed, and the data is presented in sheet 7 of 
the data which is also plotted in Figure 29. This data shows the equil­
ibrium reservoir temperatures achieved as a function of reservoir 
heater current, for a collector temperature of 854aK. As it may be 
seen, the reservoir had a tendency to overheat (when not connected to 
a water-cooled strap) even at the relatively low collector temperature 
of 854°K. A desirable equilibrium reservoir temperature is approxi­
mately 623°K for optimum output at 50 amperes. Further effort on 
improving the cesium reservoir design was made in subsequent T-200 
models. 
3. 1 Fabrication of Converters T-203 and T-203A 
The fabrication of two converters, T-203 and T-Z03A, could not 
be completed successfully. These converters were fabricated following 
the T-201 procedures except for a change in the outgassing specifica­
tion. Prior to T-203, the converters were outgassed with a collector 
temperature generally in the vicinity of 700°C. Although the per­
formance characteristics had not revealed a need for a higher collector 
outgassing temperature, it was felt that it should be increased to 
800'C because during testing the collector temperature often reached 
that level. Consequently, both T-203 and T-203A were outgassed 
maintaining the collector temperature at 800°C for a period of 64 hours 
for T-203, and 24 hours for T-203A. At the end of outgassing, con­
verter T-203 showed immediate signs of having developed a leak; when 
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air was released in the external vacuum system, the exhaust vac-ion 
pumping system connected to the vacuum envelope of the converter 
showed a rapid rise in pressure. Subsequent leak checking indicated 
that the failure had occurred either at the palladium braze between 
the niobium seal flange and the collector stem, or at the ceramic 
seal. Since no such failure had been encountered before, it was 
assumed that its nature was accidental. 
Converter T-203A did not show the signs of difficulty at the end 
of outgassing as did T-203, and it was charged with cesium and 
instrumented for test. However, it developed no output, and it was 
then decided to open the reservoir, and connect a new tubulation to 
leak check the unit. A leak was found in the general area of the seal, 
and to pinpoint its location, the converter was sectioned so that the 
seal area could be exposed without damaging it. A new tubulation was 
brazed to facilitate connection to the leak detector, and the leak was 
found at the palladium braze. The emitter structure was cut out to 
allow direct visual and mechanical inspection of the braze. This 
examination revealed that at some places the bond to the molybdenum 
had occurred over areas only 0. 020" wide which were easily broken by 
the application of relatively low forces. The fracture observed was 
along intergranular surfaces in the molybdenum material adjacent to 
the braze. 
The emitter of converter T-203A was obtained from a new pres­
sure banded assembly etched for 1 minute and thermally stabilized for 
1 hour at 21000C. The firing temperature corresponded to the average 
of the values used for the previous two emitters for converters T-201 
and T-202. After firing, the flatness check showed that the emitter 
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was convex at the center by . 0003" which was the minimum value that 
it had been found possible to achieve. Figure 30 shows a photomicro­
graph of an emitter treated according to the above procedure. 
3.2 Fabrication of Converter T-203B 
The emitter structure of T-203A, consisting of the pressure­
bonded electropolished and electro-etched rhenium sheet and its 
tantalum substrate, was salvaged, checked for flatness and used in 
the fabrication of T-203B. The collector was chemically etched with 
a room-temperature solution of 50 parts H20, 0 parts HNO3 and 
30 parts H2so4' The radiator fins were coated with chromium 
carbide. To avoid a repetition of the previous two failures, 
converter T-203B was assembled with a carefully selected collector 
subassembly with good braze flow, and its outgassing was performed 
with a collector temperature of 660 0 C instead of 800"C. The out­
gassing time was approximately 24 hours and the vac-ion reading 
at the end of outgassing was 8 x 10-7 torr, hot, and 1 x 10-7 torr, 
cold. After the converter was charged with cesium, initial tests 
showed that it had a leak located at the final pinch-off. The 
converter was then opened at the location of the leak and placed 
in a vacuum furnace for 2 hours at 5000C to remove any traces 
of possible cesium compounds. A new tubulation was attached for 
outgassing, and the final outgassing was performed for 16 hours 
with a collector temperature of 627 °C. The final pressure readings 
were 16 and 8 x 10"7 torr in the hot and cold conditions. The 
cesium distillation followed the usual schedule of 5 hours at 200°C. 
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4. 1 Design of Converter T-204 
The design of converter T-204 included an all-rhenium emitter 
structure and a number of modifications aimed primarily at simplifying 
the converter structure and its assembly procedure; it is shown in 
Figure 31. One of the principal changes was a reversal of the inner 
seal flange so that the flange reached to the rear of the collector 
barrel rather than forward. This change allowed a much more favorable 
configuration for the palladium braze of the flange to the collector. It 
also resulted in a larger interelectrode spacing which was estimated as 
follows: 
Expansion of the 0.220" Re emitter support 
structure to an average temperature of 1200°C: 1.85 mils 
Add expansion of the 0. 400" Nb seal structure 
to an average temperature of 7000 C: 2.20 mils 
4. 05 mils 
Subtract expansion of the 0. 620" Mo 
collector 
structure to an average temperature of 640°C: -2. 30 mils 
1.7 5 mils 
Assuming zero spacing at room temperature, the operating spacing 
calculated was 1.75 mils. Other changes were the elimination of 
the thermocouples at the collector base, the omission of grooves 
in the collector barrel to fit the radiator fins, and a simplified 
cesium reservoir structure. 
4.2 Fabrication of Converter T-204 
The fabrication of converter T-204 started with the development 
of electron-beam welds for the all-rhenium emitter structure. The 
first weld attempts produced the structure shown in Figure 32. These 
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welds were difficult to make by electron-beam 	welding because of the 
extreme care required by the end-weld of concentric thin-walled rhenium 
tubes. To avoid this difficulty, it was decided 	to experiment with heliarc 
welding, and the next weld of the inner emitter 	support to the intermediate 
emitter support, on the same assemblies, was 	made by heliarc welding. 
The weld failed because of misalignment of parts due to improper dimensional 
specification of the parts. As can be seen in 	 Figure 33, "scalloping" occurred, 
because the edge of one of the rhenium tubes 	was located higher than that of 
the other, and the edge of that tube had to be 	completely melted away before 
the weld to the other tube could take place. 	 The localized collection of beads 
of molten metal was so pronounced that the molten rhenium made contact at 
several points with the niobium of the outer seal flange, and alloyed with it. 
Therefore, the final assemblies were unusable. 
Consequently, new parts were made with modifications to avoid the 
above problems, and one assembly including 	an electropolished rhenium 
emitter was successfully completed. Figures 34 and 35 show the details 
of the various welds. As can be noted, a slight "scalloping" was still 
apparent on the weld of the inner to the intermediate emitter supports. 
The only defect of this assembly was a slight depression of 0. 0002" in the 
center of the emitter caused by pressure from the jig used to retain this 
piece during electron-beam welding. The jig pressure was reduced later m 
on and the defect was avoided. 
The completed structure shown in Figure 33 	was thermally U 
cycled by raising the hohlraum quickly ten times 	to 17800C. The 3 
niobium flange temperature was monitored with a chromel-alumel 
thermocouple, and it varied over the range from 5000C to 9000C in 3 
each cycle. The warm-up time was 1 minute 	10 seconds, and the 
I 
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cool-down time 3 minutes 30 seconds. After the thermal cycles were 
completed the structure was leak-tight and had maintained flatness with 
no visual evidence of deterioration. 
A subassembly of the palladium niobium-to-molybdenum braze 
of the new configuration is shown in Figure 36. As can be seen, 
excellent braze flow was obtained, and three such subassemblies were 
made without any difficulty. The emitter of T-204 was electropolished 
for 10 seconds at an applied potential of 23 volts and a current of 
3. 5 amperes. It was then thermally stabilized at 2040°C observed 
hohlraum temperature for 2.2 hours in a vacuum of 2 x 10- 6 torr. 
The collector was chemically etched using the same procedure as 
for T-203B. The coating used on the radiator fins was chromium 
carbide, and the cesium reservoir modifications of Figure 31 were 
not implemented. The converter was outgassed for 17 hours at an 
observed hohlraum temperature of 17 50'C, and a collector tempera­
6 
ture of 696*C. The final internal pressures were 1.0 and 0. 6 x 10 
torr in the hot and cold conditions. 
4. 3 Testing of Converters T-203B and T-204 
The data sheets for these two converters are presented in 
Appendices 6 and 7, respectively. 
In the optimized 144-hour run, the performance observed for 
the first four converters was as follows: 
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T-201 T-202 T-203B T-204 
Emitter Temperature, 0K 2000 2000 2000 1974 
Output Voltage, V 0.60 0. 80 0.80 0.77 
Output Current, amperes 38.0 43.4 39. 3 41.4 
Reservoir Temperature, °K 623 621 614 618 
Collector Temperature, 'K 1030 1006 979 1074 
Power Input, watts 302 297 299 323 
Collector temperature drop,' C 223 213 177 260 
As may be noted in the above table, the collector temperature of con­
verter T-204 was considerably higher than previously achieved, and 
it was, in fact, not optimum. Part of the increase in collector tem­
perature was due to the larger amount of heat received by the con­
verter (which was partly the result of increased radiation heat trans­
fer due to chemical etching of the collector surface), and part was 
due to a lack of direct heat transfer from the collector barrel to the 
radiator fins as a result of the design change of the collector barrel 
described in Section 4. 1. Fully optimized performance was obtained 
in converter T-204 by connecting a water-cooled strap to one of the 
radiator fins. The fully optimized I-V curves at 2000°K showed the 
following differences in converter output current (amperes): 
T-201 T-202 T-203B T-204 
0.8 28.3 43.5 40.0 45.3 
1.0 V 20.8 14.2 23.2 26.0 
1.2 V 14.6 10.0 18.1 18.5 
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The steady-state performance achieved with the various prototypes at 
an output voltage of 1 volt, with no heat applied to control collector 
temperature, was as follows: 
Prototype: TE-103 T-201 T-202 IT-203B T-204
 
Hohlraum Temperature, °C 1723 1700 1700 1700 1724
 
Output Current, amperes 32. 5 14.8 12.3 17.6 29.0 
Reservoir Temperature, °K 614 602 592 614 614
 
Collector Temperature, °K 1015 886 852 865 1002
 
Radiator Temperature, *K - 737 720 739 802
 
Collector Temperature Drop, 0 C - 149 132 126 200
 
Power Input, watts 282 220 202 226 292
 
Overall Efficiency, % 11.5 6.7 6.1 7.8 9.9 
The cesium conduction heat transfer of prototypes T-203B and T-204 was 
measured to infer interelectrode spacing. The measurements were made 
at varying cesium pressures, at an emitter temperature of 2000K and a 
collector temperature of 900°K. Assuming an effective area for cesium 
conduction 101o in excess of the 2. 50 cm 2 interelectrode area, the com­
puted variation of cesium conduction with cesium reservoir temperature 
is given in Figure 37 for various interelectrode spacings. The data 
plotted in this figure, obtained from the two converters, shows that the 
interelectrode spacing of converter T-203B was approximately 1.25 mils, 
and that of converter T-204 was 1.65 mils. This latter value agreed 
well with the calculated T-204 interelectrode spacing of 1.75 mils. 
*The assumed effective area attempts to correct for cesium conduction 
from components other than the electrodes. 
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5. 1 Design of Converter T-205 
As explained in gection 4. 3, Converter T-204 had a collector 
temperature drop considerably higher than that previously acleved. 
Part of this increase in collector temperature was traced, to the lack 
of direct heat transfer from the collector barrel to the radiator fins, 
and the collector barrel of Converter T-205 was designed to incorporate 
slotted sections with effective radiator fin contact. 
Two other important design changes were effected in the structure 
of Converter T-205. The first change was to increase the inter­
electrode spacing of the converter by 2 to 3 mils to a value approxi­
mately equal to 4.25 mils. The increase was to be accomplished by. 
machining the face of the collector so as to leave a raised edge around 
the collector face 12. 5 mils wide and 2 to 3 mils high. The second 
change was a very slight increase in the collector face diameter, so 
that the spacing between the cylindrical edge of the collector and the 
sleeve supporting the emitter would be of approximately the same mag­
nitudeas the interelectrode spacing (that is, approximately 4 mils), 
and it would therefore be more nearly possible to optimize the operating 
conditions in the interelectrode spacing and at the collector periphery 
simultaneously. 
5. 2 Fabrication of Converter T-205 
In order to preserve the dimensional tolerances of the raised
 
edge on the collectot face of Converter T-205, the collector surface
 
was not chemically etched, as had been those of Converters T-203B
 
and T-204. As in Converter T-204, the emitter of Converter T-205
 
was a slab of rhenium 0. 060" thick, and it was found to be concave
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by 0. 0007". The slightly larger deviation'fronk flatness of the emitter 
was not serious, however, because of the much larger interelectrode 
spacing. The deviation from fIatness may have resulted from the 
thermal relief of the grinding stresses locked in the relatively thin 
rhenium slab. 
In all other respects, Converter T-205 was nearly identical to
 
Converter"T-204, and it included radiator fins coated with chromium
 
carbide.
 
The first outgassing of Converter T-205 was applied for 65 hours. 
The converter was then cesiated according to normal procedures and 
set up for testing. When the converter was first warmed up for test, 
it became immediately apparent that there was an air leak, and testing 
was stopped. A leak check quickly showed that the converter had a 
leak at the pinch-off. Further investigation to determine the cause of 
this leak revealed that the copper tubing used for exhausting the con­
verter had been polished with emery cloth in the machine shop as a 
final polishing operation. Normally, a copper tubing is not given 
this polishing but is used with the as-received finish of the outside 
surface. A microscopic examination of the copper material near 
the pinch-off showed that entery particles had remained embedded 
in the copper and very likely had interfered with the pinch-off operation. 
To clean the converter from whatever contamination may have resulted 
from the air leak, it was placed overnight in a furnace at 6000 to 7000C 
after removal of the defective pinch-off. 'Anew copper tubulation was 
brazed, and the converter was set up for.a second outgassing.- The 
outgassing was performed for a total outgassfing time- of 68 hours. It 
was then pinched off and cesiated. When attempts were made to test 
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the converter, it was again discovered that an air leak had developed. 
The leak was found at the same location, namely, at the pinch-off of 
the cesium reservoir. To diagnose the cause of this leak, an examina­
tion was made of the portion of copper tubing that had contained the 
cesium capsule from which cesium was distilled into the converter. 
The inside wall of this tubing was found to be completely blackened. 
A portion of the tubing was then cut and rf-heated in an open bucket 
in vacuum at gradually increasing temperatures to observe the be­
havior of this black coating with increasing temperature in vacuum. 
It was suspected that this coating was cupric oxide, and, indeed, at 
about 600 0C it turned to the characteristic reddish color of cuprous 
oxide and pure copper. It was subsequently reasoned that this copper 
oxide had formed during the second outgassing, when more oxygen 
was released by the converter while the outgassing tubulation was 
relatively cold and in the temperature range which would readily 
cause oxidation. With an oxidized inside wall, it was then im­
possible to perform a successful pinch-off. This then implied 
that the heating of the converter in vacuum in a furnace at 600 to 
700°C overnight had not been sufficient to remove the oxygen within 
the converter. To improve upon this procedure the converter 
structure was then set up in its outgassing stand rather than the 
vacuum at typical outgassing conditions with the pinch-off removed, 
so that all oxygen could then be released from the surfaces heated 
at their normal operating conditions. After this treatment a new 
tubulation was brazed in place, the conver±er was given a further 
outgassing of one hour, and it was cesiated for two hours with the 
cesium ampoule at 2000 C. Subsequent attempts to, test the converter 
showed that the repair had been successful. 
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5. 3 Testing of Converter T-205 
The T-205 converter data is presented in Appendix 8. Converter
 
T-205 had a tendency to operate at high collectpr temperature, and its
 
radiator surface was increased by means of four additional fins mech­
anically fastened to the converter radiator. These additional fins were
 
used when obtaining the I-V characteristics but were removed before
 
the final steady-state run at di. 0 V.
 
The fully optimized I-V curves at 2000°K showed the following
 
differences in converter output current (amperes):
 
T-Z01 T-202 T-203B T-204 T-205 
0.8V 28.3* 43.5 40.0 45.3 41. 0. 
1.0v 20.8* 14.2* 23.2 26.0 22.1 
1.2V 14.6* 10.0* 18.1 18.5 12.8 
The steady-state performance achieved with the various proto­
types at an output voltage of 1 volt, with no heat applied to control
 
collector temperature, and with optimized reservoir temperature,
 
were as follows:
 
Prototype: TE-103 T-201 T-202 T-203B T-204 T-205 
Hohlraum temp.erature, °C 1723 1700 1700 1700 1724 1726 
Output current, amperes 32.5 14.8 12.3 17.6 29.0 17.1 
Reservoir temperature, 'K 614 602 592 614 614 590 
Collector temperature, 'K 1015 886 852 865 1002 9Z8 
Radiator temperature, 'K - 737 720 . 739 802 758 
Collector temperature drop, 'C .- 149 132 126 200) 170 
Power input, watts 282 220 202 Z26 292 257 
Overall efficiency, % 11.5 6.7 6.1 7.8 9.9 6.,6 
The collector temperature of these runs was too high (1.75 times 
the reservoir temperature instead of 1. 60). 
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Figure 38 shows the cesium conduction data obtained from proto­
type T-205, compared with that from-prototypes T-203B and T-204. The 
data for T-205 was corrected so as to correspond to an effective heat 
transfer area of 3. 50 sq cm. As can be seen, it indicite'd that the inter­
electrode spacing of dConveetz~r, T-205 was of the order of 2. 60 mils, as 
compared with the design value of 4.20 mils. The reason for the difference 
between the measured and calculated values of spacing could be that the 
interelectrode spacing of converter T-205 was greater than 2. 60 mils, 
somewhere between 2.60 and 4.20 mils, and therefore the effective 
area for cesium heat transfer may have been greater than 3. 50 sq. cm. 
The calculation of the temperature drop between the hohlraum and 
the emitter surface of the converter was calculated as follows: For the 
solid rhenium emitter, the distance from the hohlraum tb the emitter 
face is approximately 0. 045 in. or 0. 114 cm. The converter heat trans­
fer is -approximately (34.6 + 1. 09 1) watts/cm in the vicinity of 2000'K 
emitter temperature. At 2000'K, the thermal conductivity of rhenium 
is 0.48 watt/cm-OK. The calculated emitter temperature drop for the 
solid rhenium emitter was then 
6T = q x 0.114 = 10 + 0.25 I. 0 C 
0.48 
where I is the output current of the converter in amperes. The above 
expression gave just about the temperature drop previously observed 
in pressure-bonded structures of tantalum and rhenium. 
= q = qradiation +qs +q 33.5 + 1. I + (2.72/2. 50) I 
"Thermal Conductivity of Ta, W, Re, Ta-10W, T-1ll, T-222,
 
W-25 Re in the Temperature Range 1500 0K -2800'K," by C.1. Gun
 
and M. Koch, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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'6, 1 Design of Converter T-206 
The design of converter T-206, shown in Figure 39, involved 
several modifications to that of converter T-205, aimed at reducing 
the collector temperature. The collector barrel was shortened by 
0. 030 in. , and the transition piece, part No. 10, joining the collector 
barrel to the radiator fins, was thickened by 0. 070 in. To accommo­
date these two changes, part No. 5 was made shorter by 0 020 in 
Furthermore, the area of the radiator fins was increased by adding 
0 3 in. to their length, which yielded a total radiator area of 
133 sq cm, ,and the fins were coated with chromium oxide Finally, 
the design included a new cesium reservoir, partially coated with 
chromium oxide, capable of increased radiation heat loss and, there­
fore, lower operating temperatures Because of the capability of the 
reservoir to dissipate more heat, the cesium tube, part No. 14, was 
changed to stock dimensions and therefore no longer required thinning 
down of the wall over a portion of its length. 
To demonstrate the ability of the design changes to effect a 
suitable reduction in collector temperature before proceeding with 
the fabrication of converter T-Z06, it was decided to fabricate and 
test a new collector-radiator structure that would reflect all the 
design features proposed for converter T-206 
6. 2 Fabrication of the Collector-Radiator Model 
Figure 40 shows the assembled collector-radiator model. The 
unit was instrumented with a brazed thermocouple 0 080 in under­
neath the collector face, two thermocouples at the root of one fin, 
one thermocouple at the end of another fin, and one thermocouple on 
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the cesium reservoir , No heater was brazed to the cesium reservoir 
In order to ensure good contact between the radiator fins and the 
molybdenum base into which they were brazed, the fin braze was per­
formed so that braze material could be added before the second braze 
operation. The resulting assembly showed one defect: The space 
between the inner seal flange, part No. 6, and the collector body, 
part No. 8, was partially filled with copper braze material that 
overflowed from the braze between the radiator adapter, part No. 10, 
and the collector body. Although the amount of braze was much too 
.small to have caused any significant error in the heat transfer data, 
it could cause the failure of the ceramic seal in a fully assembled 
converter because it defeats the expansion isolation function of the 
seal flange. The possibility of this occurrence during converter 
fabrication can be minimized by reducing the amount of braze 
material used between the collector body and the radiator adapter. 
6 3 Test of the Collector-Radiator Model 
The Collector-Radiator #? data is presented in Appendix 9. 
It gives the temperature measurements obtained on tile collector­
radiator model at various heat inputs, and the measurements are 
interpreted in Figure 41 The first step in the test procedure was 
to obtain the temperature distribution caused by filament heating 
alone, so that the magnitude of this heat input could be ascertained. 
The initial set of readings was obtained for a filament current of 
17 5 amperes, which proved to be too low For that reason, this 
measurement was repeated at the end of testing for a filament 
current of 22 8 amperes. The remainder of the test consisted of 
measuring the temperature distribution achieved at these discrete 
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and carefully controlled values of electron-bombardment heat input. 
To avoid transient effects, the heat input was maintained constant 
at least 45 minutes before each reading of temperatures. The 
collector face was exposed to an electron-bombardment structure 
that operated at a temperature very closely equal to the collector 
temperature, so that the collector face was in radiation heat transfer 
equilibrium with the bombardment structure (excluding the filament), 
and its radiation heat losses could be neglected. From a comparison 
of the average radiator temperature achieved with filament heating 
alone with that achieved with filament heating plus electron bombard­
ment, it is shown in Appendix 9 that at 22.8 amperes of filament current, 
the filament heat input was 29.2 watts. Assuming that this input was 
proportional to the product of filament voltage and current, the 
following tabulation summarizes the heat transfer conditions obtained: 
Data Point No. 2 3 4 
Collector temperature, 0K 843 1073 -
V F x IF , watts 104 113 119 
Filament heat into collector,watts 25. 5 27.8 29.2 
Electron bombardment power,watts 100.7 197.0 244.0 
Total power input, watts 126.2 224. 8 273.2 
Average radiator temperature, CC 446 560 604 
OK 719 833 877
 
Reservoir temperature, 0 K 525 569 587 
Figure 41 shows the plots of collector temperature, average radiator 
temperature and cesium reservoir temperature vs collector heat 
transfer. As can be seen, no data was recorded for collector tempera­
ture at the highest value of heat transfer. This is because the tempera­
ture reading at the thermocouple decreased abruptly as the heat input 
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was raised between data points 3 and 4. Examination of the collector­
radiator structure at the end of testing revealed that the collector 
thermocouple braze connection had melted and the thermocouple was 
no longer bonded to the place of measurement on the collector; there­
fore, its readings were inaccurate after loss of bond. The tempera­
ture at which loss of bond occurred, that is, above 800°C, was con­
sistent with the softening point of the braze material used, T50, which 
is 779°C. High-melting-point braze materials were not used because 
they may dissolve the chromel alumel thermocouple material or alter 
its emf characteristics. 
6.4 Discussion of Collector.-Radiator Model Test Results 
In order to interpret the collector-radiator model test results, 
it was necessary to calculate the output current values that correspond 
to various values of collector heat transfer. This was done using the 
following assumptions, which are documented in Appendix 9: 
Cesium conduction loss 16. 0 watts 
Interelectrode radiation 34. 4 watts 
Additional internal radiation 2. 0 watts 
Furthermore, it was assumed that the emitter support radiates 15 watts 
to the collector body (out of its total loss of 58 watts, see Appendix MU 
of the Task II Final Report, JPL 950671), and that this heat input all 
takes place at the collector face (a conservative assumption). Electron 
cooling losses were assumed to equal 2. 72 watts/ampere, which, at 
output voltages of the order of 0. 8 volt, corresponds to a collector 
electron heating of 1.92 watts/ampere. Adding these heat quantities, 
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Output current, amperes Collector heat transfer, watts 
0 67.4 
24 113.4 
48 159.4 
72 205.4 
The .additional heat input to the radiator by conduction through the seal 
was assumed to be exactly offset by the cooling effect of the output 
leads. The collector-radiator model incorporated neither a heat­
conducting seal nor output leads, and therefore its radiator heat trans­
fer was expected to have simulated that of an operating converter 
quite closely. 
Figure 41 includes lines which correspond to the heat transfer 
values at 0, 24, 48 and 72 amperes of output current. As can be seen, 
collector and reservoir temperatures of 1030°K and 565°K, respectively, 
corresponded to the highest output current value of 72 amperes. To 
ascertain that satisfactory converter operation could be achieved 
with these values of temperature, the temperatures were compared 
with those observed in converter VIII-P-3 of JPL 950671, Task I, 
which were believed to be representative of a well-optimized design., 
Since this converter had Z0% less emitter area, the output current 
value corresponding to 72 amperes was 57.6 amperes. All available 
data showed that VIII-P-3 reached this output at an optimum reservoir 
temperature exceeding 317°C, i.e. , 590 0 K. The observed reservoir 
temperature of 565°K in the collector-radiator model was therefore low 
enough to allow ample opportunity to optimize reservoir temperature with 
the electrical heater on the reservoir. The original data on converter 
VIII-P-3 also showed that at an output current of about 57.6 amperes 
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the collector temperature, without collector heating, stabilized to the 
following values: 
Data Sheet Data Point I o , amperes Tol, 0 CT C P ebwatts 
11 10 56.0 809 1677 385
 
14 3 62.0 838 1677 400
 
21 8 57.5 823 1700 420
 
23 8 68.5 861 1700 430
 
The converter was then handled to install thermocouples on the seal 
and the emitter output lead, and the following data was obtained: 
Data Sheet Data Point Io, amperes Tcoll, 0C To, C Peb' watts 
29 5 55.0 759 1700 410
 
30 7 55.5 767 1700 410
 
This last data shows that a substantial drop in collector temperature (of 
the order of 500C) had occurred, and it was suspected that the bond 
of the collector thermocouple of VIII-P-3 must have failed in a manner 
similar to that of the collector-radiator model. This was likely because 
the same braze material was used in both devices. The test data at JPL 
offered further evidence of such a failure because the 1700°C data showed 3
 
that, at an output of 54. 0 amperes and with a power input of 350 watts, 
the observed collector temperature was only 7000C. Thus it seemed,3 
reasonable to conclude that the collector temperature of VIII-P-3 for 
the output of 57.6 amperes was in excess of 809C or 1082°K. Then the 
collector temperature of 1030K achieved by the collector-radiator model 
at the equivalent output current of 72 amperes was more than 50'C below 3
 
the desired value, and consequently the design of the new collector-radiator
 
structure was considered adequate for converter T-206.
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6. 5 Fabrication of Converter T-206: 
The fabrication of converter T-206 was preceded by three con­
current development efforts which were the improvement of the niobium 
rhenium joint in the rhenium emitter structure, the evaluation of brazing 
procedures for the radiator fins, and the fabrication of electron beam 
welded rhenium tubing. 
One of the difficult joints to perform in the fabrication of T-200 
converters was that of the re-entrant rhenium emitter structure to the 
niobium seal flange. This joint was achieved by a low-penetration 
electron-beam melting of the niobium around the rhenium. The joint 
was difficult to make because it is critically important to avoid melting 
the rhenium. Otherwise a brittle intermetallic results, and the structure 
will not be leaktight. To avoid these problems, the use of vanadium 
brazing was evaluated for the joint. Figure 42 shows the braze obtained 
with an 0. 015"-dia wire. Tear tests on the joint showed that the joint 
is sound and that both the rhenium and the niobium remain ductile. This 
technique was therefore adapted for the fabrication of T-206. 
Another weak area found in previous T-Z00 converters was the 
braze of the copper fins to the molybdenum radiator adaptor. The weak­
ness lies in that quite often the amount of braze material used, a nickel­
gold eutectic alloy, is not sufficient to establish a metallurgical bond 
over the entire contact area available between the copper and molybdenum 
pieces. If more braze material is used, experience had shown that an 
overflow of braze alloy occurs at undesired locations without necessarily 
improving the copper-molybdenum bond obtained. Thus it appeared that 
the only method available to improve this bond was to subject the assembly 
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to a repeat braze with either the same or a different braze alloy. A 
different braze alloy offered the potential advantage that it might have 
a lower melting point, and therefore permit lowering the temperature 
to which the assembly had to be heated in the second braze operation, 
so that a more reliable fabrication could be achieved. It was necessary, 
however, for this second braze alloy to possess good flow characteristics; 
otherwise a good thermal bond would not be obtained in those areas where 
addition of braze material is attempted. Figure 43 shows the results of 
a test conducted to compare the strength of the bond obtained using the 
conventional nickel-gold eutectic with that obtained with an alloy con­
taining 10% palladium. 58% silver, and 32% copper. This alloy was 
commercially available under the trade name Engaloy 491, and it has 
a solidus-liquidus temperature range of 825 to 852"C. In the test one 
pair of diametrically opposed fins were brazed with nickel-gold eutectic, 
and a second pair was brazed in a second braze with Engaloy 491. After 
the unit was completed it was visually inspected, and it appeared that the 
Engaloy 491 had not wetted the molybdenum as well as the nickel-gold 
eutectic. A subsequent mechanical-pull test showed, as shown on the 
left of Figure 43, that Engaloy does not adhere to molybdenum. One of 
the fins brazed with the nickel-gold eutectic was pulled, and the assembly 
broke right through the molybdenum bulk in preference to separating at 
the brazed interface as shown on the right in Figure 43. 
Finally, an in-house effort for the fabrication of electron beam 
welded rhenium tubing was conducted because the supplier of rhenium 
tubing, the rhenium division of the Chase Brass Company, had relocated 
from Waterbury, Connecticut, to Solon, Ohio, and as a result of this 
relocation, the Chase Brass Company was no longer in a position to 
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fabricate rhenium tubing to custom dimensions. An insufficient amount 
of rhenium tubing was on hand to fabricate the last five prototypes under 
this program, and the in-house fabrication of rhenium tubing had to be 
pursued very actively. Also, the available rhenium tubing was often of 
marginal quality and in a few instances had developed leaks in the region 
of the seam weld. Figure 44 shows one such sleeve, where it may be 
observed that the arc-welded seam is not uniformly melted on both 
sides of the seam. The material on only one side has been melted, 
and then it has resolidified against the unmelted abutting edge at the 
seam. Although the resulting weld is leak-tight, work under other 
programs at Thermo Electron had shown that the weld can fail after 
a few thermal cycles to normal operating conditions. 
The effort to fabricate rhenium tubing consisted of ordering flat 
rhenium stock 0.020" thick, cutting it to the necessary dimensions, 
rolling it and electron-beam welding it. Both the rolling and electron­
beam welding operations were performed by outside vendors. Figure 
45 shows the three sizes required for prototype fabrication after the 
beam-welding operation. The tubes were then ground to final 
dimensions. 
Converter T-206 was fabricated with great care to avoid previously 
encountered difficulties, namely, emitter out-of-flatness and repeated 
cesium charging due to leaking pinch-offs. The emitter was ground flat, 
lapped to a mirror-like finish, electroetched for 1 minute at 5 volts in 
the standard bath composition, and thermally stabilized after welding 
'to the emitter support structure for 2 hours at 2100°C. Final flatness 
checks showed that the emitter face was flat within 50 millionths of an 
inch, and that it was square with-the axis of symmetry of the support 
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structure within 2.7 minutes of arc. These tolerances were well within 
the estimated requirements of flatness, within 10% of the nominal inter­
electrode spacing of 1.8 mils, i. e. , within 180 millionths of an inch, 
and of squareness within 10 minutes of arc. 
The fabrication proceeded normally, with the exception of the final 
braze, where the radiator fins reached their melting point and a small 
amount of material did melt. The condition may be noticed in Figure 46 
which shows a photograph of the finished prototype. The regions of 
material melted away can be noticed in proximity to the converter 
support ring The melting of the fins also caused them to "sink" into 
the transition piece which supports the fins, and this caused a slight 
reduction of fin area and, at the same time, a better metallurgical bond 
of the fins to the collector structure. 
The converter was outgassed for 44 hours at an observed emitter 
temperature of 1750°C. Cesium distillation was conducted for 8 hours 
at 200°C. 
6 6 Testing of Converter T-206 
a. Electron Bombardment Structure: 
Converter T-206 was tested with three di-fferent types of electron­
bombardment filaments. All of the data presented in Appendix 10 except 
for the last two data points on sheet 5 was obtained using the regular 
S-type filament shown in Figure 47. The last two data points on sheet 5 
were obtained with the circular filament shown in Figure 48, and the 
data presented in Run No. 8 was collected using the U-type filament 
shown in Figure 49. 
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The reason for the use of these different heat sources is that 
one of the persistent difficulties in the T-200 experimental program 
had been the lack of agreement between the TEGO and the JPL data. 
After considerable effort at checking the instrumentation, particularly 
the pyrometers used for emitter temperature measurement, it was 
suspected that the discrepancies might be due to the configuration of 
the device used for heating the converter. The JPL electron­
bombardment unit was different from that used at Thermo Electron 
in that it used a 1500-volt accelerating voltage instead of 1000, and 
a filament requiring nearly 50 amperes of heating current instead 
of 20. Although normally such differences would not have been 
expected to cause significant variations in the data, the T-200 con­
verter design was thought to be more susceptible to performance 
discrepancies because of its thinner emitter structure. With a thin 
emitter structure, the actual temperature distribution over the 
emitter surface and the brightness of the hohlraum could depend to 
a greater extent on the energy and distribution of the bombarding 
electrons on the heated side. 
The experiment performed with the three types of filaments con­
firmed that differences in performance can be observed with different 
electron-bombardment sources. The two data points with the circular 
filament, #9 and #10 given in sheet 5, were selected to attempt re­
producing the data point #5 of sheet 4, obtained with the S-filament. 
In the first attempt the observed temperature of the emitter was the 
same, 1700°C, but the observed output at 0. 8 volt was 32. 1 amperes 
instead of 41.2 amperes, a decrease of 22%, and the required power 
input was 305.7 watts instead of 344. 8, a decrease of 11. 3%. In the 
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second attempt the power input of 345 watts was reproduced, and the 
output current observed at 0. 8 volt was practically the same: 40. 9 
amperes compared with the previous value of 41.2. The observed 
emitter temperature was considerably higher, however: 1742 °C true 
hohlraurn temperature instead of 1700°C. 
The U-type filament was designed to avoid electron bombardment 
of any portion of the emitter structure close to the hohlraurn. The 
electron-bombardment filament projections onto the emitter structure 
were approximately 0. 160 in. from the hohlraum. The data sheet for 
Run No. 8 shows the results obtained with the filament. The tests 
conducted with this filament were intended to reproduce two conditions 
in particular: The outputs at 1 volt and 0. 8 volt with electron­
bombardment power inputs of 292.4 and 344. 8 watts, respectively, 
observed with the S-filament. Sheet 4 of the data gives recorded 
output currents of 23. 3 and 41.2 amperes, respectively. With the 
U-type filament, the values obtained were 21.6 and 40.9 amperes, 
and the observed emitter temperatures were 15°G higher. The higher 
emitter temperature readings obtained with the U-filament were 
surprising because avoiding bombardment of the hohlraum was ex­
pected to reduce hohlraum temperature. It was felt that the discrepancy 
of 7% observed at 1 volt could be due to experimental error because 
of the output sensitivity to power input in the 1-volt region, and that 
the results tended to confirm, in general, that the observed emitter 
temperature is affected by the type of electron-bombardment filament 
used, and that the converter output observed is a sole function of the 
electron-bombardment power input. 
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Since the results obtained with the S- and U-type filaments were 
in close agreement, and, since an S-type filament had been used for all 
previous tests and was capable of more uniform heating of the emitter 
face, it was recommended to JPL that the use of the S-type filament 
be continued for all further converter tests. 
b. Thermal Performance of Coliector -Radiator Structure: 
Another aspect of the T-206 converter test was the comparison 
of the thermal performance of its collector-radiator structure with 
that of the model described under paragraph 6. 4. 
Figure 41 gives the thermal performance observed in'the collector­
radiator model, and the vertical lines superimposed on the performance 
curves identify the collector heat transfer values that were predicted at 
the labeled values of converter output current. Thus the data of this 
figure can be tabulated as follows: 
Output Current, Amperes Predicted Tc, °K Predicted Tra d ' OK 
0 684 61Z 
24 814 702 
48 928 764 
72 1030 816 
and solid-line curves for these values are plotted in Figure 50. All the 
static data points obtained for converter T-206 in the temperature range 
of 1700'C are shown on the figure along the dashed lines. As can be 
seen temperatures somewhat higher than piedicted were actually 
achieved. The curves indicate a horizontal shift of 20 to 25 amperes, 
which corresponds to underestimating the heat transfer by approximately 
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40 watts. The value of the shift increases with current, because at 
higher currents the output voltage is lower and the corresponding 
value of electron heating per ampere is higher. The amount by 
which the collector heat transfer had been underestimated can also 
be calculated from the measured and predicted values of the tempera­
ture difference between the collector and the radiator at zero output 
current. The value of this difference predicted by the collector­
radiator model was 684-612 = 72°K at a heat transfer value of 67.4 
watts, according to the %olidcurves of Figure 41. The value which 
was actually measured in converter T-Z06 is given by data point 1 
of sheet 4: 525-412 = 1130C. To a first approximation, then, the 
actual collector heat transfer at zero current was 67.4 x 113/72 = 
105.7 watts, or 38.3 watts more than expected. This value agreed 
well with the observed shift corresponding to approximately 40 watts. 
Furthermore, the heat transfer ratio 105.7/67.4 had to be aptoximately 
equal to the fourth power of the ratio of observed to predicted average 
radiator temperatures. These.were 412 + 273 = 685°K for converter 
T2206, and 612 0 K for the collector-radiator model. The fourth power 
of the ratio 685/612 is 1. 565, which compared very well with the value 
of 1.569 for the ratio 105. 7/67.4. 
In conclusion, then, it was demonstrated that the collector heat 
transfer in converter T-206 had been underestimated by 38. 3 watts, 
resulting in collector temperatures higher by 1200C than predicted, 
and which were higher than the VIII-P-3 collector temperatures, shown 
in Figure 50, by approximately 65°C. 
One of the causes for this discrepancywas the increase in inter­
electrode heat transfer due to the use of a rhenium instead of molyb­
denum collector. The previous calculation of interelectrode radiation 
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had been based on the assumption of emitter and collector emissivities 
of 0.28 at corresponding temperatures of Z000 0 K and 1040'K, and had 
yielded a value of 34. 4 watts. The collector emissivity value of 0.28 
had been made deliberately large to compensate for the experimentally 
measured surface deterioration that is normally encountered in operation. 
The actual value of total emissivity for molybdenum at the effective 
temperature of ./12000 x 1040 = 1450'K is approximately 0.15 The 
assumed value allowed then for an addition of 0. 13 to the theoretical 
value. Figure 51 gives the emittance data for rhenium measured by 
G. B Gaines of Battelle Memorlai Institute and C. T. Sims of General 
Electric Company in the Journal of Applied Physics, 34, 2922. It can 
be seen here that the emnittance of the emitter at 2000°K is actually at 
least 0. 30, and probably a value of 0. 35 should be assumed to account 
for the effect of electroetching the surface. The emissivity of 1450'K 
is 0.Z44. If allowance for deterioration by the addition of 0 13 to the 
emittance is made, as in the case of molybdenum collectors, the 
collector emissivity assumed should be 0. 374 for rhenium. Using 
these values, the interelectrode radiation calculated at emitter and 
collector temperatures of 2000 0 K and 1040°K was (90. 86-6. 64)/ 
2 2(1/0 35+1/0.374- 1) = 18.6 watts/cm . For an emitter area of 2. 5cm, 
the loss is then 46. 5 watts, which was 12. 1 watts larger than the value 
previously assumed. The remainder of the difference in collector heat 
transfer could not be accounted for by simple additional corrections to 
the basic converter heat transfer model. 
As far as the overall effect of the collector-radiator modifications 
was concerned,, it was of interest to compare the steady-state per­
forrance of T-206 with that of T-205 The optimized conditions com­
pared as follows: 
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T-205 T-206
 
Hohlraum Temperature, °C 1720 1700 
Output Voltage, volts 0 8 1.0 0.8 1.2, 
Output Current, amperes 34.2 17.1 41.2 16.9 
Reservoir Temperature, 'K 609 590 621 604 
Collector Temperature, 'K 1029 928 1027 910 
Radiator Temperature, 'K 802 758 786 739 
Collector Temperature Drop, °C 227 170 241 171 
Power Input, watts 308 257 345 281 
Overall Efficiency, % 8.9 6.6 9.6 7 2 
It was obvious from this table that, in spite of the higher interelectrode 
radiation losses due to the use of a rhenium collector, and in spite of 
the higher values of input power, converter T-206 achieved lower 
collector and radiator temperatures at higher or equal output currents. 
Thus an improvement in collector heat transfer was achieved, but the 
VIII-P-3 values plotted in Figure 50 sh6wed that these improvements 
were insufficient. 
c. Converter Thermal Performance: 
Since doubts existed about the accuracy of the emitter temperature 
measurements, it was also of interest to compare the optimized charac­
teristics of all the converters tested, based on optimized output current 
for prescribed values of output voltage and heat input, which is a direct 
measure of efficiency vs heat input. Figures 52 and 53 gave this in­
formation for the T-100 series of converters at 0. 8 volt and 1. 0 yolt, 
respectively Figures 54 and 55 are corresponding figures for the 
T-200 series of converters It was seen, on the basis of these figures, 
that the best T-100 converter was converter T-103, and the bedt T-200 
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converter was T-202 with the exception of the low temperature range. 
Converters T-205 and T-206 were among the poorest, T-205 because 
of its lower output, and T-206 because of its higher heat losses. It 
was reasonable to expect that T-202 should have the highest efficiency 
in the T-200 series because it closely reproduced converter T-103, 
except for the modified collector barrel which should not have affected 
the efficiency, and because it had the tantalum emitter support struc­
ture which has lower radiation and conduction losses. Since this 
emitter structure could not be used without the use of pressure-bonding, 
which was considered unreliable for long life, the best converter choice 
available was converter T-204, which was the same as converter T-206 
except that it had a molybdenum collector. 
In summary, then, the changes required to reduce the T-200 
converter to d fully qualified item of hardware tended to reduce slightly 
the overall converter performance which had been obtained with the 
converters of the experimental Series VIII and T-100. These changes 
had been: 
(1) Increasing the T-100 spacing of 1 mil to 1.75 mils. 
(2) Use of an integral rhenium emitter. 
(3) Use of a heavy rhenium emitter support. 
The increase in spacing to 1. 75 mils had been made principally to 
ensure the achievement of long operating life, which would otherwise 
have been in doubt with spacings of 1 nil. This increase had made 
it necessary to use a longer emitter support and collector barrel, and as 
a result severe heat transfer problems were encountered in the collector, 
which prevented the achievement of optimum collector temperatures. A 
solution to this problem could probably only be found with the application 
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of heat pipe structures to dissipate collector heat. The use of an 
integral rhenium emitter had been adopted to avoid pressure-bonding 
and its attendant problems due to diffusion at the bonded boundary: 
formation of brittle intermetallics and Kierkendall porosity. The 
disadvantage of the integral rhenium emitter was that it increased 
external radiation losses in proportion to the ratio of the emissivities 
of rhenium and tantalum at 200 0 'K: 0. 302/0. 234,= 1.29. The use of 
heavy rhenium emitter support could not be avoided because thin 
rhenium tubing of reliable quality was not available. 
d. Relative Collector Work Function: 
Measurements to obtain relative collector work function could 
not be conducted readily with converter T-206 because of the absence 
of a collector heater. The best available measurement was that 
provided by comparing the optimum output voltage at which an output 
of 40 amperes was obtained during converter mapping at 2000°K, at 
the highest reservoir temperature of 645°K, and with a near optimum 
value of collector temperature which, at a reservoir temperature of 
645'K, was nearly 1030 0 K. The higher this voltage, the lower the 
collector work function. This relative indication is dependent on 
emitter temperature at the rate of 1. 5 mV/°C at a reservoir tem­
perature of 645 0 K. The values recorded for all T-200 converters 
were* 
201 202 203 204 205 206 
V4 0A 0.76 0. 67 0.67 0.79 0.76 0. 91 
645°K 
These showed that the collector work function achieved with the rhenium 
collector of converter T-206 was at least a tenth of a volt lower than 
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that of the molybdenum collectors of the other converters. Converter 
T-206 was not able to demonstrate the benefits of the lower collector 
work function under static testing because of collector overheating, 
but the dynamic characteristics showed substantial improvement in 
performance. - The optimum outputs obtained in dynamic testing at 
00. 8 and 1. 0 volt and at ZOOO K for the various converters were as 
follows: 
201 202 203 204 205 206 
Output current at 0.8 Volt, A 28. 8 26.0 35.5 45.0 41. 0 63.0 
Output currentat 1.0 volt, A 21.0 14.0 22.7 26.0 22.0 34.7 
Collector temperature, 'K 1065 1052 973 1017 990 1002 
The collector temperatures were optimum because testing experience 
had consistently indicated that the optimum collector temperature was 
closely equal to 1.6 times the corresponding reservoir temperature, 
and this was nearly the case for the above data. 
e. Interelectrode Spacing: 
The procedure used to find the T-206 interelectrode spacing was 
based on the formula for cesium conduction of Kitrilakis and Meeker. 
0 = 0.0615 A (TE - Tc)/[25 d + 0.015 (T, + Tc)/pJ 
where A is the area in sq cm, d the spacing in nils, and p the cesium 
pressure in nun Hg The formula was differentiated implicitly with 
respect to pressure to yield: 
Q/p= 2 T'1.002A 2 
a Q/p = 0. 0009Z A (TE - T)/[Z. 5 pd + 0. 015 (TE + Tc)] 
and solved for spacing: 
2 2 05"d= [[0. 0001475 A (TE - TC )/aQ/pJ° -0. 006 (TE + Tc)]/p 
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At very small pressures, the slope of the curve is given by 
a Q/ap = 4. 10 A(TE - Tc)/(TE + Tc ) 
and the effective heat transfer area can be calculated: 
A = (8Q/ap) (TE + Tc)/4.10(T -Ta) 
Figure 56 gives the values of Q which were observed as a function of 
reservoir pressure. The slope of the curve at very small pressures 
is 4.35 watts/mrnI Hg, and for the values of TE = 1990°K and 
2Tc = 810'K, the effective heat transfer area calculated was 2. 52 cm 
Then, using the values at p = 13 mmHg to calculate d, the spacing of 
converter T-Z06 correlated to about 2.5 mils. 
6. 7 Required Collector-Radiator Modifications 
As mentioned in Section 6. 6b, the model used to calculate the 
heat transfer in the collector-radiator structure of converter T-206 
underestimated the heat transfer by 38. 3 watts. To bring the pre­
dictions into agreement with the experimental observations, it was 
necessary to modify the calculations, presented in section 6.4, by 
the addition of the discrepancy of 38. 3 watts. The resulting revised 
table of collector heat transfer values wasr 
Output Current, Amperes Collector Heat Transfer, Watts 
0 105.7 
24 151.7 
48 197.7 
72 243.7 
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which could be expressed in terms of the linear equation 
Qcollector = 105.7 + 1.92 10 
where I is the output current in amperes. 
0 
The effect of the underestimation of collector heat transfer had 
been to continue to exceed optimum collector temperatures by a 
significant margin. Figure 57 shows the collector and radiator 
temperatures which were achieved in converter T-206, at a 
hohlraum temperature of 17000C, versus output current. The figure 
also shows the expected optimum value of collector temperature 
according to the empirical equation: 
Optimum Tc = 1. 6 x Optimum T. 
which had been derived from the test experience with the T-Z00 
converter design. As can be seen, the figure predicted that for any 
output above 33 amperes, the collector temperature would exceed its 
optimum value by an amount which increased rapidly with current. 
Although Figure 50 showed,, in the comparison of the T-206 
collector temperature data with that for converter VIII-P-3, that 
at 70 amperes the collector of converter T-206 was overheated by 
about 70' C, Figpue 57 shows that the actual amount of overheat 
above optimum collector temperature was nearly 144°C 
The design changes required in the T-200 type of structure to 
further reduce collector temperature by as much as 100 0 C were so 
drastic that the resulting hardware would no longer be practical for 
use ina practical energy-conversion system. The requirement that 
the converter envelope be contained within a 300 envelope established 
a basic limit on the thermal conductance of the structure between the 
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collector and the radiator, and this limit had been approached very 
closely with the modifications incorporated in the structure of T-206. 
Thus, since the collector heat transfer could not be reduced, the 
collector-to-radiator temperature drop could not be reduced either 
The conclusion arrived at was that reductions in the collector tempera­
ture of the T-200 structure could be achieved only by reductions in 
radiator temperature. These reductions were very difficult to achieve 
because they implied large increases in radiator area. In the case of 
T-206 at 70 ampe-res, a reduction of only f00'C to the radiator tempera­
ture of 832'K given by Figure 57 would have required incrgasing the 
radiator area by a factor of (832/732) 4 , or 1. 67. The radiator length 
of 2. 8 inches would have had to be increased to about 4 inches, and 
the converter would undoubtedly have become too bulky and heavy 
A much more attractive way to modify the structure of the 2Y.200 
converter was to replace its collector-radiator structure by a heat pipe 
of the design used for the T-200 converter being developed under JPL 
Contract 951465. The heat pipe characteristics were presented in the 
Third Quarterly Report of that program, and are summarized here in 
Figure 58. This figure repeats the T-206 collector temperature data 
of Figure 57 and the optimum collector temperature curve, and it 
gives the collector temperature which was expected with a heat pipe 
collector-radiator structure. It can be seen that the overheating 
point was shifted from 33 amperes to 54 amperes with the heat pipe. 
Furthermore, the heat pipe could follow the optimum collector­
temperature characteristic quite closely, and a comparison with 
Figure 50 showed that, even at an output current of 90 amperes, the 
collector temperature would be below that achieved by converter VIII-P-3 
at an equivalent output current of 70 amperes. 
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6 8 Recommendations to JPL 
In view of the practical impossibility of avoiding excessive collector 
temperatures in the T-200 design, Thermo Electron made the recommenda­
tion to JPL that heat pipe technology be incorporated in the fabrication of 
prototypes T-208, T-209 and T-210. Since this technology could not 
be applied immediately, the next prototype, T-207, was fabricated
 
using the T-206 design, and it incorporated a palladium collector.
 
7. 1 Fabrication of Converter T-207 
Converter T-207 was fabricated with care to produce a structure 
which, except for the collector material, would reproduce as accurately 
as possible that of converter T-206. 
The emitter used for the fabrication of T-207 was prepared at 
the same time as that used for T-206. Both emitters were lapped to 
a mirror finish and electroetched at 5 volts, 1 ampere for 1 minute. 
Both emitters were thermally stabilized for 2 hours; the temperature 
for T-206 was 2100°C, and that for T-207 2000'C. The lower tempera­
ture for T-207 was due to space charge in the electron-bombardment 
heat source used for thermal treatment which limited the maximum 
power input. According to the experience gained in this program, the 
effect of the lower heat-treating temperature should have been negligibly 
small. The space-charge limitation was due to excessive filament-to­
target distance and the smaller filament area of the filament used for 
thermal stabilization of the T-207 emitter, which wag of the U-type 
rather than the S-type. This change in filament may also have been
 
responsible for some distortion of the T-207 emitter because of less
 
symmetricl'disthibution"6f heat. Final flatness checks for T-206 and
 
T-207 compared as follows, in inchies:
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T-206 T-207
 
Emitter quadrant I 0 00005 0. 0004 
II 0. 00000 0. 0000 
III 0. 00005 0. 0004 
IV 0.00000 0.0000
 
Emitter center 0. 00000 0. 0000 
Seal flange quandrant I 0. 0005 -0. 0025, 
II -0.0002 -0. 0030 
11I 0.0000 0.0020 
IV 0.0006 0 0014 
As can be observed, the emitter of T-2'07 after thermal treatment had 
eight times more distortion than that of T-206. The actual amount of 
distortion of the T-207 emitter was about 20% of the interelectroae 
spacing and should not have produced a noticeable change in converter 
performance, although it exceeded the estimated flatness requirement 
of a maximun allowable distortion of 10% of the interelectrode spacing. 
Converter T-207 also had a greater deviation from squareness of the 
seal flange. The values given above correspond to a misalighrmnt of 
15 minutes of arc, which was reasonably close to the desired value of 
10 minutes of arc. 
Converter T-207 was fabricated using a pressure-bonded palladium 
collector, and the surface preparation of the collector consisted only of 
a surface grinding and polishing operation. The rest of the collector­
radiator structure of converter T-207 was identical to that of T-206. 
The final assembly of T-207 was defective in one respect: the 
stainle s steel support ring, part No. 19 in-Figure 39, was not brazed 
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to the copper fins. Tis defect was due to an excessive rate of warm-up 
of the assembly during final brazing; the support ring was considerably 
hotter than the radiator fins when the brazing material at the joint melted, 
and the braze flowed only on the support ring. The final assembly is shown 
in Figure 59. 
Converter T-207 was outgassed for 65 hours at an observed
 
emitter temperature of 1675°C. Cesium distillation was conducted 
for 5 hours at 200'C. 
7.2 Test of Converter T-207 
Converter T-207 was tested using the S-type filament as the 
electron-bom1nardment source, which was adopted as the standard 
source to be used in all converter tests hnder this program after tests 
with the S- and U-type filaments had shown little difference in the 
observed performance of converter T-206. 
The converter test of T-207 duplicated that of converter T-206, 
so as to facilitate the comparison of experimental observations The 
tests included the dynamic measurement of I-V characteristics at 
2000, 1900 and 1800'K, cesium conduction measurement, and static 
measurement of performance at hohlraun temperatures of 1700, 1600 
and 18000 C. There was a thermal runaway while the equipment was 
being adjusted before the static measurement of performance, and as 
a result, the collector thermocouple became unbrazed. The collector 
temperature readings for these runs are therefore incorrect, as noted 
on pages 4 and 5 of the data presented in Appendix 11. 
The envelopes of the dynamic characteristics, and the static I-V 
data, are plotted in Figure 60. The static I-V points correspond to an 
emitter temperature approximately 400 C above the adjacent dynamic 
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curves immediately below them. As can be seen, the static curves 
intersected the dynamic characteristics at high output currents, and 
this was a direct consequence of collector overheating, which was to 
be solved by the incorporation of a heat-pipe collector-radiator in the 
converter structure of subsequent converters. 
7.3 Interpretation of the T-207 Data 
Converter T-207 was identical to converter T-206 except for 
the collector material, which was palladium in T-207 and rhenium in 
T-206. A comparison of the I-V characteristics for T-207 with those 
for T-206, presented in Appendix l0, showed a marked shift of the 
I-V characteristics along the voltage axis. The shift could be in­
terpreted as a difference entirely due to collector material. How­
ever, when the static data was plotted in terms of current at specified 
voltages as a function of input power, it appeared that important 
emitter temperature errors existed in the data. The output current 
observed at 0.8 and 1.0 volt in the two converters was plotted as a 
function of bombardment power in Figure 61. The data in the range 
of 330 watts input corresponded to emitter temperatures in the 
vicinity of 20000 K. Since the two converters tested had practically 
identical emitter structures, they were expected to achieve the same 
emitter temperature when they were heated with the same bombardment 
power and made to deliver the same output.current. Yet, in open circuit, 
converters T-206 and T-207 required substantially different amounts 
of bombardment power to reach the same observed temperatures. The 
.values were as follows: 
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Emitter Temperature Q206 Q207 Q206V207 
'K watts watts 
1863 174.5 151.8 1.149 
1963 211.8 191.9 1.103 
I­
2063 263.0 227.4 1.156 
As may be noted, converter T-206 required from +10.3 to +15.6% 
more power than converter T-207. Based on the difference in 
emissivity between rhenium and palladium, interelectrode radiation 
could ohly account for a dlifference of +2. 0% in bombardment power. 
The major source of the inconsistency was believed to be a tempera­
ture measurement error, because all other variables were measured 
with good accuracy on the same equipment each time. The emitters 
of both converters were manufactured simultaneously from the same 
strip of rhenium sheet, and electroetched with the same procedure. 
The emitter support structures had the same dimensions, and welding 
of the emitters to their emitter supports was performed by the same 
operator and equipment. Thus it was reasonable to expect a high 
degree of reproducibility in the thermal characteristics of the two 
converters. 
The cesium conduction data for converters T-206 and T-207 is 
plotted in Figure 62. The electron-bombardment power required to 
maintain an emitter temperature of approximately 20000 K is shown 
as a function of cesium vapor pressure. As can be seen, the curves 
are very similar and may be taken to have the same slope at a pressure 
of 13 torr Using the calculation procedure outlined in section 6. 6e, 
the corresponding value of interelectrode spacing for both converters 
was found to be 2. 54 mils 
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Although the pyrometer instrument used could reproduce
 
readings within 2 °C, and was carefully calibrated on an NBS lamp
 
before each test, including the transmission losses throigh the ob­
servation area of the vacuum bell jar, an emitter temperature error
 
could have resulted from variations in the configuration of the'black­
body hole used for these measurements. The black-body hole was
 
0. 015 in. in diameter and 0. 120 in. long, and was machined by 
electrical discharge in the emitter. Because of the small thickness 
of the emitter, the black-body hole lay very close, and not necessarily 
parallel, to the heated surface of the converter The thickness of the 
material between the heater surface and the pyrometer hole could be 
expected to vary between 1 and 10 mils This lack of control was a 
direct result of the constraints imposed by the need for the emitter 
tb be thin to minimize heat losses, temperature drop and weight 
When the black-body hole is positioned very close to the heated surface, 
the thih wall separating it from the heated surface can overheat and 
raise the apparent temperature of the emitter. No measurements had 
been made, however, to confirm that the resulting error could be 
as high as 800C, which was the magnitude required to account for 
the observed thermal input discrepancies. 
Assuming that the thermal conduction and external radiation 
characteristids of the emitter structure were identical for all three 
converters, it was possible to use the measured converter thermal 
data and estimate the difference in performance between the two 
collector materials. The calculation of the quantitative difference 
between these converter materials could only be as accurate as the 
assumption about identical thermal characteristics; therefore, the 
values given here are tentative 
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The interpretation of the thermal data was based on the further 
assumption that the electron cooling for these converters was 2.72 watts 
per ampere Tis value had been verified repeatedly, particularly at 
emitter temperatures near 2000°K. For instance, in Figure 61, an 
intersecting line labeled IE ",has been drawn through a pair of data 
points. The data points were obtained on the same converter at the 
same obseryed emitter temperature, and the inverse slope of the 
"E" line is found to confirm the value of 2.72 watts per ampere. By 
using two "E" lines shifted by 4 watts, which was the difference in 
the interelectrode radiation losses between a converter with a rhenium 
collector and one with a palladium collector, it was possible to pre­
dict the amount by which the current outputs of the two converters 
would actually differ at any one emitter temperature and output voltage. 
Following this procedure, it was found that, at the same emitter 
temperature, converter T-207 produced 6. 1 amperes less current 
at 0. 8 volt, and 3.9 amperes less current at 1.0 volt, than converter 
T-206. The differences in output current at a fixed voltage could be 
translated into output voltage differences at a fixed current from a 
knowledge of the slopes of the I-V characteristics. Taking the output 
aguide, the slope of the I-V characteristic at 24 A/cm
2 
of T-206 as 

2-' 
 2. 2is 80 A/ciA-volt, and that at 18 A/cm is 36 A/cm -volt. For the 
current differences of 6. 1 and 3. 9 amperes, the corresponding 
voltage shifts were 0. 030 and-0. 044 volt. Thus the I-V characteristics 
of converter T-207 were shifted to a lower output voltage than those of 
converter T-206 by an average value of 0. 037 volt. The tentative con­
clusion was then that the effect of using palladium in place of rhenium 
as a collector material is equivalent to'a collector work function 
increase of 0. 037 eV. 
Brosens, P.J. , "Advanced Converter Development," Thermionic
 
Specialist Conference, Palo Alto, 1967.
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7.4 Heat Balance of Converter T-207: 
Since a substantial error in emitter temperature seemed to 
exist in some of the converter tests, it was of interest to calculate 
what the emitter temperature ought to be as a function of power input, 
and to determine, for instance, in which converter test the observed 
emitter temperatures were closest to the true values 
Using the total hemispherigal thermal emissivity values 
presented in Figure 51, the interelectrode radiation of a rhenium­
2
 
emitter, rhenium-collector converter with 2. 50 cm of electrode
 
area is as follows: 
Emitter Temperature c c Q 
E C r 
°K watts 
1860 0.290 0.231 22.97 
1960 0.298 0 236 32.27 
2060 0.307 0.242 37.79 
The external radiation area of the converter emitter structure was 
assumed to be that of an 0 725-in. diameter disc with a height of
 
2
0. 060 in., which is 3. 545 cm . The corresponding values of ex­
ternal radiation were:
 
Emitter Temperature c Q watts 
1860 0.290 69.91, 
1960 0.298 96.03 
2060 0.307 111:33 
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The cesium conduction loss was taken td b.d that which occurs 
at a reservoir temperature of 560°K (pesiurn pressure of 1 torr), which, 
according to Figure 62, is 5 watts. 
The lead conduction was estimated to equal 1,50% of that which 
would occur in the lead if the effects of thermal radiation on temperature 
gradient were absent. The developed length of the emitter support was 
2
1.7 cm, and the average cross-sectional area of the lead was 0.109 cm, 
with an average thermal conductivity of 0. 55 watt/cm°C The calculated 
lead conduction was then as follows: 
TE, 0K Tc, 0K .AT, °C Q1 , watts 
1860 750 1110 58.6
 
1960 800 1160 61.3
 
2060 850 1210 63.9
 
Finally,Lnhe total estimated heat input required to bring the 
emitter to temperature in the kh15i§h6 of output (open-circuit) could 
be tabulated by adding the above component losses, and the values 
could be compared with those experimentally observed in converter 
T-206. The result was: 
Converter T-206 
TE, °K 0 calculated. watts Oactual' watts 
1860 156.5 174.5 
194.6 211.8 
2060 218.0 263.0 
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For converter T-207 the predicted heat input values were 
4 watts lower, to account for the lower emissivity of palladium 
(.193 as compared to. 2 3 7 for rhenium, at an effective temperature 
of 1400'K, see p. 89) and the corresponding tabulation was: 
Converter T-207 
TE, 0K 0calculated, watts Qactual, watts 
1860 152.5 	 151.8 
1960 190.6 	 191.9
 
2060 214.0 	 227.4 
As can be seen, the experimentally observed conditions were 
in much better agreement with the calculated conditions for converter 
T-207. It is difficult to conclude that the T-207 measurements were 
more accurate from this evidence, because accurate calorimeter 
measurements have not been made on the T-200 converter to verify 
the accuracy of the heat loss calculation. 
8.1 	 Design of Converter T-208 
The design of converter T-208 is presented in Figure 63. As 
can be seen, this converter rejects heat with the help of a heat pipe 
collector-radiator structure of the design developed under JPL Contract 
951465. The sequence of converter assembly is: 
1. 	 Fabricate the heat pipe structure. 
2. 	 Braze the emitter and seal structures to the heat pipe. 
3. 	 Outgas and charge the, heat pipe with s6diurn. 
4. 	 Connect the cesium reservoir, and outgas and charge the 
converter with cesium. 
Handbook of Thermophysical Properties of Materials, Volume 1, 
Armour Research Foundation, Pergamon Press, 1960. 
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8.2 Fabrication of Converter T-208A: 
Figure 67 illustrates the components and various subassemblies 
of the heat pipe structure. The assembly of T-Z08A was begun by first 
welding the sodium fill tube to the heat-pipe radiator, as shown in the 
far left of Figure 64; the joint was made by inert-gas welding in argon. 
Then the collector subassembly was made by first welding the inner 
heat-pipe tube to the, cesium tube, as shown in Figure 63, and then 
brazing the joined tubes to the collector. The tubes were welded to­
gether by melting the end of the outermost, which was made of niobium, 
onto the outside of the innermost, which was made of tantalum to avoid 
its melting during the welding operation. The collector face was made 
of a rhenium sheet bonded to the niobium collector base by vanadium 
brazing. Initially it had been sought to effect this bond by isostatic 
pressure-bonding, but the pressure-bonding facility which had been 
used previously was unavailable for a period of several months. The 
braze of the welded tubes to the collector was made with palladium, 
and a typical subassembly is shown at the left center of Figure 64. 
The heat-pipe radiator and collector subassemblies were then 
joined together by first inserting the converter support and ceramic 
insulator on the collector end of the heat-pipe radiator, and then 
positioning the collector subassembly and welding it to the end of the 
heat-pipe radiator by electron-beam welding. The corresponding
 
parts and final subassembly are shown at the left bottom and top
 
corners, respectively, of Figure 64.
 
The heat-pipe structure assembly was then completed by 
inserting the capillary elements shown in the remainder of Figure 64, 
with the exception of the central capillary, part No. 17, which was 
omitted because work under Contiact 951465 had shown that this part 
is not essential. To do this, the perforated-sheet capillary screen 
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support was wrapped and spot-welded around the mandrel shown at 
the top right corner of Figure 64, and the collector capillary support 
piece was positioned as shown in Figure 65; then the mesh screen 
elements were wrapped around the capillary support, and spot-welded 
at the end only, as shown in Figure 66. The end capillary consisted of 
one disc of mesh screen, the end folds of the cylindrical mesh screens, 
and one inner disc; therefore, the end consisted of essentially three 
layers of mesh screen, spot-welded together and supported by a per­
forated niobium plate. Two wraps of mesh screen were used around 
the cylindrical screen support. 
The capillary assembly was slid into the heat pipe, and the 
mandrel was removed by pulling it out while retaining the capillary 
support. The exposed end of the capillary was trimmed and bent, as 
shown in Figure 67, so that it would rest against the end cover of the 
heat pipe, and so that it would not block the sodium fill tube. Finally, 
the end cover was arc-welded in argon, using a 5-mil tungsten wire 
coiled between the center tubes to maintain the concentricity of the 
cesium tube during welding of the inner lip of the end cover. This 
wire was left in place after welding, and the assembly after welding 
is shown in Figure 68. 
The heat pipe structure was then ready for converter assembly. 
This was done by first fabricating the emitter subassembly; it consisted 
of three concentric sleeves of rhenium arc-welded together to form the 
convoluted emitter support, vanadium-brazed to a niobium outer seal 
flange, and electron-beam welded to an electro-etched rhenium emitter 
in the same manner as previously used for the assembly of converter 
T-207. Normally, the emitter was heated by electron bombardment 
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after it was welded to thermally stabilize its surface, but in the case 
of converter T-208A this step was omitted inadvertently. Converter 
assembly proceeded by inserting the emitter structure around the loose 
ceramic insulator, placing the emitter terminal piece in position 
around the outer seal flange, and brazing all parts with copper. 
The converter was outgassed and charged with sodium in the 
same manner as previous heat pipe models: A sodium ampoule 
manifold was fuse-brazed to the sodium fill tube, and connected to a 
Vac-Ion pump; the heat pipe was then heated to 5000C by a resistance 
heater wound around it, and the sodium ampoule manifold was heated 
to approximately 375°C for a period of 48 hours. The sodium ampoule 
was cracked, and the sodium was made to flow by gravity into the heat 
pipe; finally, the niobium fill tube was pinched and cut off by electron 
bombardment. 
The converter was then ready for the assembly of the cesium 
reservoir tubulation. This was the final assembly operation prior to 
converter outgassing and cesium charging. The reservoir tubulation was 
to be fuse-brazed to the tantalum tube, part No. 12, in Figure 63. To 
facilitate wetting by the molten copper, and to strengthen the metallurgi­
cal bond between the copper and the tantalum, the tantalum tube was 
given a very thin nickel electroplate prior to fuse-brazing. In the first 
two attempts at fuse-brazing the tubulation on converter T-208A a leak­
tight bond could not be obtained; consequently, the fuse-brazed tubulation 
was removed, and the tantalum tube was given a new and thicker nickel 
electroplate. When a new reservoir tubulation was slipped over the 
tantalum tube for another fuse-braze attempt, the tantalum tube broke. 
It was found that the tube had embrittled, apparently during the second 
fuse-braze, when a high temperature was used, and when the nickel . 
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electroplate alloyed with the tantalum. The embrittlement was severe, 
and it extended along the length of the tantalum tube all the way to the 
inner weld bead of the end cap of the heat pipe, part No. 18. 
The tube could not be replaced without completely dismantling 
the converter; therefore, a repair was attempted, which consisted of 
brazing an extension piece to the broken end of the tantalum tube. The 
extension piece was made of tantalum, and brazed with palladium using 
an inert-gas arc as the heat source; it had a length of 3/4 in. . 3/16 in. 
of which was machined to slide into the broken end of the converter 
tube, and it had an inside diameter of 0. 065 in. 
An attempt to repeat the fuse-braze on this extension failed, and 
it was concluded that the difficulty in making a successful fuse-braze 
was caused by the large difference in the diameters of the two tubes 
being joined; to avoid this difficulty, it was decided to use an inter­
mediate tubular insert, made of niobium, with a diameter of 3/16 in. 
This insert was made and joined to the tantalum tube in the exact 
same manner as the inner heat-pipe tube, part No. 13, and its 
length was 7/8 in.. 
This intermediate piece was welded in place, and the first fuse­
braze attempt failed, in part because the niobium tube had not been 
plated, and in part because the wall thickness of the fuse and of the 
copper tube was not small enough. A new fuse-braze attempt was made, 
and it was successful. Upon leak-checking the assembly, however, it 
was found that the area of the tantalum cesium tube, which had been 
repaired by means of a palladium braze, had developed a leak. It was 
subsequently determined that during heliarc-welding of the niobium 
intermediate tube to the end of the tantalum cesium tube, the area of 
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the tantalum tube which was'palladium-brazed overheated to the extent 
that an alloying reaction between palladium and tantalum occurred and 
formed a brittle interrnetallic. During handling of the assembly to 
effect the fuse-braze this embrittled area developed a crack and leaked. 
The failed assembly could still be repaired by using the internal 
heat pipe tube, part No. 13 in Figure 63, as the tube to transport the 
cesium vapor from the cesium reservoir. To accomplish this, the 
length of the normal cesium tube which protruded beyond the 5 nd of 
the heat pipe was cut off, and a niobiurn extensIron piece was copper­
brazed to the end of the internal heat pipe tube, part No. 13. A leak­
tight assembly was obtained, and a copper tube was fuse-brazed to the 
niobium extension to serve as the cesium reservoir and outgassing 
tubulation. Model T-Z08A was then set up for outgassing, and at the 
end of a few hours it was evident that sodium was leaking from the heat 
pipe. Upon examination, it was found that the end cap, part No. 18, 
had developed a crack midway between the inner and outer welds. At 
this pbint further attempts to salvage the assembly 208A were abandoned 
because no technique was available for discharging the sodium from a 
leaking heat pipe, which is a prerequisite to any repair attempt on heat 
pipe envelopes. 
8. 3 Fabrication of Converter T-208B: 
The fabrication of model T-208B proceeded without incident up 
to the point of cesium reservoir assembly. This reservoir was being 
constructed by welding an intermediate niobium piece to the end of the 
'tantalum cesium tube, part No. 12, to facilitate fuse-brazing of the 
copper tubulation, part No. 19. Unfortunately, due to operator error, 
air was admitted into the welding chamber before the weld was performed, 
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and the joint was completely brittle. The brittle portion of this weld area 
was removed by cutting the tantalum tube, and an extension piece of 
tantalum was palladium-brazed to the tantalum tube to continue con­
struction of model 208B. The model was then finally brazed to an 
emitter structure and prepared for outgas sing prior to sodium charging. 
It was then found that the outer weld of the end cap, part No. 18, was 
cracked and leaked. Attempts to seal this area by re-welding were not 
successful, and it was decided to remove the end cap, part No. 18, by 
machining. Upon removal of the end cap, it was found that the capillary 
structure was oxidized, and the pattern of this oxidation suggested strongly 
that it had been caused by a seepage of the nickel electroplating solution 
which was used to plate the sodium fill tube prior to fuse-brazing it to 
the heat pipe outgassing and sodium charging tubulation. 
8.4 Fabrication of Converter T-208C: 
The assembly of a third model, designated T-Z08C, ran into 
comklications during the electron-beam weld of the collector to the 
heat pipe radiator. To provide better positioning of the collector face 
with respect to the heat pipe radiator tube., part No. 9, during electron­
beam welding of these two parts, a stainless steel tie rod was inserted 
through the center of the tantalum cesium'tube, part No. 12. The heat 
developed during electron-beam welding was sufficient to cause melting, 
of the tie rod, however, and the molten metal alloyed with the collector, 
causing irreparable damage. 
8. 5 Fabrication of Converter T-208D: 
The assembly of the fourth model, designated T-208D, was 
successful. It was accomplished with a new set of parts, and in 
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accordance with the layout of Figure 63, with the following exceptions: 
The cesium tube, part No. 12, was made of niobium, with an 0. 025-in. 
wall thickness, to avoid using the relatively fragile 0. 01.0-in wall 
tantalum tube used in the previous heat pipe converter models. As in 
previous models, the central capillary, part No. ]374,was omitted. A 
thicker end cap, part No. 18, was used to avoid crack leaks due to 
possible exposure to embrittling atmospheres or processes. An 
extension of 3/16-in. -dia niobium tubing was used to connect the 
cesium tube, part No. 12, to the cesium reservoir tube, part No. 19, 
as described in the assembly of model T-Z08A, and for the purpose 
of reducing the dissimilarity in tube diameters that would occur at the 
joint of parts Nos. 12 and 19. The rhenium collector face was 
vanadium-brazed to the niobium substrate because of the unavailability 
of the pressure-bonding facility which would otherwise have been used. 
Nickel plating of the ends of both tubes, Nos. 12 and 11, was performed 
using a pair of small rubber plugs to avoid seepage of plating solution 
inside the tubes. A 3/16-in. -dia niobium tubing extension was used to 
connect the sodium fill tube, part No. 11, to the sodium reservoir 
discharge tube, part No. 23. Also, to avoid joining tubes which differ 
excessively in diameter, this extension was first fuse-brazed to the 
sodium discharge tube, and then it was electron-bombardment brazed 
to the sodium fill tube using two rings of nickel-plated 0. 020-in. -dia 
copper.
 
The electroetched emitter was thermally stabilized at approxi­
mately 2050°C for 2 hours, at a vacuum of 10 - 5 torr. The maximum 
deviation from flatness measured after thermal stabilization was 
0. 0004 in. 
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The assembled model was then connected to a vacuum station 
to, outgas the heat pipe portion of the envelope. The heat pipe was main­
tained at an average temperature of 4900C with resistance heaters for 
a period of 16 hours. At the end of this time the sodium aipoule was 
broken by crushing the walls of the c6pper manifold where it was 
located, the argon of the ampoule was pumped out, and the assembly 
was pinched off. It was then placed in an oven at 1500 C for Z hours 
to melt the sodium, and the sodium was then transferred into the heat 
pipe. Following this operation the sodium manifold was pinched off, 
and the niobium fill tube was cut and sealed with an electron beam. 
The next assembly operation consisted of connecting the cesium 
reservoir with a fuse-braze. That assembly was then connected to the 
same vacuum station to outgas the converter envelope andproceed with 
cesium charging. During outgassing of the converter envelope, a 
radiation shield was wrapped around the heat pipe radiator to help 
maintain high collector temperatures. The heat pipe was at 8000 C, 
and the radiator temperature was uniform. Converter outgassing was 
performed for a period of 26 hours with the emitter at an observed 
temperature of 17000C. The cesium was then distilled at 2000C for 
4 hours. 
8. 6 Tes.t of Converter T-208 
The test of converter T-208 consisted of 7 runs as follows: 
Runs 1 to 3 to map the output under dynamic conditions at 2000, 1900 
and 1800'K, Run 4 to measure interelectrode spacing via cesium 
conduction, and Runs 5 to 7 to map the output under static conditions 
at 1700, 1600 and 18000C. Appendix 12 presents the data collected 
during test.
 
The outgassing temperature was limited to 4900C to avoid the reaction 
of the sodium with the glass ampoule, which otherwise occurs. 
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During these tests it was found that the cesium reservoir tended
 
to run hotter than in previous heat pipe models owing to the heavier
 
0. 025-in. wall of the cesium tube. Since the previous models had shown 
that there is no problem in achieving lower reservoir temperatures 
with an 0. 010-in. -wall tube, it was clear that the cesium reservoir 
temperature could be lowered later with little difficulty. 
Figure 69 presents a summary of the optimized I-V character­
istics; the solid lines are the characteristics obtained by dynamic test, 
and the dashed ones were obtained statically. 
Figure 70 presents the cesium conduction data. 
8.7 Interpretation of Converter T-208 Test Results 
Converter T-208 had rhenium electrodes, and it was therefore 
of interest to compare its perforrance with that of converter T-206, 
which also had rhenium electrodes. Converter T-207, fabricated in the 
interim, had a palladium collector. 
Other differences in structure were as follows: Converter T-206 
had a finned radiator and was assembled using well-developed procedures; 
in addition, it had a collector diameter of 0. 705 in. , corresponding to 
2 
a collector electrode area of 2.52 cm . Converter T-208 used a heat 
pipe radiator structure for the first time in this program, which was 
assembled according to untried procedures; furthermore, its collector 
diameter had to be decreased to 0. 680 in. because of reduced tolerance 
control in the heat pipe structure assembly. This diameter corresponded
2 
to an area of 2. 34 cm , which was further reduced by the slot used for 
outgassing purposes, shown in Figure 63, and the-reduction was 0.18 cm , 
2leaving a net electrode area of 2. 16 cn . The effective electrode area 
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of converter T-208 was then 2. 16/2. 52 = 0. 86 times the electrode area 
of converter T-206 
Figures 71, 72 and 73 give the comparison of the dynamic charac­
teristics of converters T-206 and T-208, at emitter temperatures of 1800, 
1900, and 2000°'K, respectively. In order to subtract the effect of the 
14% reduction in collector area of converter T-208, the figures show, in 
dashed lines, the effect of reducing the output current values of converter 
T-206 by 14%o. As can be seen, converter T-206 was able to produce a 
consistently hlgher output voltage In the ignited mode, the increment in 
output voltage increased with emitter temperature; thus at 1800°K it was 
approximately 60 mY, at 19000 K it was approximately 120 mV, and Lt 
Z000°K it was approximately 160 mV. 
The lower performance of T-208 was not the only problem ob­
served in this converter: Figure 69 shows that the dynamic data could 
not be reproduced statically at high output currents. This was a typical 
indication of collector overheating Figure 74 shows a comparison of 
the electron-bombardment power required to develop a given output 
current at output voltages of 0. 8 and 1. 0 volt for both converters 
T-206 and T-208. At low currents (below 15 amperes) both converters 
are-similar, but at higher input powers the additional input power in 
converter T-208 was used to overcome the high emitter temperatures 
that resulted from the inability to produce more output current This 
was additional evidence of collector overheating, which was traced to 
an excessive restriction in the vapor channel in the heat pipe, as is 
explained in the following section. 
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8. 8 Heat Pipe Temperature Drop 
The particular area of the heat pipe which is of interest in this 
discussion is the capillary structure at the heat-receiving end. In 
most heat pipes the heat input is distributed over a cylindrical surface 
of relatively unobstructed construction; as a result the heat transfer 
flux densities are sufficiently small to justify the assumption that liquid 
evaporation occurs with no significant temperature drop. In the T-200 
heat pipe design, the evaporating conditions were more severe, and as 
a result the temperature drop for evaporation reached a value of about 
800C, which raised the collector temperature excessively. 
A temperature drop occurs at the liquid-vapor interface because 
evaporation at a finite rate can occur only when the atom rate of evapora­
tion of the liquid exceeds the atom arrival rate from the vapor. From 
kinetic theory, the corresponding heat flux in the one-dimensional 
case (evaporation from a plane surface) is given by: 
q (watts/cm2 ) = 7.66 x 10- AH [ p 2 
. I 
where AH is the heat of evaporation in cal/gm-mole 
Pl, P2 are the saturation processes in dynes/cm 
2 
TI, T 2 are the corresponding temperatures in 'K 
m is the molecular weight in grams 
This relationship is plotted in Figure 75, assuming p 2 = 0. The curve 
corresponds to the rate of evaporation when the surface is exposed to 
a vacuum. The dashed line represents the evaporation rate that would 
correspond to sonic vapor velocity at piI TI" 
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In converter T-208, the heat transfer rate was given in 
section 6.7 at an emitter temperature of 2000 K by the equation: 
Qcolector = 105.7 + 1.92 1 
At an output current of 83 amperes, tl~e collector heat transfer would 
be 265.7 watts. The projected area of the heat pipe evaporator to 
handle this heat transfer was a circle approximately 0. 590 in. in 
2diameter, or 1. 77 cm . The design heat transfer rate was then 
2265.7/1.77 = 150 watts/cm . Figure 75 shows that this rate, at 
a collector temperature (temperature of the liquid) of 700'C, would 
require a vapor temperature of 6970 C, for then the heat transfer 
of 3500 W/cm 2 corresponding to liquid evaporation would exceed 
the rate of arrival of atoms from the vapor by the desired 150 W/cm 
2 
In that case, the temperature drop across the liquid-vapor interface 
would be negligible. However, not all of the projected area of the heat 
pipe evaporatoi was used to develop a liquid-vapor interface in con­
verter T-208. To begin with, the capillary screen had an open area 
of only approximately 25%, so that the evaporation rate from the liquid 
occurred at a heat transfer rate of 150/0. 25 = 600 W/sq cm; further­
more, the perforated plate, part No. 15, which was placed against the 
back of the screen as a support, also obstructed a large portion of the 
available liquid-vapor interface. The holes in the plate represented 
2 
an open area of 0.413 cm , which was 23.4% of the projected area. 
The actual heat-transfer flux at which the sodium would evaporate in 
2the T-208 converter heat pipe was then 600/0. 234 = 2560 w/cm 
Figure 75 shows that, at a vapor saturation temperature of 700°C, the 
evaporating liquid would have to be at 785 0 , or an increase of 85 0 C. 
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If the holes in part No. 15 are replac-ed by a webbed support with 90% 
2 
open area, the heat flux need only be 600/0.9 = 666 W/cm , and the 
liquid temperature corresponding to a 700 ° C vapor saturation tempera­
ture'would then be 7250C, a reduction of 600C in the collector tempera­
ture of T-208. 
These temperature drops were difficult to detect in models of 
the heat pipe because they occur between the collector face and the heat 
pipe, and thermocouple instruments could not be mounted readily on 
the heated face of the collector, which was exposed to electron bom­
bardment during heating. 
9. 1 Design of Converter T--209 
The design approved by JPL for the fabrication of converter 
T-209 is shown in Figure 76. The differences between this design 
and that of the previous model T-208, shown in Figure 63, were as follows: 
a. The heat pipe was longer by one inch, increasing the 
radiator area by 36%, from 38. 3 to 52.0 sq cm. The 
reason for this increase was to augment the heat re­
jection capability of the heat pipe as much as possible 
without exceeding the capillary liquid column height 
where difficulty might be experienced when operating 
the device "against gravity." 
b. The outgassing groove on the collector face was eliminated, 
yielding a collpctor area of 2. 34- sq cm. 
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c. 	 The capillary support at the back of the collector had a 
webbed design, shown in view A-A of Figure 76, instead 
of the perforated plate, shown in view A-A of Figure 63, 
which allowed a much larger flow cross section for the 
heat pipe vapor, and which was intended to avoid the 
large temperature drop at the liquid-vapor interface 
found in converter T-208 discussed in Section 8. 8. 
d. 	 The capillary mesh screen was made of niobium instead 
of stainless steel, and the mesh number was 100 instead 
of 400 because of the unavailability of niobium wire 
smaller than 0. 0035 in in diameter. Both the T-208 
and T-209 designs used 2 wraps of mesh material. 
Appendix 13 presents the mesh design calculations for 
100-mesh material. 
e. 	 The rhenium collector face was attached to the niobium 
substrate by pressure-bonding instead of vanadium 
brazing. 
It had also been suggested to JPL to fabricate T-209 with an 0. 200-in. ­
thick emitter structurecso as to explore the effect of emitter thickness 
on emitter temperature measurement accuracy, but JPL expressed a 
preference to retain the thin emitter configuration (0. 060 in. thick) 
because it minimizes the temperature drop across the thickness of the 
emitter piece 
9. 2 	 Fabrication of Converter T-209 
The fabrication of the converter encountered no significant 
difficulties. As in T-Z08D, the cesium tube was made of 0. 025-in ­
wall niobium instead of 0. 010-in. -wall tantalum. It was found that the 
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weld of the inner heat pipe tube to this tube required careful control; 
-otherwise, the cesium tube could melt. The use of a thin (0. 020-in. dia) 
thoriated, tunkaten electrode was found to be particularly helpful 
Initial fabrication efforts included exploring the problems of 
electron-beam welding a thick (0. 200-in. ) emitter to the emitter support 
assembly, and it was found difficult to produce a leak-tight weld because 
of the dissimilarity in cross=section of the parts joined. Attempts to 
obtain a leak-tight weld were not pursued. 
The standard emitter (0. 060 in. thick) used for the fabrication 
of T-209 was electroetched with the same procedure used for T-208 
(1 minute at 5 volts). It was then thermally stabilized for 2 hours at 
1990'C observed (approximately 2020°C true temperature) The 
'emitter flatness was checked after thermal stabilization and the maxi­
mum deviation measured was 0. 0006 in. 
The capillary structure insertion required an 0.006-.in. reduction 
in the diameter of the capillary support mandrel in order to accommodate 
a double wrap of the thicker 100-mesh niobium capillary screen. 
It was deemed prudent to insure that the collector would be in 
intimate contact with the emitter surface during the final braze operation 
of converter T-209, and this was accomplished with the use of a small 
molybdenum weight. 
The heat pipe portion of the envelope was outgassed for 8 hours 
at an average temperature of 500 0 C. The remainder of the sodium-fill 
operation was performed in the same manner as used for T-208D. 
Converter outgassing was performed with care so as not to 
expose the converter envelope to elevated temperature conditions 
15P 
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before the internal gases were pumped out through the small interelectrode 
gap. Cesium distillation was carried out at 200C for 4 hours. 
The completed model is shown in Figure 77, and as indicated 
there, its weight was 110 grams. 
9. 3 Test of Converter T-209 
Converter T-209 was tested with a special double-spiral electron­
bombardment filament shown in Figure 78. This filament shape was 
recommended by JPL to achieve a more uniform heating of the emitter 
* 	 piece. 
The converter test consisted of 8 runs as follows: Runs 1 to 3 
to map the output under dynamic conditions at 2000, 1900 and 1800*K; 
Run 4 to measure cesium conduction for interelectrode spacing deter­
mination; Runs 5 to 7 to map the output under static conditions at 1700, 
1600 and 18000 C, and Run 8 to ascertain the magnitude of a suspected 
change in collector work function. Appendix 14 presents the data and 
I-V traces collected during test. 
In converter T-208 it had been found that with the use of the 
heavier 0. 025-in. -wall cesium tube, the cesium reservoir had a 
tendency to overheat. In T-209, it was found that the lengthening 
of the heat pipe had lowered the general level of temperatures in 
the converter, to the extent that the reservoir overheating problem 
was solved. 
Figure 79 shows the optimized I-V characteristics; the solid 
lines were obtained under dynamic testing, and the dashed lines were 
obtained under static load. 
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Figure 80 is a plot of the cesium conduction data, which is com­
pared with'that of T-206 and T-208 
9. 4 Interpretation of Converter T-209 Test Results 
As in the case of converter T-208, it was of interest to compare 
the performance of T-209 with that of T-206, because both converters 
had rhenium electrodes. In making the comparison, however, the differ­
ence in collector areas of these two converters, which were 2.34 sq cm 
and 2. 52 sq cm, respectively, was accounted for. Figure 81 gives the 
optimized I-V traces at 2000'K for T-206, T-208 and T-209, where both 
the T-208 and T-209 traces have been scaled 'up by the respective collector 
area ratios of 2.52/2. 16 and 2.52/2. 34. On the basis of this figure, con­
verter T-206 appeared to have better performance than T-209. Since such 
comparisons had often been found to be misleading because they included 
unreliable emitter temperature measurements, performances were com­
pared on a thermal input basis, and this was done with Figure 82. The 
comparison of T-208 with T-206 on this type of plot, shown in Figure 74, 
had proven that Converter T-208 had a definitely lower output than T-206. 
Figure 82 showed that this was not the case for T-209, which had the 
same output as, or slightly higher output than, converter T-206. Thus, 
within the current capability to measure converter performance, it 
appeared that converter T-209 was as good as converter T-206. 
The cesium conduction data given in Figure 80 was analyzed 
with the slope method previously outlined in section 6. 6 e, and it was 
found that the interelectrode spacing of converter T-209 was essentially 
the same as that of T-208. The calculations were as follows: 
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Converter Z08 209 
p torr 8 12 8 12 
A, cm2 2.16 2.34
 
TE, 0K 20000K 2000°K 
T
 c, 0K 880 885 800 800
 
a Q/a P, watts 0.090 0.50 1.13 0.58 
torr
 
d, mils 2.06 2.33 1.90 , 2.32 
Average d, mils Z.19 2. 11 
As is evident in the data (sheet 5), in Figure 79 at 1800°C, 
1. 0 volt, and in Figure 82 at 366 watts, the output of£converter T-209 
was found to degrade during the high heat-transfer tests at 1800 *C. 
This was the first instance of converter degradation experienced under 
this program To help diagnose the degradation, additional dynamic 
I-V characteristics were obtained for comparison with those recorded 
at the beginning of converter testing Figure 83 shows the curves which 
were obtained at a reservoir temperature of 623 0K, with a power input 
of 308 watts, and after 3. 5 and 30. 6 hours of testing, respectively. The 
curves showed a shift along the voltage axis which was characteristic 
of an increase in collector work function. The amount of the shift was 
about 0. 17 volt. There was no evidence to indicate that all degradation 
due to occur had in fact occurred at the end of the 30. 6 hours. 
Because the converter was still operative at the end of these
 
tests, it was delivered to JPL rather than dismantled for detailed
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examination. It wa,s judged extremely likely, however, that when such 
an examination would be conducted, it would reveal the presence of a 
sodium vapor leak from the heat pipe section into the converter envelope 
Sodium has a thermionic work function of approximately 2.28 eV as 
compared with a value of'l. 81 eV for cesium. Thus the shift of 0. 17 eV 
could easily have been the result of such a leak. 
10 1 Fabrication of Converter T-210A 
The design of the converter T-210 approved by JPL was
 
identical to.that of the T-209 converter-. In particular, it included
 
the longer, collector heat pipe of Y-209, which was selected to allow
 
operation of the converter at high output currents without collector
 
overheating.
 
The first T-210 fabrication effort was made using the emitter
 
structure, including the re-entrant emitter support, of converter
 
T-208B. This structure was vanadium-brazed to a new niobium seal
 
flange and thermally stabilized for 1-3/4 hours at 2050 C,,.
 
. The collector heat pipe assembly proceeded without difficulty.
 
-The cpnverter was final-brazed.and set up for outgassing. At the
 
conclusion of heat-pipe outgassing, the pressure at the pump used to
 
,maintain vacuum within the heat pipe increased drastically when
 
the vacuum surrounding theheat pipe was released. This was a clear
 
indication of the existence of a leak, which must have formed during
 
outgassing, because the entire assembly was leak-checked on both
 
the cesium and sodium sides just pribr to outgassing. A new leak
 
check showed that the leak was at or close to the joint of the cesium
 
tube to the inner heat pipe tube; unfortunately, this location is
 
inaccessible and a repair of the leak could not be attempted. As an
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alternate remedy, the circular gap between these two tubes was 
closed at the end of the heat pipe by electron beam welding, but the 
closure was not leak-tight. 
10.2 Fabrication of Converter T-210B 
A review of the observations made during the assembly of 
T-210A indicated that the palladium braze between parts No 12 and 
18 could result in a joint which is considerably out of square, so as 
to make it necessary to bend the tubes to the proper position, thereby 
stressing the joint and its vicinity, in order to proceed with prototype 
assembly. Consequently, special care was used to support the parts 
in proper alignment during the assembly of converter T-210B 
The emitter structure used for this prototype was salvaged 
from converter T-Z08A, including the re-entrant support. It was 
thermally stabilized for 2-3/4 hours at 2050'C. , and flatness meas­
urements made after thermal stabilization showed that the emitter 
was flat within 0. 0008 inch. 
Special care was used in the construction of the capillary 
assembly to insure that no gaps would be present at the collector end, 
which could lead to a collapse of capillary force, and which could have 
occurred in T-209, since that converter still exhibited'a lack of con­
sistency between static and dynamic tests 
During the final braze operation, PB130 braze material was 
used instead of nickel-plated copper wire by error. Since the final 
braze operation is performed slightly above the melting point of 
copper (which exceeds substantially that of PB 130), considerable 
braze flow occurred over the neighboring areas of the converter 
structure; fortunately, no damage resulted. 
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The heat pipe was outgassed at 50,0°C, while keeping the sodium 
ampoule at 3500C, for 7 hours The sodium was then melted by placing 
the heat pipe and reservoir in an oven at 150°C for 2 hours;,the ampoule 
was then broken, and the sodium caused foc'flowintbth--eheat-_Tdpe. 
The converter outgassing was prYormed with a shield around 
the heat pipe radiator to insure that the colledtor could reach normal 
operating temperatures and to bring the emitter to temperature during 
outgassing despite the relatively low heat inputs 'applied. The emitter 
temperature was maintained at 17000C, and the collector at 800'C, for 
24 hours. 
Cesium distillation was carried out at 200°C for 3 hours. 
10.3 Testing of Converter T-210B 
Converter T-210B was tested using the same procedure as 
for converter T-209, including the spiral filament. The data is 
presented in Appendix 15. Figure 84 shows the optimized I-V charac­
teristics, the solid lines representing data obtained under dynamic 
loading, and the dashed ones corresponding to static loading. 
Figure 85 gives the cesium conduction data, and compares it with 
that obtained from converter T-209. During the testing. of T-210, 
the converter showed no signs of a tendency to degrade in output 
as had been observed near the end of testing of converter T-209. 
10.4 Interpretation of Converter T-210 Test Data: 
Since io'nverter T-210 was a duplicate of converter T-209, 
and since converter T-209 had in turn duplicated'well the results 
obtained with the previous T-206 which had had rhenium electrodes, 
it was of particular' iiterest to compare the performance of T-210 
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with that of T-209. Figure 86 compares the optimum envelopes of 
,these two converters at 2000°K. As can be .seen, they had nearly 
identical performance at low voltages and high'currents; at voltages 
above 1. 1 volt, however, converter T-209 produced more output, 
and it was concluded that this difference was due to a difference in 
interelectrode spacing; T-210 was found to have a larger spacing, 
as discussed below, and the output level obtained supported the 
general observation that, at spacings of the order of 2 mils and at 
2000'K, spacing has a strong effect at the higher voltage end of the 
I-V characteristics, and practically none at the lower end. 
From the point of view of thermal performance, Figure 87 
shows that T-209 and T-210 were essentially identical. 
The performance of converter T-210 was also compared with 
that of state-of-the-art converters tested by JPL. In particular, 
the JPL data indicated that a typical converter with a collector area 
'2
6f 1. 88 cm had the following output characteristics: 
Hohlraium Temperature, ° C 1735 1735
 
Output Voltage, volt 0 7 0.8
 
Output Current, A 50 7 *35.6
 
Power Input, watts 376 339
 
Cesium Reservoir Temp , 'K 612 602
 
In attempting to duplicate these points in converter T-210, 
a method was sought such that it would not require an accurate 
emitter temperatur6 measurement; this was done to avoid the 
inconsistency problem which had been faced throughout the program 
of the T-200 emitter temperature measurements The method 
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adopted was based on defining an equivalent power input: If T-210 were 
to have the same output current density as the JPL converter, its output 
current would be larger because of its larger collector area of 2. 34 cm; 
then it would also require more input power in proportion to the additional 
output current, and the typical electron cooling power of 2. 67 watts per 
ampere was used to compute this additional current. The predicted
 
T-210 output was then:
 
Hohlraum Temperature, * C 1735 1735 
Output Voltage, volt 0 7 0. 8 
'Output Current, A 63 1 44.3, 
Power Input, Watts, 409 362 
Cesium Reservoir Temp., 'K 612 602 
'When the test conditions of T-Z10 we're adjusted for output voltages 
of 0.7-and 0. 8 volt at 409 and 376 power input, respectively, the 
actual values of the other variables were found to be (Sheet 5, 
data points 7 and 8): 
Hohlraum Temperature, 'C 1733 1738 
Output Voltage, volt 0.7 0. 8 
Output Current, A 61. 1 44.5 
Power Input, Watts 408 362 
Cesium Reservoir Temp. , 642 6300K 

which, except for the reservoir temperatures, showed excellent 
agreement with the JPL data No attempt was made to resolve
 
the 30'C discrepancy in reservoir temperatures, but it is known
 
that instrumentation, errors of this magnitude can easily occur
 
when a thermocouple lead makes contact at a cooler point in the
 
vicinity of the instrumented point.
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TASK II 
MULTICONVERTER GENERATOR DESIGN 
-I. 	 Introduction 
The design of the multiconverter generator was aimed at 
producing a generator configuration that would accommodate a large 
number of converters, so as to be able to generate a large amount of 
power from a single solar concentrator, and to allow the possibility 
of a moderate number of series-parallel connections for greater 
power network reliability. 
This task consisted of a thermal analysis of the generator 
solar cavity, a calculation of net flux available to the converters 
and 	of the electrical power that could then be generated, and a 
design of the generator. 
Thermal Analysis 
2. 1 	 Cavity Geometry 
For 	the purpose of conducting a flux distribution analysis, the 
,generator cavity geometry was simplified so that a moderate number 
of parameters could describe it. The simplified geometry is shown 
in Figure 88, and it approached closely the actual cavity configuration. 
The 	major differences were: 
1. 	 Cavity interstitial spaces were lumped with cavity areas 
and treated analytically as sharing common average 
absorptivity and emissivity properties. Thus, the values 
of emissivity and absorptivity which were specifically 
assumed for the various cavity surfaces had to take into 
account the fact that they included the properties of these 
intdr'stitiarspaces. 
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a shadow angle 6 
s 
produced by the generator and its test chamber on 
the solar concentrator. 
Although the intensity produced by an ideal paraboloid increased 
slightly with 0, the fact that profile errors also increased with e in 
actual concentrators had led to the assumption in this analysis that the 
solar flux was spread spherically with uniform intensity between the 
angles e and 6I. In all cases, 0 was assumed to equal 100. 
The reflection of both the solar flux and the cavity thermal 
radiation within the cavity was assumed to be diffuse The view 
factors Fij between all seven areas Si of the cavity were calculated 
for each combination of number of converters and cavity aperture. 
Defining Ei and Ai as the thermal emissivity and solar absorptivity of 
surface Si, respectively, each cavity surface i receives directly a 
solar input Wi, the fraction Fi of the total solar input W: 
Wi = Fi*W 
and it thermally radiates a flux per unit area: 
Ei * Pi 
where: Pi = SIGMA * Ti ** 4 
Ti is the temperature of cavity surface 1 
and: SIGMA = 5. 679 E- 12 (E = exponentiation) 
Denoting by Vi and Hi the total thermal and solar fluxes 
arriving at each area i, the following matrix equations describe 
the cavity heat balance: 
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where rP ] - [F:j] * I E Pi S: 
Eij - i (1. -?i) fori / j 
ij .i ; for i ­
a::d A ij wis obtained uning the expressions for Eij and substituting A; 
:or Li. 
The net heat input at each surface was then: 
E: * (Ili - Si r, Pi) + Ai * Vi 
As it should be rvlditnt, the a:bve calculations could I".! rer­
formed once the so'ar flux input was defined and the cavity tenpera­
tures wtere known. In all cases, the rear cavity surface te:nperature 
was asS.u:nied to e:ua' the selected converter emitter temperature, anCI 
the cone oiece temperature was arbitrar.:y assigned the value T7 -- 1000°K. 
To describe the temperature d:stributio: of the converter shoe pieces, 
these were. assig:(Cd ; sing:e finite value of temperature which was 
found by co:n;lutter iteration so that the tenperature value would simnul­
tar.eously satisfy the:cavity f'ux distribution equations and the conduction 
heat trans.er character:tsics of the shoe poice(. 
2. 3 Co:nmuter Progra:,: 
.Figur. 89 shows the -Flow diagram of the computer progra. used 
to solve the flux distribution proble:n, and Appendix "8 gives the 
program listing. The program was arranged so that the input data 
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consisted of the cavity aperture diameter, the solar flux input, the 
number of converters, the selected emitter temperature, and the 
emissivity and absorptivity of each surface element of the cavity 
The computer then calculated the heat reradiated by the cavity, the 
equivalent cavity emissivity, the heat absorbed by the rear cavity 
piece, the front cone piece and by each of the converters of each 
family, and the temperature reached by the shoe piece of each con­
verter. 
2.4 Concentrator Performance 
As explained above, one of the required computer program 
inputs was the solar flux input corresponding to each value of cavity 
aperture. Two heat sources were considered: an 11.5 ft. dia. con­
centrator operated on Earth ground in conjunction with a-protective 
pyrex window, and a 9. 5 ft. dia. concentrator operated in cislunar 
space. In order to determine the net heat flux delivered to the cavity 
for these two cases, it was assumed that the relative flux intensity 
at the focal plane as a function of the ratio of position to theoretical 
solar image size would equal the values achieved in 5-foot concen­
trators. In addition, it was assumed that the concentrator reflectivity 
for the Earth case was 88%, and for the cislunar case, 89%; corres­
ponding shadow losses assumed were 5% and 2%o. A window loss of 
11% was included in the Earth case. Appendix 19 presents the 
pertinent calculations, and the resulting curves of cavity input flux 
vs. cavity aperture diameter are given in Figure 90. 
2 5 Predicted Thermal Performance of Generator Cavity 
The flux distribution in the generator cavity was computed for 
137 different conditions. Appendix 20 gives the computer outputs 
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obtained. In the first nine runs, the calculations performed aimed at 
evaluating the required emissivity on the heated faces, of the converters 
to produce a balanced distribution of heat between the two families of 
converters. It was assumed that the emissivity of the heated face would 
be adjusted by grooving or etching the largest circle that could be 
inscribed on the heated face of each shoe piece, and that an increase 
in ernissivity would be accompanied by a corresponding increase in 
solar absorptivity as predicted by the equations of radiation from 
v-grooves with diffuse surfaces. In the first nine runs, the chosen 
values of emissivity were 0.250, 0.400 and 0 563, and the corres­
ponding vaues of solar absorptivity were 0. 500, 0. 750 and 0. 875. 
All nine possible combinations of these three values were assigned 
to the two families of converters in a generator with 14 converters, 
a cavity aperture diameter of 1. 400 inches, with the solar input 
corresponding to operation on Earth ground. The difference in the 
net heat transfer to the emitter structure of the converters of each 
family was then calculated, and it is plotted in Figure 91. The figure 
shows by extrapolation that, for the selected generator conditions, 
thermal balance was achieved for the values of E4 of 0. 250, 0. 400 and 
0. 563, provided the corresponding values of E3 were 0. 145, 0. 285
 
and 0. 345 respectively Since polished rhenium had an emissivity
 
of approximately 0. 250, the lowest possible value of E3 was 0.250,
 
and Figure 91 shows by interpolation that the corresponding value
 
of E4 for thermal balance was 0. 365 to which corresponded a value
 
of A4 of 0.700. Conversely, it was assumed that the highest value
 
of A4 that could be achieved was 0. 875 (corresponding to three re­
flections within the hit surface- at a base absorptivity of 0. 500) to
 
which corresponded E4 = 0. 563. The corresponding value of E3 at
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thermal balance predicted by Figu-re 91 was E3;= 0:310, a~id.the
 
corresponding absorptivity was A3 0. 605.
 
In the next 64 runs, these two extremes of emissivity combina­
ti6ns were used to compute the thermal peitformance of generators 
with 10, 12, 14 and 16 converters, operated at 2000 0 K on Earth and 
in cislunar space, at four different values of cavity apertures The 
results are plotted in Figures 92 to 95. It can be noticed in these 
figures that the large difference in emissivity conditions resulted 
in minor differences of thermal performance, and it *as therefore 
possible to cnwider the use of the lower emissivity values which 
required the surface treatment of only one family of converters. 
To determine the effect of changes in cavity temperature, 64
 
more runs were computed for 14 and 16 converter generators with
 
the lower emissivity values (E3 = 0.250, E4 = 0.365, A3 = 0.500,
 
A4 = 0. 700), and operated both on Earth and in cislunar space with 
the converters at 1900, 2000, 2100 and 2200°0K, at various cavity 
aperture diameters. The results of these runs are given in Figures 96 
and 97. One of the most remarkable indications given by these two 
figures was that the 14-converter generator, which had been thermally 
balanced at Earth flux and for a-cavity aperture of 1. 4 inch, remained 
thermally balanced at the cislunar flux, at all emitter temperatures, 
and even over a wide range of aperture diameter variations. Although 
the 16-convefter generator was not as closely balanced for the
 
emissivity values selected, it should be noted that in the case of
 
greatest imbalance, the heat 0C3-teceived by the front converters
 
exceeded that received by the rear converters by.less than 10%. 
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2. 6 Predicted Electrical Performance of Generator 
JPLrecommended that the predicted output of converter T-210, 
70 amperes at 0. 80 volt, be used to predict the performance and power 
output of the generator, and that the generator be designed so as to be 
compatible with operation of the converters at an output current of 
70 amperes. Figure 98 gives the optimized performance which was 
predicted for converter T-210, which will be referred to as the 
reference converter.
 
Figures 92 and 94 gave the net heat available to the two fami-' 
lies of homologous converters in the generator as a function of cavity 
aperture diameter and the number of converters in the generator. 
The converters identified by the nomenclature QC3 were those which 
lay closest to the cavity aperture, and those labeled QC4 were those 
nearest the bottom of the cavity. The calculations for these figures 
included the determination of the thermal emissivity of the converter 
cavity surfaces required for thermal balance, and Figures 92 and 94 
assumed one compatible set of values where the converters lying 
close to the cavity aperture had a cavity surface thermal emissivity 
of 0.25 and the others 0. 365. 
Experience with 5-ft-diameter concentrators had shown that, 
although these concentrators had an optimum cavity aperture of 0 5 
inch, the aperture often had to be enlarged by as much as 40% in 
order to obtain optimum performance in actual solar tests of 
thermionic generators. As Figures 92 and 94 indicate, there was a 
maximum possible cavity aperture for each generator design, which 
was governed by the average cavity diameter, which in turn was a 
function of the number of converters cluster&d'atround the generator 
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cavity. For design purposes it was assumed that the maximum practi­
cal cavity apertures corresponding to generators having 10, 12, 14, and 
16 converters were 1 0, 1.25, 1.50 and 1.75 inches. To the 0.5-inch 
optimum cavity aperture diameter for a 5-ft. dia. concentrator there 
corresponded a 1. 15-inch optimum aperture for an 11. 5-ft. dia. con­
centrator and an 0. 95-inch optimum for a 9. 5-ft. dia. concentrator. 
When these latter cavity apertures were increased by 40%, it was found 
that a cavity aperture diameter of up to 1. 61 inches might be desired. 
This figure could have been still larger if the geometrical accuracy of 
the large-diameter coicentrators was substantially worse than that 
of 5-ft. concentrators. Thus it appeared that only 14-converter and 
16-converter generators were large enough to operate with an 11. 5-ft. 
concentrator, and that the 14-converter generator size was marginally 
satisfactory. For this reason, the :generator with, 16 converters was 
regarded as the optimum configuration. 
Next, the maximum efficiency and maximum power that could 
be expected from the 16-converter generator when operated in ground 
test and in cislunar space with converters having the output charac­
teristic given in Figure 98 were calculated. The assumed cavity 
apertures for the 11. 5-ft. dia. and 9.5-ft. dia. concentrators were 
1.61 and 1.33 inches, respectively. With these assumptions, Figures 
92 and 94 showed that the net heat received by the converters was 
255,watts in ground test, and 315 watts in cislunar operation. Con­
verter output current at these values of power input and 2000°K 
could be easily estimated- The heat input had to equal the sum of 
the electrical output, the emitter support conduction, and the 
collector heat transfer. The electrical output was the current times 
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the voltage output, the emitter support conduction had been calculated 
to be 58 watts* (Final Report, Task II, Contract 950671, Table 7, 
page 105), the collector heat transfer had been measured from the 
calorimetric data of converter T-206 (see page 100), and the correlating 
equation was 
Qcollector 105.7 + 1.92 1° 
Thus the total converter heat transfer could be expressed as 
Q. 	 = 105.7 + 58+ (1.92 + )I 
in 0 0 
= 163.7 + (1.92 + Vo) I 
This equation could then be used to determine what output currents 
could be sustained with the 255 and 315 watts of input available in 
ground test and in cislunar space, respectively; for this calculation, 
the output voltage was determined from the assumed reference converter 
characteristic presented in Figure 98. The required heat input so cal­
culated for the reference converter is given in Figure 99. As can be 
seen, with power inputs of 255 and 315 watts, the converter output 
currents that could be achieved were 31.0 and 54. 5 amperes, respec 
tivly; Figure 98 shows that these currents could be achieved at output 
voltages of 0.98 and 0.87 volt, and output powers of 30.3 and 47. 5 watts, 
respectively. Thus the predicted output power of the generator in ground 
test was 30. 3 x 16 = 485 watts, and in cislunar operation it was 
47. 5 x 16 = 760 watts. The corresponding solar inputs for the assumed 
cavity apertures of 1. 61 and 1.33 inches are given by Figure 90, and 
they were equal to 6,770 and 7,800 watts, respectively. Thus, the 
16-converter generator performance could be summarized as follows: 
Based on tantalum, with a thermal conductivity of 0.79 watts/cmoC at 
1416°C. The value is conservative because the thermal conductivity of 
rhenium at the same temperature is 0. 49 watts/cm-°C. 
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Generator Performance, Solar-Heated 
Ciis lunan' 
Ground Test Performance 
Cavity aperture dia. , in. 1 61 1.33 
Cavity input, watts 6770 7800 
Available converter input, watts 255 315 
Converter output current, amperes 31.0 54. 5 
Converter output voltage, volts 0.98 0.87 
Converter output power, watts 30.3 47. 5 
Generator output power, watts 485 760 
Absorber-generator efficiency, % 7.2 9.7 
Since the cavity heat losses were fixed by the fixed cavity temperature 
of 2000°K, the above represented both the maximum-power and maximum­
efficiency performance which could be obtained with solar heating. 
The above calculation was repeated for the case of electric 
heating to determine the maximum power and efficiency which could be 
obtained in laboratory testing of the generator. Assuming a cavity 
aperture of 1.33 inches (cislunar case), and that the cavity losses 
were the same under solar and electric h6ating, the input power to 
drive the converters at maximum power was equal to 7, 800 watts 
(see the table above) plus the additional converter heat input re­
quired to reach maximum output power from the 315-watt input 
condition for the cislunar case given above. At maximum power, 
the converter output was 61 watts at 87 amperes (Figure 98). The 
required heat input (Figure 99) was 394 watts, which represented 
an increase of 79 watts from the input for the cislunar case; for 
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16 converters, this:totalled to an increase of 1270 watts. Thus the
 
corresponding generator power input was 7800 + 1270 = 9070 watts,
 
and the generator-would produce an output of 61 x 16 = 975 watts at an
 
efficiency of 10. 716. 
The point of maximum generator efficiency could be found by
 
repeating the above procedure for various converter power inputs.
 
The results were:
 
Converter Power Generator Power Generator Power Generator 
Input, watts Input, watts Output, watts Efficiency, 0 
390 9000 975 10 82 
380 8840 960 10. 85 
370 8680 940 10. 82 
360 8520 919 10.78 
It is clear that maximum efficiency was obtained in the vicinity of a con­
verter power input of 380 watts. The results for electrical testing were 
then: 
Generator Performance,- Electrically Heated 
Maximum Maximum 
Power Efficiency 
Cavity aperture dia. , in. 1.33 1.33
 
Cavity input, watts 9070 8680
 
Available converter input, watts 394 380
 
Converter output.current, amperes 87.0 81.2
 
Converter output voltage, volts 0.70 0.74
 
Converter output power, watts 61.0 60.0
 
Generator output power, watts 975 960
 
Generator efficiency, 0o 10.7 10. 8
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2 7 Sixteen-Converter Generator Design 
The layout of the generator design is shown in Figures-,00"to 
103. Figure 100 is a view in the direction of the solar rays entering
 
the cavity; Figure 101 is a sectional view along a cutting plane which
 
contains the optical axis; Figure 102 is a rear view; and Figure 103
 
gives the list of parts and materials.
 
- The generator assembly consists of eight two-converter 
modules, having a front and a rear converter oriented at a common 
angle around the optical axis. These two converters are assembled 
by riveting or spot-welding them to a bent plate support, part No. 31, 
which electrically shorts their collector structures; thus, the con­
verters in each module are wired in parallel. Each module is supported 
with electrically insulated attachments, so that the modules can be 
wired in series or in parallel at will. In the particular design presented, 
all modules are connected in series 
One advantage of this generator design is that the gap between 
the emitter pieces of the converters of a module can be closed since 
contact will not cause electrical shorting of converter output. By not 
insulating every converter, a substantial amount of insulating hardware 
is avoided, and a simpler, more compact and stronger structure is 
obtained. The nominal spacing between the surfaces of the cavity at 
different electrical potentials is 0. 020 inch. 
The modules are supported by front and rear one-piece metal 
rings, so that the complete assembly of modules and support rings 
forms a rigid frame. The design also provides for the simple removal 
of a converter module without the necessity of disassembling the 
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entire generator. The front ring supports an entrance cone for the 
cavity, which helps to guide the solar energy into the cavity. Part 
No. 32 is an extension of the entrance cone, and its function is to 
protect the converters from concentrated sunlight in the event of 
accidental misorientation The rear ring supports a cavity back­
piece, made of tungsten, and shaped to reflect the sunlight striking 
it towards the heated faces of the converters. The rear ring is also 
attached to the generator support, which is a webbed conical structure, 
part No. 1. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
TASK I 
This task attempted to improve both converter structure and 
converter performance. Converter structure was improved in many 
respects: An all-rhenium emitter structure was successfully developed, 
and it offered the advantages of greater high-temperature strength, 
elimination of emitter contamination by diffusion and migration of 
materials from the emitter support, and relative inertness to opera­
tion in environmeifts with traces of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon. 
Vanadium brazing was shbwn to be an ideal technique for joining this 
structure to the cylindrical seal flange of the converter. Pressure 
bonding was applied as a technique for joining the collector to the 
collector support. Considerable know-how in the use of palladium as 
a braze material for niobium and molybdenum was generated Similarly, 
the relative advantages of inert gas welding and electron-beam welding 
were explored for application to small 3oints of rhenium and niobium 
The technology of sodium-filled niobium heat pipes was advanced with 
the use of low-flow-resistance evaporators and'niobium as a capillary 
fabri6ation material; also, the application of this technology solved a 
major problem of collector heat transfer which had been caused by the 
excessive geometrical and heat transfer constraints imposed on the 
converter, and greatly reduced converter weight. The stability of the 
interelectrode spacing was enhanced by increasing the spacing from 
1 mil to 2 mils, which produced great6r- shock resistance, and 
decreased the probability of electrode shorting due to deformations 
induced by grain growth in the emitter 
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The improvement of performance proved to be an elusive goal. 
Both variations 6f emitter surface treatments and collector materials 
had negligibly small effects on the performance at the particular 
operating conditions of the T-200 converter: 2000°K emitter tempera­
ture, 2 mil spacing. The only other means known to improve con­
verter performance (reduction of spacing and use of ceszaur additives) 
were not practicable, the fisrst because the minimum spacing had been 
set to a value of 2 mils,which was the value used, and the second 
because it fell outside the scope of this program. 
Converter T-210, the last converter built under this program, 
successfully embodied all the improvements made, and its performance 
nearly matched that of the best of the converters tested: T-206 and 
T-209. 
TASK II 
The generator design effort developed the first known analytic
 
technique for the calculation of heat transfer in solar cavities with
 
converters having different sight angles to the cavity aperture. The
 
analysis was simplified by approximating the radiant input intensity
 
distribution with that of a point source in front of the cavity aperture;
 
however, it arrived at solutions for the even distribution of cavity
 
flux, and at important conclusions regarding thermal balance with
 
changes in thermal flux, which are considered to have general
 
application and validity.
 
A modular converter mounting technique was developed in the 
generator design, and this approach simplified considerably the 
assembly procedure; as a result, the fabrication of a 16-converter 
generator is not significantly more complicated than that of existing 
4 
-converter generators. 
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APPENDIX 1 
ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSING OF Re EMITTERS 
Electrolyte:
 
350 ml. alcohol
 
175 ml. perchloric acid sp. gr. = 1.54, 60% conc.
 
50 ml. ethylene glycol monobutyl ether
 
Mix above solutions in glass with glass rod. Do not allow solution to 
come in contact with any metal other than S. S. beaker used in treatment 
of emitter. Place S.S. beaker with solution into ice bucket to bring the 
temperature of the both below 100 C. Stir electrolyte to keep temperature 
uniform 
Treatment; 
a. Vacuum anneal Re for 1/2 hour at 1600 - 17000C. 
b. Electropolish: 20 -25 volts, 5 A/cm, 5- 15 sec. 
c. Electroetch: 5 volts, voltage is important, 1 A/cm , 1 min. 
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0 ELECTRON Sheet of._ _ 
EG EE I NG CO R PO R ATIO N 
Converter No 7-2o/ RunNo/ Observer 6 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date /766 -2,o 1-2o I-Zo I-?.o I-Zo 
Time 5 /Y 9 C0 10 $Z1 3" 13 t0 
Elapsed Time, Hours - 0 6 ,9 
T ,c - ISM& 164 17Cc -
To Corrected, -C - /l. 16"3 J760 -
ATBell Jar, *C - II /2. / -
TH *C - 1555 1W5 177f -
ATE,-C -0 -5 -S -s -
TE ,'K - 18Z3 /33 2o4 -
V0 , vol ts - .199 /350 .oo+ -
1 
, amps - 0 0 0 -
Po ,wotts - 0 0 0 -
I-V Trace No - - - -
mv - Io S" /3. ..5 -
TR (I) C - 2S? 315 374 -
'K 5a) 5 7 Ct,) 
my - I-8:", 2-c v 2-,-. 
TC (-) C - iz-/7 ' o s7, -
-K - 7o o3 c' -
TC o.n~. ( 4)
TC base inner 
mv 
-
-- 6.1 tq. z 1., 
-.'9 -
-
my - 1( _ /-f I -
TC base outer () oc - e91 4 all -
- I 18.o 2 c mTRadiator 
=c - 365 4s8 48!5" 
Vbvolts a 1010 1o? 99/ 0 
t
ebmA 0 (21 /55 j9Z 0 
EFiamentvolts * i4 4. 4,7 0 
rFllamentomps ZI 5 22.a 22 . 5 
t Coll Heater ' a m p s  0 S 6 ­
4h 0 0 0 -
Vacuum, 10 6 mmHg 3.o 7.6 6 6 .- 4 -
Measured Efficiency,% I - - -
Res Heater -amps 
NOTES iAefflE CJRREde 7. Or-AS. Ar.r8 c*Z0o 9 'C 1 o Jo'C 2 /7o//O 
A3"jjL., -_ 1200 /6iooC, It'°CZ t7oo'c 47E :-t+ 164I) 
**3tr-oFF ) ,, FAlcEL To O?.A-re. WJ'hOQT VvI ULE Z161 oF T eMAGi. 
7c =r350'c' 1rfT,,Z.VrlL C±&ss.c A7s c) 5C/C bCATnV6-
4E'av,~m04MFktTA( R4L'( TO W'7eC & AtCZ Ti'S V6LSIE 7 -Q 
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C ERCT FCCN Sheet 2 ~fC___TH 7RMO 7W7FECR l93 0WRPO 0 ArTO1N1
ConverterNo T-2o RunNo 2. 9Obsorver , S 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date q I-. I- 2 )-8 i-a3-- '-Z3 /-?g J-28 28 1-22 
Time o18 1S0o 1460 O5 /1513 1121 ' !l 1700 1733 
Elapsed Time, Hours 0 24, 35 4.1 q 46C 5.o 4) 6*7 
T ,°C - 1380 1710 17o 7o /7,o 17/3 /713 1713 
To Corrected, -C - .388 /72o 172,o 172o /72o /723 I7a3- 1723 
AT~ell Jar, °C - /0 /to itt 14 / lt I /9-
TH ,C - /398 /731 1734 1739- /73 1 17717W 1737 
ATE , °c - -S -7t -7 -7 -7 -/0 -Io -10 
TE °K - 666 0ooozLZQ ZOOO 12000 20o Zo0 2.000 
V0, volts - - ­
101 mps !/4 F --, 
PO0wdrts - ­a}--t  -w-
I-V Trace No -- / 4 A* 5 
mv - /41 /6.7 18 /7 51,5 -/, 1j9/1e
TR "C - 3'tC t 67 40 417 +09 - 3 55 292­
, *K - 628 68o 482. b9a 68 - 6Z8 65 
my - I-9z5 2-?3'g 2-41% 2-5Vj z- 33 4* 2-Soo 2-30ot 
TC C - 4,3 _667 7/9 769 W/9 - 75o 650 
-K - 74c 92 90Z /042. 09L - /ozn 926 
my - (9 25.5 24 2C 6 287 - 2.9 z.3TC base inner 
S° 41 ?_5676 57o 6q o 67o 62 5(.? 
mv - Io( 2% 0 24.Q 26..i 28 I - 2.S 23.1 
TC base outer 
' .40S SS!C £77 C28 W 47r64- 5 8' 
my - /57 20.8 21( 23 / 24 - 22"7 Zo.8TRadi-tor 4 22 58 55o 
Vebvolts 10o 100 985 984 '185- 98S - 99 99S6 
Ieb' mA 105 107 2Z- ZS6 2(2- ?2 - 267 19,5¢ 
EFilamentVOlts 4 4 ,6 4 8 4.6 A E - 4S 4. 
IFiamentamps 20 2-1 22 2. 2 2 2. - - 2Z 21 
ColtHooteromp$ 0 0 0 4 9 12 0 8 I
 
IRes Heater ,amps 0 a_ 2. 2 2 !.C" 0 0 0
 
Vacuum, 10-6 mmHg 3.8 / 4 2.0 242, 26 2 .4 2.0 IS / 3 
Measured Efficiency,% - - - - - - - -
A'OrES n\AvE4A&c CUnRaoaj, o ISJA Asun.,o + 'Thtrre2 TO ZL-3fl1JM.G S'.
 
4' Avt A7IC,'mfl~ To SnleCe -0.1 To £ 4 votrs F qjtaD ZL' 7. CO.j1t A tc
 
tE,b " , tn" ¢ c.tneZ- -MAo O PS) ,vTBCAD OF aSo A.
 
O ALL Po,oC 7hLb OF ArT t- /7S9 HAS.
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- RunNo 4 Observer 6 00, /ConverterNo T-2 01 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 
Date S -4 i 241 2- 1 i2- 1 Z-- 2 2-2 2 
Time /000 1//7 P220 /3.- I62 1725 957 /// l 1ZOIs6 
Elapsed Time, Hours - - - C l a /71 /} /.2 5. 
T,' /67& /678 1676 - /7/3 ICa' 17o8 1674 71670 1717 
T Corrected, -C 1 6( /688 1,6 - 172Z 1P2 17/8 /(84 _18o i/77o 
aTBeII Jar, *C /4- 14 lit I9 '4 t / /4 &1 
TH C 17o 11702 1/70o 1737 135 /73a. 11618 ?'5# 1741 
ATE, C - 8 8 - 0 O 1 1 6 a 10 
TE ,K - 967 196 - 2000 ZooZ 1994 /963 19 2 2oo 
Vo,volts / oo - .593 - Y92 .S87 1-402 . ?4 .604 
Io,1amps - 51. /6.7 - 35$ 369 408 /7 2 /F2 384 
Powatts 1. i" /f07 Z. 21,9 23.1 17.2.17.a a.?-
I-V Trace No - - - - ­
m v - /5/ /15 -- /40 /.. 14- 113.7 13,S? Z±,4 
TR ~ C - 1322 33/1 ~ 34 34~r ,3ae. 134/ 2C5-3 
.K - 6q.O - 6/6 Sz 621 4o9 41jt 6&( 
my - 0-2Z4 2-a 7. 2-sor 2-Sso a?-ssc6 2--317z -t3-712S8 
Tc - 6/2 63,$ 7.. 76, 778 (5 78 7S " 
-K 6886 q68 - /023 / 01 0 loC! Mz 9&/ 98. 
T inner my --- 2 /Sg 2c-?. 25 .e ?-2 9 23.6 2 ­bose'T bseiner - 21/- 24.9 
.C65 52.1 So ,00sc7614 St$a '7 60o7 
mv 2-0o,? 2/.,/ -- Z R 11- 5 2-4 9) 2( 23.o 7-4(
TC bose outer ­
60.6 6-/6 5 4 Vt6 srj- -5o rq -if 
- H /5Y16 21 2IS 22,1 2c. 0' z22Z.0
TRaditor - sl 5 9 4 7 1 oC &r4 
%ebvolts - 78Z 77 167 17905 97-0. 't% 1  96/ 
I eb~~m- 22-/.5 2247 - 305C 309 3.? 172? 238 2'7 
E~laen-"t 116 4 - 49 4.5 5-o 46 4 6 4.6 
IFiomentoamPs - v c -22 2 Z.g" 22 0 / iC2. 2_ 
t Coll Heateroamps C 0 0 5," C0-
t Res Heaterbamps 2.,5 2'S4z 5$-. 
Vacuum,1- 6 mmHg / . .66 .80 4 2- 17 / 
Measured Efficiency,% - - 4 " -j-- E -

WES + * T OPP A-10 C00'-'A' -si-p 7,
o1.F geeevo,2 
t srAe- OF SrEAb. 1' SrA7C 1?.J. 0 WCORAcr -F 7CSr Pe--OCRE 
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"- "0  
Converter No 7 - RunNo 4 Observer 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 .-7 8 9 10 
Dote 1124( 2- . 2-S 2-+ 2-4+ 2-4 R-61 2-, ,2- 2-8 
Time /737 1038 0850 1Q10 164 /2,30 /300 C4o949, 
Elapsed Time, Hours 251 42.Z 584 59 /0i c toss i.4/.s. /51. 
0 , 17/1 171 a - /71,/ /o 77c __o17/i 172o 1 
To Corrected,-C1 172 172 - 1723 173o - /71T /7,o /.73o
 
ATBell Jar, *C /4 /4 - 1 t Il- - 14- I /t 

TH ,C /744 /735 - 1737 174Y - / 739 l7 /74&.4
 
ATE, C II /0 - o - o0o lo 10!
 
TE 'K 2006 IM% - 2ooo 2oo7 - 2oo Zoo7 Z007
 
Vovolts .604 .6co - .599 .558 - .67? .5?,9 .598 
1
0 ,1oamps 38.? 3.5.9 - 38-0 37.6 - 691 .4 3&.9 
Pawafts 23.2. ZI 6 - 2Z 8 22 S - 2&.4 2M6 2&.S __ 
I-V Trace No - - - ­
mv /4. 11,7 - /4.. /14. " /.4 /4.2 /'tZ.
 
TR *C 355 a g - 3"o - 3.53 348 .3t-?
 
-K 6Z8 162/ 623 6?I -Z 6 4Z.1 6L.I 
my 2-5S4 2- 1- 2-5/q 2-514 - 2-S520 2-540 2-54o-
T C 7C7 757 - 757 7X7 7(0c 77o 77oc 

-K /oO ,o/ 0 /o oIo -/ /0.a3 104a /04. 
C base inner 
.c 61 604 - o7 (ol - 67 sZ 6o7
 
TC base outer24.5 - 24.G 2 f 246 1247 24G
 
C.aeoueC S-I Co-'79 .S-13 cqo-1q, 6591 53
 
T mv 2Z.2 22-1 z2 I 2z.o 22.1 ; 2./- z2,1 
Veb, volts 979 96 981 98/ 978 783 78/ F 1778 
Ieb,mA 3/0 305 27r 3o8 3o7 3// 3/ 15/6 3/3 
EFilamentvolts 48 48 - 46 48 A.1 f8 48 4.
 
IFilarneniqps 2. ?.27. - 2?. "2.A 2-2 0 2 4 2?-

IColl Heateroamps 0 0D C 
 0 0 0 0 0 
iRes Heateramps I.g"' g, S C 3 - 6£&S 5-5 
Vacuum, 1-6 mmHg .84 .70 85 6o .7 / .61 . .<4 
Measured Efficiency, % - i I. i ".zi T 
P.F.Oe A F LIQR C . Cq Hr, OFF toe 414 s, 
*y1oFAI fAflItRE CA"StP VNIT TO 5f9TO otrG e / Xs.
 
t SHtr OFF- gab .oF 9nj
 
2-4
 
8664
 
Converter No 7-o Run No -O bserver PO0°C C 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote 2--/M 2-14 2-fit 2-jt 2-JS 2-/* 2-C 2-,r 2- 14 2-1it 
Time 1707 1719 136 1747 043 o9 V8 /o47 I/9 /128 1/37 
Elapsed Time, Hours 175.9 /ao I 18o4 leo 6 1% 5 16 S /97.6 19,o /%,2 /98.4 
TO . 17/0 /7o l7lo I m ;71, 17/2 1/ . IZ. /6/z. I/ . 
T Corrected, 'C /7to /72-o 172o t7Zo /72t 17Z /621 lea) 16zl- /6 Io 
ATseituJor, *C 14 /4. "r /4' 14 4 111 12.1. It / L 
TH C 1739- /73t 78 i, 03,1 1736 /73. /63 /4 a/2 3 !/33 
ATE, -c 7 7 7 7 ? 9 6 4 4 
TE ,-K.o o ooZ0b 2oo Zac Eo00 Zo00 /5o0 /9oo /9o qo 
Vo 1volts - - - ­
I0o'mps -- - 16t 'Z 22 3 6 6 /13 2
 
Pa ,wotts
 
I-V Trace No 7 8 5 to /j ia /4 
-my I/0 11.8 12 . 1 1 3 1r-?.. It /1.s /2.6 Is.. 
TR .C 27/ 29 3t. 325 '356 s7Z 2?/ 29o 3/o 329 
?, 16'K 5"41t 5-42 6a& 6oL 6 La 4 44. 43 '-&3 602 
mv 2-356 2-424 2-47, 2-538 2-68' 2-628 z-S5 2-4.9 2-478 2-558 
-Tc C 478 7,? 737 75 7U. 8/4- 978 7o 4 79q 77? 
o
'K 7S/ 98sC to /03 1 /o0 Io87 5KJ 977 to/Q /oSZ. 
m 4 ZC-6 264 271- 29. 28,7 26.1 26.1 26.5 27. 
TC base inner - ­5C-3 616 62C 615 673 49o '04 .C.9 -447 C 
m 24 0 14 26 ?. 27.1 27,( 28.3 2..1 2( 0 24.6 27.,TCbose outer 
__ 
.c 521 6TSL 43 40604 614 40o 4d6/2-.3 1 C. 
my 21.C 22..T 23z.o z2a. 23.c1 24.5 ?.z. 229c 2,a3 2.5, 
TCOdotcr c q3 S" -7& 51o 37 .S 3 Si-. S76S 54t C 574 
VbVOts ooO ? 9794 ? aT8 SooS loot 97 793
 
ebmA /84 /3 2o5 29 126 268 /63 '66 /8o 2o2
 
E lomentVOtS 44q z4 .4 44 4 t 4.5 4-S 4,4 44 4.6 4.C
 
IFilment'omps 21 21 ZI 2) 21 Z1.5. . 20,5zo20.5 21 
/ r It-0 1.0 ?- 3 130 13.o Io.0Coll Heoteramps // C 
Res HeotertOmps 4 " 5 2.5 3 3.5 4- S' 7 5 
6Vocuum,1- mmHg 2,( 2,7 2.7 2.7 2,6 2.7 2,6 27 Z.7 2,7 
Measured Efficiency,% - -­
175 S 9, f64 ANb Zra-5 
t qv,& SRCa z-- 0,G,rq, or~~l a~ .eNorA , ,4 
Z- 5
 
8665
 
E M 0PTELECTRON Sheet 6 fI 
ErrC iiEwftI G CR POA ATIO NI. 
Converter No 7-- 20/ RunNo E F 6 Observer 6081 ' 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date Z-I 2-K z-,r Z-i- 2-1V .- it Z-: 2-iC 2-16, 2-1( 
Time 2/1o 1639 169 /4d /7o.r /73ft 17416 I 3S,. 1641 
Elapsed Time, Hours /187 /97.O 2oS,- 2o3.( 2017 2039 2o4.4 20144 Z16 227 " 
T 
,C /0aI .141 /4 104 /f/4 104 ,$l4" If l* /7,0 Io7/0O 
To Corrected,-C I.21 /&ZI /rT2. /flA- /14L'L ISL-L PtL- ICL, 1720 1770 
ATBell Jar, C / Z to, to /o 10 /0o ,/ /lo 
TH ,-C id33 /4siaa I&&tL 'rS2. /Crt. /93L )Sal- 173Y- 17a't 
ATE , C 6 6 S S' S 6 6 7 7 
TE , 0 K 1900 /900 /go- Igo /Soo /goo Moo /.*a 2"o Zwoo 
-

1 -

V,volts ­
0 ,amps 21 4 20. 3 3 510 S-9 6.3. 7 1?.3 21.? 21.1 
POawatts -
P0 wat - - - - - - - - - I 
I-V Trace No 17 /a /9 zo Z/ 2z. 123 2ff a- 2( 
Wv /4.'a if 2 /1 P-5 l2.( 134 1-4.13 /!C t 167 /$.7 
TR 0C 36-0 3)2 271 Z9o 31- 2Z92 -o R72. 4 o7 4o? 
'K ;ZS 4,T n44 Q 693? 6o2. 423 e4It di o 49a 
mv 2- -W4 2-C594 2-3f4 Z-3 1- 2-78 2- 4 c 2-4.. Z-53 2-a8% 2-588 
TC C 797 717 78 cgz. 489 700 70 7C7 694 794 
0K /07o io7o 9 / 7,rf 5.Z 923 973 loqo 967 /0(7 
TC base inner2. 2 S?. 2 Zs 2C.1 26 1 27.( 23.4 27.C 
bc 692 W.1 607 61/ (;z./ t.?F e3( 4d3 s 
baeotr mi 22./1 .6-2. 2 2Z 2.tC4 2SC7 60 245 a 2 7,tt 2,Qo TKI 
TC base outer 
 o Ca j s7t s) 5 
mvdot 49.3 7ci.t23 zz ., 2z.7zz. 2Z- IZ23.5 2o. Z.35 
ocC diator0 2( f4-88 553 5?? X4 So4 74 
VebIVOltS 592- q63 loll /oo9 loog /0o7 /oss /00/ 987 988 
eb,mA 21 2iC ' I? 131 i/a / -z / C T76 27 o gZ 
EFilamentvolts 4.( -47 4.3 4.3 4.4 4A 4.4 4 4 4.? 4.& 
IFilament'Oamps P-I / 2o 0 20 20 20 2o 21 a-j 
IColl Heateromps s13 135 /5 13 ,3 I is o It . 
IRes Heaterlamps S 5 2 3 4 4.r (4 5C d., 
Vacuum, 1076 mmHg 2.7 2.7 2.( 2.6 2,6 a. 2 g 2, 2.7 Z7
 
Measured Efficiency,% - -- - -

A/OrES rArQ .JN, ed COCZ0 cJioA oF' x-VS ij.o: 2 --. A 4. 
z-6
 
8666 
THERMO ELECTRON Sheet of '/ 
Converter No - RqnNo ( s) Observer ) L 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date I'?t, 2-16 2-1t 
Time 171/ 18 o7 
Elapsed Time, Hours 228.o 2?.9 
TO JC17o8 17o1 
To Corrected, C 7/6 /719 
ATBell Jar, 0C /t /4 
TH '-C /732 li2, 
ATE,o-C 6'41 5 
TE 'K O00 2000 
V0 ,volts -
10 , amps 0 0 
Pa ,watts --
I-V Trace No -
my 70 8.0 qo 1o 0 /I, 12 0 /3.o /4D Ifo /c1.o 
TR °C 17. /77 222. 24t( Z7/ -94" 3 '9 34 3 37 ag/ 
0K 1/$ 47o 49$r 515 S+-- 56? .5-,Z 61( 6'o 664, 
mv Z-254 2-i 2-ztf 2-z-5 ?-Z.54 2-L4 t-?xS' Z-2,4 t-ZSTC't - ?r-
TC ~ C 627 C427 (27 6z7 (z?7 -'Z- 67 C? 6L7 6247 
°K 0oo g.0 '9oo 9o 7oo 50 goo900 oo 
TC base inner my 
oC -
TC base outer my -V 
m -
TRodiator 
-
Vebvolts 1ool /oo Ioo4 /oc4 Ioo4 0.3o /003 /0o3 /00/ /0o1 
Ieb,mA (7o0 /oo 17 /7.8 /78.1 18o.8 .6 /53 3 19S-. Zo.? 
EFilamentvails 4 - 4,6 
'Filomentamps 2o z/ " 
'Coll Heaterlamp s D 7o 
iRes Heaterlanps o 7.o 
Vacuum, 16 - 6 mm Hg 2,7 27 
Measured Efficiency, % 
wOTZS 
2-?
 
8667
 
THTERO ELECTRON Sheat of 9 
E N [ I M G 0 0 R P 0 R 4, T 1 0 N
 
Converter No -/ t ___/ RunNo 8 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 2-17 2-17 2-17 -17 Z-17 - 172-17 2-7 2.-17 -- 17 
Time 09S- /00 loiC loZ" /os3 log/o 10z //- I't- 1133 
Elapsed Time, Hours 4t.7 2tt.9 24CC ZAfC- 2i 7tt2q& ZL8 246.o Z44,.2 z24L 
TO ,oC 1 177 /-X7 17 /-75 1674 /74 /74 /7479 1,74 
To Corrected, -C /M88 3/S i&8Y2 IC? S? /4A lead 1&86 /686 168O 
C 1 '2. 7 . - /2. /4 t/- It4 /4. /l,TBeii Jar, ' 1? 
TH X loo 1600 1600 Io16e oo /700 17oo I7 oo/7 oo 
ATE,*C 7 7 6 e 5- 1/ 8 7 7 ,4
 
TE ,K /86 /84 AM67 1867 /848 / ,94 114$- I6 1947
. 19 
Vavolts 0.40o 0.10o /.oo /.Zo I4oo c oo0, oo -0o V.oo ).oo 
I 1 omps /80 /.t 8-8 $7, 2,. 3-7. 187 14.8 10S (4 
0 ,Watts 9 .CPa 7.8 1 6.8 6.8 22 A. /3.o /49~/2.6 T 
I-V Trace No - - - - - - - - - ­
mv 13.0 126 12- /Z.3 /Z.1 /3-9 / (. 1Suit 1.1 12,7 
TR *C 1319 1/" 13o 3oz. 257 3,l 3 S 3Z5 37.j 312­
0 K 592. S7 .57S X7 " "7o .14 6CC 402 9 t .F 
mv 2-'4? 2-:2-o Z-oT- 2-o3o 2-coo 2-f'do 2-278 2-21.4 2-168 2-1Zo 
Tc *C £79 50 537 5/K Soo 72f C3 92, E/f- 6o 
-K R47 810 78? 772 q2 8 6 833--3 qq5 8.57 
base inner MY /9-9 '6I .o1 & 17.8 23.$ 2/ ," ZOR 2o.i Iq-C 
cc 433 47e 461 44-f 433 f"7( r 506 '417 473 
mv 175 /9, 19.7 8.1 n.( 23' 21,c 2o. zo.o 941 
TC base outer 481 - 4UC 471
*C 4 9j"7,454 44a 424 54 57$ 5*~r4 . 7 
mv /93 /,o .17 £ IZo /4.5 zI.-6f /?-1 18.5 lS.o 
T ad tC 4 4 V 4 S? -16 41+ 4o ? 4/1 4 7 ( 4 44 4$o 4 3? 
Veb ,volts 9 oooo loo /0oo Ioo 985 11 953- 9C q9 
1ebmA 183 178 148 10 -fo 234 234 ?22t 2o 194Lf 
" 
E amentvolfs A,4 4,r 4 4 4.4 42 4.7 4 W 4,7 4.-
IFlamentfamps 2-4 2l Z z 2o Zi.7 21 7I tt ZD.r 
' m ps  1Coll Heater o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rRes HeateFi,amps 5 5 S 5.0T z.o s-.o 4 0 o f S" 1-1 S% 
Vacuum,IC-6 mmH 2 2.4 2.4 2. 2 ( Z .6 2.4. 2.6 2 4
 
Measured Efficiency,% 4 S ? 4 Z , 7- 7-) 6S -'7 4.:I X".2
 
° 
NOrES. . 183 ? 14? l4 '5l gz 2.2 522. ao& /5 
/74 /65 /J5 '-' zc ?49 2t5 "r 8'Z9 

2-8
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t2 T0EM ELECTRON Sheet of9 
EINEI N t C R Po0f&1TiOII 
Converter No IT-ac, 	 RunNo 8 ObserverL(t'-2S-2 	 -
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 2-i0 2-1'7 2-17 2-17 7.-17 2-17 
Time /146 PIrS i2o? /416 1t6 /k3o
 
Elapsed Time, Hours Z4-.E 246.7 24, 2*q2 2492 Z 5 2
 
T , 1773 /773 f773 /77 177 /773
 
To Corrected, 'C /178 178- 1784 /784 /2784 /794
 
C 
 /M / 

TH , 0C 10 /Roo /90o /800 /8"o Ioo
 
ATE, -C /3 // 9 8 7 7
 
ATBeii Jar, 	  /IC /1 /e J( 
TE ,-K 	 20&o 2oL.L 2cO'- 2o4 ' 2oC& 2o4& 
V ,volts 	 4oo 8o0 /o ro 1o0 /4Io . A.koIa 
I,,amps 507 j9 2M7- 1e. 13.1 13.1
 
Po,wotts 30.4 31 t 2S, 1 227 d a 1
/2
 
I-V TraceNo - - - - - ­
mv /.7 14 14 11 140 /40o/ . 
TR 	 0C 3(o 353 3 a'tCA- .2 43
 
-K< 633 62. Czj1 613 614 -1/4
 
my 2-4Xo 2-! 9i 2-4s.o?a-34 z-2g2 .-?Ze?
 
Tc 	 C 84o 777 7r (673 4-4- 6"4
 
K 1/3 /lo 9q 9146 9/7 9 7
 
my. 27.0 z( 2 . 22- 21.S 21.8TC base inn~er 
.C 45 6o9 -65 S4(6 S2-5 £2?.7 _ - __ ­
mv 24,z 2q7 Z. 3 22. 21,7 ZI 6 
TC base outer 	
0 CC 
4 3o' sqL ,f& (9 -fa" n?­
my 21 2 22<.L 212 2 19. T
 
TRadlatordCiXtCr 37 qqy 4.
________ oc £7-2 f 4 
Vebvolts 97(, 9$o 9C 84 985 9q
 
Ieb,mA 376 34- za7 2(/ 243
 
FiiamentVOlS 5 .1 o 4 0 4,8 4.7 4.7 
IFilomentoamps 2Z, 27- 2.-" ?tC 41 2-

ICol Heater amps 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
Coil Heater' 
-5-5-. ,I- CC - "
t Res ot ramps 	 . ..5-5'  

VocuumIO-SmmHg . 26G _6 z (1 2,4 2.6
 
Measured Efficiency,% 8 2 9 a g t 3-I 7, /
 
worES. * t--N oF T-20l T6SItj&C
 
P 367 R3 a7 
 t23 :
 
1 1/8} /7 i6 
.247 3/4 1+ 4 29 
2-9
 
60 
8762
 
"7--20/ -' 
5O
 
0 
E 0 
20 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 14 1.6 1'8 
VO ,volts 
Z-10 
8763
 
T-201 6- G
 
60 
50 
40 
E 30 
0 
I0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I10 
Vo ,volts 
2-ll 
I12 1.4 1.6 1.8 
8764
 
T--201 "7-- 12
 
o 4 
E501 .. 
0 
2O 
10 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 I12 1.4 1.6 1.8 
V0 ,volts 
2-12 
8765
 
T-201 /--/8 
60
 
50­
40
 
Cr)
 
...
CD1. 	 4 
o
 
o
 
0 
0 	 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Vo ,volts 
2-13 
8767
 
T-201 /3--24 
60 
50 
40 
E 300 
2 
0 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Vo volts 
I 2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Z-14
 
6ON 
8768 
T-201 2 526 
50 
40 
E 30 
20 
10 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Vo ,volts 
Z-15 
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0R PC RAT I N 
APPENDIX 3
 
COLLECTOR-RADIATOR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
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APPENDIX 1-1 
Sheet / of 2 
• 	 ENO ]Ih([ i G ELECp iTON0 
COLLECTOR-RADIATOR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
Run No. 	 Observer Q 44. 
1 4 5 6 
Date 
_-_/____ 
/4 So s 
E1 Ivolts C o.0 
Time 	 /1f to / 4 -az ' /4 A0 / /S-'oo 
So -o 
amps 16 / I I /6 //_ 
Eb volts 0 0 0 0 o 0 
b, mA 0 0 	 0 0 0 
mV 	 IDo 2 " - /S, 39 I 4.42 4.87 
I 	 0 1 26 j 655 77 16 /t /1
mY I.oo 0Io a o .73 4 64j,27 
0c 	 Z6 5z 7q 17 /04 //3 
V /oo Zio a 00 3 7/ 4 zf 4 1 
0C 25 52 74 9! /03 I/3 
jmY oo Z in 2q7 370 4 2-6 4 4t 
TC 2- S2 73 1o3 // 
mTmv too r-4 z 2La 4 2o 4.59 
5 j C 20" 5/ 72. IoZ //2 
mY /00o 	 2 72. 
­3 46 4,oo 4 41 
6 0C 	 2C 47 C7 S, 18 /o7 
mY 	 /00 /.so 2 o 2.9&- a 43 3,87 
0C 	 2. 37 4 71 84 94 
mY /oo o 	 -02. . 345 1 3 7 
0C 	 9426- 37 	 7/54 	 24 
3-i 
______ 
__ _ 
8770
 
Sheet 2 of 2 
COLLECTOR -RADIATOR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
RunNo. 2,E4 5 	 Observer_ ____ 
Date J/-l-__-,, 	 1-12-"C I-17 -C'6j_-/-/U 	 J_2-7-C4 
/I/'27 	 /6Time 	 1/3 00 13 1 17 1(14 
EfI volts 4 2C 475- 4.% 4.77 5o 41o 
ifI amps /-,) /52 /6o I/S 2- 152. 
E, volts 	 /000 /000 /00L I/0o0 1000 1000 
I, mA 	 Io Zoo 3o Zo 2o- Zoo 
mV 2 4 4o 3, .oo 41,sc 33 0 3367 33 46 
C 	 5-98 9/7 looz- IS' £o9 8Z7 
mV 2.0 1c 24S9j' .. 1.oOfgf 26.73-	 2}.o 
T0 	 C 4q 4 6 4-J 74 I 43 I 3Z 648 
mV Zo o4j_2.1 So.o4 Z( 0+ 2§foC 25.697 
T _49 	 °C _ 6 29 7Z2- 7 54 .641a 
mV 0:74 9 267 Z 1'. 24.9o 24 at6c3 g4 	 C473~ I 6'Z___ C(5 600 II 7 
mYZ ~ SI5c7zs9( Zz 23o2r 2. 222 
0 4407__ 541 555~ 5'61__7__1 
_m_ 16 88 I so 2~J0 j i 0/3 Z 119 
6 mY .R12 6-16 /92. 1709 12..Y 
; 00 	 '"r I - _ _ _ _ 6 
7 0c 	 337 zo 4,-7 424 3/7 62o 
mY /13 72 - I7 z o /S1 2. S i 5 5A 
800 491 I 	 423 .3/4 693 
0
* r,.er 4 *touter brnzc.je~ 4hcr-nccooples (P+t N--21~ ~. s ro,4,eao 
3-Z
 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORATION 
APPENDIX 4
 
COLLECTOR ETCHING PROCEDURE FOR CONVERTER T-202
 
)q 14
 
7 THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P O R AT T O N 
APPENDIX 4 
COLLECTOR ETCHING PROCEDURE FOR CONVERTER T-202 
Dip collector for 2-minute intervals adding up to 15 minutes max. in 
solution of: 
100 vol saturated K 3Fe(CN)6 
5 vol saturated KOH 
95 vol H 0 
agitated at the 2-minute intervals. Planes developed are [110]. 
Ref. C.S. Barrett, Structure of Metals, McGraw-Hill, 1952, p. 194. 
4-1
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TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-202
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- -
8669 
THERMO ELECTRON Sheet I of _7 
EG N t R t G C 0 R P 0 k A T 1 0 N 
Converter No --- 2-0O Del .f RunNo / - O /-bserverJ'' 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date Z-I1- - - - - -- - 344-66 - 3- Nt
 
Time i0o 1110 13-O 14-30 S40 /W) 1640 1120 /z- 0900
 
Elapsed Time, Hours -
--- 0 ;"1 21 
T 0,C 170 170 170, 1703 17/4 f-71i /704 P[710 17/3 170o& 
To Corrected, -C -11 f718 17/8 17/3 171+ 1-72 I )71 4- 172.0["D.3U1/718 
ATBellJar, 'C 1IS lb 181I / :8 ? 1 18 1 
TH 'C 736 1736 !73 1,-742..173911732- -7381 174/ 11% 
ATE, C 8 8 6 7 /- /2_ 8 ]- 2. 1?­
TE'.K pan! 2co ZooW lq57 20o0 ZOO 1017 IM 2002. 117 
Vo,volts - ,60 r90 /,00 s0 80 ,8o 
1
0 ,amps 2Z. 134w 28<V tsoI 43,7 D /72, 41.1 407 4,0 
Pa watts -3B- 32-,o i0, 3,2.9 32,1 324,1 
I-V Trace No / . ,2 ± - - - - - ­
my A,7 16,7 14.3 11,B ) 4 /4-0 /3,2- 144 1-,4 14, 
TR C 407 407 3S-D 20 376 343' 324 253 39S 3f-o 
0K 248o6 2 3~zr3 447 618 07 42 42(& 4Q­
my ?-S38 2-376 Z-S3Z 1-312 Z-06L 2-4-0 t-4&,6 V Z-466 
TC °C 70 &s 764 t446 41 730 31Z 733 73­
'K /0-2- 7&1 /037 9-3% ///+ /003 a36 I/o 1006 /006 
7.2-Z2.37 -4.2- z4" , 25,o 1.,l lTCbase inner mv U-8 2-7.- 2-( 24,
°C --7Z 444 5-B3 16! 5-9 - s-?tI-,o4_ Loo (oo 
TC base outer my Z7o 23 L 243 270j4.2 2 1 24A 24.4­
'c 641 t6?) 63"7 £8 49 -83 -13 f o -fse S-g,
 
TRdt M 23,2- 20,7 21.9 2.1, 1 t2 -1.3 /9,1 21/, Z. ­
oc Sg4-'SoI-ol 5-11 -6 05Lie, 464- 5.L5-2.O 5-2.c 
volts 99e8q f 9 99-)7-7 U9 91%930 911C16
 
Ieb,mA 
 2.0 ,b 2-U 189 34 2A9 0'D O..302. S02
-

Eioment,"v°s 4,8 4,9 4' 4,6 5,2- 5- 4,6 5- 5- 5­
'am
 
rFilament ps i-1 2- 2-1 2-O Z2 z/.5- 2-1 2.h, I-I,-z .-
ICol Heater ' amps 9 0 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
£Res Heoterlamps 2&-4~' t 'U~ r3 VIs v3
1 N3 
Vacuum,1076 mmHg 6- 5- 1,44,144 4,2.0 42 4.0 3, 34 
Measured Efficiency,% 
NOTES
 
5-1
 
8670 
0ELECTRON Sheet ___of 7 
GIfl R IflG C G R 1 0 R A T I 0N 
Converter No T-2o- ik-.31 RunNo 2 Observer', -G _C"1 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote 3-1t&- 3-b-i -i 3-2-- -2-4-5 I? . 
4or /3 1530 jS43 15,57 
Elapsed Time, Hours 29,6 47,5 72,4 14Q - - - - - -
T0,c 1707 I706 14 170. -1- 171017/0 1710 11710 708 
Time /-7/0 ios-o Is14io502. m8 
To Corrected,oC 1"1-7 1-18 1 -7l1 /-722. 1720 17I 1o P7-o01-72-0 1-718 
ATBellJar,0C )a Il Is & 13 1 3 I 3 I S Is 13 Is 
TH C 1735 FM I1?-4 1730 1735 1-733 1733 1733 1731 1) 
ATE,OC 12 12 1 2- . 912 /0 S 7 6 
TE K oI6 L77T 198C /99 77 /7% a Sp971 1998 
V0 ,volts .s0 -SO ,0 2 -PC) -- -
Ioramps 42,L qa4 13,3 qZ.7 24wv, 2,S,.1 1, I- 6
 
P0 watts 31, 34.7 34 7 34,-L -- - -

I-V TroceNO "7 /0o S­
my 14,2_ 14,2- 14, 14,2-L&2. 4 3 13,4- 12,t 16 110 
TR C 340 348 39o 34B 37?- 350 32-4 309 290 2-71
 
-K 2/421 &13 4,2/ 6-1E 6Z3 6o! E-8 SZ s 44
 
,
my 2-% 2-4 4 2-466-46 ,2-7I -(at -Sl 2-42- 2-34 
TC °C 733 733 733 733 85"6 817 77i' 747 71 75 
-K 2006 /006 /00& /004 /I-) 1/090 /09-_ /020 Z" 9b5-
TC bose inner my Z*S )4,1 24,9 Z4 0.9 z%3 27.r 26.? 26.0 2&6 
C 5-97 400 5Y-"7 600 740 704 6G/ 647 6z6 £69 
boseouter mv 24,3 A44 241 2-4,4 307 2-0,% 274 j4l 26,0 7,, 
0c ' 6 S-8S 5-96 5 R 737 704 6SY 4 626 5 
mo 214 2S- 21,4 2)5, S- Z4,6 21S- Ao z,2-2/.o 
' 5achO-2.o 5-9 Gs-r 3l * 14 -67 , 9o 8 
Veb Ivolts 982, 9M1 W-2_ 1 ___N8 _____ 7 9 996 
Ieb,mA 302. aoZ 301 302- 2LZSb 5-6 24q 02.1 ZOO -78 
EFan tV°Is 5 - S- - I sc 4 14,9 4 -6 4,7 A L,a 
IFilament'umps 21, Z2. - % )20 2.0 O 12 J I 
""
 ZColl Heoterlomps 0 0 0 1 0 14 L I 2.- L
IResHeoteramps 'v3 .'3 _a3"2A , , L .. Z22-. - "20 No 
"
3,S 3,0 12 7 +gVocuum,1O6 mmHg 3,-L Sz, 5,0 4'8 4. 4 qa. 
Measured Efficiency, % I 
NOTES, A- ht'-. dwvk) 1+r*Cofls-Cor 41 't~dt 

?.e/Ij4,' brc~ed a eAo
 
5-2
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8671 
THERMO rELECTRON 	 Sheet 3 of__7 
EN 6iN EEC I NG COR PO@ EA!TIOU 
', Run No 	 t).XConverter No T -1 0 D Y "	 O3bserver r3 6  
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 1 5 6 7 8 9 10 
DOte 3-224 - 3-24 - - -
Time 1&- IC-2 1ZS7 130-7 1317 /32-7 SS7 /347 140 I1 -0 
Elapsed Time, Hours - " . 
0oc
To 	 1/2- 17/0 /G5/615 /,14 1613 /l6:. /612. 1518 )IS8 
ToCorrected,-C 172,2. 172-0 IA / /4zM /4-3 /Gzz. &2 1 ;'2 6 /Jz2 
ATell Jar, *C Is I L / I Ij I I , II I I 9 9
 
TH ,-C 1715 I/73 /63/ 3s- /614 /4 16 3 3? )sz lIsz
 
ATE,CC 	 II q I1 7 9 g 7 6 5 ? 
rr,'K 	 /997 /917 /g77 IS?999g /Me, /859' /S57 1725 /7M? 
Vo1volts ,8g -­
1 o"mps ',7 7 z 2.-4 
 2-3 20 , Z-L ZL 
Pa otts 3Z.q - - ­
I-VTraceNo 
- / 1/2, /3 14- /S' /4 
 /7 /53 I 
mv 
 /4,3 (4,S ItL 14.S 3,4 1., 1GI',B /),0I , 14,3 
TR C 3S6 350 372- 3G0 32-7 310 270 z7/ 372- 35c 
OK U23 123 (4S &2-1 16o2 583 53 5-44- 6+, 6Z% 
m Z2-446 2-44 Z-518 2-44812-4o 2-3?0 Z-)54 -74 2-515 a-148 
TC 	 "C 72-4 7z4 7:-9 72- 7oo 660 6a7 5-97 1s7- 7z4
 
-K 797 927 /032. 797 973 933 9o0 970 /032. 997
 
my L14,4 2.4 27.9-2-.S

O inner *~ L ~ 
2.,o 23,-7 22.9 Z, ) 27," 2-6,0base ~ 3 t 6 L 5 / ­
.c 	 - z B 4 6 6n-3 612-65-4- 62_/ G02. 5-72 5Y-3 524 6(/ 1 44 
TO bose outer	 mv 14,4 VS-, ?-7,0 2S5% 24,( 123,4- 2-2- ? Uz,I Z7,L_ 16,0 
oC 5"1 61. 64-q 61(, 5"3 5&+ -- 3 .34 65-4 62(, 
TRaditor 
 my 21,4 2.O 23.3 22.3 ?-/,'7 2O. 2-0,3 )1W723.4 Z2,G 
C -5 s-32- 542. 5-62 -sr 5o4 4q2- 47, s-64 s-4
 
Vbvolts 
 98b- 90 71'Z ilg9 992,4 99f /O0z- M96 996
 
IebmA 2-97 9-5- z- 2-14- zo0 I)9 15V9 14 1-78 17
 
E iet volts 5-, 4,9 4'8 4,4C5- 4,8 4 46 14,6 4.4
 
I ilamentbomps Zo ,20 MY- 119S 115 f94-~ 19~ /9 /LI. I I
 
Io Heotll mpS 0 "7 	 1 -7 " "7 1 2-
IRes Heaterlamps ' ,7,, 3 43 ,3 ,-. ,I7-f 	 Z- ,v ,3 
Vocuum,l1- 6 mmHg , 5 5 5 4b, 4,bA0 ,44 	q.4 
Measured Efficiency, % 
NOTES. 
5-3
 
8672 
THG~ERO ELECTRON 	 Sheet 4-of 7 
Converter No T'O._ DtsI" RunNo .4 j tL Observer &6t h6-V 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 3-23it - - - - 9-246 - - -

Time /500 /S30 '20 /630 /"-" rto 01q 0 /ObZ /01 /02-2
 
Elapsed Time, Hours - .. .. 	 I-
TO '.C 1626 I 1 //f 6717/) Rd f-Io 17/0o 17/0 r710
 
ToCorrected, -C /62.4 /92/& 1ZiS 12.4 -72 1 /72-1 172-0 /7o 0 1 1-720
 
ATBell Jar,OC 7 7 7 9 /3 /3 13 1P3 /3 1I 
TN '0C /535535 /-S34 I193 [S7+ 17-4 1753 1713 t-73 1733 
ATE, -c 7 2 7 6 ? 9 5 S S - -
TE ,oK ni? /797 /8o0 /800 /Mh I27 ,2.c" ZODJ 9o/ 2-o01 
Vovolts - - 2,09 207 24 2ta-

Io amps 2.2 12- 2.3 0 0 0
 2-2_ 0 
Po,watts 	 -- - - 0 0 0 0 
I-V Trace No 20 2-I 2 . 2-3 2-4 25 ­
my /3,4 -2) /1,0 X-.7 /5,o
Ih /6-'7 7,01 /6,o 1/4,o 
TR 	 0C 32-V 309 2-20 2/ 407 4o7 4-1s39l 347 3,3 
-K 902-_ 582- .Z 544 680 680 687 164 640 616 
2 s3& _-7(my Z-o 2-320 2-2T- 94-- -2r74 2-214 2-2.r+ C4-4 
TC 	 OC 70 0 O6606Z7 5-77 7 66e6 627 6 - 6Z-7 42-7
 
°K _73 ?00 /o4Z. 9oo ?0
?3S5 870 61 5oo O0 
T my 257. ZS.7 23.0 22A4 270 123, 22.J 22A 22, Z3,1
 
T Cbse 1 5-46 15-67 rr 598
7noer 5£-	 S 
m%;,o 27.-	 226m IS, b " Z3,1 2 & 23,1 22.G 2Z- 22410 C 60_ 5--7 -5§-, 5-43 640 5- S8 5-4-G 5+G 1S42 5-T3 
my 2I, 20,& 20,S Z0,0 2,0 20,7 ZO,S, 201z1 20.,3 2o,4-
TRadiator 	 C 524 So 12- 4 55C 5-- s 10! 49 s' 2- 4 q4 
Vb Ivolts 	 22i7 J OOL- /006 595 9$?, 77S 97S 795 Mi 
Ieb' mA 1"76 /67 p3 12_o z o25-0 199 !7 193 172
 
Filmentvolts 4' S 4 6 1J4,c 14 9 4,1 4 4 4,6 4'4 --4
 
TFilamentlamps /9 " igw /2, to zo 1 1 I 1
 
CallIfeoiter'~P /)p 5 2-4
 
'Res Heater ' amPs v v 2 / 2- 2
A L / 	 r 71 a 
Vacuum,10 6 mmHg q,'3 4,Y 4,3 4' 4,3 4% 3,g IL 24 3, b
 
Measured Efficiency, %
 
NorES. 
5-4
 
8673
 
TH RM ELECTRON Sheet 0 Of / 
.Converter No 1 2-. PEaRunN ' Observer 3 .J4-e-
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date iq-(4 - - - 09W 0735 0s4 /O0c 102-0 
Time 1()4? jo C 1015 )jS7 3-Z54 4, 4 1 41 t 
Elapsed Time, Hours - --
T C -7/a /71 0 -7) 1 (C015"60 /5"3O X80 
To Corrected, C 1-72-0 ]"72s0 s I89 IS' 16S6 
/ Pt) 0 1t74 
/zo 7ZO 1-8 /5789 15"9 ? 
ATBell Jar, 0C IAis /3 13 1/ Ii /1 1I /3 
TH *C 1733 /733 1733 1733 /&00 /600 /600 /600 /600 /99 
ATE, C.C' s /2- 4 f A -P 
TE, K 2001 2-0o) 2io zoo /961 /867 /M7 /967 /88/ 97 
Vo,volts 2,oz i /,9 , 60 ,80 /,0o /,2o (.40 6o 
I1 0aMPS 0 D 47 t.7 2,0 ±z 8 s 4,7 40,0 
Po,watts 0 0 0 0 2.5,0 6,9 6,7 6.7 3,! 34,o 
I-V TraceNo - - - - I- _ 
mv /,0 12,0 11,0 /0,,- 13,9 !2,S 12,L /118 /1,6 /47 
TR C 11 17.7- 2-71 2-B 341 302. 300 210 28 " N&O 
°K 592- ZS S44- S-31 14 E75 £73 5t3 53- 633 
my Z-2 -4 2-2!4t i_ - +"/2-Z 54 2-377 040 2--614 1-196 1-2AtZ_- _2-666 
TC C S--7 6276Z7 627 6Z7 r)30 5-0-7 -f92 4-7 -03 
K g oo 00 700 2 00 206 0003 7 86 17 46 7S -1 IDo7 
my Z3,O ~A2-3 .3,4 12.3,4 23,s- /9,1 1/9,6 /9,0 17,4- 2-6-V 
base inner .c g''-g4 5-14 s-64 rG7 464-4,t-T_ 4-38 4 Z4 6Z-7 
m 2-o 2 23o ]19,13 9,,3 /-7,v Zlerz3, Z.%4 _32 l7Z-
TC base outer C 5 9--G 7 5t4 S 0 5 Tr 461 44 r 11 411 62 3 
mv 20A, 20,'7 2,7 20o,9 20,4 17,4- l/1 A4 /6,6 zz,4 
0 cRadiator494- 5-6 1 -0 14-99 , +- a4 41? 406 -1/ 546 
Vbvots /000 loo ?87 /ooo /O0 /0D-3 9770oo 1000 /D0e-
Ieb,mA 1-7s/ /66 AT&PlO 252. /93 /,T52 N4 14/ 33 
Eriamentlts 4,6 4e 4,6 4,G I5-,0 4,6 46-1 4,4 4,. 5,2 
IForanentamps I /9 j/ 19 2-0 /8 1 9 17, 0, b 
a10oli Heater ' mps 7 -/0 97 0 F 0 0 0 0 
£Res Heaterf a mp s  4- 3 / 6 3 4- 4- 3 3 + 
VocuumIO-nmmHqg 3,c 3 ,c 3, 3. 3,2_ 3,,- ,Z. 3,2- 3,2 
Measured Efficiency, % 
,OrES. 
5-5
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8674 
0THERMO 	 Sheet ofELECTR N 	 ' 
EfCINEI Kf G 	 C0 0 R T1N 
Converter No best - RunNo 6 Observer& C',_.hv" 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
'-Date 	 'I - - - ­
"0Time 	 /030 1040 10 -0 /160 /20 113o 1I4 //5o /200 
Elapsed Time, Hours - - - - -
T ,°C /979 /7S /U76 /76 177 Z M-l /717. /770 1-774
 
ToCorrected,-C /6g /686 1A /696 17 1731 17& 1 117 "
82 / 
ATBell Jar,OC 13. 13 /3 73 /16 ! 15 ) J /s 
T H ,-C 	 170/ It'9 /1679 699 /776 11798 /796 1796 IBOO 
ATE,OC 	 1 7 6 6 /7 4 10 7 7 
TE .°K 	 %3 195M /96 ). 05+ ),o57 2,061 2-tt z66G 
Vo1volts 	 80o /,0 /,20 ,0 ,4O 8 0 /00 /2-0 bo 
Io.$amps 	 33,4 12,1 8.6 r, "72.1 52.2- 3b,L /, /0,9 
P,w a tts 	 24,7 123, /0, 6 7r4- 43,2 4ila 30,2- lo /,3 
I-V Trace No - - - - - ­ - -
mv /3,6 13,0 12,6 121 15,. I147 /39 /3,4 /3,1 
TR 	 CC 31 319 309 2-93 3-Z. 30 341 32-7 32-1
 
"K t04 51yL 5"8Z 5-& 64- 433 614 t02- 5"94
 
mv z-364 2-is 2-/m 2o-o4- -7; 12--6oo0Z-0 Z-25-, 2-20 Z
 
Tc 'C gZ .6Z 69-* 627 887 00 98 627 601
 
K 95's;- 2- eZ7 goo //C2. /073 F7/ 894 874
 
my b3,4- 2o,, /7,9 /91 2-9,7 2-6 - Z1 17/ 2/,'

TCbase Inner * 54 9i42+4 9 .~ 2 ­
_ 
mv P2,9 ZO,2 /71 A,] 277,? !S',7 -LL 21,4- IZ,7Tc base o u te r 	 4 7 4 &~ I 6 3 S c / 3 0 / _ _
°C Sl"-: 48 473 4, 67/ 6 2-' 9-6o S-18 ,5"oi1 
my 204 I 17,9 /7,Z- 24,0 2g. 6Zo,S /7,3 1,9 
.C 494 44-7 43& 419 579 T-4- 5-04 - 8 45- -
Vablvotts 	 %S IM3 97S 179 1906174 792- 989 M__2 __
Iob,mA 2" 2 02 1l /73 -11 13W 2-5 14-82- 4 __
 
Epiamentvolts 5-,o 4,6 q,8 4,A, s+ S-,2a ,o 46 4r,
 
IFilamentamps - /9 1 z, 2--1 2_- 1, /ol, 
a m p sHeater 0 oColl 0 0 0 0 
'Res Heoteramps 4 3 '31 3 1 3 1
 
Vocuum,I 6 emmHg 3S ,6 3,(, 3,6 3.4 2,6 3,4 24 
_, __
 
Measured Efficiency, % 
NorEs 
5-6
 
8675
 
T H e R I I I. 1 C " R 0 NSheet 7-._ -of 7 -
Converter No 7- 202- RunNo 7 Observer 6 , V 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 3-2-9. - - - - -
Time ;04- /10S- 112-0 floo /31)3 17 
Elapsed Time, Hours - - - - - I?,S 
To,0 )C68176oO 
To Corrected,C 2. 17/C . . . . 
ATBel Jar, C /3 /3 
TH 'C 1705"11713 - I -
ATE, °C 7 1 6 - -
TEOK /71 191 --
Vo volts ), 2,2 " -, 
IO,amps 74 0 -­
P0,wotts 9,+ 0 -
I-V Trace No 
my__/41 157,?- )5,5 16, 1s;LS 0A_2 ___ 
TR C /.4 1372-_ 386 391 381 '367 1 
'K P47 145W461"64- 6 5 -064  1 
mv -2.- -12-4,22 -,2- - 2-0 Z2-/& 2 
Tc °C 5B1 1 5-81 5-81 581 S-8 I 
'K 8E4 8,4 C4- 8574- 8-4 6E4-
TCbase inner mvmy
*c 
70,-5 ?/,SG S.<-4- 51L 
-Ilf-21-5- IT Q4 
s-s 5-o 
aaZo G 
soc 
207 ,E0 (b
&o6 _ 
TC base outer 94 U 2 1 27o 1 
0c 4sz44- -11 4-7 497 4-T 
TRadditor Vl',14M 92 a 
9-
Vesbvolts 271 Mt~ - - -
IebmA 2b,~ 1. 
-
EFilament-volts 4, - -
FilamentlamPs 
1Col Heaterba m p s  0 
/ I 
5-
--
S- 4 4 
-
4-
T Res Heateramps 0 o 00- 5A7 
Vacuum,lO- 6 mmHq 3,4- S,4- 3,4 -3,4 3,4 -i,'-
Measured Efficiency, % 
NorEs. /V, cch'n 94"p 0, evVo/ d , 7, 
5-7
 
THERMO 
732Z 
ELECTRON 
60-
T- 202 /42 
50 
40 
C, 
4) 
a. 
E 3 0 
a 
20 
20 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 
V0 ,volts 
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
5-8 
__2 THERMO ELECTRON 
73Z3 
r -L ..­ 202 a 4 
60 
50 
40 
4-1 
20 
10 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 1.2 1.4 1.6 1B 
V0 ,volts 
5-9 
THURMO ELECTRON 
7324 
T-2o2 S--- 1o 
50
 
40
 
E 30 
10
 
10 
0 
0 	 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 . , 1.8 
V0volts 
5-10 
~2 'THERMO ELECTRON 
7325 
7-- 20c2 II 
60 
40 
In 
E 30 
0 
0 
2OT 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 
Vo 
10 
volts 
12 1.4 1.6 1.8 
5-11 
60 
STNHO'M 
73z6 
ELECTRON 
T-2o2 /2-.17 
5O 
40 
E 0 
OWNO 
Emm 
20 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 
V0 ,volts 
5-1Z 
12 14 . 18 
STHERMO ELECTRON 
7327 
7--202 /8-23 
40 
0 9 
U, 
0 
3if 
20 
0 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 
Vo volts 
5-13 
12 .­ 18 
THIERMO ELECTRON 
7328 
T-202 24425 
60 
50 
40 
1­
= 3o 
0 
-MW 
0 
20 9W 
10 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 I0 12 1.4 18 
Vo volts 
5-14 
2THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
APPENDIX 6
 
TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-203B
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8676 
STH ERO IELECTRON Sheet oft/ 
ENGIINEERKI fG CCRPORATION 
Converter No -152-6,3e RunNo Observer Fl t,9 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t0 
Date %0 -/ -

Time / Y /7 /0.301 /2 /!Yz /206 /;LZF- /;..ro
/%2 60 
Elapsed Time, Hours 
T c /go /6y 0 /Co /47y/S77/cro /479 i Io 
___ 
To Corrected, 'C /9 /6,0 /_14o1_/7 1?9 1(79 /(,57 /7o /49O 
C
ATBell Jar, * /y I/ I,q/ I I'/ 9 /1 II/ 
TH ,'C 1__/731/7 /Z 70?.. / 70Zj /t ?Oz I2d.6TE ,'CI
 
TEK 7 96/~1? /7~o/4~&/6 
V0 ,volts 
 ,-'010 i,
.855 ,oy7 0./ .70'/2. 
I0 , amps g80 0 o /O0 3h -t :50./ /0'/ 
I-V Trace No 
my 'a. - 7~073 // / / a d :,C 1211 
TR C 321 / /7j> 9 Z 73 :5,2 322 337 --
_ 
-K J2 q,q,! 602 6,2-06oq ,7ol7 5q $ S7 
mv 5-27 0 r 1 0-9016-7711 O-70 S3oo f-27 D?5-2?s .-
TC 'C 6436 )136 1111 '/34 9173 &O 49o y97 s59Y
-K 1o2 703 715 70 7q4 q 23 j13 2-0 F/ 7 
my 227 / 7 /7. 17.b /. 1-3& 23./base inrer______________ .3.3 zo.y 
j /-'C 6-3 17q1 l71 'y qo js8- Sz- qtyl_/ 
mvTC base outer 07 22, 7 6t,vq 17.3 17.6I 17 1 2 3.' - 20/3,0,23w54,.2 0 ____ 0 ._:,,. -L 
TRadiator ____6l15- __y___ 6('2,-goA 20. 5
'C /7-Y 3-?7 UPo 3? 9/,! 977 q e 17'? 9// 
blvolts 7?7q '96 ?? r' s- 9q] '7 '7 727 96­
Ieb'mA 2/ 8/7 /50 1,5/, 1.411/ 267 g67 2.6-7 1qO
EFilamentvolts 
_,,, ±/ 7 ' 8 47 1.7T /,A
 
IFilament'amps/ //1,5 'n 6, IT'S_ /7 /1 /1 /9 .­
1.7 5o . 1q. 
t m pColl Heater'a s C2 CC0 i 0 z)
 
TRes Heoteramps 0 0 6 10 3 -3 6- 3,4 3, 3
 
Vacuum,10 6 mmHg 
 ,7Y 6. 35 3,6 3.-_ ,A,-.1 2 rc34' 
Measured Efficiency, % 
WEarS /?SNc.&c. Clo/n~j r/N 62-,41 -"Z' 7y.xdet.jcrc 
, " " " " o-1.G24 - " "" 
6-1
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T.7RU ELCTRON Sheet tofCt OlGTN I I IO G CoR PO A Tt1fl 
Converter No "7-,E2 RunNo Observer -,,? /64) 
VARIABLE i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date - - -
Time 16 26 1160. 1I/9 /11- /0'!a /2 515- /700 
Elapsed Time, Hours - - -
T 0,C /0 /996 6 FgLO /47O /0o J?7o /6-7, 
To Corrected, -C 1,yo ?0 7?7ie /2 176016?c / /1 1701 /tt' 
ATBel oro /'C / Ii// /V/9 /7(V/ IIV Y/ /Y 
ATE, C ii
 
TES.OK -?--6 q0 727y ;ZOOZ g0o - /7/(s?/76 760o­/12 /96&G 

V., volts 'H7S .oz ?2CI?
?ZS F .?s 7 M4'- * ?? 7V? *.2?ro
 
I0o I aps 0 / 30.Z .7L 1.Z /. & 3/41 31 5- 1.
 
Powotts 0 723 , S- 7/7 , /767 ,Z5 Y 2S-,Y31,.s "
 
-I-V Trace No 
Tqn rz7 7 13,q 170 z10 /0 J?. 3 J , o
 
TR C 204 21q? -72 2y72-1264 '/ 333 39Y/ 2(/
39e
'K q 7?2- ~I4 q'I Y T S3 1&d 0 14' r7-y 
O-1&y-a 2o c'7y 0-9c/my 0..940 e- -?0 -5s Sff31Y 5',$t5 
0C ySoc /l oZ ,/4,/ 5 ,/IC Y7 4- -1 7 ? 6 
K 723 7 5 7/3 7,11' 40 S 7 3 19.7 ) , 
mem 0-Z /7.3 120s 18,6 /?/ 2&4.6 / 
___
 
Tc base inner ,C 9/Y 'Ha
07 41 V& 113? 6 569S'4T 13 
my IZZ2 172. ;Z.t -j . /Zt /r/ IZs3 '23,.5 /
0T; base outer 7SO9' ,49os6 Z ~s__ 
,T m om 1-7 15- S.,7/ 6,5'/ 7' z-.o, o Z 1.Raiao C 388 37? 177 3?'? )147 9V07 t/977 5-04, 447 
_ 
Veb, volts j/ 75 97$" 79c/// '791-7 178 -7S'?7 
eb mA ';L /__ /Sl_ 112 
____ __7__ 
E ilament'volts 6 e .0 qE. 1, q.7 '-1? ils­
IFilament'amps 4t/ /T. 0 /Z6" ItL /' 17 /5' I 
m sICoII Heater'a p 0 0 0 6 o 0 o 
t Res HeaterIamps 0 0 , LS /,13 0
 
Vocuum,IT r-mmHg 3 ,$' AO 0.9? Y.L .2/1
5-.0 7,0 .16
Measured Efficiency, % 
NOTES t, I-- A'". 
v-tt-­
6-2
 
8678
 
0I ELECTRON 	 Sheet .3 fof 
Converter No T-20 - Run No 21a bserer 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 
Date 0x3 'Y2 L r 5 V27/z Y2 

Time / / - e26 /3 / fl],11 /7S,3" 6,5- /4Y-2_0?Y 
Elapsed Time, Hours 0 "L- ,.0 6%,71Z 733F 
71
TO ,°C 	 17/ 17/c) 0o /7/a 1 I.o 1 17.20 1.720/IZe
roC~reetd,° 17 	 7~2.,Z 1730 17S.O J732'72 0 	 1731-2OI3 

To Corrected, OC 17~i20 .20)7Z)2A23tfl/LZ.!7O7' 
ATBe"Jor,00tc J'a Ii9 Ii 	 i! / I9 
TH ,°C 	 173q j3 5 /y731 /73t/ 2sq/?17 /79/ 17 1Y )709 1?g' 
ATE , C 
/77 26 A,9020 4, 
V0,volts /cy /314 /3,3/ ,.y?,611 *O09 2.2oo?Y6 2,, ,6oL 
rE ,K 	 ,?y_7S' /?S/77 ZooMA04 20 
IoO mps -Q/4'/41,z7t. X'/ 6Id,/43F j9' O-Z 377 3?.3 3 6 
P,watts ?r 4" 3S4 3,2.7W36'.Z 3]./ 31.35 13, I''-
. 3". a/,
I-V Trace No /12 3 4 - - - - I­
mu / 6- ?/ 6-LL 6-fl -4 0 0- w;~e-064 0-64 9". 
/6Z .L //£ /', 3 ,zqg /S ,, 1 /L1 
TR "C q/L IiZ g57_ 3'1,11 qJ 3y,) 3,9l 3fl 
_______ K 4 157J1.r- 7 0., q 419 11 £&/Y9 1Y~/ 
.S? 5S-9- 2 4 $ 7.­mu AZ-133v '-3  ? 1'- q/4r-374-,.voi3 
Tc 7 7oc L277 6 70 49 7g 0 7A& 702 
°K 7q9 oqz 117 1632 743 71 9i117 /1 ?z,s'97S 
TC base inner J4 2.z Z 7 Z43 ;2Y. 7 %%. / i.i 
*c sq? 66.7 52 2,33 too C YZ2>~ ;Lv q6,00 
T base outer 	 - q.3 A 2-4 2L3 aZj. Y.0, Z'b9 2 1z
 
00 5u- Ts oo o,oo 00 13 60o 606
4 67/ j4 
my V3 -77g1.2ZX7 2L% 2 L1 2/.1 q7 27 Oal7, 2.17TRadiotor C 6-1- 576 4 z 6 5 7 s 2z52 f 
Veb,volts 	 777 jg 7F7Z-776 '77ir 74 I/Tq 0/p/ 7y.r 
Ieb ,mA 	 215F-1 ~ 7 365S ~ :500o 3oA 1Y 
E Filamentvol7 	 qjl T . T sO17 	 g',0 qs "o0 .,0 
IFilament' amps _ /q 1P.9 /9' /I 1q.1 ,1Y /Y /1,.1 /Y/

ICoIl Heater 'Omps 3 '- 7 /0 0 0 o o 0
 
'a ps  
IRes Heater m 2 /t C 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 
Vacuum,l&06 mnmHg . siOC . . T2.5 0.32 e.ffi 4 
Measured Efficiency, % 
NOTES. 1KC 	 \-\E Dc, 
6-3
 
8679 
t2 THERMO ELECTRON Sheet2 4 t.--of ' 
E K G I N E E A I N 0 CC R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
Converter No Yt2 t-' 57' RunNo 3c4 Observer 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date I F 
­-
Time /'46- ig'o s0Y MI lgYzt I/40 17.1l 72Y I's" 
Elapsed Time, Hours 7Y ;_007 116 /657 
- - ­
0TO , C 024/2.1 1ZC5Z172 yo /-i1 5730 1720 173o1010 
Tocorrected, -C /7? 'Z2s /230 /?.o Zo 12'10126)L IP //76 
° ATBell Jar, C I// I / - Ij /Y /Y/ Hj TH , 17Z ' I)?1 175"' 7 1sSY0C 175'6"41 17YY /'-Y / ,5"I 
ATE, °C 
TECK oC .gool , kooI jq0q7 t f z2z Q 'J.2$ 20,P7 /1 
Vo,volts .?4$. 4.8070 ,?647 - - - -
Ivamps 3- j 3 326- 4 17 %/ h/ 2- ­
o owafts47l 9 2Z -

I-V Trace No I- I- - - s- 7 '- <
 
nb6-qy 3ay 047' -d ,q o -v c-sio 070,,'?; e7,$-347".7 $-130 "9Ir - z // 2-.:2,"f 5., ,-,11 
TR C 32/ 11, gqj Iqt 1217,1 -Z_ .'7 Z M7J/z 7Z. 
Eil__ent 'K 571y 6-f 6"1 S,&4' d4I6 ttz/ n ,6 6 2 qzI, 
in S-35e6 S-j j CS-:9./1 /E $/$ 3.0 /j J/.05-96 6 
TC C F pO2 651L7 6pn160 200 22 j­T~adata mv -,9 ,/ a ,WTt Iq I-. r 130 I. 2, -,9 S.43 
s 'K %5ateramp Y 9)0I,-(, ?,?3 s5 ,-' ,0. 
TCbase inner ~ aUAtfI±!m 9 14 y 
I'C y/14 6-S 00 4,O0 S-rcs 40ao 673 s4zr e;2 
TC base outer cien cy, 
1211623400S76TRdto my a9 2 2/.7 OO6 t2,zb9 SS 02i.J 2-Z 2 3,9 
CC SZ56 6S~j A2 1S5ol9 2 r~j~ !-74t.Yr 
NOTCS
 
Veb IvolIts 12 22 S-123 '72Z 59y9/56£s< 7e 
V uu m ;,j. , y 0 Y,l-' v 2,X 2,? 2t,7" !/Z I LLL "Z,., ;2, 12.,Ieb mA 2M 37S Sol,? 'S" /731 12390 2-- 7-S-7 2IV 
IFilament' amps M5 V9 / t.±.-I/71 .1 dL 
Coil Heater' amps 6 0 7a5 25 7945r10&)  
rRes Heater cIamps 6 0 0 o g 2-Z~ 3- ,0 
Vacuum,i1cf 6 mm Hg 0 ,0 . 1 / ~z ~ f4 qI0 
Measured Efficiency, % 
NOTES 
6-4
 
8680
 
jTH E R M ELECTRON Sheet..-of f 
2Converter No "' r Z6 - RunNo Observer KI 5 /sA-
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 7-" - -- -
Time /? 4,5Z 1126r 1-T?'//fZ) 1,0'f I)-/.ale 
Elapsed Time, Hours - - -
O //0 /1 /1o 50 I c' 6Z) /5 I -o /SVC)16/4?1 5"/ 
-Tcorrected,. C / L_(, /L- 4 3 27 4 3q -67 '5..7S 61_ I 
ATBel Jar *C - /2..- /t /2. /?.- /-- /h.- e-- /.--
TH ,C / - z.I . 4/16/O Lk vI 2z ,ci Is-it 1/S-16Z? 
ATE -C 
TE ,K 
, 
/ "170Kl?rlgu 1170L /7?r 1,? 17%Io$ /.Z&4 17I­
Vo,volts - ­
I,Cmps /Z 6 Z - _?q- _ 20A--2? 
I-V Trace No I' 
O.V ~aip6o- .-0 ~j 6--Y% rriv o-&c 0-o 
TRadltr° ';-?4 AS- .34 "Y . 330 93 /47 2Y0Z 13 / -71 
_._(_ K 5no1-,_ s (.5g52 1ht & 4/, f -sS!0 6 _ 
my C:/79 C- 7tswz 5d-g&$1/sY-9od tfo 
TC S-2 La 60 Yoc0 l42; L 4,2 7,' 
' s Hea6t p 63 3 9/ 3 710) 2-33 '1s7 & W O 
ebase inrer n %>a 2.e _ Zy0 .31 21. 2 0C ns -q 660 6-7.3 /e-X 4 Cp71 6-8s ~ Z 
C base outer myC _ 3 ~% 3 iZ0222. a 97z 
Tmy )4 -Z 207 ;2/6&z ,- L3 o' .1 O4~ 2 49 -b 
TRadiator 5 ts 6Z_'s' ~ 
____ 
____70_'--
bvolts IaV 9N, 786 7277 no~ ??? 2& 
Ieb,mA 153/?0 k27 d 2.r 1Z .7
 
iemn~t volts _ MSyI/>L tY/~1 L.q
UYI-q-/
IFilam~ent' amps tL/C1 LL7.0 V71 5 12t1-ik £S -ILL /- I 10 
1 ol .Heoter' 0m PC ?,S /0V-SO C) i22-/0%S O,

IrRsHeomps / L7Z// Z Z_. 2..
 
Vacuum, 10-6 mm Hg -37- 3P.31 Z ~)10 1A7 .30j§,_ 
Measured Efficiency, % 
NOTES 
6-5
 
--
--
- - - - ---
8681 
T H LM EC _TRO N_
_ 
Sheet -- - of _ 
_ 
_ 
2 0 ,3 9 RunNo Z .5 14 4 Observer 96 1-5 /0 "eConverter No I F 
VARIABLE 

Date 
Time 
Elapsed Time, Hours 
TO ,°C _,____ 
To Corrected, C 

ATBellJar 'C 

TH oC 
ATE, °C
 
TE ,"K 

VO volts 

1 
0oamps 
P ,watts 

I-V Trace No 
TC 

TC base inner 
TC base outer 
T~dt 
Teb'mA 

IFiamentolmps 

Coil Heater' am ps  
IRes HeaterbOmps 

Vocuum, -mmHg

Meosured Efficiency, % 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-- /t - - ­
7ISSSf1/35 J/,0 /9zoo0 LZIIIA 
Jf-O /376 /7/12 127/ 01o 120mnc - /" 
/5' ? I-I9 12 Q2 Y 22 220 / 7 2L? -
I- / 7.- /V "I I y' /V I / /V 
jg9 i/SZ i7yo / YzL. 17M 17 /L I T9 711 / 321 .
/?of- 12?7 X000 24 l~o0;"t206.1 2-od 11275 
- - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C4,Zq 2 /7,z2 0 0 0 c 0 0 
7w3 2- 132 ­
-l '"e is-, ~- 'g 2 SAtmA 
° 7- 5 "-? 20 -2. -27 L7 (-22 1,7 (6--7 
'K 7?7 ,os 79z09 7-00 foc 700 700 ?00Z '74o 
my 2 r;zZ',' i7 I, 2 ,! q2,-2-Y.,qLie 24 5%221 24, 1 .0 1 9ZL 
.C 63? LY7 

C-?ny 2 ,. 
6*047Z 
rev 2, 
/7z 
' 

t-

:20. 
1L7/Z 
/O,5" 

/ -, 
9 10 
1367 0? 
/)/0 1/20's 
1220 /2 
/Z /" 
ji 137 
n(. 01/ Iff6 5-' 5-2? 'fs -&2 2 
2q 1-24,1 -'2 , ? 7 , - z.q.'L , 
S"7(- 545-F -kT6 
7 p23,7 tS&213Zi 
727,7 i); 11gj 
/ 7(, 

L , H £ ( 
C 2 / 
.- /-

79/15-7,3sg­
)s;q /'oo /t 1 IL 
1 A 
A (2 L Z < 
l, -
, , 
ICLOTES l oj 174.I 17854 12,4L 189 09 
6-6
 
8682
3L g THERMO ELECTRON Sh eet- of 
04W E ­ . N E R iG CORPORATION h LfK 
Converter No - -.2 &j RunNo 6+7 Observer 0 527OS e ,/1. 
VARIABLE I 2 6 4 5 6 7 U 9 I0 
Dote 
T i m e 
T -
/ y 
- 7_ 
/ YY S /31 3 
-
/-
-
5" 
-
soA . 
-­
' tic WLS lj j 4 / 5t 
Elapsed Time, Hours 
- -
To Corrected, C /7-O, 7 I4 /4 IZ17z0 l , S /5T? Y[e9 ? 
ATBelIJor, °¢  / I -L-I--tI u- Iuu-, IE ly IV I 
TH -C Jpg.? /739q 16 0 6ob O ___o A ?___ ___/,
ATEoc II
 
oTe ,.( *;_oz_ ;ooz-_ , /764 'SA /767 160 14/(,I(4 3 
V0,volts &00soa'267~S 0 bz~v 'sol .? -C1,Oo 
1 
0.omps 0 0 brj/ 1 1.1 l -2 .?26 
Powotts ! 7 57 k,/A,7 30', 0,/ /1 
I-V Trace No 
- - ­ . . . . . . . .
 
Td'/C /7// f.3,% 4/.7 13 f LU 1L ZL.. 
- 37i 3";1&511 L 3I± J//L 39 1 Me TI 
E____et'V __ K t6&q ,4('16 S, 6' // 61y 61"t1i "' 7 
"'v 5/701O75'S')C S-zvz 6-a0065-00 '-9zz ISzfr/sy 
ol He27 S-3-7 CyS ,' s 0 5-0 0 7 
VuI _ .0 0 20 TT neo& I 273 0 0' ,t4 
2 
Tbase inner mv :3-,.7, 20.0 17.3 iZ, Z4S (a2s, S 
aq/%,L. 4 Ig 2 bas e outer m j zj y ;Z6 .
*C~S~1Sl 5-& t Lql 1, yq q' C- 6--4 5-7(. 
TRaditor 2,0 ~" 12.1 ia/7. 1 4 ± &±.a 9 
7etVMtY 1W 71?? .2zK v1?z- Iffi_ 
Teb' mA /72 Z.~ 73lS 1, 3/CM9 Z?.z' /Z ?ism J S 
Etioment'vOIts q, 1q, 6, -l . 
1CollHeater'dmps o o, 0; 'aa3. 0 
TRes Heoter'l"'ps N, 4-q, 72.4 2j. .2,0 12,0 z420 ,0 
Vacuum, 106 rmHg 20,0/0 , 0 .6 0/ ~ / 
Measured Efficiency,% J2~ 
NOTES y~ " Vt9O-u-4', 
2,A' V0 
lqnt230" 
__ 
- -
__ ___ 
___ 
8683 
170 ELECTRON Sheet ___._-_of 
E~ R G R 0 OA T 1 0O RAT 

-
Converter No "7-- _ 0 __3 RunNo Observer F rS/c -'e-
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 
Dote 315L - - -
Time I5fl:7-'. ')Oo 07) / s35)7jo Iq6) 
Elapsed Time, Hours -. . . - -
I227)/C IMS 
_ 
4 0&?Q/ 07 12zYf. 
To Corrected, -C 6701 4% / h /702tIL 12? 2 
___ 
ATBelI Jor, /*q ,y I q 1 y / ,/'I
 
TH .00 17a5' /0"I J7F( 4% /2I00 /9?d /7o4 
__
 
ATE, -C
 
TE ,K N IA/S9 t- s 90,X,, 3 :2o7Z.
 
VaOIots Li,' /r0.0l . , L-a 7, -6_
 
I0 ,Oamps i1?t
_24 
I-V Trace No --
2v 13' La3 ,t J Ai .,/9, /3.,7 2ZL,7 
TR C yj3 .1I9.y sy5- , 3q'/ Vq( s4V
 
°K 6/1 6111 4/( 6/, lq _kltn 

_Iq
 
Tcc C - '310, _oo 7%Y3 67 11S1 6/0 
'K____ 7__9/0/4(,193 y04 13U 
Cbaseinner 20?/ 2,o2, 2C.. ao Z lZ
 
C 
_ 9V 4 /S ,Z' 433 
_
 
a Z " TCbase outer m 
*fC LlI?~. 7&~ '5SS 
T 
-tr f Zi 0 A / ,1tLOaRa d 

volts 7%z 

ebmA 2116 -4004~j 3yv 3o a-7? a_6-

Vesr Uncyr -% 
Coll Heoter'omPs 0 6 0 J6 
Res Heaterlamps 1,0 303O~O, _ 
Vacuum,1076 minHg ,v 0 j 0,7# ±zy. all9 AZ01Y 
Measured Efficiency,% 
____333 
NOTES Vo- -. A 
6-8
 
7364
 
T--2038 I8 2
 
1--
a.R 
Ioo 
0 
VMRM 
40 =_ o 
V0 ,volts 
6-9 
60 
THERMO 
7363 
ELECTRON 
-f2o3B ,4 
50 
40 
E :50 
0 
20 
I0 
0 
0 0.2 04 06 0.8 
Vo 
6-10 
10 
volts 
12 1.4 1.6 18 
50 
~2 THElRMO ECTRON 
736Z
 
T-03B S'--10 
jigv0 lt 
j~j6-11 
R 02 0A 0 10VU
~2 THERMIO ELECTRON 
7361 
60
 
50 
40 
30 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1"8 
V0 volts 
6-12 
60 
0 
~2 THERMO ELECTRON 
7360 
T1-203 8 17--,22 
50 
40 
C)O,
E 30 
0 
S 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 12 1.4 
Vo ,volts 
6-13 
%~2 THERMO IELCTRON 
7365 
60 
7--2o03 [523 24 
50-
C 
&oo 
0 
30 
20 
I0 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 
Vo 
6-14 
0 
volts 
12 1.4 .6 18 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
APPENDIX 7
 
TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-204
 
' - I
 
8684 
THERMO ELECTRON Sheet of 
E NNCi REREOOC O RPO RATI N 
Converter No -T_ . _ - __RunNo 47- 43 Observer 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote-
--
Timea 134)0 jzfaI/b& /5?./ 5v o s/4Sy 0iT9 / 10dV?/-9 
Elapsed Time, Hours - -J,, 
,/ 06 127/1) 12A6 / /2 1'.6 17p> lo I/o IPZb 
To Corrected, -C /'f)-C D7'-0 1.70 I*)10 1720 /730 7-76 /. /72-i /700 
ATBell ja,,C M /V 19, /V9 ' I H IV 14 lq/c/
 
- 17 7./Tq I/ll 7JTH ,"c 1/7-1 11 173g 71 1f75 7/791176TE, -CII /I 
TE 'K 17A4 ,72 177Z /2 151'/Zo lqg7 9 12") 1Z7)1 7 
V ,volts 1.3/ 1.s /,611.2q .102 3 .Yy7SI nL3? *yh'sqYF 27/ 
I1,amps V.fr *4zz/ -3gV/30 ?$/ 
P0 ,watts - - - 31 k-. 5.2 gI o __ 
I-V Trace No / 32/ ­
_ _y L L L,3, , -. ,S/tr j4' . t ,- 1 ' i. / / q/,e . / 9 0/ ,r/o j q/my
T CC oz "-"O t S 7 (?q Z13c ZY y/7 39134'3 393 
'K j26St I2 2/1 rzz taVU /a1s0 
TC CC Z/ 76"66 " g',( Pr;'PF Y'1ery 

'K______1016 1/09-z- III6a7 1107 /67 ,dgar /le' o137 - 066179 
-TC base inner ­
.C
 
T bose outer r 
-l
 
mv 7-/z,d 7 to.7 21 ZZ,- ,0 22.0 2z,9'z/ 7Z.7 3 2 
TRoditor C 5-3z qrq c& 7s 
Veb.I volts 1 fYIt'7?s PT72?F 7-f7-o C 
'eb'mA ;2c-.- ?5C C27 gl 137736 i 2 r. 8-23 jz,,<3J 
EFilm e n t VoltS f,- 4,4 'I 4 l, fqg '"1.?. 6.b " 9,7 
IFil"ment-amps //9 ' jg /1 / ,7 /9,J 7 /9,7 
'Coil HeaterOmps 
- 4 ,<4 " 0 0 0 -0
 
1
Res Heaterlamps ' I "Z.- . -L- "- "-- -- ' 
Vacuum, 10-6 mmHg -r.7.- .'2Sr .3 ,2.3 .19 .19 ./n/ ,Z_
 
Measured Efficiency, %
 
w or/ . s - . -- 6 o 7 ­
7-1
 
8685
 
_tTHERMWO ELECTRON Sheet 2- o ___Converter No -o~ O e 0vo 
ConvrterNo .. /1209RunNo ±Y.Observeril'. 

VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O
 
Dote7A
 
Time 46,0 j6/4, o45- ltlt- 01. 2o9)3/'/.2t I9S2JI 11's iC 
Elapsed Time, Hours 6 ..22, zF4 , / . 1,,51/O.. 7 /CY K.- 6 
TO , 
0C 0/0 171 7/1I 1210 /7/6 1711 Ell/ /4u /,/7&/720 
To Corrected,-C LZ1 1L7.Lo 177_o /77_ 17z0 /720 /726 /730 / iZyJ-10a 
ATBell 0r,0C Iq ) t j , /t /I /'/ i' /i" /Ji"
TH ,C 173y yIi/q Iz /2yjq 17sW /73q /23/ /)Vy /I,77 1711 
ATE, C 
74K 174 )?4 l /9 r-2_17. I?oIv" I?4 /74 ,yt9 M /7t6 

Vo,volts 26?/ ?8?' J2,? 776' ,27,3 1,Z(3 / 44?IA17S/,/7 I/
 
0 ,amps 37./ 37.7 6. . V '72..1 327 &5?3OF,3 //H41A /6 
Powotts 30 30,7 36,6 X?,;7Z?,Y ­
-VTrae-- 5 2 L
 
m v /YI zy,//, /I/, a&1, 3
/7,' ',?-
TR C 3'lfr 3Y%5 - 39 s ;'73 &7ta 307 jz9 -51 
'K -21/ 6/ 4" 61i 6/w & "J-& t $"7 4-/-6q 
my - - 9Yv - -11 2-Z" ;-.32o g-01___ 
TCC Zt. 7 W' 2?-? 797Y 5Y2 (C 7 466 Pad47_9Y 
'K10 A/4 d~d 4 4 776057 1) ,?3 723 V7 
TC bose tner 
-
TC base outer 
­
m 2Z,-3 2Z,3 . ?,;zO./ 2,6
?Z Z.A. c.- 2/. 
TRadiator C 7 67 q YU s/F Z­6 635' 6 it I 9C 

Vbvolts q;4 %" 767 rfi 79/ ?r
9(7 ?(r Zrs- 77
 
Ieb ,mA a3 32?7 35?3 3223 1323 /714k 740 ;l g.564 Z(I
 
IFilament,mlsa ps ,ry zg t /g, 'i, ,,7 4 'r £' 
1 Coll Heater'amps o o o o g 9- 5- 7
 
t Res Heater ,amps *-- " 2.- - t. - 7 Z - 3 3'
 
Vacuum,lO6-mmHg / 2 / / .d 2,V /t L/ /6 /,4
 
Measured Efficiency, %
 
NOTES.­
7-2
 
8686 
~A2.0 E EmLOC11J0 Sheet of__(0__ 
Converter No "RunNo a1i Observer })3 5-oscZ 
VARIABLE , 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date-
--
-
Time /4AS /12 /tV Meqfl/ t'19O ?.35' ol-55 
Elapsed Time, Hours (S/6 46-6 16.,y /4,/6 /,­/ 1 / />-?z/ 
T cC /?"/// 4.'t /6/ /62 /{./6/6 /J /65/5T-S 
To corrected, -C 2 /1L± ia.ZLL/1K/1 fASl 
iTBeI Jar, I IC- /"Z- L- J-Z.
-
/7- 77- t I"---
TH, .°5'" /13 r, &5 A 1U114 1'-1 'S- LY5'7Ic 
'ATE. -C 
TE ,'K ,/7?1ff?-0 /??Q locd ez.9 1?6/7,17iZ-129 1 M6. 
vovolts /.2-- /.2fI ,67? / , /y ' fz9 ,dq /,4' / .1 ,Z03 
1 
0 ,amps Z3,7 5 1 L PZy~L5' :2 A f 21-;, . 1, 
Pa watts ' 
I-V Trace No 0 I'- /3 I-<&I /7 I_ 1 
.O- 0-S /. //6 0-6412_ /3, 00 15 145 Iz'T/,/,1 ? ' m-v 1 j,,-V 0-4n13,0 /~ 
TR 'C 34"9 ttr z ?i 3 0 23/7 sq1/ 349 0c ;t7-31 
m .- 5-i X.-/ 2-25Y3' z-3zo .- S'/,,-sg -fl/ 2-2-SZa 
Tc °C 5-7 -77 627 6O 0 6.1q 25-2 L77 14.27 1PO 
'K ~32- 100 7,33 172 2103 Z- 90o?o !7 o 9-y 1 
_ 
v 

TC base inner 
°.C
 
TC bosdouter mv 
-
-
­
. - . u7L?.2o.7 
.C -11 qis 3 ilr f7 6-Y1 JZ7 fSWS 1/73 41ra P4_ 
Vbvolts '724 _ _ffF ' 9j1'7?,X '7$zc?? '0S75 0 '? 
TRrd m 2-2.1/?? /L ae) Z I V12 -2-1/12/. 1 
0
eb' mA z;' ?-k 2o~Z23 2±ZL .?33 'g-i-t 1;78 
Ei.ament.vOts ,7'1 1, ".I .9A3 14q,q. l , q q. 
I 'damentamps ,'Y / 1i2 2..' m L, L 1t 2±17 F /7 
IColl Heater ' amps 7 1.520 t.7 /0, // )6 /0 
tRes Heaterbamps 4'2. Z,s2-- .6- -/jb- z- z 
Vacuumr,10-6 mmHg - - S, q/ q JJL1 ,Z- I ./V ./4' 
Measured Efficency,% 
NOTES 
7-3
 
8687 
0 ELECTRON 	 Sheet . of 69 
7iEE I NG C 0 R 1 0R A T 
Converter No 0"/ -7Run No " ObserverL S et 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 	 3 I 
Elapsed Time, Hours P. 3.5/?Fj. I/ Igs'q /?57Z l44 /~~dZLz 1~?77-51F2 
1q0,ac 1,/S5-/30 /0 jg /7-201710 /7/, /7290 172 
To Corrected, C 	 jZ 20 / 3 fl L21/ .3 ,5 Z? -.7. 0 
AT13ll Jar, 'C / - I / / 1% /Y V Iy ir / /yr 
TH 'C a /1;g /Iq2 Irq /ZflL ,jt i5 _53 Ln y 
ATE, -C 
TE 'IK 17'?- 129 1772- 126 17Z(' 177 M 7 1; f /27 
Vavolts .,00 ,77.f .7311 I rlq 12 5 -1 a 
Ioamps ;Zt/, g. 2 1.z z 
Pwatts 	 --- C 0 0 
I-V Trace No , ,, 2.- .7--3 ;f 
mv -4 2-10 7qq I7. 0 I' / 
TR 	 00 3 . Lq 349 39?, AY~c at;7S,, Y'oo ;-qt 76- j/? 
-Ki7 j4/Y t32 47(6423 6-11 0'1q C99 6,4ii? 
//s. 	 jfmyboeine.jm=' 	 v ~ imy 2-V900 2-f ;2-l&' 2-37(6 -2~r ___ Z-59 2-2 -2s7 
Tc C - 25? 0' 2(, 6X 6Z7 627 /76

73_____ 0T- oqz 70o) 7"~ 7d
1[ 	 2-S74 
I-my 
-
C base inner C 
-
- ­
- -
-
-
-
-Cbase outer 
TRadator 	 mv Z/.7 1211 a3 .7Z -20./ ;?a3 2-o,Z!2 - 0-3. 
.C 5tA7 5-.7 5-5 - Y&3 -T7 - '2 Y2. 7f to/_,f" 
'b,volts 	 Z? 7 7;- 3 Z6 7Y7 9'8? 97f"q 29 
eb'mA 	 /1 4 /d /t 1'4 .;I 22rI , - j /1a %60 
EFiatvots tI 'V'5 q, 15- 1,j.~ 

IFilament'ampss 12z4 ie /f 0 L'/ 17 /, , / 
__
 
CollHeater'amps 	 , 1/ 7 9 1? 
Res Heater 'amps4 Y. i t / / 2, .­
Vocuum,Id/6ml-ga, ,/6 /0 /0 " - . .
 
Measured Efficiency, %
 
NOTES H j Iil- 4 I q 7,&
 
7-4
 
8718 
t2 THR 0I ELECTRON SheeL25 -of 
EKIN(INGC COR POR AT ION 
Converter No RunNo (47 Observerk $ 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 7Z7 - - - ­
005-10A5 'oZ6so3 9Time AqoId ldsyvc IZ15, 07Z 
Elapsed Time, Hours jg3LZ6C2 Z7o2 2zqcj 
1;7657210 o'6 / 
To Corrected,-C 172.-0 7 7-6 171S-122- ,/61O / '?o jR-,0 z ?/nlo 
T ,°C )P/ /7/ /1/ 70 108/0 / /0 1.;20 
ATBel Jar,°C I I IqUT ' L/ ft /L Lf I 
TH .OC 7731 t7Slq )7Z5 17391 /191 jjAG 193(4 ITJ6 tjZr 2 Y 
ATE, °C 
/lr? 19g7 /?T7 f94 
Va1volts 0 0 0 0 451o4,o/.a", /xs ,ozz 
10 1amps 0 a0 6 q jo 2~1C 
Pa3watts 0 0 01 z LU y4,. '.4 3-3 ,7 
TE 'K 8Mj 2633' X0sn 2064 go79fo H% 
q9, 
I-V Trace No ­
mv ,5t- /15 ,97,/'7 /'±Y±9/ q ,gi 
TR C 533a 3t;717 MI?39 379' 13_49 3.57- 46j91 
______ K k0- I_ ArZ- k? 434 43?61/4 1b1 L6'tb 07 
mv 2-25"? 2-25r -2rP' -77w/ 2-Y -;k 1'-631 g g -2s 
Tc C &'7 67-7 67( &7 7 -7Y7 77 T/S- 27 7 70fov 
- -
0K 7flo00 9O 00eLfr at 7zO 000fi 
TITOTC base inner 
my . .. -. . - - -
TC b tse ­outer 
TRodiator-C qF3q ts 1rT3- zo'd/L5
Vb Ivolts -? 7F z57 740 ff6Y '77076- 1 
I~b~mA 
EFilamenttvOlts , 
Pi9Ad~z? 
T/j5-
2/12 ~ 
s 
~ 
6 
/Ff Jy' 
- ~ 
Z 
M 
3j 
A 
IFilament'amps 1m" 12,- sf L /7£i 5-" IT'f 
ICoII Heoter ' amps t"7 4 4 0 0 0 0 
Res Hooter' amps 
Vacuum,6 6 mmHg ., /./ / 7-
I/i _y~ja.
4 
q 
ZLs I-O 
z1 
. 
Measured Efficiency,% W 41 4 " 4o. 8 312 4 4t1 3i.l 
WarES.gv. jot 2 1S.i1' 3(C 
17 20 4 Z' 
7-5
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8712 
T H R O E E T O Sheet of 
Converter No -7--,;. o Y Run No Obser 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 
Date
 
5
Time /03 I/n /, 7/9 13 3//,/-/ YS-yr 
Hours 7 Y 1 2i2,t/itaElapsed Time, ;2 ,- Si 7 Z yg'"C" ZYT7 .. 3 
0--1706 Iooa /706 J7O1/c Io /?000) 1o00 /6 
T0 Corrected,-C 1710 17/0 // 1e?/ 160? /6012 /r..iLf /40/& 
ATBe. Jar,C I / I q /j I- I- I - 17- /'-

TH C '1735 J7;z- 172-q 177-y 17 .l /6azO /62 /(2o /6.2 / __
 
ATE , -C 
TE ,K /'7 1/ /T9X 1,7 /79' IY,M I 1,06. _ 
Viavolts . '616 1,00 /-zci /is 35 53? '"21 /.640o 1,200 /sy
1 M0,omps 39 k ~q2, 171 13,-l3-, 2L /t /57V !A,( Z'). 
%awatts 3b 334 g Z3,.7 1t1 g3,/ .I 16:3- 1Z2,? 
1-V Trace No - - - I ­
/73 /3.17 13.y. 1Y 13.7 13-5/3, , 14 I.o /szo9, 
TR ~ 00- 31 1 391 3-L7 .3-31/ 3L317t C Y 1y3c-1 
_____ Kc 41Itj402 4o~ t7S??0 12 
mv$2-t/ 2&R42-3SZ-271 2Z 1.1 2, 2 21-Sf:2V517 
-TC bose inner WV ­
-_ 
TC bose outer 
T0 oi a 
. R a 
-.-­
o 1Y9' 6nqW/7 V71 937 "'o _ 
Veb, volts VWZ -771 - 7-5 i 77 77' F-7/ ? 1~. 
1eb~mA .3 1co ;t 19 _7r :2-77 L/,s / 5____y
 
EFilamentlV° Is # 7 q." I q . , Y. . ( , . ,s3-­
,
IFilamenta s /" iig 1 17/i? 14 L 17.5 , /70 
Coll Heater 0mps d 0 0 6 c+_ 6 
1 Res Heater 'Imps '9 9 1 '9 j/ j3 
Vocuum,I&- mHg J*-:2- -1 10 '10 / .iM /i 
__ 
Measured Efficiency,% IIZ1 -t 24i 2931 21.o 2 1t.o 1%. /S 1~ 
NOTES. 3 ,o a ,- '2.9 Z-, £,,.cs,..,.n . /,.c 
564 0( V c& Ce 2 9c/cQ, 
-778"k' 6 z S7C 
7-6 
60 
V THERMO
~NaI~~t~N 
7434 
ELECTRON 
CoOR ATtON 
T-204 I 
50 
40 
E 50 
0 
23O 
0 
020 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 
Vo ,volts 
7-7 
12 4 1.6 1.8 
60 
.2 THERMO 
£MsIf[t.IM¢ 
7435 
ELECTRON 
C oE'OtATL0k 
IS 
50 
40 
0 
3o 
2O 
20 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Vo volts 
7-8 
I 2 1.4 1.6 
Z7 THERAMO 
7437 
ELECTRON 
60 
,50 
40 
(n
4) 
2) 
0 
20 
I0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 
V0 ,volts 
7-9 
1.2 1.4 1.6 
7436
 
50
 
4o) 
0 
20
 
10
 
7-204 16­
0 	 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1
 
V0 ,volts
 
7-10
 
THERMO ELECTRON 
7432
 
T-2o4 17-2
 
60
 
50
 
0 
I-0
 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 12 14
SV o ,volts 
7-11
 
60 
~$2 THERMO 
7433 
ELECTRON 
T-204 ?Z :-4 
50 
40 
E 30 
20 
I0 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 
V0 ,volts 
7-1Z 
12 1.4 1.6 -
WTHERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0 H
 
APPENDIX 8
 
TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-205
 
I - F
 
8788 
THrER_ ELECTRON 	 Sheet I of 
U E E R IiIK G C 0 1 P 0 R A t 1 0 K
 
Converter No T RunNo I___._ Observer 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
/o-17 0-7ID-17 tot -i?Dote 	 /0-/7 I 10-17 -17 o 2 o-3 Io-1 
Time 10 //-/1 8 2 13 44 /4i'2 17 t24 7 IS 10-19
 
Elapsed Trine, Hours 0 04 2 ". 24 .s.1 6 1 11 i 297
 
T ,C 173t 73M 73 173S /74-,o 0 7.o
174. o 
To Corrected,-C /74/ 1714- /748 1748 17Cc 7fo i76 176? 
ATBellJor, C /4 114 m 14 1 /4 1 I ,/1 /f 
TH -C 	 17$'C 173S l7az 176?- 1/76Z6 /7( /769 /77- 1776 
- 3 .3 31 3-V 3( . jf4e S 4 
TE OK /993 /930 ZoOc Zooo zoo j 1ootjZoo_ 2oo5
 
V.,volts 98 - - - 2- j 90Z- 77 7T9 -71~
 
Io,amps 	 Z9 2. -7 o T. 93-13 49  4q..o 4-7. 
P,watts 	 294 -
I-V Troce No - ) 	 -a - - - ­
my 12?Z167 /1-8 14-?. /a.1 '7 /35 /a9 139 
TR 	 'C .300 407 290 3fl 311; .317 al 1(i I 3q 1
 
'K 573 68o frS42 5r o si, q 614
 
TC 	 73o 769 732 74- I74V i77I 77, 76" 
K 1003 (042 looC /0,3 01,g 1/ j/0431 /03SI1 io;
I
 
__(2.
I C') {v
TC base inner 

.C•	 y j I TC base ouler0 
t. ! 'I o Z'20 o m y 21 23 2 24 21 6 Z &TR ditor 
 00 Sfl4 94& 	 22. Sin &2. T2- 417 43 48 
__7 

V bvolts 	 'M 9372 ?70 9770 5'.G '?8 94 6, 9f6L._ 
IebMA 	 302 297 C? -, / 3 1 3a2 o 3-7 377 377 
EFilmentvolts 5-2. 2 .S .. f__3IL 	 ,.? .t 
IFilament',amps is g 17 A /7 11 7 i8 /9/2 

TColl Heate,amps 0 4 o ) J O0 0 0 
t Res HeoterbOmps 0 I 0 / / 1 I I 
0
Vacuum,1-rmmHg 2- /0 4 4 13- t- 4 2L-_8-
Measured Efficiency,%%-	 5.4 -- -
FS j -r Ab C 8-i 	 + 4 
8-1
 
8719 
TH E R O E LECTRON Sheet.2. of 
I " t I N E E R I N G C 0 K P 0 R A T 1 0 Hf 
Converter No --- Zn) - Run No 3 Observer 210 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 
Date 'O-Iq to-IS1k o-I1 10- lo-i5 19 lof o-1 10-z2 In-Q 
Time 14'7% j4.3 1 I4-S 1 'oC ,g I-rjftof q.3(. 14 
Elapsed Time, Hours 31I, 31 L 3.I- 31,7 31 3 3a.o 32.,f 49,7 1 . o, 
To ,°C /73Z 731 173 174/ 17Z'3 173 163i /63 /637 /637 
To Corrected,-C /742z 1741 1749 IW-r t 17 I 	 ,7t/9 It1tf 16,f-9 14 
/Z [2. 1 'L IJtTell Jar, 'C /1 /4 - 'r I Y- /i 
TH ,°C 17S( I7.S- 1763 176 4 /763 /7421 I1 /6"7 /661 /961ATEI'C 	 25-I 2 4 3y I 3y 24 30 13'q I-sq-
TE 'K 	 Z004 2ooo 2oo? o3& ao4 -o /g0o 90oo /70o 19oa 
V ,volts 	 Io 	 I 
I-V Trace No 4 5 6 7 8 9 I I I ? 
mv 1.0 I / 2.& 13 {.y /- V- h II,1/.4 /Z.C 
t r 'C 271 25o 3/ 3-1 3ro ?7tL ?71 &1c .310 3L-­
'K r94f If SC Sg.? 6i3 r&3, 33,~ttgi6ot­
mv
 
TC ose7 ( 16o 7oo 724 7 6?,'? 60 7-
K t7 o 33a 973 ?97 !o. _S 7. q.. 13 972 
TC base inner mv 
.C
 
TRdtator mv 
Veb volts
 
I eb,mA
 
E Fiamen volts,t 
-Filam ent'amps 	 , 
Coll Heater amps
 
-
IR e H e ate r l am ps - - i - i - ­
Vacuum,l-76 mmHg "%'z. '"2.2-3- . 1- 1 2-1 z ,7 22Z 2"?2- 2.?­
s 
Measured Effi ciency,% # 
NOTES 
8-2
 
____ 
8689 
C O R P O R A TO N S h eet 3 o f 6 
Converter No T- 2o" Run No 3 j 4- Observer &..2sr 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote IO-zc /o-2o Io-Za /.-to /--to I/0-to I/o-Uo 1'-Z0 /0-Uo
Time /o,; I0 19 /3 3q,o I - t1o ' . 
Elapsed Time, Hours so so,9l a3.~ gas~ S3 4 14, s4 5 CSY f
 
10 ,c 16.30 /ts 134 4r36 iCf4, jir'As ir-f 1710
 
To corrected, 'C /4q? I194 40 JSTf JIStO flCO 1-71.4
 
ATBell Jr, °C I? / J t .L o I to /tt.( Ioo 

TH 'C0 /,~o 166o J S SC 1/&m jIslol1 /C6o 17-%?1
1161 
ATE, -C 33? 33 25 25 1_3-L. 34 3S 33 .31 
TE *K lI~Oo /100 (Soc 12igoo IIFY00 /?oz, /goo jS12o j _ 
Vo1 volts I ! I 
I"amps f6 E7 F 78 Z4 Zi f61r2 2 
Po 3watts 
I-V Trace No / / /71 /2 /9'L0 2 ?, 
mv 14,S Ii.o /2 1 / '1 6-7t 3 (I Z /3 s€,4 -. ( ,  
TR *C K0o 277 27 I----­
'K gS6' C £e4 S6.1 58 rot 6Z3 
 ____8C 
mv
 
TC °C 77- 7.Vi Z97 Lt7 ¢7 Io [7o4i 7C- 7 _ 
m',
 
TC bose inner .C 
T -;--I Imy
 
TC base outer C _ L
 
I W --- !- ;!-. -
7
 
TRaditor C__ 
__ 
Vblvolts I1 7_ 1 
Ieb'mA ., 
EFilament'volts 
iFilamentl a m p s 
_7 Io
 
Co1 Heater 0m95 I
 
IRes Heoteramps 
_
 
Measured Etficency,%I , 
___,_ 
NOTE8S
 
8-3
 
8690
 
THERM I~ECT gNSheet 14 of 6 
Converter No "-2- o - Run No I Observer 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date IC-PA /o.2o (o-2o Io-; .z o-a 'oZ 40 
Time 
Elapsed Time, Hours 5. 
TO ,.c /7z3
 
T Corrected, °C /733
o 

ATTBell Jar, 'C 14 
TH ,C 174-7 
ATE, C 2-0TE 'K 2000 _ -
Vovolts ' 
In,amps O o 0 0 O 
,watts - /P0 
I-V Trace No __ J 
mv JI,o 1z a /30 ,.o /e /&o /7,01 
TR C 2.71 2- 311? 34- Is367 11 41* " 
'K S44~ -f6e& S976 440 66 6c9-c7 
boeier m ___ 
, ~m °oI _o _ _ 
bose outer mv 
TRadiator 'Cmv 
1Ca Heaterbamps 
IRes Heater ,omps 0 22. 
vacuum, I& 6 mm Hg 2 2. 2 ­
-Moo-ured E * 2Z 
NorES &ifor oF Ar C-V oPf --o L,oVLow A3IE.2 E 'J' _ 
4. . S 1 .4 16-3 2o.( 24.4 zM9S 
8-4
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8691
 
Converter No --_RunNo __ _,__' o" 6 , observer --
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 	 I0-1 lo-LI i l jo-2-I a" 1 o-!Z Io-I to L I Io Lt io-2I 
Time /I 4L 13 4, 1Z 5- /4 o? 14:36 4,A53 /4,0 I* /:oo 16 II 
Elapsed Time, Hours S1 y610 61 -2. 617 42.-? 62.( 4L7 &3 - 7 .(Z, 
T ,c IS1 t Igi ,6 6 Io 
To Corrected, 0C t53 __ 	 16_ t___i~lI8& 
ATBeII Jar, 'C z Ii. /4-

TH 0C /400 /2-ct -o (4-- 170o 17 a-

ATE, OC 	 21 Z?- 24 2"7 1-O Z3 Zt 2 3? 47 
TE , 0K 	 137. 187/ 19 /96 I/ef 1 97o /.I6 19 / S( 1944 
Vo, volts 1, It . 0. 0.6 t- /.2. i o3 . O ( 
Io,amps 27 5.L 7-.4 13.3 39.1 2. q4 /7,/ 1 .34- ,9
Po,watts 
I-V Trace No ­
12. 	 /4.3mv /3 /1,G 12, Z I..5 /3. 12 /C /3.7 
TR 	 0C 27 2f 30o 3o7 3l( 3o- 3o9 317 -36 S ".o 
0K CS SF S73 rf- 6- .f7C S&i. X"90 (09 Z 
mv
 
5o'c 29 T51 So 740 C'o 6L: T 7$Z 5 
0K 721 goc Z~4 9( los1323s 3 9 2- Icir //Z8 
mv
 
TC base Inner 
.C
 
mv
 
base outerTC 
.C
 
TRdt 	 my i7o 17,S' 17. 187 Zi, I 7 i Z ) 21, 2aW 
-
0C 44 424 49& tA+ Szo 4C4 44-4 4Sf Sz$ 94-6t 
Vbvolts 	 990 998 98(o 9S(Y 974 9sq -152 "3oc. 973 .%7 
I eb,mA t~ 17 0 18 8 2o- 29a 1-221 ZZZ 262- ?17 369' 
EFlamentvolts 47 S- I 
IFaomentbamps /6 11
 
TCoIl Heateramps 00 0
 
0 m

'Res Heater' ps - - I 5 1.77 1,79 177 t.(4 /o 13 7 /.73 /76 
Vacuum,l - mmHg 2, - 2,, - z,
 
Measured Efficiency, 1d ,27-IlA 

NOTES. f~ie +cr­
*Co-JV &rea 0Q-rfjr wNcg:ASED SrtEPO'Se AT 0 3 '1.
 
t NrC ,VDD I-Pt, - Pygom61a- Adat,8Z.fOM Ar WA ge~l 1NcaacstrLt­
tAND sHOOcLb asC. 1SS3 c3, 171o roe Arpy,.- 17-C-- 4" s'~~~re 
- FlWeAsAv&aS fAAS 2o* H,6Jiat 7HANReOf~l.n PAGCs S C ­
fEVA.oCs PAVE Ecn, CogleacrC f TO Rea a-Ycr vl~ 
8-5
 
8692 
of CSheetIEECTRoNTHERMO 
Converter No T- .oC" RunNo 6- Observer t6-d .. v-. 
VARIABLE I 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date o.-21 i1o.21 I.t. 13.71 jo.-4 
Time I 4.0- 17.0, f7 It 17 . 17 40 
Elapsed Time, Hours 49.C 647 (41 65 0 r., 3 
To ,°. /797 
To Corrected, -C 1784 
ATBeI Jar, 0 C /( 
TH -00 180o 122.Ioi4-
ATE,O-C 2 aZ19 - 4a g3 
Te 'KZo06 2o(SC o0 29Zo Z4o 
Vo, volts LP 12. 0o . , 
1 
0 arps /00 /63 2S c 47.c c-.,­
Po,watts /4 2oA- 29.9 37.4 2s9.7 
I-V Trace No 
TR 
my 
°C 
13.O 13 I 
z32 
1/364,4 
g Sb 
o 
347 
-K 91?2, .r4- 6o 6Z3 6C0 
mvI 
TcC C 70076S7 - 9fo 
°K 728 q73 /039 /Z& Izz3 
TC base inner myy 
TC base outer mv 
my 2.0.1 aof- 21, 2.C- 2? 050 _ 
TRod0ator0 417 Sol SW -S4-7 
-07, 
Veb,volts 97976. 4 ;( 9 V 
I
Teb' A 23U 3.5" 34 4 4__Tq ____ - ____ 
EFiament volts 5 
tFiamentamps 17 
tColl Heater , ° mps 
t Res Heater'amps in-7 1-7/ 1-71 t-66 1-59 
Vacuum, 1076 mmHg 2.2 - '34 
Measured Efficiency, % I4 v$8 
wortS *r S"ee . eV~O " _.- -- _ __ -
8-6
 
60 
TH"Mg. 
7476 
ELECTR"ON 
T-205 I 
50 
40 
0 
20 
I0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 
Vo volts 
8-7 
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
60 
0 
~2 THERMO ELECTRON 
7477 
50 
40 
E 30
 
20 
01­
0
 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Vo volts 
8-8 
~? THERMO ELECTRON 
7478 
60
 
50 
40 
E 50 
20 
10 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 
Vo volts 
8-9 
12 1.4 1.6 18 
THEMOELECTRON 
7479 
60 
T-205 Jo-. 5 
50 
40 
to 
E 3o 
0 
20 
I0 
10 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Vo volts 
8-10 
I 2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
THERMO ELECTRON 
7480 
A 17--20,5-	 /1621 
60
 
50 
40 
30 
0 
0 
'10
 
0 
0 	 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10 12 1.4 1.6 18 
Vo volts 
.8-11
 
6o 
Z02 TRRM t 
7481 
ZVRO 
T-2O- 22 
50 
40 
a) 
C. 
E 30 
20 
I0 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Vo 
8-1Z 
10 
vrolts 
12 1.4 1.6 1.8 
ELECTRON9,tJTHERMO 
C 0 R P 0 R AT 1 0 N 
APPENDIX 9 
DATA FROM COLLECTOR-RADIATOR 
MODEL NO. 2 
CALCULATION OF FILAMENT 
HEATING CONTRIBUTION 
AND 
ESTIMATED COLLECTOR HEAT TRANSFER 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
APPENDIX 9 
CALCULATION OF FILAMENT HEATING CONTRIBUTION 
Assuming that all of the heat input is radiated by the radiator, 
4 q in Rad 
where 	 E is the emissivity of the radiator surface
 
A is the effective radiator surface
 
TRa d is the average radiator temperature.
 
For data point No. 5, the average radiator temperature is 
TRa d = (233 + 223)/2 = 228 0 C 
qFil at 22. 8 amps = E A a (228 + 273) 4 
For data point No. 4, the average radiator temperature is; 
TRa d = (656 + 548)/2 = 602 0 C 
(602 +±273)4 at 22. 8 amps + q eb = cA a 
where q eb = 244 watts 
Taking the ratio of these two expressions, the term E A a drops out' 
q Fil @ 22. 8 A 1501 04 

qFil?22.8A +244 -5 =80107
 
and
 
244 x 0.107 29.2 watts
" Fil @ 	 1-0.107 
9-I
 
~7 TH-ERMdI0 ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0 KI
 
ESTIMATED COLLECTOR HEAT TRANSFER 
Cesium Conduction Loss: 
Obtained from Fig. 38, assuming an interelectrode spacing-of 
1. 8 mils (see Table I, p. 2a, and p. 44), and an optimum reservoir 
temperature of 620°K at 2000'K (see Table on p. 55, and I-V trace 
No. 9 on p. 7-9 of Appendix 7). Value plotted is 16. 0 watts. 
Interelectrode Radiation: 
Using Fig. 51, it was assumed that both the emitter and the 
collector have an effective emissivity of 0.28: 
2. 5 (Z000)4 _(1040)4] 
r 1 1L 
0.28 0.28 
= (90. 86 - 6.64) x 2. 5/6.12 = 34.4 watts 
In the above, the emitter temperature was assumed to be 2000'K, and 
the collector temperature, 1040°'K, which is the value at which VIII-P-3 
operated when the equivalent output current was 72 amperes (see Fig. 41). 
Additional Interelectrode Radiation-
This radiator term was assumed to correspond to radiation from the 
emitter area that extends beyond the edge of the collector. The amount 
of radial overhang was assumed to equal 6 mils. For a 0. 706" emitter 
diameter, the corresponding area, is: 
Tr x (0. 006 x Z. 54) x (0. 706 x 2.54) = 0. 0865 cm
2 
The radiated power was estimated using an effective emissivity of 
9-2
 
THI RMO ELECTRON 
0 R P 0 k A T 1 0 N
-- A62C 
0. 	28 for the emitter, and 1. 0 for the gap opposite the radiating area 
Qadditional = 0. Z8 x 0 0865 	 - [(2000) 4 - (1040) ] 
= 0.28 x 0. 0865 (90, 86 - 6. 64) 
= 2.05 watts 
9-3
 
8693
 
0 ELEC RON Sheet of_ _ 
Converter No (CLLre.io 
VARIABLE 
Date , 
Time 
Elapsed Time, Hours 
RA inTroR #. 
I 2 
/ 1-12 I-iL 
/3 0.3 /3 SS 
- --
RunNo 
3 
/-IL 
/P qs 
I 
4 
/-,L 
13.3Z 
5 
1-1 
97 32 
Observer 
6 7 8 9 -to 
To correctedC 
ATBell Jar, 0C 
TH ,*C 
-
-
TEK -
V , volts 
Ioamps 
Pa wotts 
I-V Trace No 
TR ~ 
Ia 
my 
C 
K 
-
-4 10 2g 
9j Z5t364- 526" 
12 0g J2,1? 
I25. 314
5-67 587 
-
6 .5o 
115-9 
143Z 
_ 
Tc 
TC baseinn er 
TC base outer 
TRdato 
I't 
-
t 
my 
CC 
K 
my 
CCoc 
mvI °C 
my 
0oc 
4,61 2&43 -3328 * 9 
/2 -7/ goo -
385 Z43 10-73 - 6? 
466" 19o 2 21 276o 9.-
'4 4 7 R1 o 2 1 7 0_ //) 47 -2 ( 07 4 61l 2 a 3 
4,.1 15 39 Zoo 2732 944 ___ 
/10 I71 C0o 4g56 2.33 
445 11zc. 2t'.3s Zz 6 1 r05 
I- 42o 1-743 2Z3 
___ 
__ 
______ 
_6 
_" 
Vb,volts 0 9O821.1. 17Y S 0 
I ebmA 
EFilament- volts 
O 
3.( 
100.4 
4'. 
200.( 
so 
2119 j 
5,n 
0 
'-. 
IFioment)amps 
Coll Heater 
' a m p s 
r7,6C 21 z2..5. 2-. tz.,8 
'Res Heater ,amps 
Vacuum10-6 mmHg 
Measured Efficiency,'% 
NOTES, E8dA toert&r 
3 LI 
-
0 
-
-­
/o7 
, SC. 
J97 244 
9-4
 
V, THERMO ELECTRON 
APPENDIX 10
 
TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-206
 
q- / 0
 
- -
8694 
THERMO ELECTRON Sheet of 
Converter No "-26Zo Run No Observer -
VARIABLE i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3-Dote [70C 3-3o 3-3 :3- 2.o 3-3f 3-t 3-3f 3-"42 3-31 3-31 
Time 11 f l -4r 16 4 17:?,4- 9iz. 9:z§ 9:3& Jo 3, 10-4a Ih'o 
Elapsed Time, Hours 0 3- 44- S7 21,4 1 ( 21-7 2Z-7 23.o 23.3 
To ,'C 173/ 172o /72- 1730 1728 17? 1'73o 16Z.4- 16.4 /63o 
To Corrected, -C 1741 173o /75- 174o 1738 17g8 r74o 1(3 1(3z /431 
ATBelI Jar, -C 14 11* 1 - 14 14- J- 14- /'L iZ It
 
TX ,-C 175$11744 !7%4 17&4 179'7- /7K?. 1S4- /C; /4-9' 16S-

ATE, 7C 2o 1 25 25- 2C /Sg /2 24
29 z-

TE ,'K 1999 Iq7 Zoos 2ooZ Zooo Zooo e0L 1503 19oo 19,
 
v0,volis (Q' .9/2. ­
1o, 1amps 377 Zo 1 9,. i 3o 2-5 o S 2.8 
Pa3wotls ­ - - - - - I 
I-V Trace No (1) - 2 1 13 4 S- ( 7 
mv 14f 118 Ilo Iz.6 /3.4 1/43 fSt 11.0 I (2.-4e 
TR °C 39"r zq2 Z7/ 3o9 32-S .3So 37Z. 27/ 2.9o 3oc 
0K 62% 563 54,4- 49t 6o?- 62.3 64r 65'-44 563 5L 
my 31.8 Za.f 24.A 293 3)-1 3D. 3 ac.+ ZZ7 24.3 27.4 
Tc °C 7(4 637 iS 7.4 723 7Z8 73o 5-42 586 Cr9 
oK /o37 1Co 61 977 996 /o/ /0o3 9Z/ 357 5132
 
TC base inner mv
 
°C
 
myTC base outer v
 
oC
 
TRdmy' Zi.4 /1 1SL Zo.? 20-7 2o.9 2o.6 J7-4- 19A 11 S 
00 5/ 2 464 443 489 4-o) f-.4- ,.114 42-4 44. 473 
eb ,vals 96S 973 977 97o 966 q(6( 963 99i 977 974 
ebmA 375" 281 z63 322- 34Z 348 34q Z3 -33 271
 
EFiiament,valts 5 4. 41474 4 4R .6 46 
 4-7 
ms.1 2Filoment,t Z.1 o 2 21 Z 2 2o Zo 
am p s 
-t Coll Heater' 
IRes Heateromps / 1 0 I I I / (4) 1-77 
Vocuum, IT mmHg 13. 3.4 zo 2.o -0 2.0 Z'o 20 0 2.0 
342. 247 337Measured Efficiency, U 21.5 3) L 33. 336 2oa9 Zas Z64 
WvorES (1) 1 F ( -IN' AT= 1o +o. 2.Sras-X I 
WU\ LAo. TAI ,r -,A L C1A-,P 
( -Y se 7,'s , S,...'/i, n - Y vAtVj ­
(4) XC-ECC r-se-yit ToJcC,,Z.s7tC.-Y 
10-1
 
8695 
M a E.tLrCTMON Sheet 2.- o 
Converter No 7- 20 ( Rn No 2 
" 
, Observer 112 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 j6 7 8 9 10 
Date 3-2, 3-3i 3-BI 3-,3 3-si 3-61 3-3i 3-3) 3-3/ 
Time f/-2o /1:3o 1Ufto 1(it. Z314 3 14qz 14 4 /If I's 
Elapsed Time, Hours 25." aZJ Z3-9 Z.C Z&7 268 i7-O 27.1 27.4 
T0 1C/ 43o 163o 1/52/ /5Z4- Y31 /Sst 193z. , 3 
To Corrected,-C J635 1I9 169 /5291I 3 139 IC&Z 129o. l to 
ATBell Jar, C /1 2 10 It to Io Io 1o to In 
TH 'C 1691 146'1 1W2) /I53 INt 14549 f249 1 2o IT o 
ATE, =C zg 23 Z5 /2. 17 22 23 23 23 
TE ,'K ]895 /9o5 19%j 18co /79 /8o0 1797 8&oo Ioo 
Vovolts - - - - - -
Io , amps 9 f7 ac 5 ( 24 2( 2( Z 
Pa ,waits - - -
I-V Trace No jO I It f3 14 I- 16 17 is 
mv /13.4 4.3 /S2. 1.o /I/ lt12-1 3.4 14.31 ,' 2 
TR C 329 3o 372. 21I 29o 25 3L-1 3,6- 37­
0Klc 02t 623 1641W 544- 5-63 682. eto1 6,3 64C­
mv ZZ.% ZZ I 2q4 2o i 2Z.3 226 2rz Z(6 261 
Tc °C 697. 67 C3L 437 639 616 43o .37 442, 
-K 96" 949 9CC 76o 81Z 2S9 903 1JQ 91F 
TC base Inner mv__
°C 
my 
C base outer __oC 
TTRadiator42- my I 17r/ Zo.o 15.8 /9 8.9 /8 1?o 9 2­ -
oC 4S3 42o 4SS 39( 4/.Z 46o 4 9 461 466 
Vb ,volts 97z '773 q97'67 5S4- 179 978 978 979 
Ib, mA 291 29G 287 17! 19o z 2l Z39 22 
EFilamentvolts 4-S 4.S 4.8 4. 4 4 4-7 47 47 47 
IFilament, amps Zo Ze Zo Zo Z. Zo Zo 2c to 
t Coll Heater 
' a m ps 
1Res Healer ,amps Z.z3 2,96 1'64- 1-.75 2 - 2 IL 2 i S . 3 45 
Vocuum,1­ 6 mmHg 2.o 12.0 1O 18 1 8 /8a S 1p 
MeasuredEfficiency ,%,,-. Z331 27 1271 169 /87 2Z4 234 2 2- 0 
NOTES. 
10-2
 
__ 
8696
 
THERMO ELECTRON Sheet / of 
Converter No T - ZaC Run No . 2- Observer '> U-' 
1 S.- -n-
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 "5 6 7 8 9 10 
3Dote 1'367 -3c, 3-4- 3-J, 3 -jo 3-31 -3-31 3-31 3-al 2-61 3-31 
Time Iifl i'-4V 16 17.4 1,1?.- J:. 9:3& 1o 3, IoA-,o io'l 
JElapsed Time, Hours 0 3/ 44 S.7 21. 21 6 17 2Z-7 23.o 2".3 
1,c/731 172o /7iL. 1730 1728 i7a8 173o 1644- /6Z4 163o 
To Corrected, -C 1741 173o 1752" /74o ,1738 1738 174o 1(3 /44 1439 
-

ATBeldoroC () 144 - It 14 14 14- I+ I ia 12. 
TH1,c -7Y gb 4+ 164-/755 1744 17' 4 Z7 )717L / i169 
ATE .oC Z 2 o5C 25- 5 zg 2 T IS' /8 2-4 
TE ,K /999 1997 Zoo gooZ 2ooo 2ooo zoo. 1103 190o 19oo 
Vavolts (1 .9j- - - -/2 - - - ­
1
 
0 ,amps 37? o FZ-. 3 Sor. o s 28 
Po, watts ­
I-Trace No (A2 ( 3 4 f o '1 9 5 
my -I /is ito0 Iz.6 13.+ /43 157- 11.0 1i2 /2.& 
TR C 3C" 25o Z7/ 3o 32,9 3.Co 372 271 29o 3oq 
0K 6Z'3 563 544 .C 6ot 62Z3 64, 54- 563 SgS 
mv 31.8 2.f 24+ 29 3 30.1 3o,3 3o.S+Iz7 24.3 274 
7C "C 7&4 637 52S 7.4 723 72Z8 73o 54-2 63( 6C5­
' o37 q1o ?61 977 996 /0I0 103 gal 89 1532 
TC base inner my 
ocmy 
TCbase outer 
-
_ 
mv 21-4 191 IS.Z Zo L 20-7 2o.g Zo.6 )7.4- 1.1 lq-S
°RdtorC 5 464 443 485 .1Ca) Co4- 44 44 44o 473 
Veb volts 965 973 977 97o 964 ?(a 544 5i oq9 7 974 
Ieb'mA 375" ZZI 2Z, 32 34?. 345 134q 2Z18 233 271 
EFilament,volts S" A-S 4'7 4 4.8 4.q 4,1 A-& 46 4-7 
IFIlament' amps 2f o Z2-1 Zo 1Z ZI to 2o 2o 
m ps -T
-
Coll Heater' 
IRes Heateramps / I 0 [ I I 1(4) 1-77 
Vacuum,lO ammHg 3.0 34 z o 2.0 Z.O 2 .0 Zo 2.0 Z 0 L.o 
Measured Efficency,%,t 36?. 275 ?247 31L 33o 334 3'7 zo 22$ Z64 
gVorEs (I) [,i F.O-AV c,- -raaz'r Am.-- ,o+o. Z I 
Wa VOLA a TAP 47 arrtas tsAX CsLMP 
(31 -Y aneaA. SC7'JdIS ,~So -v/tv vs& - Yr vl/.V Via ­
(4) CoIIEsaC aS tV i' T-o'D Co. a± Saf y 
10-3 
8697 
TH2RMO E- CTR O N Sheet - of 
Converter No r'- 7C& RunNo 2 t -3 Observer.S2>49 -.. 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote 3-i3-3I 3-51 3-3i 3-31 3-1j 3-31 1-SI 3-31 
Time 1-.oII:3o Il'fo 14-Z3 I4-,l I4- 14 t I Bi' " if 1'S 
Elapsed Time, Hours 23.5 ?.2"7 Z3. 2( C Z6 7 2(3 27.0 2?-4 Z7 4 
TO °. /_j3c 1(35, I13o 1321 1524. IJ-31 IS at ISSL ,32. 
To corrected, 'C 1639 1&39~ 1(o39 /529 IS37- /139 I-V39 )64. IQ-f 0 
ATBell Jar, 'C 11 12. 12- 10 to IV I 1a II 
TH , 0C 1691 1/6 " 1&"l 1339 /94'L 1549 Iff49 Ifno /-'o 
ATE, -C zC 23 23 a2 17 2. 23 z3 z3 
T2 , 
0 K /899 Iqoj lCol 18o0 /719 18oo 1779 J8co Ioo 
V, volts -
I0 ,amps T9 i7 Zj6 F T?4 2?4 j r2 
Pa, watts - -
I-V Trace No IOh 12 f3 14 16 1 17 IS 
mv 14.3 SZ 13.41 0 11 ?, /3.4 14B '.t 
TR C 32- 3 722 2-71 290 2o 37-9 3 o 37­
-K 60L 62.3 64-V -544- 5S&3 S37, 1 z- 6z.3 64C 
mv 28.% 7s1I 7-4 Zo.1 2Z.3 2 6- 2(e.Z 25 ' 251'/ 
TC C 692. 67" 637- 4S7 53 616 63o C97 642. 
'K C 94 19S 76o 3/Z S8' 903 9c 91r 
TC bose inner mv 
°C 
TC base outer TV 
.C 
TRdt mv 19.9 19.S Zo.o 15.8 /619 m8S /8.91 9o 1q.. 
0C 423 43. 49r 319Z 412 4S-0 4V 461 466 
Yebvolts 97z. q73 973 967 9S4- 57? 78 978 979 
IebmA 291 2G 287 171 19o Z7-1 239 Z39 23 
EFilament'volts 4-S 4.S 48 4.5 41- 4.7 41 47 47 
FIomentamps ot Z Zna -n Zo 2.0 Zo Zn Zn 
'Coll Heater'amp s 
TRes Heateromps a ZS 2.94 2.42. 1.75 2 --. z.i- Z. 3-42- 3 49 
Vacuum,I0-6 mmHg 2.O 2.. 2.0 1.8 1.8 /8 18 IS 1 
Measured Efficiency,%- 23 Z72 279 161? /87 ZZ4 234 z34 Z0c 
NOTES. 
10-4,
 
8698
 
.. y0IilI.E~ 0O ELECTROIN Sheet of& 
U~IN I ifl. CR POR AIOT 1O0Nr.' 
Converter No T- 2j RunNo 4 ObserverL. C SW'-
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 
Date 3-Sp - - - - - 3-
Time /i;33 - - - - - M o7 
-Elapsed Time, Hours 27.8 - .. 2 . 
T0OC (1) -7o3 i,2 
To Corrected, 
0 C 1711 - 171g 
ATIBell Jar, 0C 14 - - /4 
TH *C 17z17 1727 
,TE-C - - - -
TEOK 1990 -:­ -­
V0. volts 24G 2.4- 244 2.41 239 2 2 3. 
Io, amps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P0 welts 
I-V Trace No 
mv ILo Ito l.o 14.o ,$.o 1,o 17o 
TR 0C 27 ZS r 3iq 34 3 t7 1?,3) 414­
0K S44t %( 59Z. G1t( ( ocf. - 657 
mv 21.5 22.4 22.? Z3 24-1 2S'-o 29.( 
TC 0C 52-9 5-41 3 574 S-S9 "?Z (I6 
-
0K &oZ. 8/4 zt 94'7. S61 87, is8 
my 
TC bose inner 
°C 
my 
TC base outer v 
T~tmy
TRadlator 
m 1696 - -- I -
-C 41L. - - - 4$7 
VesVrts 9SC 99( qgr ?z 9j3 5?sz q8t 
I ebmA 22So2.9 2317A 244-9 2S-11 2014 264-4 
EFirent, Volts 4.6. - - - - - 417 
1Filamentamps Zo - - Zo 
Coll Heater' 
a m p s 
'Res Heater'omps / Q 2 232. Z.BI 3,14 3.7. -'f (Z 
Vacuum, 106 mm Hg 2 0 - - - - 2.0 
Measured Efficiency,%. 0 . 222.4 2211 223 C 241 0 Z474 24.7 2741 
10-5
 
--
8714 
LT, T ON .Sheet 4 ofEC 
Converter No 1--20( RunN0 -_ Observer 4 
VARIABLE I 2 3 I4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 3-31 3-?} 3-31 .4-3 4-5 4-3 4-3 4-3 4-3 4-3 
Time 16:26 16-fl 17 Li-1.0 //ooI't /2oG ISf / :Sc If -37 ("1i 
Elapsed Time, Hours 2M' 29.o Z9.S 3o.S S.-7 319 3 a-.43f.43 -C 30, 
To ,°C 1&7 167 /47& 17t 7q IS74f)7, 1674 176 16" '57q 
To Corrected, -C i(S i66L& g96 1686 1(81 i/S I sss/(,g( /S3Iys2 
aTBell Jar, OC 4 14 14 14 /4 1 2. Z /2 12­
tTH ,'C 17oo 17 o 17 oli 7.o l7oo /60 I6o I o (6cc 
ATE, -C to ICr 1 a7..31 41 Ic It 14 16 
TE ,°oK I[J()q X3 Jq. I19S1 194Z 193. I43IS &I ISSI :.91 
Vavolts 2.41- 1.4 1.2. l.a 0£ o 2 1? 1.4 I. I.0
 
10 ,omps C 0 1 /6.1 216-3 41-2. 6Z.1 0 4.3 9-o j2..
 
P0 watts
 
I-V Trace No - - ) ­
mv 11-0 J3.o /.3.S /38 /4.2- 47 11.0 11.9 12.7. I7 
TR C 271 311 331 3S9 342 3(o Z7/ 2'2. 3oc 312. 
'K 544 5592. 6o4 ()1 621 e33 J-44 565 573 SS r 
mv Z'-i 2.. 2... Z7.9 31.4 3S'.4 /9.6 2o.7 21 9 23.4­
oC 52S 577 637 669 7S-4 UL. 47& Co-6 52.9 564 
'K 7 1 17o 9o 9 j /oZ7 11],2 749 779 goa. 827 7C 

mv
 
TC base inner 
oC
 
v
TC base outer 

°C
 
TRadiator nwv I4J.o t8.4 Iq? /q.7 212 224i /fl 1 4 165 177
 
-C 4I 2 447 46 473 5-13 54 3.3 4,o 47Z 431
 
Veb,volts q8 979 97 974- 94g 9 (z q9TL 997 924 q2.
 
IebmA 2i44 z. 4 ZS.o 3o.. .3M4-.z-42.o 17'-q /93 6 2og-Z Z?4,4 
EFilament,volts 4.6 47 4 S 4 o .i 4 f 4 ( 4 r- 4.. 
IFdiament'omps "Zo o zo Zo ZI I J17 Z Zo Z. 
IColl HeaterbomPs -- - - - -
IRes Heater' amps 09c6 Z,44 z.gS 2-63 2 Sq Z.&t4 .49 2.19 2.54 241
 
Vocuum,10- nmHg -o 2-c 2.o 2.o Zo J2.o is /-? 1.8 i2
 
Measured Efficiency,%-op,'0 2'1 2F? o Zo,3 272.4 344 2 4c4.o1 174-f 1o4-. 272o.4
I'll.1 

NOrgS () Shur op 0 1 ag. 'DATA POINT 1 3 WiS0- 46
 
aeFogC( peaen.awi-b rs­
10-6
 
8699 
TH ERM O ELECTRON SheetC of S 
E N G I N E E R I N G 0 0 A ' 0 k A T 1 0 h
 
Converter No 'T-2-OGRun No 4 27.. Observer / "9"Y 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 17 18 9 10 
Date 4-3 4,-3 4-3 4-3 4-1 4-3 4-4 4-4 4-4 
Time & /1623 /6-34- 6Ii:1 17-1.3(7-39 (1:277 16. 4& 17:9L 
Elapsed Time, Hours 9&,o ?43. '+t L7 71 37.( Aooi-%3 	 t 7- 43-3 
T ,c 	 /79 /r7 /773 1773 1773 )773 1773 1773 1674 Ills 
T Corrected, 	-C 10 / 28 1704- l4 1?$4 1764 i78rf f754 16(6 1723o 

ATBell Jar, OC /. IL 14 16 /6 1t I4 f6 14- 14 
TH 'C I6oo (o /9o ISoo 18o I8oo Ioo 18 oo 176o 1742 
ATE, -C I8 29 It Iq Z-4 31- 4i Z4 3o 
T
TE , K 	 ItS! I44 Zo63 ZogoA Zo49 2o4-t Zo,3. 1 4 /98, 
Vo,volts 0o, o.( 2.4- 1.4 1-7- i.0 0.S (). 0.8 0.Z 
Io$amps 16.o 37.9 0 I1.f Z.3 44.G 6Q.2 31 AO. 
Po ,wotts
 
I-V Trace No - - - .I (2) (2) (4)
 
mv 13./ 1.3S /Zo 1'7 /4.Z 14.7 155 J4.o 1'4.3 
0C
TR 	 32-1 333 2'qC .S36 34S 36o 379 342 .3Co 
0	 Zo 63-. 652z 6/6 623K &F7 	 60& '6 0 6 42-
mv Z4.9 ZS-7 24.c 28-I 3n.7 31. 37.7 2q.Z 31 2. 
Tc °C 5 65o 7? (7C 737 ')0 9o9 7o 749 
'K 863 852. 948 1oo I/81 97- /OZZ99 lo'3 
TC base inner C_ 
mC 
TC base outer .v 
rv / 3 Zo.I 19.2. /9.9 21-o z 2. 23.S ZI.?TRadiator 
°c 44a--S 4S' 443 453 To8 5"27 574 47 5-13 
Veb vorts 551 774 qgz. 971 16(& 9(0 957 972 949 
lebmA 236 6 12o L 2e.78 3484 39..6 444o S.7.15 31Cc 3,7.1 
EFiomentVolls 4.7 4- 44.7 4 3 4. S .2 5.7 
1Filament' amps 20 ,5 .o 0 I 2. Z?-	 22. 
-

ps  

'Coil Heater'aOps Z- o Z-	 2 
IRes Heater'am 2.E7 246 1-t7 2.-'- 2_3 2.3 2.64 2. 2 V5 
VocuumIO6 mmHg /.S 1/2 /z , 8 1.1 9 24.. 2.4 2.3 
Measured Efficiency, 123.1 377.3 4S2..9 3.27 34C.7ZSZ.4 2.3.0 332.2 4Z.2 
NOTES (i) 	 SHar oF? Pxce.0Jnfw NCfr 
CoM Ckr-sC WAS NOr EQ1v Ar 0.6v' FP Fq oF SxCE&b,,Wa S.Ap 
L'M,,r OF Cotcrt T ,.Il~-t~-c ngc2 ,r OFF W/LL 
oANf& a fl qn E'rr To trc~rsaZR -
3)caAc1L4R fAa,.A6r 5-i oajzuac E~A As spy 4P.,-r5 
gaD oF TCS' 
10-7
 
8700 
~~7Ujj0Rm ELECTRO N4 Sheet oaLt . 
Converter No T 2,6 Run No ___ Observer " 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote 7­' U 7-2+ 7-ZS 7-2S 7-2'" 7-26 
Time A1Z- ff.o7 9:3o L'2 14'o3- q'f7 
Elapsed Time, Hours .00 '4I zz.2 244Z z'- 41.1 
T oC /7oo 197 1/699 I5 11 I4 'loo 
To Corrected, -C 17or /703 /70f 17o4- 17o t )70( 
ATBell Jar, 'C I/ // I/ It II 1l 
TH , 0C 17[7 117/+ 1716 1i71 t71- 17i7 
ATE, -C 
TE ,K 
23 
1947 
Z2 
1964 
?2 
;I'6 
Z3 3/ 
jq;IqM 
31 
-7q 
Vo2volts ".7z .S79 .6oo 1,o03 .727 .79q 
IoanMps 22,9 2ZL. 2IG ZJ.S 4o5 41-2 
Po,watts 
I-V Trace No (2) (a) (4) 
mv /3.1 /3.& 13.2 ISA- 13-q 14-o 
TR 0C 324 233 224 .Z4 341 134,­
0K - (o6 S- 9 597 614- 616 
mv ti) 2(.9 26. S6.3o, S3o.t 
TC 0C .47 6.37 637 723 7zX­
oK qg 0 9/0 90 996 198 
TC b se inner 
m­
°C 
mC
 
TC base outer 
my 
TRadiator 	 mv 
.C 
V bI volts 	 97 976 97f 974 7o W7 __ 
Ieb'mA 300 L 301.7 300.4 3oZ.9 3V4,S 351.Z 
EFdamentvoIts 4,4 4.9 4. q 4.9 48 4.9 
IrFlamentamps :qx i9-C 1 19 /917- Iq.C"I 
a m p 
--
-'Coll Heater- s 
'Res Heateramps -2 2.3 2.43 z.2.0 z.A3 a-' 
Vocuum,10-SmmHg 3.0 3-, 2.t 2- 2,1- 2.1 
Measured Efftciency%,! jq 2 51254.6 292.1779310­
0orsC)C.o-re- t~r-- vCL,trA tPs ,AveSa4 POLARMY, SToflsi TeSr,4C 
(2.)I-Err .~ e.v 	 ov,sttT.~ 
(6) &HFlPrD £n.D T- afC- b2EV 1* OuTr­
(4) Eno -v 1~r 
10-8
 
7 
50 
0 
THERMO ELECTRON 
7691 
T206 ]­
60
 
40 
E 30 
20
 
I0 
0 
0 	 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 18 
V0 volts 
10-9
 
___ THERMO 
7693 
ELECTRON 
60 
T206 7 / 
50 
40 
0 
0 
0 
20 
I0I 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 
V0 
10 
,volts 
12 1.4 1.6 1.8 
10-10 
.... ...... O.
 
7692 
60 
50 
40 
0 
01 
0 
20 
I0 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 
Vo 
1.0 
volts 
I 2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
10-11 
A THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 P A T 1 0 N 
APPENDIX 11
 
TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-207
 
A-11
 
- -
8701 
ELEZTRON Sheet I of,______ 
Converter No F -0.7 	 R,, No 2- Observer ___ ________ 
VARIABLE , 2 4 5 617 8 ,0 
Dote 5"4f-67 %-I '7.rn' 1-"-u St 7-it. '1-tI 9 -jt- '7-a. 9-2. 
Time /7'1O q 4o 10,2.3 1o "47I11O0 1Il IIi;:0- '2 i:o7i 
Elapsed Time, Hours 2 2Z.3 2.3.0 Z2.q 23.( 232 23.? Zj 2 2M 
TO ,._ /41 L /724 17L& 177,1 172-q 1728 17L8 161S6 1630 163o 
To Corrected, -C (i) /41. /7?Z' 17Z% -731 171 1730 (730 / 2t ItGO 1&3o 
c
ATBel Jar, 0 /s / 4 14 Ni 14 14 It )2-I -
TH ,0C 	 /4ZZ 1740 .174L 175: i7q 17,q4 174't1 164o '6qZ 1621 
ATE,'C () - 13 1 Ig It 7 17 13 1, IE 
TE ,K - 2000 2000 1ooo Zo- 12o- Z-oO /10o I0 o I')oo 
Vo,volts 0.061 - - - - ­
1
0 ,amps 3.0 I2 2; 3o it Ts i 20z 	 2Z 
Pa, watts 	 -
I-V Trace No 	 1 4 5 7 
mv Io4 (1.0 	 111. IZ.6 13.4 14,3 /S-.. ILo UhS 1z.6 
TR 	 *C 29'& 2-7j 290 3o5 2 . 34'O 37Z Z7/ Zo 3o 
'K 529 S44 R3 52" (C0. -,2.3 64s- 5'4y ii-&43 51'Z2 
mv 16 923.0 ?2 27.9 Z&.7 2&.C Z9.1 2Z.0 24.0 2 q,7 
TC C~ 391 &-C L1 671 616 6 & 7c2 13-6 4$79 61S 
.K 671 ?z8 8S 9&A- q63 9. '7,C 78f CZ 8/ 
mv
 
TC bse inner 
°C
 
TC base outer 	 mv
 
.C
 
my 
TRadiotor 	 Cnv
'C 
-VbVolts 	 9l C/74 '9'-7 V-9 96S 76 1 9167 ?82- qy' c7f" 
IebmA ji1S 2363 2&32 2931 312..- -314o32C D1960 Z2.3 249.(, 
EFilamentVOltS 4. -74.2 4, 4.2 J.O 4.9 4.9 4.6 4.7 4 
IFlamentOm"Ps ) Zo 20 2o Zo IIIJIL Iq Z 
1Coll Heater' a mps 	 - - - ­
t Res Heater 'amps 1.96 120 3 Z.o4 2.- 2 % 3,47 / £9 1.9. 2.2. 
"
 Vacuum,IO- 6 mmHg "-26 3-0 3 0 3.0 3.0 3,0 3.0 2 . Z.7. z 

Measured Efficiency, % I
 
worts (1) fygowcrs co~gacr~on -1 "C IJ/Yoo~c + Zk> (Yt-'C (a) AT0E Ic o.> 	 I (47 QLi4e P lI-) 
8715 
TH R 
Converter No T-h07 
VARIABLE 
O 
I 
ELECTRON 
RunNo_.2PObserver 
2 3 4 5 
Sheet 
6 7 
'2- of C 
2 droS.­
8 9 10 
Date 
Time 
Elapsed Time, Hours 
TO ,°C1 
To Corrected, 'C 
ATBeli Jar, 0C 
TH Ioc 
ATE .OC 
TE -K 
Vovolts 
1-t- q-1- -It 7-it 'f-i '-It-)-
16;t 6oA IWL1 17,7o 17:o7 17:t 
Z2-5 292. 2q.3 q&to Z3 zq.q 
631 1(6,3 IS 2z9 I-s, 1S31 
/691 1631 I(l ISZi 1So Id~o 
/.I/Z 12- 10 10 in 
/43 1.431 16'43 1536 1194o I 
16 NO /(' 1 13 1I 
Iqo I9oo 130o floo ig /90o 
7-1. 'I--i, 
I7:"T. J7'so 
So.0 301 
533 13 
/531, /S33 
1o I0 
1547, 1~IS4, 
IS- 16 
1S0 /go9 
.7-iM 
fl:3. 
3ZZ 
(34 
J3 
10 
1 43 
/6 
/goo 
I,,amps 
Pa watts 
I-V Trace No 
TR 
my 
0C 
26 
--
I0 
j 4 
3Z9. 
& 2 
// I'. 
14 3 1S,.L 
396 37Z 
i3 
IIO 
2-71 
o 1?-
,ct If 
I1. 12.-6 
Z9o 3o5 
22. 
16 
1 
3?-1 
26 
17 
i4.14.. 
2CS 
G 
--
I9 
J.. 
377-
Tc 
'K 
my 
0C 
-K 
602. 
2.7 
64-. 
9 
G2.1 644tc 
27.4 127S 
i Cq 64/ 
L3Z 93' 
C&9a 
iq.9 20.4 
48S5 494 
W-; 747 
£Z 60z 
21.V z -9 
E2o oo 
753 973 
6z3 
ZY-4 
41Z 
981-
64r 
2i7 
64 
89/ 
TC base Inner 
mv 
TC base outer 
Wv 
. C 
TRadotor Wv v 
VebVOt S 
11eb,mA 
EFiamentvolts 
qS" 974 q% 
z , 2F5-7 z2c72 
4.e 4.2 A-
gqT qs: 
JS7. 7 1 
4.6 4-6 
927 981g 
873.17-2 221.7 
4.6 4.7 
921 q'f 
ZZI.7 ZZ9.7 
4. 4 
Filamentamps 
t Coll Heater ' a m p$ 
t Res HeaterOa m ps 
Vacuum, I016 mmvHg 
Measured Efficiency,% 
Zo 
-- -
2 (.o 3.t7 
2.Z. 2.2 
Zo 
-
34o 
2.t 
1 
2.14 
2 2. 
I 0? 
2.f5 2 e,4 
2. Z-1 
I'J 
2.91 
2.1 
20 
,3,4 
zo 
.2. 
. 
NOrTS. 
11-2
 
8702 
THER MO CE E CTRO N__ Sheet . of 
E KEER C Co0 RIP 0R A 7120 N 
Converter No T- 2-c7 RunNo 4 Observer erve rS 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O 
Date 	 q-19, - - - - - - -
Time 	 0- - - - - - j 
Elapsed Time, Hours 32.0 	 - 2.1 
Tl) 1701 - , --- - - 1721
 
To Corrected,-C 1723 - M - 1723
 
ATBell Jar, °C 14 . . . . .. 	 4­
T7.7 	 - -1-- 177a7 
ATE, 1c0 . - I
 
T E20-0 - - - - 2ooo
 
-Vo,volts ­
i ,amps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 o
 
PO,watts - - -

I-V Trace No 	 - - - -­
mv 0. lt O /2.0 /.6 /30 /40 J4.6 15.0 /6.0 /7.0 
2- 3o1 343 367 414TR	 C 246 27/ 3o7  2C 3q1
, 

0K 51 F 5 S 8 S0o 592. C16 6Z8 04o6"i 67 
mv 2u.4 20.9 21.0 21.4 21.9 z223 2Z.9 22.q aZ.S 24.1 
0C 494 1o L-0S fl8 17Z 5"39 5"53 55-3 5-69 5-8/Tc 

-K 7(7 776 y) 791 8oz I12 82( 82- 64Z $4 
mv
inner
TC base 
°C
 
Tc base outer 	 mv
 
o
c
 
TRadator 	 -v
 
Vebvolts 99C qSr 94 93 93 ?1Z. 97- q9g q90 '119 
Seb,mA 210.6 7Z2.0 21&.3 21S-7 22o.5 22953 ZtX-o 231.1 23%-9 ,.249-
EFilamentvolts 4.5- . .. . . 4.­
Iraloment'mps ,t9r - - -- J­
p s ­1CollHeateram­
t Res Heoter'0 m p5 0.79 2 27- 2.4+7 2. Z-Sl,j 3.38 3-73 &33 4.16 4.!&
 
Vacuumf1lO - 6 mmHg 22 -- .
 
Measured Efficiency,% 2o7.4I 2oM ZI2.? 2/CS-.216.7 22?1.9 Z-.9 122t.,7 z344-. 24o.7
 
NOTES (T 2 AJVAI67/CA ( corJrgzoL b Y PyoroettT1cI
 
,ou,r A4D BY~vnC,,,oot'rcnL g-,&
Sy 	 fyo,, 
11-3
 
- - - - - -
8703 
0 ELECTRON Shee 4-A.of ~EI N E IN G C 0 R,-P . i A 77I0 tt 
Converter No __________ RunNo 5- Observer (j5.thijy1 f/rvpeos 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 7 8 96 10
 
Dote q7W 9-i? 9-lS 9-Ig 9'-18 9-18 q-10 (m-Igq-18 q-18
 
Time /o.57 11:1 f1:.f1 13;17 1351 ]/ + I4. lo01,,4016,' 0
 
Elapsed Time, Hours 377- 37.5 3S 1 3'7,&,1, 40,6- '1 41 7 +23 -f3,0 
0 C /914' 1624- 1C6't (6iY 16$84 16, KU8 15g6 15bS 1580 
To Corrected, C /696 16z 106 I(S8&/6 / 1!588I6s91a ZfA
 
aTeell Jar, C /4 14- Iq 14 // Jf 17 t. 1 1
 
TH ?C 17o 1-7o 1700 1700 170- /7M Moo 16,9o/1foe /-0
 
ATE, °C /0 1/ /2 /3 S, 20 10 /0 /liz-

TE ,0 K lq(3 /1(?- 1%/Jo /19 19c3 3 1 63I62. 1()
 
Vo.volts 2.o3 1-4 (- f.o o.S z. g 1.4- 1.2- I-o 
1
0 ,amps 0 1.9 4 14-2-22.0 *-.I /3 3.2 5,
 
Po,wat ts 0 SS /0.) /4.2- /7.6 24.7 0 /.8 13-9 5.9
 
I-V Trace No 
-
my IZ.o it.o .5/2 1237 13 I . Io.7 1 +IO ll
 
TR 
0C 2 q q.f $ 3o7 2ii L2I 341 27/ 26.3 i ze 29z
 
'K S-0 -6- S?f 58AS -1; It 6//f5'rt fl-ss'3si-?
 
SiE ?oJTc (I) my 17.4 It.o 19.q Iqq 21 i -50 I ,,Q 1(e4"
S "0 171 
Tc C 42-4 43J 469 4?3 r2o 6oz. 3Uf 336 4,0 '417 
7K 697 71/ 73? 7S1( 793 97& (61 6S9 673 .67 
mv
 
TObase inner 
.C 
myTc base outer 
_
°C
 
myTR ad ator .v
 
Cc
 
Vebvotts 929 q94 q77 iC/o9q92o qqe z% _9q) 97Z q74_q& 

eb mA 194j-.c Zo- 22401240.. 6873o /66,0 1670 177a15-3, 
Erilament,Volts 4.4 4.4 4f47 -1"t0 5 +6 4- 4-G +,G 
iFlamen mps 1 7 /9 2c o Iq 19 1q 
t CoI HeaeromPs 
- - - -
t Res Heater'amp s 1c. 2.27 2.11 2,87 Z.29 1-931 1 66 170 17a Iq 22L 
-6 12
Vacuum, I mmHg z ?2 2 2- Q-2 a.. a z 
Measured Efficiency,% Iql.q 203.9 2197 234 912o..(. 3172 /Jf f/R1-Uq 174.f 
T~dA"Mcoc.LS -14 cJNIOTES (j) £EADJIv& E OP~ U~vsreAI)Y, C.1 - 4i­
11-4
 
8704 (4 I - , S0 T ~ ENiflERl0 ELECTRON Sheet...31of 
7 	 " 
.. 	 Pee.eConverter No T-2"o7 - RunNo-- L .Observer E 	 -
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 
Date q-13 q-1 q-lr qS~q-jI 9-1i7 01-i q-19
 
Ti me i7,'oo 17:u(- iOMzLLIL 13to 13:.t'
q:"z 10:31 

Elapsed Time, Hours -43.3 43 j5 3~+o 6+5.6± 47.,3 4.2
 
T 0 c 	 1 M 178o 17s0 (78o 176o i7g0 17$0je 'i? 
To Corrected, 'C i58 . 05 1784 1784 1"784- 1784 1'124- 1191F 
ATseiiJar, 0'C /2/7 6 1(~.. 16 1& 1&t 
TH ,00 	 I /(000 1gv0 1 o /8 o oo o is" 
6TE, oC /2- 13 10 /1 /4 /6 ZO 3at
 
TE °K /99/9bo 2oU63 2o41 ZOSV 2o7 2o3 2o32
 
Vo.volts o.2 o.6 2a, / 4 I1- L o'S o.
 
Ioamps Jo03. C) q.9 1-7,-25,± 4Z.O S9.5
 
P0 ,watts to '.o 0 139 20.9 2f-4 -33- 3S.3
 
I-V Trace No - - - - - - - ­
my ILJ iz.7 L,12. Z.5 13.2 13.9 J3-7 113.7 1 
TR 	 0C 2q7 317 29 3o7 3Z4 34t 3.4- 336: 
'K 570 15c 8- 3$o 5"-97 614 517 4o 
5a;.&ore mv Is,01-.0 18.e2 2 2. ( 257 2 Z zq o 
TC (/)p-.4 	 oc 439 461 4. 7 499 534 S72- '3o 497
 
°K 7// 784 72o 77Z 807 24S' 7oZ 7oI
 
my 
__	 
(I\ 
TCbase inner 
°C
 
mv
 
TC base outer mC
 
mv 
TRodtator 

T~IdI -c 
q7 1
qe3,o 911- iS 9 6 C72 q 6
 
IebmA 190,o12053 2501 2q, 2W,7o;S 377 432
 
EFiament-volts -4, 4- +4 6-.9 16 + 3 6.o I,.o
 
Filament'amps 1 Ic? q Iq 2, '2o .o 
VebIvolts 

m p s1Coll Heater' a 
a mp s  Res Heater' ,.2) 2.--9 2o6 2 23 7 2.3 2 05-o3
 
Vacuum,IO06 mm Hg 9- 2 .0 A' za g 2.2 -

Measured Efficiency,% 0 223.4 U?-i 317-C 3;v3 413.ozoA.4- 2ZLZ 
s (I) G:Ni o-5m-ss 
THERMO!W ELECTRON 
C O PoR T 1 N 
8705 
3 4 5G - 7-207 -,6 
60
 
50 
40 
E 30Oi 
0 
20 
t 9Zmi 
10 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 
Vo 
10 
volts 
12 1.4 16 1.8 
11-6
 
THERMO 
CORPOR 
ELECTRON 
AT I N 
8706 -
T- eo7 7--Zt 
60O 
4O 
0 
20 
I0 
o 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10V0 ,volts 12 L.4 .6 18 
11-7
 
60 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CO POR AION 
8711
 7-2o7 /3 -- IS 
50
 
40
 
ECo 30
 
20
 
0 	 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 I0 2 [4 1.6 1.8 
V0 ,volts 
11-8
 
0 
] THERMO ELECTRON 
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APPENDIX 12
 
TEST DATA FROM CONVERTER T-208
 
8707
 
0 ELECTRON Sheet / of_ __ 
Converter No T___________ RunNo ).j- iL..Observer 2 ~~2 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date I14 2-11 2-.tZ- 2--"4 2 -U. z-ic1 2-1. Z-'-4 Z-,-' 
Time AI4g /iftS- I IS",o01 IS Zf U/'3o I" 37 9 If ' If-1 
Elapsed Time, Hours (4 I t-17 t 1 2 . 2 9 z2 f- 30 3.1 
(1) i-inC 172,- wJ 33 
To Corrected,-C 1724 172o I7lo 173o /631 /631 16-1 1431 I 3j I'Vlm 
To '.C F721 172. 21J 6z9 16-i /62z 11
c
ATe011 Jar, * Jf 14 t4 14 1 it U/ If! g 
TH 10C /74o 174 #744 r7, 16ZI 164 L 16y 4(fz /5"o I- o 
ATE, °C (2t) / 17 17 17 /S [6 /6 /I 13 /3 
2 2TE, -K o,. ,. Zo 2oeoIP0cc 1'7o 1~ct o c I0/go /Scc 
Vovolts . -- -- , --
POwatts 
. . . . .. 
I-V Trace No I 2 .3 q 2 -7 8 1 Ic 
rv 12..4 J& It 14 ' 1C.L JZ S 13.4If 31Jr.t 12,7 1S$.i 
TR C 3c- 2 3fo 372. 3d7 39 3r, 377- 312 3 V 
'K 577 6 .oz 6239 64-T £~o 6o7- 62.3 64T ~ 6o2. 
mv 26,4 2s.i Z3,1 ZZ,3 C7 2413 24. 249 21, Z-t 
Tc 0C 62& 476" 69o g3o 6L( 44 6 47 67 £7 6e1 
K 70 Z q9S q 3 9 9'3 11f 17 9 2- 92c 27c S b 
_ 
TC base inner 
DC 
-v
 
TC base outer 
mv
 
°C
 
TRadotor 

vebvot9- 'i-71 9i65 76? q75 174.t ' 176 5 93 8 ) 
IebmA 2"3.o 2o.7 2o17 3ooo 224,2 23t.3 2+ Z4-5 M 4 2o.3 
EFivam olts 48 S.0 r.o C 4.8 4. 4,q 4-S1 4A 43 
1FlaomentlamPs Iq n v o 0.0/ 7 1o I 7 Iq,t-Io70 
IColl Heater'omps -- - -
IRes HeaterdmPs 0 . 4 I.-o /S 1.-r I/ rs 2 3 /1 o .-63 
Vocuum, I07 mm Hg Is /gIS s i$ 6 /1' 14 IL / 
L.,1eb 27i S s 2%0 276 3 23z.B 243 a 24 .3 174 4 1,991234.- 297 
NOTES ( Pco'a co eaEecri,s -, 0 cC2/ Oet; 42?C Q/ac; 46tC /7&C(YRmge 
(1A-rc-~/a -roar I 
8708 
4ELECTRON 	 SheetZ of 
Converter No T-Zo 2RunNo e Observer P6V0.-.S 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 
Date 2-26 2-'& Z-ZG -- 2 
Time 16i17 /6:3o 17 oo -	 17-3 
B,2. 'Elapsed Time, Hours 2.- 3-7 	 4.0 
T Corrected, -C 	 /i'fa 2-3/53- 171o 

ATBeii Jar, 'C 2 13 le- -I 
TH ,C /94mL /SL.L 1737 177 
ATE, -C 11 /O 0 
TE ,IK Ioo 20o Z0.oo 200 
V0 , volts ­
o, amps 0 0 0 0 C 0 0
 
Pa watts
 
I-V Trace No / I 
­
mv /I- /C 2. /IX 140 ' 0 17.o9 fl.7 13.o 14 /6.O 
0TR 	 c ar9c 372. 22S 3o7 3 19 S' a3g ac&7 213 4i14 
649- S-9 L 616 6 4o 6870K 613 	 i61 cqt oi L 644l4 
my Svz C 7 2 .Z -124 2t4 24 '3 Zfic ZC.L- 2C' 4 72C 
Tc 	 0c tC1 613 83 532 Fq43 40o 6o?. 6o? 612- 61& 
0K igq 39/ Z S61 S&4G 157s 97S' 90c, SC 98? 
mv
 
TC base inner C
oC
 
mv
 
TC base outer C
 
TRadtor 	 mv
 
C 
Veb Ivolts C90o 	 53C1'&a'Yt 9701 1 49he933 	 .7I 93f 
Ieb,mA 2.7.3 o(G.-I 2ZI I 2z24 C Z7 13z.o 23%3 28aG, i ZSS,( *
 
EFlIament ,vIts 4 8 4+3 4. - 4
 
IFilament-amps ('7o I'"0 I'o ­ 111.0 
IColl Heaterba m ps - - - -
IRes Heateramps 2.3o 2 s8 o I.t. 1,9-4 Z.ol )IZI Z4-AC Z&1Z' 3,2, 
Vacuum10-6 mmHg t I'L IL I___ 
Measured Efficiency,% 2,3,1 Z 2.? 2t7.4,1 -ZI7 1223"7 ZZ6 2?-LlC is31.3k I ­
12-2
 
8727 
T ELECTRON 	 Sheet Of__f___ 
£ i G i. G C 0 R PO0 I£E 	 R Alt 

Converter No IO2Run No 6 " Observer 'M'c 2.&cd 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Z-17 2--7 2-9.7Date Z-2- Z- 2-27 Z-7.7 Z-7-7 Z-E7 Z-27 
Time 17:A G 11:L+ It-zL I,. ,H.7 13 Io ,I S'z13 3& ).3:46 I& S,. 
227%s -z" sm 2 2-+ 
T &/a1 160) 1631 10t148 ,c I 27 I537 )S-37 /5807 
Elapsed Time, Hours 43 2z, I C. 7? Z4% L2 4- 2}i-.7 
0 
IC26 MU8 /59/FB 
/4 14 / ift it 
To Corrected, C /93G 1696 1466 isSq 1s5IV? 
u /it I tATeii Jar, 'C 	 14 t 1 
TH ,C 1700 '7oo / 7Oo Io 17o 160c 16oo lecc i6oo l6co 
ATE, °C II l,. 13 ', if I "1 1/ ,2 13 
TE ,'K 1962. Hfll Iq6, /7j 2 19S-C /fl; 1962- 196Z IS34I; 
4V0 ,volts 	 1,4.o I.2o I.ooo .goo ,6oo . c I ZOo .Ooo .00 .6o 
1 
0 ,Oamps y~1 9.o I3.4 2o-j 3t 2 32c S.s 7.. /4 3 
' Po watts 	 - o' 13.4- js, .3 2_S 3.17 S-,j 7 . 847 ij c
-YV Trace No ---
my /1.L 1 a&a/39 35 /4 1 1 C /1,9 /Z, IZ.." 3 o 
TR 	 °C 34 3z 3&1 341 3 o 2-83 2.2 2?-q7 3o7 3i' 
0K 621 '99 ;o+ 61+ 423 r49 Y.S 5-3o 5921. 
mv Z4,g2 2Ca3 26.0 27 23,7 2 16,4 1"2o 74.c-	 2.4-
TC 	 C~ f57 6.5 &Zt( 4+9i 6c, 5"-+8 (1) (n 579It 6 
0K 27o 282- s qn2 '143 S7-1 - - 9273 
-----
-Wv - -
TC base inner 	
°CC I I 
WV 
­
-TC base outer 	 . C -
TRadotor mv C 
- _ 
Vel volts 99i 17f 573 9~7o 5 4 931'74- 5 . '1 3 c 577 
I etmA an 3 146 C- Z"4L3 2T9 9 UivJS.161a 81S1 1842.oIZ16 
EFilament'volts 49 . 4% 4, 5,o 50 4Z t F 8 44+ 4 
IFlamentamps 5.o Iq.o o I?019. o 1 $ iS.' I8 C i-V Is 
Coil Heater' a m p s -
'Res Heateramps Zo7 I. I'3 I.S S I 1 -4s" I I - u 
Vccuum,10-6 mmHg It _ It o Ic (a (o to (a I0 It 
Mzzz% Effzrnzy,' F&6 ZzG 
2 4o 3zS.G 7211 V 1347 172 31 IS. 12C." I7,1 1t3. 
1Z-3
 
8729
 
ELECTRON Sheet 4 of_ _ 
Converter No -2,o S Run No '_ Observer E . 
VARIABLE I 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dote 2-17 2-2? z-?-7 2- 7 Z-? 
__. 
Time l4.o 14 t- IV1 0 3 IV.I& 
Elapsed Time, Hours 2V Z f " . 2'2 Z6.o 
To ,.C 177S- 177c )TS- 177V 17?-
T0 Corrected,-C 73 IMb3 17S2 1793 1793 
ATBell Jar, *C 17 17 1'7 17 17 
TH,'C 0 I o ioo oo iS00 
ATE, -C 12. 13 is 17 2o 
TE o o,0o 2 CI z0 S3-
V0 ,volts I qo I Zoo Ioo oo . 4cc 
i 0 ,amps '7,4 12_4 ti.e 215,3 z4,4-
Pa w a tts 04"£ I o 2.3,g1 Z4 
I-V Trace No - -
mv /37 13.1 1to /4? IC o 
TR OC 334 941 34.3 3eo 3e7 
'K 6o91 6/4 61 6$ (;t Co 
my 2r,44 IT.? 73,1 , ,o3t.. 
TC 0C M'o 6 -4 67i 7o4 744­
0K qt3 6Z7 948 977 /,17 
mV -
TC base inner 
mv -
TC base outer 
-
mv . .. 
-
TRod-tor 
°C 
Veb volts 97 941 9(, kt 9 7 
1reb, mA 29r 31o 13335 3C4 o2. 
EFllment ,volts 4.9 V, o0 $Lo90 C 
IFilamentamps 19.0 I9 o 19.o 19 I?­
1Co Heatero r p s  - - - - -
'Res Heater ,omps '49 I36 442 1 2 i 4 
Vacuum,£1- 6 mmHg to I 0 t o IC 
Measured Efficiency,% 227 Z 3,t 2. 32.2 C 3Z j 39C,7 
END OF 1 -4 
12-4
 
60 
_ THrER MOll 
CRORTION 
8274 
ELECTRON 
-F- ZO /-> 
50 
4O 
40 
CL 
20 
0 
0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 18 
Vo volts 
12-5 
__A THLERMO ELECTRON 
CO RP0ORATION 
8275 
50 
40 
0 
0 
2O0 
. . 
020 
to 
0 
0.2 04 0.6 0.8 
Vo 
12-6 
1.0 
volts 
I2 1.4 1.8 
60 
.......... 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORATION 
8276 
-- 12 
50 
40 
C) 
E30 
a1. 
20 
I0 
0-- 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Vo volts 
1 -7 
12 r 18 
THERM O ELECTRON 
CRPR IA T N 
APPENDIX 13
 
DESIGN OF 100-MESH CAPILLARY 
0 THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORATION 
APPENDIX 13 
DESIGN OF 100-MESH CAPILLARY 
Heat Transfer from Emitter: 
Electron cooling:
 
Output power = 50 watts at 0. 6 volt
 
Output current = 50/0. 6 = 83. 3 A 
2 
Output current density = 83.3/2.55 cm = 32.6 A/cm
2 
Effective emitter work function, as given by 
Richardson's equation for 32.6 A/cm2 at 2000'K = 2. 85 ev. 
= 2. 85 x 32.6 = 93.0 w/cm2 Electron cooling 
Radiation heat transfer, cesium conduction, lead loss: 
Given on p. 7 of the Final Report, Heat Pipe Thermionic 
Converter Development, Contract No. 951465, December 
1967, prepared for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
qr = 11.9 w/cm2 
4. 1 w/cm z qcs = 
6.2 w/cm 2 qt = 
115.2 w/c 2 Total heat transfer, including electron cooling: 
Heat Transfer to Collector: 
Allowing for an electrical output of 20 w/cm , the heat transfer 
2to the collector is 115.2 - 20 = 95.2 w/cm. The total heat 
transfer to the collector is then 
95.2 	x 2. 55 = Z42 watts 
2 
where 2. 55 is the electrode area in cm as calculated in the 
above reference. 
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The output leads serve to dissipate a portion of the heat load 
to the collector, and the corresponding heat transfer was 
estimated at 10 watts/lead. 
The net heat transfer tojthe collector heat pipe is then 
242 - 2 x 20 = 222 watts 
Heat Pipe Mass Flow Rate: 
Assuming an operating temperature of 700'C, the latent heat of 
vaporization for niobium, given by Fig. 13-1, is 3900 joules/gram 
The heat pipe mas s rate of flow required to transport 222 watts 
is then: 
M = 222/3900 = 8.3 x 10 - 2 gm/sec 
Heat Pipe Vapor Pressure Drop: 
Ap=g 8v g M L/rR4v 
where v is the kinematic viscosity of sodium vapor, giveng 
in Fig. 13-2, L is the length, and R is the radius of the 
v 
vapor passage. 
L for T-209 and T-210 = 4. 8 in. = 12.2 cm 
R = 0.29 in. = 0.74 cm 
v2 
vg = 2.2 cm /sec 
Apg = 8 x 2.2 x 8.3 x 1-2 x1z.Z/rx (0.74)4 
= 19. 0 dynes/sq cm. , which is negligibly small 
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Pressure Drop Due to Gravity: 
Aph = pgh 
g = 981 cm/sec2
 
h =12.2cm
 
p = liquid density = 0. 776 gm/cc
 
Aph = 0. 776 x 981 x 12.2 = 9300 dynes/sq cm 
Pressure Drop, in Capillary: 
Apf = 8f ML/rNr 4 
where v f is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid, given in 
Fig. 13-3, N is the number of capillary channels, and r c 
is the effective capillary radius. For 100-mesh screen, 
made of 0. 0035 in. dia. wire, the open space between 
consecutive wires will be 0. 0065 in. , which corresponds 
to an effective capillary diameter of at least 0. 005 in. 
and a capillary radius of 0. 0025 in. = 0. 0063 cm 
" 
Apf 8 x 0. 0024 x 8.3 x 10 x 12.2/rN(. 0063) 
4 
4 x 10 6 /N dynes/sq cm 
Available Capillary Force: 
Apmax = 4 a/e 
where a- is the surface tension of the liquid, given in 
Fig. 13-4, and e is the spacing between wires of 
0. 	 0065 in. = 0.01 6 6 cm 
APmax = 4 x 132/0 0166 = 32, 000 dynes/sq cm 
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Capillary Mesh Equilibrium: 
Ap max AP + A h Apf 
32,000 -19 + 9300 + 4x 106/N 
This equation can then be solved for the nanmfer of capillaries 
required:
 
N = 4 x 10 6/(3Zoo - 9319)
 
N = 176 capillaries 
Therefore, the width of 100-mesh capillary screen required is 
176/100 = 1. 76 in Two wraps will provide 
N = 2 xirDx 00 
D = 0. 6 in. 
N = 375 capillaries 
and is therefore a sufficient amount of capillary structure. 
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THHMO ELECTRON Sheet I of 
ENGIN E ER I N G C 0 9 P 0 A T I 0 R 
Converter No 7--2O RunNo / e-ver 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date Th 1 5cS 2.O i 2 c o Za ZO 2- U 2c 2.c 
Time 11 3 13 zf 13:k-3 13,So /3 7 14:o IL:17 14 :lz' /1;39 1 3 
Elapsed Time, Hours 0.8 2.6 2.5 3 I 3 ? .33 3,5 3,( 33 3,i3 
O , (1) /J49 /497 lTz?. 1724 /7z4 /727 1777 17Z7 16/9 ),U. 
TO Corrected,'C /f49 /41 /723 17-f 172$ 4728 17tS 1 /Zo Iz,-
ATBell dor, 'C 19 /5 17 17 1 17 /7 17 /9 1 
TH ,°C 1 11ISJ7 174o /7'f? 1742 7qf -04f /74f /637 164o 
ATE,°C /3 is' /3 /S /S 18 /3 /9 i1 IS
 
TE ,K /828 177- Zoo 20,= Zo 00 2ooo jo 1900 190
ices 
Voavolts 0.371 O.-" ­
I,,amps 123 2 21
zci1 77- 31- T.-J 2L.S 
POwatts 
--
-
I-V Trace No 2 S 4- £ 4 7 9 
mv I/-07 I1o IS 126 /3 /.9- I z 1.0 I.? 
TR °C 2%3 2M 271 29, 3cCr 32$ 3&b 37Z- 271 Zo 
0K t6 561 Sqq.f 563 575, Ci~ 6Z-3 ( 4S' 5f4 6(3 
mv 2OO 2oC 21.2z2.1hf 23.o 24.4 24.6 a4.7 Zo.1 20C 
T "C 41V 497 T3 9Zo s-r ' 8 £93 qg" 427 4q7 
'K 7S 77o 724 7q3 SZ? gS' 96 042 76o 77O 
c 
mv
TC bose Inner 
0C
 
my
 
TC base outer .y
 
TRadiator C 
VebIvolts 9Sf q9 57 q 7 90 ?62 '767 983 981 
IebmA /6o / o 22i.1 1.77,3 2C963 W24S 1o7.9 3o. 177 119
 
EFdamentVOlts (.o 6.2. 6. 6.1. ( 3 6 4 6.4 6.0 (.o
r.1 
Iilamentamps Z(,. 2.6 Z 26( 2.f -27 27 Z" 26 2(
 
TColl Heater'amps 

'Res Heaterlomps /6! 1Cc" -. C, I., 21f 27 2 4 -,(f -1.77 
Vacuum, IO-6 mmHg /6 Iv iv /o Io Jo fl Io 7 7 
Measured Eficiency,% IS1,6 17 g 2-4-5 297 174.o 84/S? 22Li4 2btI 2q1 3 M 
NVOrEs I +1.o'./ // I.,-c /Soo*c6Corect-n C /6le,) * 
'3 J1tr +1/5 -C 4L I6 c,4-I17 ,L 17 oc ,-/k lec 
4 7-8 = o 4 o 2,,r . 
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M HEELEHC TRfl0N Sheet 2.of 
-A*L CORPORATION 
Converter No T "0 RunNo 2& & .Observer 
_,_o 
_-
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date / I9 Zo 2- 2o 7-o la20 Zo 2 Z.c .o _o 
Time I4: W 11,o I , 1'tLs1 /:359 /4': jxlq1 1S: 16:oo W:o' 
Elapsed Time, Hours 4.1 4.3 4,.5 4.( 4.8 4 5,0 -5 5.2- S,.1 
To ,0C 16a /62 /624. 1624+I- ZISz Za' IS7F174 if~ JLi' iESI 
To Corrected,PC /623 16Z.9 12S 1- /12'- 13Z.3 t KIt IS1.S1f IfZ& 
ATBell Jar, °C /9 19 19 1S 17 17 17 17 1 17 
TH C i64 /6;441/644 /135 1-,Th gz I s-tLlj4jg43/64Z 1 4 
ATE, -i 17 (7 /7 1Z is 1 it ' / I6 
TE I (-o 10ccI oe i5001900ISOi, (90 o Ifoo Ic6 
Vevolts -
Iam ps 2fl i28 -f 2 -2 a, Z24 241 
Po,watts - - - - - - - I 
I-V Trace No 9 I Ii 12. 13 /4 IS- 1( 17 If 
mv IZ. 13.4 14,3 IS'.?- iI1l / .i, I .- ,3 /U. 
TR *C 3or 32 34'b 37Z 271 z9. 3o 3Z.q 3so s72., 
'K 579 6o2. ( s 64f £-44 5S 5-7q CoZ 6Z3 44SC 
my Z2,2(2.6 2S f 24.0 Ig.7 1.7 ZLI. z.tZL Z1.3 2Z.. 
Tc C S3t4 S5 f'67 T77 4S9 470 V/3 V37 $315 143 
4
'K o7 9 /-o 2S27 73L 7Sl 726 f/o gjj 31( 
base inner 
mv 
TC 
.C
 
my
TC base outer Cv 
mv
 
TRadiator myoC
 
Vebvolts 977 97 3 172. 70 q IS '981- '75 979 9?7 
1eb, mA ZI%.o 242.2- 2 FI- 2sqi 1411 161.1 Ili 2.o2 7-o23 2: e. 
EFIlament,VOltS 6.1 6.2 -Z .L 5.9 f. 4.11 I .1 
IFilomentemps' Z( 24 24 2 21 Za 2- Z G2 2.6 
IColI Heater'amps 
1Res Heater-amps I.S'tZ 7 246 K.3ot /.7 /9L- Z-," 2. V go 3.7-1 
Vacuum, 107 6 mmHg ' 9 1 9 3 8 8 q 1 8 
Measured Efficiency,% Zoe., Zi-t: S 2S7.Ca£:,2 T31'T TO-7 J72,1 N31 fl 2o6 
NOTES 
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Sheet of.-_-	 ,'a 
THTHEM O ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A TI 0 N ENGINEERING 
RunNo /+ Observer oConverter No T--2-o 
VARIABLE I a 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
Dote 9 2- Zc 	 I 
--Time MuZ -

Elapsed Time, Hours S.6 - 4
 
ToO C 1719~t 	 1717 
Ec>T Corrected, -C 17? 	 1'7 
o 

17
ATBell Jar, C 17 
1371737TH C 
ATE, -C jo 	 - 0 
z--ooZoocTE K 
-V. ,volts 22"37 -.-	 -
C 0 0 	 0 C 0 0 0,10omps C 0 

P0 
watts 

I-V Trace No 

mv )O.c, 1ho /2,o IZ," 13 o /4o 	 /41 - I o (o 17o 
TR 	
0C 2q& 2.7/ 2 S 39 315 3U3 9g 34,7 391 41w­
-K "I9 544 5&9 5So SqZ 616 6Z8 0-/ 6( (87 
mv 20.o 20.3 2o.7 2o7 Zo9 Z-lI ZL3 zI ' Z.1 9 z . 
Tc 	 oC 42f 45z do: $4o £o,1 (i, I-i, 0 2.7-9 £32p 
'K 7£ 76" 77' 779 775 7 ?Li 	 )35 2oZ go? ?of 
TC base inner 	
m y
 
°C
 
TC base outer 	 mv
 
°C
 
dtv
 
TRdto Cc 
Veb,volts q77 978 q78 	977 977 976 926 76 9-7 97f 
2/-t 217,1 ZZ.tf Z24j ZZll 2313 12.342 -IebmA 	 Zo47 2o6 ZI?-
- - -
41
-EFmentvolts . 
- 6Filmentsamps a 6 -_ 
-
-
tColl Heater' am ps 
4t Res Heater, amps 0 j3( /79 Z.0 22.2_ 2,71 237 3-4 .3 S9 _oo 
16- 6 -Vacuum, mm Hg 'g -	 - - -- F 
Measured Efficiency,% 1200/- 2o4i-o z265 1o.t
- 214.1 21l.k 2194* Z27-122ff 22-3 
NO4ES
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THTu0RO ELECTRON Sheet 4 of_ Y 
EI GiN E ER I N G COR POR A T IO0N 
Converter No . - 2 i. RunNo k -5 Observer -
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date /&I94 8 ?.0 2. ?a Zo Zo 2 .3 23 2 Z 2-j 
Time 1711 17lJ 177 17-41 JIM 12:4' -IZa 12,:o( 13' ' 13:Z6 
Elapsed Time, Hours (;.4 & (62q 6. "7o )0.5 Ic.7 Io lI,o /i Z-
TO '.C 148Z. j(U8163L /(SL /69Z I Sj /58 o 1gSo i '6' 
To Corrected,-C /183 /4S3 i/S /69(IC 3 1-591 12St 1I'851 fS/ IS/ 
17 17 7 17 15 15 19 (9 /9ATBell Jar,C /71 
TH .0C 17oo 17oo 17,0 17o 17-, 16oc IG 16oe f'o . [(C.0 
ATE, -C i /3 I2- is 2Z /I /Z1 /2 /5 /8 
TE 'K 1qi 19(o 19' q /s- / 18. /8/l 1 61 )96o IY 
Vovolts 1.4to 1,1.o 1.o So . 6 e oo j.4co 1. 0.. o00 .40 
I0 ,amps 74 11.9 16. " 37.'7 49 o 3 2 r 9 12.,1 34.o 
P,watts Io'l- 14.3 16 S 26 Z29 4.9.. 3 9.g q.7 20.4 
I-V Trace No --- ­
my t- IP.1 13 f /4,. 14j 11,2 11 /2.7 /3_z / 9 
TR °C 3o4- %t 331 342 3tr Z78 27 3 2 SZt- 3LI 
-K 5V7 5%l 44 tozi jeZI S 57 570 -59Y5-57 614 
mv 21,1 21 9 ZL-1 247 2ao.I qI "l0. Zo.7 ZI . 24.0 
TC C I// ras S4 rqi caS 46,- 487 g0 / P13 57i 
'K V84 92. 821 86/8 701 737 760c 77/t 784 892.1 
mv
 
TCbase inner 
.C 
my 
TC bose outer m 
my
TRdLor 
.C
 
Veb,volts 976 9'74 973 967 16 E44 981 fgo 979q )71 
Ieb,mA ZIg.7 Z64,1 fot 3.3 S 332--< 161 1787 /9D4 /99.'[ 2!61 
EFIlamentVolts C.1 ( I (-z 4 3 ( '1- .5,9 6.o 6.0 6.o 6,2 
I lament'Omps 26 aZr, U 77 Z7 25 Z &s Z , 26.1 
CoIl Heater'amps 

2
tRes Heateroamps 1.98 2.19 2.3(4 .Z 1.72- 164 cj29 .Z 27 
Vacuum, IO-6 mmHg 8 '1 2 8 6" 5" -
Measured Efficiency,% 2130- 228-12438 '293132o. 1084 17f I jqgq k 
NOTES 
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ELECTRON Sheet..S.....of~THER 	 . 
ER~fEEIIG 0 PO0R A T10 N 
Converter No r-0 2O Run No 7 48 Osre a s 
VARIABLE 	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date Lh2S 23 23 Z3 2-3 23 23 2.4 Z4 '24 
Time 	 13t'3 13:5 /4 ;oj 14:-4/1- 4t _ io 1:og8-'4 9:36 9:4,-
Elapsed Time, Hours /,.9" 11.7 //, 12 S I.,S 13.1 299 30.(, 3o.7 
To .°c /7. 179z. 170z. /79z. 173z J68Z i66-9 1706 1727 
/783 i72s (793 /66? /7 
ATBeI Jar, °c  17 17 17 17 7 /7 ? ? 
To Corrected, C 	 1793 1763 1"3_7? 1701 
f Igoo 17oo -TH .C 	 18o oo ieoo looo - -
ATE, -C 	 j4 If ) Zo Z4 49 
TE ,K 	 2o&9 zo S ZoS ZoS3 Zo49 /91y-
Vo volts 	 .4oo ,Zoo Ioc, . goo .6co .6:5a .0 -O0 
1 
0,amps A3 21'O 31.5 4o.4 5.7 327 32.7 E7
 
Pa ,watts Z.ot 2S1Z 31 32.3 33 ' 21 zi 1q., - -

I-V Trace No - - - - ZO 
my 14,o 4 o /4,3 jtf,g 19.3 I4. /4,z./4 143 
TR C 1-343 34a 'AS 362. 374 34? 318 3 So 3.Vo 
'K 1 16 CC1 69S 635 647 6Z4 6z-Z, 6 4Z.3 
mv 23.9 24.5 2f.& 2c.9 2S.S 2S.0 2.o z4.9 2. 
TC 	 C 576 5%~ ~ig6 (41 8, 6o2. 4o7. 6oc' 6o7 
'K 8493 563 989 920 1 -f3 9 97 99o7S* 873 
m,(I) Ca) (3) (A-l 
T Cbase inner C
mC 
TC base outer 	 mv 
.C
 
TRodtor 	 mv
 
°C
 
VebIvolts 	 q6 7 96 963 qi 9s-& i7o q7o 97o 9&9 
eb, MA 300. 32o B3iS 31,t .42 17 3o3.o 3o3.5 3o79 35151 
E idamentVOlts _,2. 6.. .6, 4.4 0 4 - 3 C.1 64 z .. % 
FilomentamPs V6 26 " 2.S" 27 27 2 2 26 2& 
' a p s 
CDollHeater 
Res Heater'amps Z -t 2. tI 2o4 2.12. Z.oV 2,I1 2. 2 7 2LF 236 
Vacuum, 1676 mmHg 5 / 4 4 4 
Measured Efficiency,% P2o.3 3o595 339.,- 3Wa 4.7, 29o35v 29pIf 12 12S.7 311.9 
warts 'tt 	0Ol- SeErsb 7b )E Gea)e ascH?*y ... ,Lb nor 4Af PTlr~a 
or P4 "o.4 (dT7oo°CO.9v_ 34CslDC T SqO7-OFF AnwD lA,, VO.-.e 
CP CF- A'e ~ VOLn 7,4 f3,SiP FO.,v Fb' 
ssar,,,6 P ,?, AT rit-CO,Dircs of: rA ,,. oF jO4 4,rV" q,~ c 	 M0 
62) LEFT To R~M oveg'EAwii' 
(9) ARSPARLO rog Co.,Sg1TEC iC.ot%'% ePC OF .-Xs V tc S 
(4) PMD OF 7FST 
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8713 
. T 	H E Sheet ---- ofTHERMO LECTRON 	 J -
E .. I N E R I G 	 C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
onverter No 7- alo Run No I 2. Observer
 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 
Date 7-i6-9t IM I IC /6 /4 (6 /6 /4 (6 
Time 1I,S§0 J3o072 1311)1 13-3o 13!34 13ML /3 CL- /3:50 /4o7 
Elapsed Time, Hours 0.1 k8 Z-o 2.2. 2.3 Z9_i 2,6 Z.7 z 9 3.o 
171Z 1714 
TO Corrected, -C (1) 1729 172( I7M 17U,, iTg 1728 I4Z( 162J4 /6Z? JMZ? 
ATBell Jar, °C / 1&, /( /6 Ic. 1C 13 /3 13 /3 
TO 	 I, /7B 1714 111 1714 141o /zo 12Z3 I-2 
TH SoC 	 174l, 1742-1 )'+7-L 044 139j [ ik174- 1q 1 163? 1If_Z 
ATE, °3-I /7 17 /1 12C It 
TE ,K 	 2ooo 2oo 2ooo Q--cco 2oo Zoco qtgo )l'oo 19c l oO 
V, volts 	 - ­
t 0oamps 72. &TZn -T~O TO -1o7.S *' ' -t -2.o
 
P0 watts - - -

I-V Trace No 	 I 2 3 4- - 4 '7 7 /0 
mv 11. US /Z.1 /5,f4 /q.3 /9.2 d1o I/3 /Z.4( 1.3. 
TR .C 7.c 3 3So 171 2-1o 3cc 32.5271 o 32_- 37z 
'K 54f Y63 5'7 6o07. Ct3 Ckf S£49i- '?3 579 60ot 
m - - 21- Zl.o 2'iY7 2it Z.,o /q.9 2o 4 2Z. 123 4 
Tc °C - -?29 £799" CS-C 957 Co_ 483 454 S37. £ 
'K - loz 19zi f69 g76 97r SS( M~ 90S- 14-2­
oC m00e inner 

C°
 mv
 
TC base outer Cc 
TRodiato 	 mv
 
-C
 
Vebivolts 	 SSJ 977 979 9T7 969 9(S q8 q751 7 173 
Ieb,mA 	
-067.22 1 246.? ZgS"Z 3o-,7 31hG 176o 184 ?l 2q9.02o 

Epiiament'valts 6.0 6 .0 4 0 Co 6.0 ('o 5. 6 Z7 g-'t 6
 
iFilaomenlmps 2S.0 2C zC 24 zG 2& 2 zC 2s z2r 
m ps
tCol Heater-	 ­
tRes Heater ,amps 0 .9o 1.r-o 1.S-S 20o' 2S4 O.G 1,49 l,7a 1.Q9t 
Vacuum,J0-6 mmHg T, S . 3-r 3.2 4.. A D Z,'8 2 & Z' q 247 
Measured Efficiency, % 
NOTES. (f) /yg ,e-rcg co.er~a.rs: /60 s6ell. 214C 4-e3 '
 
I~n 4-'c 4 'G
 
(Z)Ma, - /0 4oZS I (Al /Sco I-ftc 	 + 
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THHEERMMiO Sheet .--- 2..oft 6"LECTRONI 
[ G I Ki E E I I N I C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0 HI
 
Converter No 'T-io RuNo. 3... bserver- 4 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 7-tW-' 16 1( 1(. :1 1i; IC
 
rime 14-4E 14-io JS"4 IJ>S Ifll.. 15-:0 19-l1) 1.3
 
4Elapsed Time, Hours 3.4 S 7 i 4 L 43 4.3 44 4,
 
00 c 16'9 /&,oa /S-32_rt
(42S /Zq 1S32. __ 
To corrected, -C /63! [111 ICZq /fS- 0 ls-3? I 32. /5 2z I&St. 
ATBell Jar,0C 13 /3 lo to o io to 
/ I-Liz,TN -C 164(f~-4 I Z11tf41A IS4 2. I/S-4z. i-iz, 
ATE, -C 17 j 17- /3 /IC /t /S if
 
TE , 0 K /c0 9c% 0 o9C goo 180co rio, 180o0 180
 
-V0 , volts% 

.10 m Ps F__ 2 2 Z .
Y9 7- Zo.-
P0 ,wotts - - - - - I 
I-V Trace No /I /i I/ I I 1i /6 I7" /j
 
mv I1I Is5,L 1.o Iu I / 13 't At',a JY.z
: C 39-o 37 Z7/ 29. 3 c46 3Z9q 3 o 72z 
'K ('Z-3 6__tr S-Li4 S63 9£79 6-2- C2.3 64r 
mv 22S" 232 1 ' 117 ZI 2 3 2 27, 2,
 
Tc 0c S(7 X77- ACq 4 3 3 89 4 RS4 _
 
_______ 94 194f" 7 s 7g6 9/a ZI9 /9S
 
TC base inner -­
m y

base outerTC .C
 
TRod-tor _1_V 
o
C
 
VebV________S__qT. '37f 990 qgy 523 '7So 'P79 '79 __ __Vebs volts 97 7 -7S ___ ___ - ­
Ieb,mA zq'to 2&77 Itic1&f 1941 2o70 212a 2 zlo
 
Eriicment,vOlts 5,9 59 £C S C £7' 5£. S5q '5/
 
IFrlcment,amps z6 2 2-.9 z2 zae? s- 2 ZT- I ­
aIColl Heater ' -­mps 

IRes Heatero a m p s 2i 2 1,3? /.&3 I I.r Z. z Z.8?
1 
Vacuum, IO6 mm Hg 2 _ 21 Z'I z 2.-, I a 
Measured Efficiency, % - -.... 
NOTES. 
15-2
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8720
 
ELECTRON 	 Sheet of-
Converter No T-- ( 2 RunNo -4 Observer , P S-. 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 9 10 
Date 	 7-1-0 14 & /4 la/ 4; 16 t6 
Elapsed Time, Hours 4 3- 	 - - 5.2 
-TO Co__oo ___, 17 	 - i72°c 1-	 - ) 
ATBeI Jar, °C /6I-
-
-	 /1-
I TH ,°C 73,7 _ 	 1/737 
aTE,° J0 -	 I-j /a 
z o
 TE'-K Zoo . . .. 	 .- - cc 
r volts 	
-
­
iamps if 0 00 
- 1 ' '1 -'. -"i
 
P watts -

I-V Trace No 	 -- h i ---
- I-­
my lD.o 11,0 12o 1,V 3o 1 It .o14 j 19%!170 
0 12 1 1 2 t s~ 
IT	 C 2-L, 271 ?M 3-73 1 3 4 ?_4j1C+R 	 1__"3(739, 

____, 
___ 
-K _l 	 S_ __ 
_(.,&5 _ ~ 66,;87 
/'?,1 2o.9 
403 41494 14q g016 ks8a V01 1 
v A 	 T0.2-o4 12-.6 Zj I Zi.o I t I zi 3 2.1 it 
1 97 	 S-11 
;________ K .'760 767 77Z 77? 7 7SI 179, ' 
V bae o m°11 .c I i I _ - i 
mvf 
_ 
_ 
_	 
)9 
o 	 "ue 
_ 

mv
 
T bse 

M.12,1 
I Ifto ~2cl.4 ?o4 72049 ZDJ a 23az V321.1Z99
 
SEFriamentVOs S$7 

_ _I____7z____95.I____ 	 Io4 1 1$4 I 
- - j - " 
3
SFilament' amps IZ 
Coll HeoterlomPs 
­
f 	
_ 
Res Heater-amps I 7'.S19S, I . I.N. '2.76 2. -c3,37 31 
Vocuum,10 6 mrnkig Jo - -	 ISO- 7
 
Mee*ez-1--ff.: : , /'16 1 
q .82o2- -1o3. 2oT.3 2o. 9 21o It 119 2- 4 j21, 
NOTES 
15-3
 
8721
 
THERMO ELECTRON Sheet 4- a -
OIKS RI I C 0 A P 0 R A T 1 0 N 
Converter No T-2t10 RiunNo - Observer oo.eP~ 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 tO 
Date 7-148 & 16 17 17 /7-1 14 16 17 /7 
Time 113s. '&1t,I6:f3 17:o 1 '1: Ito lO 9'Z7 9:17 9;(t 
Elapsed Tine, Hours S'", 'S(,S.1 5. (.I 2Z.o 22.,1 2Z.3 2,2.4 -Z7 
1O ,167z. 167Z 16?Z. 1 7 . 17Z /9'81 ) 81 IfS; IS,1 1-
To Corrected,0-C 1691f (684 1684 10S4 /(494 17IS?? iSS /sS87 If87 /S37 
tTseii Jar, 0C 16 1( 1/- 1(61 6( 13 )'1 Is 13 
6TH ,C 17o 17oo ,o7170- (7oo 16,o /6c /, 00 /6c 
ATE, °C 
TE -°K 
V0,volts /4,,oo I.ZO 1-.c .800 -6oo I C&..oo.2o0oo oo ,.6o 
T0 ,amps 6 ? q.4 /f. 21.1 55.9 2,7 4.9 6,9 1339 42.o 
0K7 I; A-I 6.qP0 awatts 1 11.3 9,& .3, 5,7 1.IIz.z 
I-V Trace No 
­
mv I.. J,11l 13 14 f IS ItS , Z /2.7 .6 /3,1 1/4.'Z 
TR °C 3141 321 331 3S - 3g" 2qo 2o, 9g 321 34f9 
mv 21-3 ii.9 2t& 5,l Z7,3 19.1 1q.9 20.1 21,3 ZA9 
TC C r/(, SMV43 g o+ 9SC6 444 48,3 487 COf 60o~ 
-K 785 9o2- /6I877 92 7.37 7S4 76o 795 573 
-~ my
TC base Inner y
=C
 
my 
-v
 
TC base outer 

TRod-tor kv
 
Vebvolts q91 9'79 977 9(7 963 987 qg1 ?93 99o 970 
IebmA ZR.C 7.31.3 VtS. 3NS.9 37. 16 17 . 84I-q.2zo-:Z97.o 
EFilament' volt s L - 6.2. 5.4£ 5.7 6. 
-" Z .- "~-Z ." Z
IFilament'amps 2C 7.5 25 U2 1 212 24 24 24 tC UIColl Heater'amps - - - - - - I 
t Res Heater ' t m PS 1.9 I,qo _,IL Z,-L' 1 1-74 1.77 1.8O IM. - 1 1,97 
Vocuum,lO-6 mmHg 2..o 2.. 2.L 2.3 S.c 1 .t. lt ­.2. .2-
Measured Eficiency,% Zir-2-79-2'f4110 So o 31,9C /62.c /733 2oo,3 ,27 
NOTES 
15-4
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THlA O ELECTRON 	 Sheet of. gA 
Converter No T- 1-I0 RunNo 7 Observer 
VARIABLE I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date 717-68 17 17 17 17 7 0 
Time /0: io:Q- I1o /3"o7 (0 1 3.4 
Elapsed Time, Hours Z3. '.31 Z3.9 US.9 2 .&& 
TO .00 1763 /763I 1765 1763 /763 IvE 7I1 1o 
To Corrected,-C 1781 179/ 17 1781 1791 /7/7 Mt 
ATBell Jar, C 19 I u Iq 1' 1? 6 J& 
TN .C/00 /8oo 400o 1~ol~ /800 ,18o 173311736' I__ 
ATEo 
TE .K 
-
" 
__ 
! 
__C_z- I _ 
V0 volts 
I,,amps 
owatts 
.4.o 
/3. 
12 
/ 
.oa 
2-9 5CR -
2A. .9C1- I 
. 
u 
41.,, 
- ___ 
I,9,-I_ _
4,3 I 
. 
I-V Trace No ­
.v/3 2 /34 fif.? IC' 14 
TR 0Ci331 f338 -34 C 3_0_7 17 
rnv 22, S.5 2.q. 	 We r_28. zi' 
7I 6 673 1'7
 
.9__K4 q'_ 	 '4 - e i, 0_ , 
TC bose inner 
--- 1 --

TC base outer -_ 
my 
TRadiator 

Vebvolts 97 T q'ef q 963 ,
 
1
ebmA 2q8S 343') 449,( I74.7426 376 
E imentvolts 5i1 6. 6.2- Ct &0 
IFdamentamps g zc Z6 2-
IColl Heateramps - - - C2) (z.) 
Res HeaterlomPs /Ll i .9 2-0O [ill,* 1.76 1,97 _ _ 
6Vacuum, 107 mmHg 1.3 1, 1. (1 A1.7 , 4 
Measured Efficiency,% 2(.1.9 3374 4.'A 362 
NOT-ES (1) 	 THtS _DaiA Pr X- -7- l7Ae 'BECA IsLe OF CeCesSjV 
P."pe r RCQVt/ec4 (tin.,~ ~-A 2- S9L Tao t oiqrn) 
15- 5
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4n 
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PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION 
-8723 
THERMO ELECTRON 
EN GI N EE R INCG CO0R PORHA TIO N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet /__ of R,
 
I8, 19Instrument Na hi42-/. 	 Date Jn7 a-L f 
NBS Lamp No /6 7g Temp.Level)0 C 1"o5 
( OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(r- zo 1) Nameess. 
Lamp Current, Amps. 8 87 887 
/5oo 14Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C 	 /500 ±-4 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 1k q2 
q0 /< 	 Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C Ro 0 
ii 	 Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /492 //-70 
9oBrighttoDark Reading,0 C 	 /450 /9 
w
 
0Average Reading,C /4 9j.o /4z,6
 
> 	 Correction to beApplied to + S 
Pyrometer, 0C _ _"_ __.o 7. 

z 	 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
0 
4 	 Dark to Bright Reading,°C 
-Dark to Bright Reading, 0C 
x 	 Bright to Dark Reading,C 
-J Average Reading,*C
 
LU
 
m 	 Bell Jar Correction,0 C 
Average of Pyrometer Correctlons Observers 1,a 2, oc ,3
 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /8 2, "C
 
16-1
 
$6? 8724 THERMO ELECTRON 
ENOGI NE ER INOG CO0R POR A TIO N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet._2__ of 2 
Instrument No. 14 5217 Date 196( 
NBS Lamp No. /9 6792 Temp.Level,°CW s7 .. 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
Name i ok:c.4 Name ,.., 
LampCurrent, Amps. /.' /0.58 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C 17o0 1700 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 169Z /72 
<Dark to Bright Reading,1C 1685 /6" 8 L 
0
:1Dark to Bright Reading,*C /69L /1(59 
w Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /(90 /3 ' 
0 Average Reading,°C 1C9o.3 1689.Z 
> Correction to be Applied toPyrometer, 0C - .7 +"}-8_0. 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0C0
 
Dark to Bright Reading,C 
m 
-i Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
it Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
.J Average Reading,0 C
-J
aU 
ao Bell Jar Correction,C 
Average ofPyrometer Correcton4 Observers 182 , 0C + 10.2 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, 0C_ 
16-z 
8726 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet '_of 2 
Instrument No. M 52-1-7 Date 91966 
NBS Lamp No /9679Z Temp.Level oC 1600 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 ( 7 t-aoi0 Name R 5(oSkq Name 9' &.sa.,-
LampCurrent, Amps. 2. 65.6 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C /600 /6oo 
Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /59o /59 4-. 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C I oo 
J Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /5 /90c 
f Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 5% /5"3
I--
OAverage Reading,0 C /59/ 2S 
>- Correction to be Applied to --p2 o ­
a Pyrometer, °C + 8 7y 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C /S78 17 
0 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /579 /-5s6 
Dark to Bright Reading,c !S78 /578 
Bright to Dark Reading ,0 C /575 159 
-J Average Reading,0 C 1S78.So /5777 
LU 
m Bell Jar Correction,0 C 1.5o /3.5o 
Average of Pyrometer Correction4 Observers /82 ,C_+
 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /2, 0C. + 12. 5o
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8728 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet 2.of 2_ 
Instrument No M '5Z17 Date /'7 /915 
NBS Lamp No 18G792- Temp.Level, 0 C 17oo 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(FZoi) Name R9 NameX_____ 
Lamp Current, Amps. /0 68 /6.58 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C /7oo 17oo 
z Bright to Dark Reading,'C 
Dark to Bright Reading, ' C 
J Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C 
w Bright to Dark Reading, 0C / / 
3 g*0 (9.31892
o Average Reading,0 C 16903 /68
0:
 
> Correction to be Applied to
 
a Pyrometer, 0C 
z Bright toDark Reading, 0C 1677 /678 
0 
-Dark to Reading,C 1"76
-i Dark to BrightBright Reading,0 C J(675- 6 / 
C.) 
0 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 1675 /676 
-u Average Reading,0 C 167550o 17 ,29 
Bell Jar Correction,C /4.9 P3 0 
Average of Pyrometer Correctons Observers /82, 0C 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers 182, 0C -+ 1? 
16-4
 
8734 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet--L -of 2_ 
Instrument No M52.17 Date 2-8-(G 
NBS Lamp No. 186/72-	 Temp.Level,0 C /600 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
T7-2oi 412) Name 1-S' Name eS~. 
LampCurrent, Amps. 2,G.G5 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C 	 /oc /6oo 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading,°C 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
4- Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
" Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
In 
0 Average Reading, 0C 7A( 1, 	 4 
> Correction to beApplied to 
C "7 - I g- 4'-a+Pyrom eter , 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 1t19 o'-p0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,°C JS78 
m 
-1 Dark to Bright Reading,C )V7S .J-7­
.r Bright to Dark Reading,0 C J17, 
-J Average Reading,0 C 102,.A 
-J 
w 
,o 	 Bell Jar Correction,°C . +- I, 5 
Average of Pyrometer Correcton4 Observers /82 ,C.
 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, "C 1-8 . BE­
16-5
 
8735 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G E ER N C R P R A T I O NI N I G 0 O 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet 2- of 2. 
Instrument No. AI2-17 Date z-8-66 
NBS LampNo. /679- Temp.LevelOC 17oo 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2
 (T-21) 41 Name Name rP4s-
Lamp Current, Amps. 10 S8 jo. S 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C 7ofo  
z Brightto Dark Reading,0 C 
0Dark to Bright Reading,C 
,Dark toBright Readng,*C
 
:j Dark to Bright Reading,0 CU 
o Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
2 Average Reading,°C 
>" 
Correction to beApplied to -iro _Pyrometer, OC Te- 4 I-jt--4 -l.2.+1z 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C /677 / 7Y
 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /678 A0.0
 
-4 Dark to Bright Reading,°C 1676 /670
 
C) 
x Bright to Dark Reading,*C /677 /676 
-J Average Reading,0 C 1677 /67334C 
m Bell Jar Correction,C -12 .3 t /,0c' 
Average of Pyrometer Correction Observers /82 ,C.
 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, OC - "17
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162 	 8736 THER M O ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N0 0 T 1 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
-Instrument No. 7 
NBS 	LampNo. I -7'12-
(T-ZIo&) 
Lamp Current, Amps 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C0 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
n 
m 
"-i Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C 
U 
w 	 Bright toDark Reading,0 C 
0 	 Average Reading,OC0 
> 	 Correction to beApplied to 
Pyrometer, 0C 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
l'­
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
m 
-: 	Dark to Bright Reading,C
4 
x 	 Bright to Dark Reading,*C 
-j 	 Average Reading,0 C 
-IJ 
Bell 	Jar Correction,0 C 
2­Sheet_.L_of 
Date :3--7--4 
Temp.Level, 0C /600 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
Name 	 16,iw Name j 3.IbL 
t,6,69' 
/ o0 / C 00 
_ 	 _, 7 9_ 3"7 
IS77 1570 
Is-74 Id­
/§7 j S70 
JS72, Eli, zr 
/4,83 / 9,3 
Average of Pyrometer Corrections Observers 8 2 ,oC 9,37 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers / 82, 0C. /' / 
16-7
 
8737 
THERMO ELECTRON )j E N G I N E E R 
I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T 0 N
 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet ._.Z' of,--
Instrument No. X/7 Date .2 
NBS Lamp No. l66?2 Temp.LeveloC 111d6 
('zO) OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2(T-01 Nme&_- -rl'.e.;)='', aey C' 
LampCurrent, Amps. 10,5, 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C j 260 /700 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C
 
m
 
- Dark to Bright Reading,0 C
 
U
 
w Bright to Dark Reading, 0C
 
L 
2 Average Reading,0 C F o ,,rtA,
 
>- Correction to beApplied to
 
a Pyrometer, 0C /0.2­
m Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /672 _______
 
Dark to Bright Reading/ 
m 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C / __7. 67$ 
W Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C / 6.7 /67 & 
-.J Average Reading,0 C L 7. /672-­
mBell Jar Correction,0 C /79 1 , 
Average of Pyrometer CorrectIoiI7 Observers /a 2 ,C (,
 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers la2, 0C (/-t--- /7 B
 
16-8
 
8731 
.'ATHERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD
 
Sheet /of 2-
Instrument No. I4 E'L..I--T Date _-2 1- C4 
NBS Lamp No, 1AL 222 Temp.Level,C Z72Z¢9 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(-2 0 to k Nume,~~~ NameLi -Skxt 
LampCurrent, Amps. /0,s-g /0, 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C 1-7o -7O 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
m 
J Dark to Bright Reading,OC 
w Bright toDark Reading,0 C 
oAverage Reading,0 C 
>- Correction to beApplied toa Pyrometer-OC 10,2_ /0Z__ 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /6 zr / &, 0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
m 
-j Dark to Bright Reading,*C / 2' 76]6
O Bright to Dark Reading,OC /- 7 / GiG 
/ 7 7 /67 ' 7_
-4 Average Reading, C 
Lii 
Bell Jar Correction,0 C 12/004,o 
Average of Pyrometer Correctlon4 Observers 82,PC /0, -

Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers 182, 0C / "5
 
16-9
 
8733
 
,t' ' TH ERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet . of ? 
Instrument No. M -T21l7 Date S-2-1--6 
NBS LampNo. 18L792 Temp.Level,0 C /60 
SOBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(7--202-) Namep-l3 Stoieix 
Lamp Current, Amps. 99669 is 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C (3 / 0 C) 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
m 
i Dark to Bright Readin4,aC 
f Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
0 Average Reading, C a: 
> Correction to be Applied to
a' Pyrometer, 0c 
_ , __ 9, 27 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C /5-g J 1560 
C Dark to Bright Reading,'C 
:i Dark to Bright Reading,C ) -73 )s 77 
Bright to Dark Reading,*C )S 79 _ __0 
i Average Reading,0 C /s-"9 
-
_. ,--7 _,-
LU 
m Bell Jar Correction,0 C ,1J1" 
Average of Pyrometer Correctlon4 Observers /82, -C_ -,A7 
Average ofBell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, -C / ,2 
16-i0 
8738 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E NG IN E E R I NG C 0 F P 0 R A T I 0 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD
 
Instrument No.,I".Z /7 

NBS Lamp No i 1 2L 

'LampCurrent, Amps. 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 0OC 
0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,CC 
Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C 
C, 
L Bright to Dark Reading, °C 
L 
02 Aver age Reading,0 C 
>" Correction to beApplied toL Pyrometer, 0C 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C 
< Dark to Bright ReadingC 
of 
-j Dark to Bright ReadingjC 
of Bright to Dark Reading,°C 
.-J Average Reading,0 C 
m Bell Jar Correction, 0 C 
Sheet_ o 
Date 
Temp.LevelIOC-IL... 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
Nome~ ame(uf 
6/ ( 7 ' C-7 
/' {. ,. 4 ' 
j ;- L 
/ 6 q ­
-is5-' / 
/r7 
_l, _C 
_ ",.0 
13;')- / 7/ 
; .A- i b-C 
/3-,. I S7­
/_1 j I/ 7 " 
7 2£7- T72 7&­
/5' / F 
Average of Pyrometer Correcion4 Observers /8 , 0C 7C C 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers ia 2, 'C_ 7 s --
SREFRODUCI 
8732 
kid7 THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I O N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Instrument No.!J "-
NBS Lamp No. /" (--77L 
Lamp Current, Amps. 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,*C 
z Bright to Dark Reading,"C 
< Dark to Bright Reading,CC 
1 Dark to Bright Reading,*C 
w Bright to Dark Reading,"C 
I-­
2 Average Reading,* C 
ir 
>- 
Correction-to beApplied to 
a Pyrometer, 0 C 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
!::Dark to Bright Reading,*C 
m 
-i Dark to Bright Reading,OC 
w Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
-J Average Reading,°C 
Ld
 
Bell Jar Correction,0 C 
Sheet 7- of 7_ 
Date s--z-3 -G 
-Temp.Level,OC /720a C
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
Name.6Lc4L- Name J. £3,,o a1 
/ 0, . /a, ­
-70o /70 
/g 7 / 6 ' 
/1 / 9 D0 
0 
6 6,7C /t 26,0 
/623' / G'7 
/4 7_ / 677 
/ 7 / -7 7 
/ 7 
/-74, /"-­
/6.2-
Average of Pyrometer Correct/in4 Observers I a 2, C_ "___. 

Average of8ell lor Corrections, Observers / 8 2, 0C / 4'o0 
16-12
 
8730 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I D N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet..L-.of 2-
Instrument No. 6-X-/7 Date I 
NBS LampNo. /6 92. Temp.Level,0 C / 60 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
LampCurrent, Amps. 9,, 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C /60 / eo 
z Bright to Dark ReadingC0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,°C 
< Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C 
L.) 
I BrighttoDark Reading, oC 
o Average Reading,C /,5-7/0 /572.0 
>" Correction to beApplied to 
a Pyrometer, C -7 0 a"_ 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C /7 / 7O7 
< Dark to Bright ReadingOC 
Co
 
-i Dark to Bright Reading,C / - /52-

C., 
Bright to Dark Reading,°C / _-__// _7__ _ 
.4 Average Reading,0 C / 7I,2 
LU 
m Bell Jar Correction,OC . 6.3 
Average of Pyrometer Correctlon Observers 8 2 , 0C 4 
Average of Sell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, 0C /0.5­
16-13
 
8739 
- THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet . _ of "z-
Instrument No 5-/2 Date 
NBS LampNo. / 6 77z Temp.Level pC /2 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(7-2030 - B NameNameg.,Syei 
Lamp Current, Amps. 	 /1.6 _ _ 18, _-
Lamp Brightness Temp.,C 	 /yoe) 
zBright to Dark Reading,0 C
 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C
 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C
 
ofl 	 Bright toDark Reading,0 C 
2 	 Average Reading,°C /1 9a 7 /I/ ° 
>-	 Correction to beApplied to /0-­
a 	 Pyrometer, 0C /_.
 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading, OC
 
Dark to Bright Reading,0C 
 7 
-j 	 Dark to Bright Reading,C /q 7 / 27 
0: 	 Bright to Dark Reading,C 4 /1 r 
-- Average Reading,0 C / 5'" t
 
m Bell Jar Correciion,0 C 
 12-. 	0 /J, 
Average ofPyrometer Correctiong Observers /8 2, 0C 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /8 2, OC ./7,2 
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j2 8740 THERMO ELECTRON 
ENO N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A TI 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
SheetL.. of I 
Instrument No 4/5217 Date 1-2a-(7 
NBS Lamp No /06792- Temp.LevelOC /600 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(r-257 -i-tfl Name t -COSCa4 Name A~o 
LampCurrent, Amps .9 9:.G 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C /6 cc /600 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /31Co / -9 7 
Dark to Bright Reading,'C /5S23I4 
irMm 
: Dark to Bright Reading,C /P)/ q 
w Bright toDark Reading,0 C / 
b ­
o Average Reading,0 C / /5- o.a 
> Correction to be Applied to + 0 - /0, a 
a. Pyrometer, 0C 
z Bright to Dark Reading, C )-57f 167f0 
Dark to Bright ReadingC I572 /57/
wm 
Th Dark to Bright Reading,C /579 7 2 
o Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /Z$73 1-72 
-J Average Reading,0 C S 6/572 
-J 
w 8m Bell Jar Correctaon, 0 C .+4. -- 7 
Average of Pyrometer Correctfoa, Observers / 82, °C ­
/Average of Sell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, OC t"' 
16-15
 
877Z 
THERMO ELECTRON
 
E N 	 G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet 2- of 2. 
Instrument No..M,5Z17 Date /-2-S-67 
NBS LampNo. /3679L Temp.LevelOC /7oo 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
(T- Z0S) Jl . Name t 6&., Name 1%', 
Lamp Current, Amps 	 /0,5 /o C' 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C /7oo /7oo
 
Z Bright to Dark Reoding,0 C /90 /5o
 
< Dark toBright ReodlngCC /106/
 
- Dark to Bright Reading,C /4 92
 
R Bright toDark Reading,0 C /(Og /
 
g
L]	 Average Reading,0 C /G33 7 " /07,o 
ir
 
>-	 Correction to beApplied to 411 2- +/2 

Pyrometer, 0C
 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C /674 /67/
o
 
4 	 Dark to Bright ReadingC /67o 167oix 
D4ark to Bright Reading,*C 
x Bright to Dark Reading,*C /(71 /67o 
.i Average Reading,°C /.7: 7o /C76. -o 
Ld
 
m 	 Bell Jar Correction,0 C +17.2ZS +7 
Average of Pyrometer Corrections Observers /12, 0C + H/'7 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers / 82, 0C + 17,1 
16-16
 
8773 
62 THERMO ELECTRON6 
 E H G I f E E R I G C 0 R P O H A TI 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
(er~2-- z-7) Sheet / of I. 
Instrument No M?27 Date S-17-(967 
NBS Lamp No. /6'6792. Temp.Level, 0 C 1600 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2
 
Name f -- Name g -.-
LampCurrent, Amps. 9 g9 9 (9 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C /6Oo /(000 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 15q4 /Y"970
 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 
-59.q
 
m
 
J Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 1593 1557
 
of" Bright toDark Reading,0 C I 9'5 /553
I-

IiiJ
 
g Average Reading,°C I5-C /S
 
> Correction to be Applied to + 6. Z­a Pyrometer, 
°C
 
z Bright to Dark Reading, OC
0 
4 Dark to Bright Reading,C 
x 
Dark to Bright Reading,°C 
W Bright to Dark Reading,"C 
-J.J Average Reading,°C
 
0 Bell Jar Correctionr°C
 
Average of Pyrometer Correctfiong Observers / 82 ,OC +. 5. Z5 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers / 8 2, "C_ 
16-17 
8774 
< 7 THERMO E-LECTRON 
E N O I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet 2- of 2, 
Instrument No 21517 Date 5-/7- 1 7 
NBSLampNo. /917L Temp.Level,0 C 17oo 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
Name ff%9- Name A 
Lamp Current, Amps. 0 513 10.58 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C /700 /7oo 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 6q" ]g13 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C 16'7. I 9S 
In 
-l Dark to Bright Reading,0 C IC93 
x Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C /692­
2 Average Reading,0 C 1693.oo 1493 
>' 
a 
Correction to be Applied toPyrometer, 0C -t- Too _ _.7 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
< Dark to Bright Reading,C 
-i Dark to Bright Reading,*C 
0: BrighttoDark Reading,0 C 
.J Average Reading,0 C 
Inl 
I Bell Jar Correction,*C 
82 , +K 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers / a 2, 0C. 
Average of Pyrometer Correcfton4 Observers  0C 9 7 
16-18 
8775 
62= 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet..of 2. 
Instrument No. IN I/7 Date 9-11-67 
NBS Lamp No 67S2 . Temp.LeveloC 170(2 
(5b OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
LampCurrent, Amps /0 S g /0. 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C /700 0 1700 o 
z Bright to Dark Readlng,C /67 /q3 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C o717 o 
m 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C I1s g I7o2 
w Bright toDark Reading,0 C /697 
o Average Reading,0 C /-97Z / " 
>- Correction to beApplied to + 27 + .7fa Pyrometer, 0C 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0C 
0 
< Dark to Bright ReadingOC
in" 
-i Dark to Bright Reading,*C 
I Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 
.J Average Reading,0 C 
-JLU 
m Bell Jar Correction, 0 C 
OCAverage of Pyrometer Corrections Observers / 2 ,0C 750 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /a 2, 0C_ 
16-19 
8741 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I NG C O R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Instrument No. , fz / 7 
NBS Lamp No. 186 7 
LampCurrent, Amps 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C 
z Bright to Dark Readng,0 C 
Dark toBright Reading,0 C 
J Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C 
w BrighttoDark Reading,0 C 
Average Reading,0 C 
> Correction to beApplied to 
Pyrometer, 0C 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C 
0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,oC 
co 
<J Dark to Bright Reading,C 
w Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C 
.4 Average Reading,0 C 
m Bell Jar Correction,°C 
Sheet 2-_. of -. 
Date 9- 11- (7 
Temp.Level,C /COO 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
aeV , Name. 
8,87 8 e7 
/9000 /So.0 
Ko0. / 01o C 
o/0 498 
//S- 10o0 
/o
l 2. 
/foo zf /S0/3 
. -
Z6_ 
Average of Pyrometer Correctiong Observers Ia2 , 0 C - 0. 0C 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, C 
16-20
 
8742&- THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I fl G G 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet _ of . 
Instrument No l- fl 17 Date S- )7- (2 
NBS Lamp No I8°73 2. Temp.LevelC /6o 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
7- Z Name Pe-..CL Name (3ro..s-
LampCurrent, Amps. 9. (0 7'(0 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C I 5oo I oo0 
z Brightto Dark Reading,0 C 15gI oo0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C )(0 )5 8 
m 
- Dark to Bright Reading,C )(o I 59 
C., 
Itj 
0 Average Readng,0 C 0" 
it
 
>" 
 Correction to beApplied to ± z,L Pyrometer, 0 C
 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0C /I71 15 1
 
2
 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C / j yq
Of
 
m
 
-i Dark to Bright Reading,C /S 
w Bright to Dark Reading, 0 C IS 3) j 59 
-J Average Reading,C 158o.To I59O.oo 
M Bell Jar Correction,0 C -9. ZE 00 
Average of Pyrometer Correction4 Observers i 62 ,0 C-L 0. 6 -
Average ofBell JarCorrections, Observers 1a2, 0C -- 19.­
16-21
 
8776 
THERMO ELECTRON 
& E N G I E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet 2- of 2-
Instrument No. m- z27 Date E-17-0,' 
NBS Lamp No I 3 7 Temp.Level,0 C 1700 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
Nlame PAt Name tero'r--
LampCurrent, Amps. I.68 lo.S 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C f000 P7cc 
z Bright to Dark Reading, 0 0 3 / q0 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /6 q7 
m 
- Darkto Bright Reading,0 C 17oo / 697 
w Bright toDark Reading,0 67oD1C 8 
3 Average Reading,°C Img.7s 197,71 
>" ,Correction to beApplied toPyrometer, 0C + 4- L.-LS" 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 1424 j*o0 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C (1 is w o 
m 
-j Dark to Bright Reading,OC 163 o 
w Bright to Dark Reading, 0C (0 -( 1 80 
-- Average Reading,0 C 7 I6o~oo 
Bell Jar Correction, 0 C + /S,&o 17I.7' 
Average of Pyrometer Correction Observers 182 ,"C t 1.50 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, -C. 4-I6s.0 
16-z2 
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62 THERMO ELECTRONL, 162 E N G I NE E R I H G C 0 R OP R A T I 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet..... .of 2-
Instrument No. M 5112 Date 7-/S--(-
NBS LampNo. WU6r 7 32- Temp.Level,0 C /-00 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2 
21D) Name £&J Name frot-,. 
LampCurrent, Amps. qj,9 q.6 
Lamp Brightness Temp., 0 C /oo /Too 
zo Bright to Dark Readang,
0 C /97 /h3 
< Dark to Bright Reading,0 C IY96 l-Z 
a: _ _ _ _ _ 
m 
1 Dark to Bright Reading, 0 C /-53 /- 11-
LiwBright to Dark Reading, *C it ' "/ 
0 
itz Bright to Dark Reading, 0C I S /5 
0 
Dark to Bright Reading,-C /19?/­
i Dark to Bright Reading,*C I/f I76 
D 
w Bright to Dark Reading,0 C //Co Iot 
-J Average Reading,dC ff.4 /52. 
Li 
m Bell Jar Correction,0 C +I+/4/, 
Average of Pyrometer Correclion4 Observers Ia 2, 0C + 6 "V 
Average of Bell Jar Corrections, Observers /82, oC +)3 00 
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8743 
THERMO ELECTRON 
E N G I N E E R I N G C 0 R P 0 R A T 0 N 
PYROMETER AND BELL JAR CALIBRATION RECORD 
Sheet 2_.of 2-
Instrument No h S-Z17 Date 7-/f-68 
'NBS Lamp No iS' 7 ' - -  Temp.Level,C I7co 
OBSERVER I OBSERVER 2
 
Name C,,. zT_ Name .P.s, 
LampCurrent, Amps. )0.58 10 5 
Lamp Brightness Temp.,0 C 	 1700 17oo 
z 	 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C /6 8 1S90 
0 
Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /498 /68 
J Dark to Bright Reading,0 C /7 /(7 
U 
w 	 Bright to Dark Reading,0 C IJSZ /68? 
o 	 Average Reading,0 C 1688 oe /6f So 
Correction to beApplied to 
Pyrometer, *C 
z Bright to Dark Reading,0 C 1(69 /'67 
Dark to Bright ReadingC 6(.7 /67s 
m 
-J Dark to Bright Reading,0 C Jv,73 /673 
0 Bright to Dark Reading,C )M7o /T7 
j Average Reading,0 C 1(57/ 74.7& 
U 
m 	 Bell Jar Correction,0 C - ,?-2 ? 7C 
Average of Pyrometer Correctionq Observers 1a2 ,C +-2.- F 
Average of Bell Jar Correctlons, Observers / 8 2, OC + . o 
16-24
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%THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
APPENDIX 17 
CAVITY GEOMETRY EQUATIONS 
Shoe Piece Geometry-
Trapezoid circumscribed to a circle whose diameter a equals the 
collector diameter d plus 2u, a radial clearance factor: 
a = d +2u 
The trapezoid sides are inclinedby an angle a to the trapezoid center­
line: 
tan a = (c-b)/2a 
where b and c are the bases of the trapezoid. 
The value of a is determined by the number of converters N in the 
generator. Each ring of converters in the generator corresponds 
to a truncated pyramid with half apex angle of 150, the tilt of the 
converters from the plane of symmetry. Analysis of the pyramid 
geometry gives: 
tan a = sin 150 tan P where = 360/N 
and: 
b = a (1/cos a - tan a) 
c = a (1/cos a + tan 'a) 
Cavity Geometry-
Length of the cavity Z8 = 2a cos 15' 
Mean cavity diameter D = (b + c)/2 tan 
C 
Maximum possible cavity aperture dia CA = b/tan 
max 
17-1 
--- -- ---------------------
----- ---
----- -
----- ----- r R R N (2.1) ------

PROGRAM THERMO
 
DIMENSION A(7),E(7),XN(4),CA(4)!FJj$_SIFR(q),W(7),T(7).H$7) ­
i1l7) (off ;bUff7,Ep(hS ,NN(7),WAT12),P(7)
 
REWIND I
 
READ L N , A N ,~ 
I 	FORMAT(4I5)
 
READ 2,CC53,CC64BS
 
READ 2,(XN(I),lf=,NN)
 
REIAD J -----
READ 2,(WATT(I),IINW)
 
-READ 2.(T1114._L~72 --- --- _- -- ---
DO 3 I=I,NA

~READ 2,(A(J),J7= 	 ____ __ 
READ 2,(E(J),J=1,7)
 
WHITE OUTPUT TAPF 1,2,(A(J),J=17)- .
 
WRITE DOPUT TAPE I,2,(ECJ),J=,7)

2 FORMAT CBEI0.5)--------

3 CONTINUE
 
NNC=NN*NC
 
SIGMA .=56 -l --- --.................................
 
RAD =,01745329
 
D 1,.778 .
 
U .127
 
AA = ?-	 2.*U 
Z8 2.*AA*.96593
 
ZSS Z8 *_8_ . . . .
 
Z9 = Z8/2.
 
195 2Z9 *tZS9-------------------------------------------------------

Al = 52.5*HAO
 
-SINAI .ii(NFA ...
 
COSAI COSF(AI)
 
TANAI = SIN (ZCQSAI-----------.------------------------------------------

PI = 3.1415927
 
AS= IO.*RAD ... ..
 
COSAS = COSF(AS)
 
,_P12.= 2.pI ..-.. . .. ---

DO OIN=1,NN j.R VtIpD4
 
C53 = CC53*XN(N)/2... . . . .
 
C64 = CC64*XN(IN)/2.

BET = 360./NINJ_ A 	 .-------.------------------.---------------------
SINBET = SINF(BET)
 
COSBET = £OSLL ih) .. . . . .... . . . . . .. . . . .
 
TANBET= SINSET/COSBET

ATANF(..25682*TANBET) 	 ......ALF = 	 - ---...  . ... 
COSALF = COSF(ALF)
 
SINALF = SINF(ALF.) . . .... -.. . ....
 
TANALF S
INALF/COSALF
 
8 = AA *{.,%COALF -. TANALF)---------.
 
C = AA* (1./COSALF + TANALF)
 
DC = AA/,COSALA .[ANBE . .-------------------------------..
 
Rd = B*{i.+COSBET)/(4.*SINBET)
 
R85 = RB * R8
 
R9 = C * (1.+COSBET)/(4.OSINBET)
 
RYS = R9 * . .. . ..... ... .- _-- ..
 
DO 6 II=INC
 
Rl=CA(II)/2.*2.54
 
RIS = I[*RI 
Zi8 =iR6-gI) / ANAI ...- .------ --------.. .. ...........--------
Z1aS = Z1 * Z18 
Z = Z8 * ZIG . . .... . .. . . . .. ..
 
ZIS = Z1 * ZI
 
Z19 = Z9 - ZI8
 
z. --------- 7 
H = ZB RB/TANA1 ....
 
A2 = ATANF(R8/H)
 
COSA2 = COSF(A2.----- ----- "
 
A9 = AfANF(R9/(H-,5*Z8). .
 
COSA9 = COSF(AY)
 
WHITE OUIPUT TAPE 4,4,XNiIN),BETALFAAE6,C.2.RSR9,Zlb
 
4 	FORMAT(IOFIU.5 ) .. .
 
IF'(RI-R8)44,44,33
 
33 -- PRJ!9T_3$33-----------­
333 FORMAT (53H Pi IS GREATER THAN R8 PROGRAM CONTINUES TO NEXT CASE)
PRINT 3IR., . . 
31 FORMAT(/,SH RI =,FIO.5,TH RB =yFIO.5) 
GO TO 6 
44 	CONIINUE
 
S(I)= Pl* RIS
 
S(2) = PI*R85 
5(3) = P1/4,*COSALF*PI* (R8-R9)*AA
 
S(4) = s(3)
 
S(b) = PI " (R8*R9)*AA-S(3)
 
5(6) = s(S)

S<,') :(S(2)-S(l))/SINAI
 
S(8) = b(2) 
S(9) = PIRgs335 = 	S(3)/fS(3) S-f5))
 
S ±b S(4),/(S (4 + .(6).
 
S53-= S(5)/S(3)
 
S64 = S(6)/S(4)
 
SA25 PI2 *COSAS-COSA2)
 
SA92 = *T?(COSA? 
-COSAY)
 
SA19 = PI2 *(COSAY-COSA1)
 
.SAJS p912"(COSAS-COSAI)
= 
SIFH{I)= o . 
SIFR (2)= SAdS/SAIS 
SIFP(3)= S35 * SA)9/SAIS 
SIFP(4)= S46 * SA42/SAIS 
SIFR(5): 553 SIFR(3) 
SIFR(6)= 564 * SIFRf4) 
SIFR(7)= 0. 
C 	 CALCULATION OF VIEW FACTORS 
F(I,1) =0. 
Y2 I.#L1S/PXS + R8s/IS 
SO 2.*(RB/RIl)/Y}2 
SS SO So 
F(1,2) = .5*YI2*(i.-SORTF(1.-SQS))
 
KYI8 i.+Zl8S/RIS + RBS/RIS
 
SO2,*(R/R1)/Y18
 
S5 = S*S
 
F(,8) =.5 4 Y18fISORTF(f. SOS))
 
Y19 = i.+ZIS/RIS + R9S/RIS
 
S = 2.*(M9/PR)/Y19
 
SUS = SO * SO
 
F(1,9) =.5*YI9*(1.-SORTF(I.-SQS))

F(1,3 = S35 - (F I,8)-FQi,9))-

F( ,4) = S46 * (F(1,9)- F(1 2))
 
Fl,5) = SS3 * F(1,3)
 
Ffl,6) = S64 * F(1,4)
 
Ff1,7) = I.- F(,)
 
F(2,1) S(1)/Sf2)*F(1,2)
 
F(2,2) = 0.
 
Y29 = I.+ ZgS/RBS + Rgs/68S
 
SO = 2.*(R/Hd)/Y29
 
SS = 	 SO*3) 
F(2,9) = .5*Y29*(].-SORTF(I.-SOS))
 
Y26 = 2.+ ZaS/p8s
 
S3 = 2./Y2?
 
SOS = SO i* So
 
F(2,8)= .5*Y28*(I.-SQRTF(Io-SQS))
 
F(2,3)= 535 *(F(2,9)- F(2.8)) 
Ff2,4)= 346 (.- F(2,9)) 
F(2.5)= S53 * Ff2,3) 
F(2,6)= 564 *F(?,4)
 
F(2,7) = F( ,6)- Ff2.1)
Ff3.1)' S(1)/5f3)*F(1,3)
 
Ff3,?) = S(f)/S(3)*F(2,3) 
F(8,9)= F(2.9) 
F(8,3) = $35 * (I.- F(8,9)) 
F(9,8) S(B)/S(9) F(89J
 
F(9,31 = $35 * (I.-F{9,8)) 
F(3,8) = S(8)/S(3)*F(5,3) 
F(3,9) = S(9)/Sf3)*r(9,3) 
Ff3,4) 546 *(F(3,9)-F(3,2)) 
Ff3,5) = 553 * F(3,3) 
Ff3,6) = S64 * F(3,4)
F(3.7) F(3,R)- F(3,1) 
DO 11 J=1,3 
II 	F(4,J) = S(J)/54) F(J,4)
 
F(4,4)= F(3,3)
 
F (4,5) = F(3,6)
 
F(4,6)= F(3,S)

F(8,2) = S(2)/Sf8)*F(2,8)
 
F(8,4) = 346 - (F(,9)- F(8,2))

F(4,) = S(f)/S(4)*F (8,4) 
F(4.7) F(4.0)- Ff4.1) 
F(4,9) = F(3,9)
DO 10 J=1,4
 
OF(,J)D = S(J)/S(S') F(J,5)
 
F(5,5)= F(3.3)*553
 
F(5.6)= Ff3.6) 
F(5,7)= Ff3.?) 
30 9 J=1., 
9 F(6,J) = S(J)/S(6) IF(J,6)­
F(5,8) = F(6,2)
 
F(5,9) = 1.-F(5,8)-F(5,3)-F(5,5)
 
F(6,6) = F(4,4) *$64
 
F(b,7) = F(4,7)
 
F(6,8) = F(5,2)
 
F(b,9) = F(5,0)
 
00 B J=1,6
 
8 F(7,J) = S(J)/S(?)*F(J,7) 
F(8,7) I.- F(B.1)
 
F(7,8) = S(S)/S(7)*F(ST)
 
F(7,7) 1.- F(7,I)- F(7,B)
 
F(7,9) F(7.8)-F(7,3)-F(7,5)
 
F(8,5) = S(5)/S(8)*F(5,8)
 
F(8,6) 5f6)/S(8)*F(6,S)
 
00 7 J=1 7
 
7 	F(9,J) = S(J)/S(9)*F(J,9)
 
F(9,9) =0.
 
DO 5 IV=1,7
 
5 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,2,(F(IVJ),J=,7)
 
DO 6 11I=1,NW
 
DO 601111=.,NA
 
READ INPUT TAPE 1,2.(A(JlJ=I,7)
 
READ INPUT TAPE I,2,(E(I),IFI,7)------------------------

PRINT 100.CA(I1),WATT(III),XN(IN)
1O0,FORMAT(IH117X,3 4HCOMPUTEQ.GENERATOR THERMAL BALANCE//,38Xt 24H -
ICAVITY APERTURE (INCH) =,FB.3//, 38X,27HTOTAL SOLAR INPUT (WATTS)
2=,FI0.3//,38X,22HNUMBER OF CONVERTERS =,F6.1,/) 
------- ------ --
P--NT--------	 ------------­
11FORMAT (33H8-ONVJERTER TEMPERATURES_ (DECQ J,7ki_ _T3=FO2
 
17H T4 ,FIO.2/)

PRINT I02,(SIFR(L),L=1,7)
 
102 FORNAT(33H SOLAR FLUX DISTRIBUTION RATIOS/;YH F .,F6.3,

17H F2 =,F6.3,7H F3 =,F6.3,7H F4 =.F6.3, H FS =,F6.3,
 
27H F6 =,F6.3,7H F7 =,F6.3,/)

PRINT I0,(A(L),L1,7) . . . . .
 
103 FORNAT(24H CAVITY ABSORPTIVITIES/,7K Al =F6.3TH A2
 
2,7H A7 =,F6.3/)
 
PRINT 104,LE(L)tL=1,7)------------........ 
. .
 
104 FORNAT(22N CAVITY EMISSIVITIES/,7H El =,F6.3,7H E2 =,F6.3,

17H E3 =,F6.3,7ft--- E4,F6..3,Ift 
_E5 ?,F6.3,7H-_E( 5,116.3,
27H E7 =,F6.3,/)
 
0 112 1=2,7
 
TT=I.
 
DO III J=1,4
 
III TT=TT*T-(I)
 
112 P(I)=SIGMA*TT
 
DO ?l. J=i,. ..... 
DO 211 I=1,7 
211 DUN J.I)L-(I,-A(I)I*E(IJX 
DO 212 K=1,7
DUN(KK)=1. DUM(KK)
 
EPS(K):E(K)*P(K)*S(K)

212 	W(K) = SIFR(K)*WATT(III)
N=NXNSOL(7,7.OUM,W) 
IF(N-I)22,22,20
20 PRINT 21
 
21 FQRMAT(16HNOANSWER_.EOR V)-

STOP 
22 DO 202 1=1,7 
202 V(I)=W(I) 
DO 300 J=1,7 
DO 300 1=1,7
 
300 PNN(J)=PNN(J)-F(I,J)*EPS(I)
 
DO 301 J=,7--------.

DO 301 i1,7
 
301 DUM(JI) (l.-F(Ifl*F(IJ)
 
DO 302 K=1,7
 
302 DUM(KK)=I.DUM(KK) 
N=NXNSOL(I7,DUMPNN) 
IF(N-1)?6,26,24 
­
24 PRINT 25 
25 FORMAT(16H NO ANSWER FOR H)
 
Slop 
26 DO 303 1=1,7
 
303 H(I)=PNN(T)
 
DO 4Q00 1=1,7
 
4. 
ECE ( (a) + c53I)(T(S- T(SYPLI)))Zpcr4V() 
49 	TN55TN5*TN5*TN5 .1 r A Q (4) 4- C(-t ( (6)c- N (IN) 
US=C53*(TNS-T(3))+S(§)*BB*SIGMA*rNS*TN5S-(5) 
DU5=C53+4.*S(5)*Ba*SIGMA*TNSS 
TNb=FNS-(US/Dub) 
AS5 = ABSF(US/OU5)-I.
 
IF(ABS)5,49,49 
50 	 TN6=T(6) 
b2 	IN66TN6*FNO*TN6 
U6=C64*(fN6-T (4) ).(6)*3BO*SIMA*TN6OTN66-O(6) 
DU6-C64,4.*S(6)*F**SI(MA*TN66 
TN6-(U6/DU6)ASS86 = ARSF tU6)-I. 
IF(AB6)51,52,52
 
51 	T(S)=.S*(TNS+T(S)) 
T(B)=.S(TN6+T(6)) 
ATb=A0SF(T(5)-TN5) 
AT6=ARSF TIb)-TN6) 
IF(AT6-1.)57,30,30 
57 IF(AT5-1.)58,30,30 
5B AbO=ABSF((Q(3)-0(4))/0(3)) 
PRINT 105,(V(J ,J=1,7),(I(J) J=,7) 
105 FURMAT(7N V =,7EI3.5/,7H H =,7E13.5//) 
PRINT 106,0(1),ECE,Q(2),Q(7),Q(3),R(4) 
106 FORMAT(32H HEAT RADIATED BY THE CAVITY =,FIO.3// 
X33H EQUIALERt._CAVITY EMISSIVITY =,F8.5// 39H HEAT ABS 
IORBED BY REAR CAVITY PIECE :,FlO.3// 38H HEAT ABSORBED BY FRONT
 
2 CONE PIECE =,FlO,3//, 42H NET HEAT RECEIVED BY FRONT CONVERTER
 
3S =,F1O.3//41H NET HEAT RECEIVED BY HEAR CONVERTERS =,FIO.3//)
 
PRINT 107,A0T(5),T(6)
 
10? FURMAT(32H HEAT DISTRIBUTION IMBALANCE =.F8.5//, 33H FRONT SH
 
10E PIECE TEMPERATURE =,FIO.3// 32H REAR SHOE PIECE TEMPERATURE
 
2,=F1O.3)
 
60 CONTINUE 
REWIND 1 
6 CONTINUE-------------------------------------------
- - -
REWIND 4 ... .. . o1J... 
NPR=I 
197 PRINT 108 
108 FORMATiHI) 
NP = 1 
195 READ INPUT TAPE 4,4,XX BETALFAA,B,C, z8,R8R9,Zl . _ 
PRINT 40,XX, BET,ALFAA,B,C 
PRINT 4iDCZ8R, ZI ..---------------------------------------------
PRINT 42 
40 FORMAT(/,4H N =,F1OA5,'SW A~,1 ...... ALE, 0,t, L 
16H A =,FIO.,B6H B =,FIO.5,6H C =,FIO.5,/)
41 FURMAT(7H D(C) =,FIO.5,7H Z8 =,F2O.5,TH R.B ,F. . 
I17H R9 ,FIO.5,OH Z18 =,FlO.5,/) 
42 FORNA?(40X, BHVIEW FACTOR MATRIX,/)_ 
DO 199 1=1,7 
READ INPUT TAPE-4,2F (IJ,-, . . . 
PRINT 53,(F(I ,J),J=1,7) 
55 FORMAT ( 9F13.5,/) 
- . 
199 CONTINUE 
IF(NPR-NNC)200,210,2LO - .... . . 
200 NPR=NPR.l 
IF(NP-2)201,197,197 
201 NP=NP+I 
60 TO 198 
210 Ctt-JTttuE 
45TOP 
END 
3200 FORTRAN DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS FOR THERMO
 
NO ERRORS 
CTO, MOUNT SCRATCH TAPE ON LU 3 
EQUIP,OI=MTCOEOU2 
EQUIP,O4=MTCOEOU03 
LOAD,56 
RUN,10 
SUBP 
24521 
25575 
32473 
QSQERROR 
CONTROL 
THERMO 
24777 
26333 
------ .-.---.-----------------------------.-.--.... 
ABSF 25013 SQRTF 25124 ATANF 
TAPERAND 26521 FORMAT 27062 8CDOUT 
25265 
30613 
SINCOS 
BCDINP 
.. ---.. 
25574 QSOOUTTB. 
31607 NXNSOL 
ENTR 
24777 XABSF 
25276 SIN 
25574 QBQOUTTB 
25650 .SQIOSET 
30712 OBOLGINC 
31265 QBQENOIN 
25013 SQRTF 
00745 SEL 
02705 RDCKSUM 
02606 MEMORY 
24777 
25714 
26257 
.25630-
25624 
30712 
25124 
02433 
02610 
02320 
IABS 
OQARRAY 
PWRTBL 
QBQSESE ... 
OBQEXITS 
O8QLGINI 
ATANF 
UST 
ROCKF1 
ABNORMAL 
24777 
25674 
27163 
26 
27632 
30613 
2526$ 
02473 
ocin7 
ABS 
OSQIOTAB 
QBQLGOTC 
QBEDTS-
QOQENGOT 
QOQINGIN 
COSF 
CST 
CIO 
25013 
25575 
27163 
-2452.1--
27170 
26432 
25276 
00060 
02756 
SORT 
QOENTRY 
QOQLGOTI 
QOERROR 
QBQLGOTR 
OBQREWND 
SINF 
CIT 
START2 
25124 TAN 
26422 QBQENFIL 
26521 QBQIFRMT 
26255, PWRT3L 
27062 QBQINGOT 
24777 ABSF -.. 
34702 THERMO 
02544 RHT 
03242 LOADER 
252651 COS 
2633-QBOBACKS_ 
265521 QBQFORMT 
2..2AASflflER 
30716 EQBQL'INR 
320263..NXNSL . 
02320 FDPBOXS 
02SO4LAET. 
02564 ACCOUNTS 
COMM 
NONE 
DATA 
,NONE 
EXTA 
NONE 
EiX-A 
NONE6
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CALCULATION OF MIRROR PERFORMANCE
 
Aq-'9
 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T 10 K 
APPENDIX 19 
CALCULATION OF MIRROR PERFORMANCE 
Mirror Diameter, ft 9.5 11.5
 
Projected Area, sq. ft. 70.88 103.86
 
Shadow Factor . 0Z .05
 
Projected Shadow Area, sq. ft. 1.42 5.19
 
Useful Projected Area, sq. ft. 69.46 98.67
 
Solar Constant, watts/sq. ft. 130 90
 
Incident Energy, watts 9040 8900
 
Reflectivity . 89 .88
 
Reflected Energy, watts 8040 7830
 
Window Transmissivity -. 89
 
Window Loss, watts - 860
 
Energy at Focal Plane, watts 8040 6970
 
Focal Plane Energy Distribution:
 
TM-5 ft. Mirror 9.5 ft 11.5 ft. 
Aperture Dia. in. Efficiency Aperture Q Aperture Q 
0.10 0.18 0.19 1650 0.23 1430 
0.20 0.40 0.38 3660 0.46 3170 
0.30 0.66 0.57 6030 0.69 5220 
0.40 0.78 0.76 7130 0.92 6170 
0.50 0.83 0.95 7580 1.15 6570 
0.70 0.85 1.33 7770 1.61 6730 
0.90 0.865 1.71 7910 2.07 6850 
0.88 8040 6970 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I C N
 
APPENDIX 20
 
COMPUTED CAVITY PERFORMANCE
 
4,20O 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORATION 
Nomenclature 
CA Cavity Aperture Diameter, inches 
EC Equivalent Cavity Emissivity 
N Number of Converters 
Q1 Heat Radiated by the Cavity, watts 
Q2 Heat Absorbed by Rear Cavity Piece, watts 
03 Heat Absorbed by Front Converters, watts 
Q4 Heat Absozbed by Rear Converters, watts 
Q7 Heat Absorbed by Front Cone Piece, watts 
T Converter Temperature, 'K 
T5 Shoe Piece Temperature, Front Converters 
T6 Shoe Piece Temperature, Rear Converters 
W Total Solar Input, watts 
NOTE: All computed cases had the following common inputs-
Fl = 0 F2 = .118 F3 = .415 
F4= . 272 F5 = . 118 F6 = . 077 
F7 = 0 
Al = 1. 000 A2 = . 500 A5 = . 500 
A6 = . 500 A7 = .500 
El = 1.000 E2 = .250 E5 =. 250 
E6 = .250 E7 =.250 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
CO R PO R A TIO N 
CA= 1.4 W = 6700 CA= 1,4 W = 6700 
N =14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = 0. 50 A4 = 0.50 A3 = 0.50 A4 = 0.75 
E3 = 0.25 E4 = 0.25 E3 = 0.25 E4 = 0.40 
EC= 1.615 EC= 1.466 
Q1 = 1458 Q1 = 1323 
Q2 = 721 Q2 = 615 
Q3 = 341 Q3 = 313 
Q4 = 263 Q4 = 328 
Q7 = 145 Q7 = 125 
T5 = 2084 T5 - 2077 
T6 = 2063 T6 = 2055 
CA= 1.4 W = 6700 CA= 1.4 W = 6700 
N = 14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = 0. 50 A4 = 0.875 A3 = 0.-75 A4 = 0.50 
E3 = 0.25 E4 = 0. 563 E3 = 0.-40 E4 = 0.25 
EC= 1.423 EC= 1.385 
Q1 = 1284 Q1 = 1250 
Q? = 576 QZ = 607 
Q3 = 303 Q3 = 427 
Q4= 351 Q4 = 227 
Q7 = 118 Q7 = 115 
T5 = 2074 T5 = 2075 
T6 = 2053 T6 = 2053 
20-2 
tTHERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0 N1 
CA = 1.4 W = 6700 CA= 1.4 W = 6700 
N = 14 T = 2000 N =14 T = 2000 
A3 = 0.75 A4 = 0.75 A3 = 0.75 A4 = 0.875 
E3 = 0.40 E4= 0.40 E3 = 0.40 E4= 0.563 
EG= 1.271 EC= 1.238 
Q1 = 1147 Q1 = 1117 
Q2 = 523 Q2 = 491 
Q3 = 398 Q3 = 387 
Q4 = 288 Q4 = 309 
Q7 = 100 Q7 = 95 
T5 = 2069 T5 = 2068 
T6 = 2049 T6 = 2046 
CA = 1.4 W = 6700 CA= 1.4 W = 6700 
N = 14 T = 2000 N =14 T = 2000 
A3 = 0.875 A4 = 0.50 A3 - 0.875 A4 = 0.75 
E3 = 0.563 E4 = 0.25 E3 = 0.563 E4 = 0.40 
EC= 1.310 EC= 1.208 
Q1 = 1182 Q1 = 1088 
Q2 = 564 Q2 = 487 
Q3 = 459 Q3 = 429 
Q4 = 214 Q4 = 272 
Q7 = 104 Q7 = 91 
T5 = 2071 T5 = 2087 
T6 = 2050 T6 = 2045 
Z0-3 
THERMO 
CO R P0 
ELECTRON 
RATION 
CA= 
N = 
A3 = 
E3 = 
1.4 
14 
0.875 
0.563 
W = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
6700 
2000 
0.875 
0.563 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
W = 
T 
A4= 
E4= 
EC= 1.174 
Q1 = 1060 
QZ = 457 
Q3 = 418 
Q4 = 292 
Q7 = 86 
T5 = 2065 
T6 =2043 
EG= 
Q1 = 
Q2 = 
Q3 = 
Q4 = 
Q7 = 
T5 = 
T6 = 
CA= 
N = 
A3= 
E3= 
W 
A4= 
E4= 
CA= 
N =T 
A3= 
E3= 
W 
A4= 
E4= 
EC= 
Q0 = 
Q2 = 
Q3 = 
Q4 = 
Q7 = 
T5= 
T6 = 
EC= 
QI = 
QZ = 
Q3 = 
Q4 = 
Q7 = 
T5= 
T6 = 
20-4 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA = .7 W = 5300 CA = .7 W = 5300 
N = 10 T = 2000 N = 10 T = 2000 
A3 = 0.50 A4= 0.700 _A3-= 0.605 A4 = 0.875 
E3 = 0.25 E4= 0. 365 E3 = 0.310 E4 = 0. 563 
EC= 1.835 EC= 1.581
 
Q1 = 414 Q1 = 356 
Q2 = 304 QZ= 239 
Q3 = 454 Q3= 478 
Q4 = 398 Q4= 408 
Q7 = 207 Q7= 166 
T5 = 2119 T5 = 2106 
T6 = 2076 T6 = 2064 
GA = .7 W = 7350 CA = ..'7 W = 7350 
N = 10 T = 2000 N = 10 T = 2000 
A3 = 0.50 A4 = 0.700 A3 = 0.605 A4 = 0.875 
E3 = 0.25 E4= 0.365 E3 = 0.310 E4= 0.563 
EG= Z.229 EC= 1.861 
Q1 = 502 Q1 = 419 
Q2 = 430 Q2 = 338 
Q3 = 641 Q3 = 674 
Q4 = 565 Q4 = 579 
Q7 = 265 Q7 = 207 
T5 = 2171 T5 = 2154 
T6 = 2112 T6 = 2094 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
CO R P0 RAT ION 
CA = .8 W = 5850 CA= .8 W = 5850 
N = 10 T = 2000 N =10 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 A4= .310 A4= .563 
EC= 1.938 EC= 1.657
 
Q1 = 571 Q1 = 488 
Q2 = 331 Q2 = 261 
Q3 = 498 Q3 = 525 
Q4= 436 Q4= 447 
Q7 = 160 Q7 = 127 
T5 = 2131 T5 = 2118 
T6 = 2085 T6 = 2071 
CA = .8 W = 7500 GA = .8 W =7500 
N = 10 T = 2000 N = 10 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 2.259 EC= 1.885 
Q1 = 665 Q1 = 555 
Q2 = 432 Q2 = 341 
Q3 = 648 Q3 = 682 
Q4 = 570 Q4 = 585 
Q7 = 194 Q7 = 152 
T5 = 2173 T5 = 2156 
T6 = 2113 T6 = 2095 
20-6 
tr THERMO ELECTRON 
A T I D) N
Lai-,C 0 R P 0 R 
GA= .9 W" =6150 CA= .9 W =6150 
N = 10 T = 2000 N = 10 T =2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= . 1.989 EC= 1.696 
Q1 = 741 Q1 = 632 
Q2 = 342 QZ = 270 
Q3 = 518 Q3 = 547 
Q4 = 453 Q4 = 465 
Q7 = 94 Q7 = 75 
T5 = 2137 T5 = 2123 
T6 = 2088 T6 = 2074 
CA = .9 W = 7600 CA = 0.9 W = 7600 
N = 10 T = 2000 N =10 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 2.273 E-C = 1.898 
Q1 = 847 Q1 = -708 
Q2 = 430 Q2 = 340 
Q3 = 649 Q3 = 685 
Q4 = 569 Q4 = 585 
Q7 = 111 Q7 = 87 
T5 = 2174 T5 = 2156 
T6 = 2113 T6 = 2095 
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1 THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T 0 N 
CA= 1.0 V = 6400 CA= 1.0 -W = 6400 
N =10 T = 2000 N = 10 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 2. 025 EC= 1.724 
Q1 = 932 Q1 = 793 
Q2 = 349 Q2 = 276 
Q3 = 532 Q3 = 564 
Q4 = 464 Q4 = 477 
Q7 = 17 Q7 = 14 
T5 = 2141 T5 = 21Z7 
T6 = 2091 T6 = 2076 
CA = 1.0 WT =7650 CA = 1.0 -W =7650 
N =10 T = 2000 N = 10 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4 = .563 
EC= 2. 271 EC= 1.900 
Q1 = 1046 Q1 = 874 
Q = 424 QZ = 335 
Q3 = 644 Q3 = 682 
Q4 = 564 Q4= 580 
Q7 = 20 Q7 = 15 
T5 = 2172 T5 = 2156 
T6 = 2112 T6 = 2095 
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THERMO ELECTRO-N 
C 0 R P 0 R A T b 0 N 
CA = .8 W = 5850 CA = .8 W = 5850 
N = IZ T = 2000 N = IZ T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.641 EC= 1.441 
Q0 = 483 Q1 = 424 
QZ = 477 QZ = 391 
Q3 = 379 Q3 = 400 
Q4 = 359 Q4 = 372 
Q7 = 334 Q7 = 272 
T5 = 2096 T5 = 2086 
T6 = 2066 T6 = 2056 
CA = .8 W = 7500 CA = .8 W = 7500 
N = 12 T = Z000 N = 12 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
23 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.879 EC= 1.610 
Q1 = 553 Q1 = 474 
QZ = 624 Q = 511 
Q3 = 495 Q3 = 522 
Q4 = 470 Q4= 489 
Q7 = 399 Q7 = 319 
T5 =2128 T5'= 2115 
T6 = 2090 T6 = 2076 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
CO R P0 RAT 1ON 
CA= .9 W = 6150 CA = .9 W = 6150 
N =12 T = 2000 N = IZ T = ZOO0 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .Z5 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563! 
EC= 1.600 EC= 1.470 
Q1 = 626 Q1 = 548 
QZ = 496 Q2 = 407 
Q3 = 395 Q3 = 418 
Q4 = 373 Q4 = 388 
07 = 284 Q7 = 231 
T5 = 2100 T5 = 2090 
T6 = 2069 T6 = 2059 
CA = .9 W = 7600 CA = .9 W = 7600 
N = 12 T = 2000 N = 12 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4 = .563 
EC= 1.891 EC= 1. 620 
Q1 = 709 Q1 = 684 
QZ = 6Z4 QZ = 512 
Q3 = 497 Q3 = 525 
Q4 = 471 Q4= 490 
Q7 = 332 Q7 = 265 
T5 = 2128 T5 = 2115 
-T6 = 2090 T6 = 2077 
Z0-10 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 RATION 
CA= 1.0 W = 6400 CA = 1.0 W = 6400 
N =12 T = 2000 N = 12 T =2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310- E4= .563 
EC= 1.709 EC= 1.493 
Q1 = 785 Q1 = 687 
Q2 = 508 QZ = 418 
Q3 = 407 Q3- 432 
Q4 = 384 Q4= 399 
Q7 = 2Z3 Q7 = 182 
T5 = 2104 T5 2093 
T6 = 2072 T6 = z061 
CA = 1.0 W =7650 CA = 1.0 W = 7650 
N =12 T = 2000 N =1z T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = -­ 25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.892 EC= 1.623 
Q1 = 871 QI = 747 
QZ = 618 QZ = 508 
Q3 = 494 Q3 = 523 
Q4 = 487 Q4 = 487 
Q7 = 255 Q7 = Z04 
T5 = 21Z7 T5 = 2115 
T6 = 2089 T6 = ?076 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
C O R P O'R A T 1 0 X 
CA= 1.1 W = 6550 CA= 1.1 W = 6550 
N =12 T = 2000 N = 12 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.719 EC= 1.502 
Q1 = 958 Q1 = 836 
Q2 = 511 Q2 = 421 
Q3 = 412 Q3 = 434 
Q4 = 347 Q4 = 403 
Q7 = 15Z Q7 = 123 
T5 = 2105 T5 = 2095 
T6 = 2072 T6 = 2062 
CA = 1.1 W = 7700 CA = 1.1 W = 7700 
N = 12 T = 2000 N = 12 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.889 EC= 1.623 
Q1 = 1052 Q1 = 904 
Q2 = 611 Q2 = 503 
Q3 = 491 Q3 = 521 
Q4 = 464 Q4 = 483 
Q7 = 172 Q7 = 137 
T5 = 2127 T5 = 2114 
T6 = 2088 T6 = 2076 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R .AT 1 0 N
 
CA= .8 W = 5850 CA = .8 W = 5850 
N =14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4 = .563 
EC= 1.449 EG= 1.304 
Q1 = 427 Q1 = 384 
QZ = 609 Q2 = 512 
Q3 = 297 Q3 = 315 
Q4 = Z99 Q4 = 314 
Q7 = 498 Q7 = 417 
T5 = 2073 T5 = Z066 
T6 = 2053 T6 = 2046 
CA= .8 W =7500 CA= .8 W =,7500 
N =14 T =2000 N = 14 T =2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.635 EC= 1.436 
Q1 = 481 Q1 = 423 
Q = 799 Q = 671 
Q3 = 389 Q3 = 412 
Q4 = 394 Q4= 414 
Q7 = 588 Q7 = 481. 
T5 = 2097 T5 = 2088 
T6 = 2073 T6 = 2063 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA= 1.0 W = 6400 CA= 1.0 W = 6400 
N =14 T = 2000 N =14 T =2 000 
A3 = . 50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
E1= 1.504 EC= 1.345 
Q1 = 892 Q = 819 
QZ = 65Z Q = 550 
Q3 = 321 Q3 = 340 
Q4 = 322 Q4 = 338 
Q7 = 411 Q7 = 341 
T5 = 2079 T5 = 2070 
T6 = 2058 T6 = 2050 
CA = 1.0 W = 7650 CA = 1.0 WT = 7650 
N =14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 z .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.647 EC= 1.447 
Q1 = 758 Q1 = 666 
Q2 = 795 Q2 = 669 
Q3 = 398 Q3 = 413 
Q4 = 393 Q4= 413 
Q7 = 465 Q7 = 380 
T5 = 2098 T5 = 2088 
T6 = 2073 T6 = 2063 
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THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORAT1ON 
CA= 1.2 W = 6600 CA= 1.2 W = 6600 
N = 14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = 2365 E3 = .310 E4 = .563 
EG = 1.509 EC = 1.351 
Q1 = 1000 Q1 = 895 
Q = 651 Q2 = 551 
Q3 = 3Z3 Q3 = 344 
Q4 = 323 Q4 = 339 
Q7 = 280 Q7 = 233 
T5 = 2040 T5 = 2072 
T6 = 2058 T6 = 2050 
CA= 1.2 W = 7750 CA = 1.2 W = 7750 
N = 14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 AB = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = °565 E3 = .310 E4 = .563 
EC= 1. 64Z EC= 1.446 
Q1 = 1088 Q = 959 
Q2 = 780 Q = 659 
Q3 = 388 Q3 = 411 
Q4 = 388 Q4 = 408 
Q7 = 314 Q7 = 257 
T5 = 2097 T5 = 2087 
T6 = 2071 T6 = 2062 
20-15 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORATION 
CA= 1.4 W = 6700 CA= 1.4 W = 6700 
N =14 T = 2000 N = 14. T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.494 EC= 1.341 
01 = 1348 01 = IZ0 
02 = 635 Q2 = 538 
Q3 = 319 Q3 = 340 
Q4 = 317 Q4 = 332 
07 - 125 Q7 = 104 
T5 = 2078 T5 = 2071 
T6 = 2057 T6 = 2050 
CA = 1.4 W = 7800 CA = 1.4 W = 7800 
N = 14 T = 2000 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3-= .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.622 EC= 1.433 
01 = 1463 Q1 = 1293 
02 = 756 02 = 641 
Q3 = 378 Q3 = 403 
Q4 = 378 Q4 = 397 
07 = 140 Q7 = 114 
T5 = 2095 T5 = 2085 
T6 = 2069 T6 = 2060 
20-16 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA = 1.2 W = 6600 CA= 1.Z W = 6600 
N =16 T = 2000 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.367 EG= I.Z49 
Q1 = 906 Q1 = 828 
Q2 = 782 02 = 673 
Q3 = 261 Q3 = 278 
Q4 = Z75 Q4 = 290 
Q7 = 475 Q7 = 404 
T5 = Z063 T5 = Z057 
T6 = 2048 T6 = 2043 
CA = 1.2 W = 7750 CA = 1.2 W = 7750 
N = 16 T = 2000 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = :310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.475 EC= 1.327 
Q1 = 977 Q1 = 880 
QZ = 939 Q = 807 
Q3 = 312 Q3 = 333 
Q4 = 330 Q4 = 350 
Q7 = 5Z8 Q7 = 442 
T5 = 2076 T5 = Z069 
T6 = Z059 T6 = 205Z 
20-17
 
2 THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 V 
CA= 1.4 W = 6700 CA= 1.4 W = 6700 
N =16 T = 2000 N = 16 T = 2000 
-A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .,310 E4= 6563 
EC= 1.356 EC= 1.242 
Q1 = 1223 Q1 = 1121 
Q2 = 766 Q2 = 660 
Q3 = 258 Q3 = 276 
Q4 = 270 Q4 = 285 
Q7 = 334 Q7 = 284 
T5 = 2062 T5 = 2056 
T6 = 2047 T6 = 2042 
CA = 1.4 W = 7800 CA = 1.4 W = 7800 
N =16 T = 2000, N =14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.460 EC= 1.318 
Q1 = 1317 Q1 = 1189 
Q2 = 914 Q2 = 788 
Q3 = 306 Q3 = 328 
Q4 = 323 Q4 = 341 
Q7 = 370 Q7 = 310 
T5 = 2075 T5 = 2069 
T6 = 2058 T6 = 2050 
20-18
 
THERMO ELECTRON
 
C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0 N 
CA= 1.6 W = 6750 GA= 1.6 W = 6750 
N =16 T = 2000 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .3"65 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.334 EC= 1.227 
Q1 = 1572 Q1 = 1446 
Q2 = 739 QZ= 639 
Q3 = 252 Q3 = 270 
Q4 = Z62 04 = 276 
Q7 = 176 Q7 = 150 
T5 = 2060 T5 = 2055 
T6 = 2046 T6 = 2040 
CA= 1.6 W =7850 CA = 1.6 W = 7850 
N = 16 T =2000 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .225 E4= .365 E3 = .1310 E4= .2563 
EC= 1.438 EC= 1.303 
Q1 = 1695 -Q = 1536 
Q2 = 885 QZ = 765 
Q3 = 300 Q3 = 322 
Q4 = 314 Q4 = 332 
Q7 = 195' Q7 = ' 164 
T5 = 2073 T5 = 2067 
T6 = 2056 T6 = 2050 
20-19 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T1 I0 N 
CA= 1.8 W = 6800 CA = 1.8 W = 6800 
N = 16 T = 2000 N = 1(6 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4 = .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 Eg3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.307 EC= 1. 207 
Q1 = 1950 Q1 = 1801 
Q2 = 709 QZ = 616 
Q3 = 245 Q3 = 264 
Q4 = 253 Q4 = 266 
Q7 = 6 Q7 = 5 
T5 = 2059 T5 = 2054 
T6 = 2044 T6 = 2039 
CA= 1.8 W =7900 CA= 1.8 W = 7900 
N = 16 T = 2000 N =16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .605 A4= .875 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .310 E4= .563 
EC= 1.412 EC= 1.284 
Qi = 2106 Q1 = 1915 
Q2 = 853 Q2 = 740 
Q3 = 292 Q3 = 315 
Q4 = 304 Q4 = 321 
Q7 = 6 Q7 = 5 
T5 = 2071 T5 = 2065 
T6 = 2054 T6 = 2048 
20-20 
2 THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 O R ATION 
CA = 8 W = 5850 CA = .8 W = 5850 
N = 14 T = 1900 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = .1.599 Ec = 1.450 
Q1 = 383. Q1 = 427 
Q2 = 621 Q2 = 609 
Q3 = 304 Q3 = 297 
Q4 = 307 Q4 = 300 
Q7 = 46Z Q7 = 498 
T5 = 1977 T5 = 2073 
T6 = 1958 T6 2054 
CA = .8 W = 5850 CA = 8 W = 5850 
N = 14 T = 2100 N = 14 T = 2200-
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.333 EC = 1.242 
Q1 = 477 Q1 = 535 
Q2 = 595 QZ = 580 
Q3 = 290 Q3 = 282 
Q4 = 291 Q4 = 282 
Q7 = 540 Q7 = 589 
T5 = 2168 T5 = 2263 
T6 = 2149 T6 = 2245' 
20-21 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CORPORATION 
CA = .8 W = 7500 CA = .8 W = 7500 
N = 14 T = 1900 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4' = .365 
EC 1.826 EC = 1.636 
Q1 = 438 Q1 = 482 
Q2 = 810 Q2 = 799 
Q = 396 Q3 = 390 
Q4 = 402 Q4 = 395 
Q7 = 552 Q7 = 588 
T5 = 2003 T5 = 2098 
T6 = 1978 T6 = 2074 
CA = .8 W = 7500 CA = .8 W = 7500 
N = 14 T = 2100 N = 14 T = 2200 
A3 =' .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.487 EC = 1.370 
Q1 = 532 Q1 = 591 
Q2 = 786 Q2 = 770 
Q3 = 382 Q3 = 374 
Q4 = 386 Q4 = 377 
Q7 = 631 Q7 = 679 
T5 = 2193 T5 = 2288 
T6 = 2169 T6 = 2264 
20-22
 
-W THERMO ELECTRON 
CA = 1.0 W = 6400 CA = 1.0 W = 6400 
N = 14 T = 1900 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3= .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = 25 E4 = .365 E3 = 25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1 669 EC = 1.504 
Q1 = 826 Q1 = 692 
Q2 = 666 Q2 = 653 
Q3 = 328 Q3 = 321 
Q4 = 331 Q4 = 3Z3 
Q7 = 383 Q7 = 411 
T5 = 1984 T5 = 2080 
T6 = 1963 T6 = 2059 
CA = 1.0 W = 6400 CA = 1.0 W = 6400 
N = 14 T = 2100 N = 14 T 22'00 
A3 = .50 A4 = 700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EG = 1.375 EC = 1.273 
Q1 = 769 Q1 = 858 
Q2 = 636 Q2 = 618 
Q3 = 312 Q3 303 
Q4 = 313 Q4 = 302 
Q7 = 443 Q7 = 480 
T5 = 2174 T5 = 2269 
T6 2154 T6 = 2249 
Z0-Z3 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R T H 0 
CA = 1.0 W = 7650 CA = 1.0 W - 7650 
N = 14 T = 1900 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= 700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4= 365 E3 = .25 E4 = 365 
EC = 1.844 EG = 1.647 
Q1 = 691 Q1 = 758 
Q2 = 808 Q2 = 795 
Q3 = 398 Q3 = 390 
Q4 = 402 Q4 = 394 
Q7 = 437 Q7 = 465 
T5 = 2003 T5 = 2098 
T6 = 1978 T6 = 2074 
CA = .. 0 W = 7650 GA = 1.0 V = 7650 
N = 14 T = 2100 N = 14 T = 2200 
A3 = . 50 A4.= .700 A3 = . 50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4= ,365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1 493 EG = 1.372 
Q1 = 835 Q1 = 925 
Q2 = 779 QZ =' 761 
Q3 = 382 03 = 373 
,Q4 = 384 Q4 = 374 
Q7 = 497 Q7' = 534 
T5 = 2193 T5 2288 
T6 = 2168 T6 = 2264 
20-24
 
THERMO ELECT'RON 
CORPORATION 
CA = 1.z W = 6600 CA = 1.2 W = 6600 
N = 14 T = 1900 N = 14 -T. = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = . 50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.681 EC = 1.509 
Q1 = 907 Q1 = 1000 
Qz = 667 Q2 = 651 
Q3 = 332 Q3 = 324 
Q4 = 333 Q4 = 324 
Q7 = 262 Q7 = 280 
T5 = 1985 T5 = 2080 
T6 = 1963 T6 = 2059 
CA = 1.2 W = 6600 CA = 1.2 W = 6600 
N = .14 T = zl00 N = 14 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.374 EC 1.268 
Q1 = 1108 Q1 = 1231 
Q2 = 632 QZ = 610 
Q3 = 314 Q3 = 304 
Q4 = 313 Q4 = 300 
Q7 = 301 Q7 = 325 
T5 = 2174 T5 = 2269 
T6 = 2154 T6 = 2248 
20-25
 
THERMO ELECTRON .t 
C O R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA = 1.2 W = 7750 CA = 1.2 -W = 7750 
N = 14 T = 1900 N- = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .50 A4 = ,.-700 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .Z5 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.844 EC = 1.642 
Q1 = 995 Q1 = 1089 
QZ = 796 Q2 = 780 
Q3 = 395 Q3 = 387 
Q4 = 398 Q4 = 389 
Q7 = 296 Q7 = 314 
T5 = 2002 T5 = 2097 
T6 = 1977 T6 = 2073 
CA = 1.2 W = 7750 CA = 1.2 W = 7750 
N = 14 T = 2100 N = 14 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .25 E4 = 365 
EC = 1.485 EC = 1.360 
Q1 = 1196 Q1 = 1321 
Q2 = 762 Q2 = 740 
Q3 = 377 Q3 = 367 
Q4 = 377 Q4 = 365 
Q7 = 334 Q7 = 358 
T5 = 2192 T5 = 2286 
T6 = 2167 T6 = 2262 
20- 26'
 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C O R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
14 
.50 
.25 
W = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
6700 CA 
1900 N 
.700 A3 
.365 E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
14 
.50 
.25 
W 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6700 
2000 
.700 
.365 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.669 
1227 
654 
328 
328 
117 
1984 
1962 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
-
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1,494 
1348 
635 
319 
317 
I25 
2079 
2058 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
14 
.50 
.25 
V = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
6700 
2100 
.700 
.365 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
14 
.50 
.25 
w 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6700 
2200 
.700 
.365 
£0 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.357 
1488 
612 
308 
305 
134 
2173 
2152 
EC 
01 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.249 
1650 
587 
297 
291 
144 
2267 
2247 
20-27 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA = 1.4 W = 7800 CA = 1.4 W = 7800 
N = 14 T = 1900 N = 14 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4= .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1. 826 EC = 1.622 
Q1 = 1342 Q1 = 1464 
Q2 = 775 QZ = 756 
Q3 = 388 Q3 = 379 
Q4 = 389 Q4 = 379 
Q7 = 132 Q7 = 140 
T5 = 2000 T5 = 2095 
T6 = 1975 T6 = 2071 
CA = 1.4 W = 7800 CA = 1.4 W = 7800 
N = 14 T = 2100 N = 14 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4- .700 A3 = .50 A4 = 700 
E3 = .25 E4= .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.463 EC = 1.337 
Q1 = 1604 Q1 = 1767 
Q2 = 734 QZ = 709 
Q3 = 368 Q3 = 357 
Q4 = 366 Q4 = 352 
Q7 = 148 Q7 = 159 
T5 = 2189 T5 = 2284 
T6 = 2165 T6 = 2259 
20-28
 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA = 1.0 W = 6400 CA = 'i.0 -w = 6400 
N = 16 T = 1900 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.497 EC = 1.362 
Q1 = 561 Q1 = 627 
Q2, = 799 Q2 = 780 
Q3 = 265 03 = 258 
Q4 = 282 Q4 = 274 
Q7 = 547 Q7 = 592 
T5 = 1966 T5 = 2062 
T6 = 1952 T6 = 2048 
CA = 1.0 W = 6400 CA = 1.0 w = 6400 
N = 16 T = 2100 N = 16 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 =, .365 
EC = 1.256 EC - 1.173 
Q1 = 703 Q1 = 790 
Q2 = 758 QZ = 732 
Q3 = 250 Q3 = 241 
Q4 = 263 Q4 = 253 
Q7 = 644 Q7 = 704 
T5 = 2157 T5 = 2252 
T6 = 2143 T6 = -2238 
20-29
 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C2 ft'CORPORATION 
CA = '1.0 W = 7650 CA = 1.0 W = 7650 
N = 16 T = 1900 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 .25 E4 = .265 E3 .25 E4 .365 
EG = 1.639 EG = 1.478 
Q1 = 614 Q1 = 680 
Q2 = 972 Q2 = 953 
Q3 = 322 Q3 = 315 
Q4 = 343 Q4 = 335 
Q7 = 619 Q7 = 664 
T5 = 1982 T5 = 2077 
T6 = 1965 T6 = 2061 
CA = 1.0 W = 7650 CA = 1.0 W. = 7650 
N = 16 T = 2100 N = 16 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.352 EC = 1.253 
Q1 = 756 Q1 = 844 
QZ = 931 Q2 = 905 
Q3 = 306 Q3 = 297 
Q4 = 325 Q4 = 314 
Q7 = 716 Q7 = 776 
T5 = 2172 T5 = 2267 
T6 = 2156 T6 = 2251. 
20-30 
],W THERMO ELECTRON 
C U R P 0 R A t I V N 
CA = 1.2 W = 6600 ,CA = 1.2 W = 6600 
N = 16 T = 1900 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .7,00 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.507 EC = 1.367 
Q1 = 814 Q1 = 906 
Q2 = 804 Q2 = 782 
Q3 = 268 Q3 = 261 
Q4 = 284 Q4 = 275 
Q7 = 440 Q7 = 475 
T5 = 1967 T5 = 2065 
T6 = 1953 T6 = 2049 
CA = 1.2 W = 6600 CA = 1.z W = 66O0 
N = 16 T = 2100 N = 16 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1 257 EC = 1.170 
Q1 = 1013 Q1 = 1136 
QZ = 756 QZ = 726 
Q3 = 251 Q3 = 242 
Q4 = 264 Q4 = 252 
Q7 = 515 Q7 = 561 
T5 = 2157 T5 = 2252 
T6 = 2143 T6 = 2238 _ 
20-31 
THERMO ELECTRON 
CO R PO RATION 
CA = 1.2 W = 7750 CA = 1.2 W = 7750 
N - 16 T = 1900 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.640 EC = 1.475 
Q1 = 885 Q1 = " 978 
Q2 = 961 Q2 939 
Q3 = 320 Q3 = 313 
Q4 = 340 Q4 = 331 
Q7 = 494 Q7 = 528 
T5 = 1981 T5 = 2077 
T6 = 1964 T6 = 2060 
CA = 1.2 W = 7750 CA = 1.2 W = 7750 
N = 16 T = 2100 N = 16 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 =' .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.346 EC = 1.245 
Q1 = 1085 Q1 = 1208 
Q2 = 914 Q2 = 884 
Q3 = 303 Q3 = 293 
Q4 = 320 Q4 = 308 
Q7 = 569 Q7 = 615 
T5 = 2171 T5 = 2266-
T6 = 2155 T6 = 2250 
20-32
 
T THERMO ELECTRON 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
.25 
w 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6700 
1900 
.700 
.365 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
50 
.25 
W 
,T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6700 
2000 
.700 
.365 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
04 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.499 
1102 
791 
266 
281 
311 
1967 
1952 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
04 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.356 
1223 
766 
258 
271 
334 
2062 
2048 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
.25 
W 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
6700 
2100 
.700 
.365 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
.25 
W 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6700 
2200 
.700 
.365 
EC 
Q1 
QZ 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.243 
1364 
736 
248 
258 
361 
2156 
2142 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.155 
1526 
702 
237 
245 
393 
2251 
2237 
20-33 
THERMO ELECTRON 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
.25 
W = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
7800 
1900 
.700 
.365 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
.25 
W 
T 
A4 
E4 
=. 
= 
= 
= 
7800 
2000 
.700 
.365 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.627 
1196 
940 
316 
334 
347 
1980 
1963 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.460 
1317 
914 
307 
324 
370 
2075 
2059 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
'.25 
W = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
7800 CA 
2100 N 
.700 A3 
.365 E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.4 
16 
.50 
.25 
W 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
7800 
2200 
.700 
.365 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.329 
1458 
885 
297 
311 
398 
2169 
2153 
EC 
Q. 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.227 
1621 
851 
286 
298 
429 
2264 
2248 
20-34 
THERMO 
C 0 R P 0 
ELECTRON 
R A T I 0 H 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.6 
16 
.50 
.25 
W = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
6750 
1900 
.700 
.365 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.6 
16 
.50 
.25 
W 
T 
A4 
E4 
=' 
= 
= 
= 
6750 
2000 
.700 
.365 
EC 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.479 
1420 
768 
261 
274 
164 
1965 
1951 
EC 
Q1 
QZ 
Q3 
Q4 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.334 
1572 
739 
252 
263 
176 
2060 
2048 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.6 
16 
.50 
.25 
w = 
T = 
A4= 
E4= 
6750 
2100 
.700 
.365 
CA 
N 
A3 
E3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.6 
16 
.50 
.25 
w 
T 
A4 
E4 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6750 
2200 
700 
.365 
EC 
Q 
Q2 
Q3 
04 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.220 
"1748 
705 
240 
249 
190 
2154 
2140 
EC 
Q 
Q2 
Q3 
04 
Q7 
T5 
T6 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.131 
1952 
666 
228 
234 
206' 
2249 
2235 
20-35 
~y~ THERMO ELE'CTRON 
CA = 1.6 W = 7850 CA = 1.6 W = 7850 
N = 16 T = 1900 N = 16 T = 2000 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
.C = .1.607 EC = 1.439 
Qi = 1543 Q1 = 1696 
Q2 = 914 Q2 = 885 
Q3 = 310 03 = 300 
Q4 = 326 Q4 = 315 
Q7 = 183 Q7 = 195 
T5 = 1978 T5 = 2073 
T6 = 1961 T6 = 2057 
CA = 1,6 W = 7850 CA = 1.6 W = 7850 
N = 16 T = 2100 N = 16 T = 2200 
A3 = .50 A4 = .700 A3 = .50 A4 = .700 
E3 = .25 E4 = .365 E3 = .25 E4 = .365 
EC = 1.307 EC = 1.203 
Q1 = 1872 Q = 2076 
Q2 = 852 Q2 = 81"3 
Q3 = 289 Q3 = 277 
Q4 = 301 Q4 = 286 
Q7 = 209 Q7 = 226 
T5 = 2167 T5 = 22161 
T6 = 2151 T6 = 2245 
20-36
 
